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ABSTRACT

This study investigated pedagogy for Taiwanese students in mainstream Australian
secondary school classes.  The aim was to explore the construction of pedagogy for
these students within the communicative contingencies of both the classroom and the
community of talk around the classroom.  Accordingly, the study documented and
explicated the ways in which teachers adapted geography lessons for Taiwanese
students, and further, the fit of teachers� descriptions and explanations of those
adaptations within broader school community debate over provision for ethnic minority
students.  The significance of the study resides in its contribution to educational
research, policy and practice in conditions of cultural diversity and formal cultural
inclusion.

The study�s contributions arise from its attention to the forms of teacher-student
interaction that are often considered to be a major point of difference between pedagogy
in Australia (and other Western nations) and in Chinese (and other Asian) contexts.  The
focus is on the degree of teacher-directedness or student-centredness, as demonstrated
by such factors as rote learning and participation in whole class spoken activities.
Review of the current literature indicated that such dispositions may not only be brought
to Australian pedagogic contexts by Chinese students, but may also be constructed
within these contexts themselves.  Analysis of theoretical perspectives on culture and
pedagogy that were of high profile in Australia during the 1990s indicated that the
investigation of this possibility requires an approach that makes it possible to attend to
the structuring of such contexts.  Accordingly, this study was conducted from a
perspective that made it possible to document and explicate the construction of
socialising conditions within the communicative particularities of lessons for Taiwanese
students as pedagogic practice enacted in classrooms, and of debate amongst those
interested in the education of the students as pedagogic talk within a school community.

The theoretical framework of the study drew primarily on Basil Bernstein�s sociology of
educational knowledge.  This perspective provided the fundamental concepts for
describing the categorisation of Taiwanese students in the teacher-student interaction of
the classroom and in school community talk about such.  Analytic concepts developed
by researchers concerned with classroom talk were specified in Bernsteinian terms to
facilitate the translation between these theoretical objects and the sets of lesson and
interview data examined in the study.  These concepts made it possible to describe the
pedagogic activities of teachers and students, and their constituent social actions, as
enacted in the lessons, and as constructed in the interview talk of school community
members.  The two data sets were produced and analysed by methods derived from the
Bernsteinian perspective.  The aim was to: i) test the generic and formal Bernsteinian
sociology of educational knowledge; and ii) produce findings generalisable to culturally
diverse Australian school settings.

One of the main findings of the study was that the adaptation of geography lessons for
Taiwanese, Chinese, Asian and other ESL students produced a more constrained and
teacher-directed form of pedagogy than that which was provided for other students.  The
other main finding was that the geography teachers described and explained these
adaptations by categorising the students as �reluctant� in whole class spoken activities
and �dependent� in written seatwork activities.  Other school community members
interested in the education of Taiwanese students evinced substantial agreement in this
regard.  However, these interviewees constructed the �reluctant� speech and �dependent�
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seatwork of the students from complex collaborative and competitive positions available
in professional-academic talk.  This pointed to struggles amongst those who would
inform the provision of pedagogy for Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL
students.

The study�s theoretical significance resides, in part, in its capacity to describe the
moment-by-moment classroom interaction of Taiwanese students without pre-empting
the empirical salience of categories of cultural identity.  Rather, attention is focused on
the ways that students are categorised according to their capacity to undertake particular
communicative interactions, categorisations in which cultural identity is not necessarily
made overtly salient.  In this way the study refined and tested the Bernsteinian model of
classroom practice, while also locating analytic tools for describing classroom talk
within broader relations of social power and control.  Methodologically, the study�s
significance arises from its capacity to generate descriptions of the particularity of
classroom practice, and talk about such, as pedagogic practice and talk.  For
policymakers the study points to the professional-academic discourses that need to be
made available to teachers if they are to engage in the conversations about pedagogy
that are central to emergent, second-wave conceptions of cultural equity in the state of
Queensland where the study was conducted.  For practitioners questions arise from the
possibility that the dispositions of Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL
students to teacher-directed forms of pedagogy may be constructed in Australian
contexts.  These pertain to the desirability of the outcomes of adaptations undertaken in
the name of cultural equity, in addition to the implications of teachers� own
professional-academic socialisation for debates over �who� should get �what� pedagogic
provision.  The thesis concludes with a discussion of the utility of the study�s
perspective and findings given current developments in the racial and cultural politics of
Australian educational institutions.
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CHAPTER ONE
DIVERSITY AND INSTITUTIONAL INTERACTION

The Research Problem

General statement of the problem

Schools, like other Australian social institutions, have become increasingly diverse in

clientele.  Increased flows of people across the national border, either as migrants and

refugees or as consumers of globally marketed services, mean that linguistic and

cultural diversity (understood in this thesis in terms of ethnicity) is often a feature of

everyday interaction in local educational institutions.  At the same time, there is a

significant degree of awareness of the interactional implications of such diversity.

Experience in negotiating diversity, training in �inter-cultural�, �cross-cultural� or �anti-

racist� practices, and accountability to formal inclusionary measures (i.e., anti-

discrimination legislation), have all heightened awareness of diversity.  In schools this

engagement with diversity has been informed by successive policies on multiculturalism

and cultural equity.  These policies have been concerned increasingly with the

transmission and acquisition of school knowledge, or pedagogy, in culturally diverse

settings.  The purposive adaptation of pedagogy in these conditions of cultural diversity

and formal cultural inclusion is the focus of this thesis.

In general terms, the thesis reports a study of the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese

migrant students in a state secondary school in Queensland, Australia.  Fundamental

issues concern the provision made for Taiwanese students in classroom practice and

school community talk about such.  One purpose of the study is to document and

explicate mainstream lessons provided for Taiwanese students; another is to locate

teachers� descriptions and explanations of their efforts to promote the classroom

participation of Taiwanese students within broader community debate over provision for

these students.  Classroom practice is arguably the key site for investigating the

adaptation of pedagogy for members of any social group because it is in the classroom

that adaptations are enacted.  School community talk is also important, however,

because as school processes and decision-making have been opened up to community

participation, engagement with information about ethnic minority students� dispositions

to learning made available by community representatives has become imperative for

mainstream teachers.  Accordingly, two data sets were utilised in the study: i)
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transcripts of lessons taught to mainstream geography classes by two teachers

nominated as exemplary exponents of the case study school�s cultural equity policies;

and ii) transcripts of interviews with members of the school community with an interest

in the education of Taiwanese students.  Both data sets were selected from the data

collected for a multi-site comparative project investigating the construction of

Australian identities through language and literacy education in seven state secondary

schools1 and communities.  The large project was funded by the Australian Research

Council and has produced studies addressing a range of problems from the perspectives

of the sociology of educational knowledge and ethnomethodology (Dooley, Exley & P.

Singh 2000; Freebody & Herschell 2000; Nicolson 2000; P. Singh 2000, 2001; P. Singh

& Dooley 2000, 2001; P. Singh, Dooley & Freebody 2001; P. Singh & Sinclair, 2001)

The selection and analysis of all data reported here were conducted solely for the

production of this thesis.

Specific research questions

Four inter-related questions concerned with the adaptation of pedagogic practice for

Taiwanese students in lessons at the case study school, and descriptions and

explanations of such by interested school community members, are investigated in this

study.  In the first stage of the study two of these questions were directed at the lesson

data.  The purpose of these questions is to document and explicate the classroom

practice that was made available to Taiwanese students in mainstream classes at

Daybreak State High School (Daybreak SHS)2.  The questions focused on the

similarities and differences of the pedagogy provided for Taiwanese and other students

in the classes, and the impediments to Taiwanese students� classroom participation that

were thereby addressed:

• How do teachers promote the participation of Taiwanese students in mainstream
geography lessons?

• What do lessons in geography indicate about the impediments to Taiwanese students�
participation in mainstream classes?

In the second stage of the study, two questions were directed at the interview data.  The

purpose of these questions was to document and explicate school community members�

descriptions and explanations of pedagogic provision for Taiwanese students.  The

interview data were not viewed as a �window� onto that which was hidden in the lesson
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data, for example, assumptions that were �in the teachers� heads�.  Rather, the interview

data were analysed as school community members� attempts to present themselves

persuasively to an educationally informed audience given the knowledge about

Taiwanese students that was available in the school community.  The interviews were

analysed as a context where assumptions about Taiwanese students and appropriate

pedagogy for them were formed and re-formed within the communicative contingencies

of debate over instruction for the students.  When taken up by teachers, such

assumptions are re-articulated within the contingencies of classroom interaction.  They

are, therefore, an important component of the investigation of pedagogy for Taiwanese

students.  The two research questions investigated through the interview data focus

analytic attention on the ways in which the teachers described and explained their

provision for Taiwanese students, in addition to the fit of these descriptions and

explanations within broader community debate amongst those interested in the

education of the students:

• How do teachers describe and explain their efforts to promote the participation of
Taiwanese students in mainstream geography lessons?

• How do geography teachers� descriptions and explanations of their efforts to promote
the classroom participation of Taiwanese students fit within broader school community
debates over provision for the students?

Investigation of this study�s research questions facilitated a sharp focus on the adaptation

of mainstream pedagogy for Taiwanese students in conditions of cultural diversity and

formal cultural inclusion.  The findings pertain to the theorisation of and research on

pedagogy for ethnic minority students, and also expand the knowledge available to

policymakers and teachers engaged with emerging issues of equity and cultural diversity.

Theoretical Approach

To investigate the research questions, a theoretical framework was formulated from

Bernsteinian sociology of the transmission of educational knowledge.  Bernsteinian

concepts facilitated coherent description of the construction of both classroom practice

and school community talk, in addition to the relation between the two.  Analytic tools

drawn from discourse analytic and ethnomethodological approaches to classroom talk

were variously re-specified in Bernsteinian terms and integrated into the framework to

make it possible to document and explicate the specificity of lessons for Taiwanese
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students at Daybreak SHS as pedagogic interaction.  For the sake of clarity, it should be

noted that the term, �discourse analytic�, here referred to linguistic approaches to the

analysis of text, not the concern with social practices found in the work of Foucault and

others (Bernstein & Diaz 1984; A. Lee 1996).  The framework thus formulated made it

possible to achieve a detailed focus on the construction of the lessons within

communicative contingencies peculiar to the mainstream secondary school classroom.

Similarly, the framework made it possible to document and explicate the specificity of

the study�s interview data as pedagogic talk constructed within the communicative

contingencies of professional-academic debate in the school community.  A sharp focus

was achieved on the formation and re-formation of the assumptions about Taiwanese

students, and pedagogy for them, that circulated in the school community, and hence,

were available for appropriation to classroom practice.

Within the study�s theoretical framework the concern was with the ways in which

Taiwanese students were categorised as classroom interactants both in practice and in

school community talk, and further, with the teacher-student relations that were either

enacted with, or advocated for, the students so categorised.  In analysing the lesson data,

a description was provided of the ways in which Taiwanese students were categorised in

practice, the forms of relation with the teacher by which these students� classroom

participation was promoted, and the impediments to participation thereby redressed.

Similarly, in analysing the interview data, a description was provided of the ways in

which Taiwanese students were categorised by the school community members, the

impediments to participation attributed to the students, and the forms of teacher-student

relation by which these impediments were or should be redressed.  Of particular interest

were categories of students that were constituted in both classroom practice and school

community talk.

Significance of the Study

Theoretical significance

As indicated earlier, this study�s theoretical framework variously re-specifies and

integrates analytic tools from discourse analytic and ethnomethodological approaches to

classroom talk with Bernsteinian sociology of educational knowledge.  The study�s

significance resides in its contribution to Bernsteinian theory itself, and the theorisation

of the adaptation of pedagogy for students of distinctive linguistic and cultural groups.
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With respect to the theory itself, it should be noted that Bernsteinian theory is not only

extensive in scope, spanning as it does the macro to the micro, but also highly formal,

concerned with modelling various empirical objects.  A body of research has

empirically tested and refined the theory, raising new theoretical issues and prompting

modifications and extensions for particular objects and contexts (Bernstein 1996; Moss

& Erben 2000).  This study is situated within that research effort.  Its contribution

resides in its description of the moment-by-moment enactment of pedagogy in

conditions of linguistic and cultural diversity.  Consequently, the study shows how

some relatively well-tested concepts can be specified to achieve fine-grained

descriptions of dynamic, micro-level empirical objects.  The analytic tools provided by

the discourse analysis and ethnomethodological approaches are key to this.  The study�s

contribution to those perspectives resides in the nuanced treatment of the teacher-

student relations that are realised in particular forms of classroom interaction.

This study�s Bernsteinian perspective differs fundamentally from the postcolonial

approaches that emerged from the intensive theory-building effort prompted by the

increasing flow of migrants, international students and various offshore clients through

educational institutions in Australia and other Western nations during the 1990s.  The

significance of the study resides partly in its theoretical rendering of empirical objects

that remain beyond the purview of those other approaches.  In Chapter Two it is shown

that social psychological studies of �the Chinese learner� conducted during that period

pointed to the implication of these students� dispositions to certain forms of teacher-

student relation in classroom participation and outcomes.  These studies highlighted the

need to theorise, in a comprehensive fashion, the pedagogical particularity of the

interaction between teacher and student.

As is shown in Chapter Two, the postcolonial approaches were often impelled by equity

imperatives and dedicated to socially transformative projects.  However, there are

limitations in the concepts that such approaches make available for the description of

the social structuring of pedagogy both in teacher-student interaction and professional-

academic talk.  They do not facilitate a systematic description of the actions of teacher

and students in selecting and organising the knowledge that is transmitted in school, and

formulating criteria for evaluating the acquisition of that knowledge.  Nor do they
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provide terms for describing professional-academic debate about such, and the inter-

relation of classroom practice and school community talk.  This study�s theoretical

signficance resides in its contribution of ways of theorising that make it possible to

describe aspects of pedagogy inaccessible to those theories.  The Bernsteinian concepts

thereby contribute importantly to a theoretical understanding of pedagogy for students

of distinctive linguistic and cultural groups.

Methodological significance

For research, the significance of this study is twofold.  On the one hand, the study�s

Bernsteinian framework renders investigable an array of empirical problems pertaining

to the constitution of cultural categories in pedagogy.  In the first instance, these relate

to the hypothesis formulated in the relevant empirical social psychological literature,

that �Chinese� dispositions to learning can be produced in pedagogic practice, especially

when that is informed by the stereotypical characterisations of Chinese students that are

in circulation amongst Western teachers (e.g., Kember & Gow 1991; Biggs & Watkins,

1996).  More broadly, these relate to the constitution of cultural categories of students in

the social orders of classroom practice and school community talk.

On the other hand, the study illustrates how Bernsteinian principles for translating

between empirical data and theoretical concepts can be realised in methods of data

analysis.  This is a methodological project that has recently received explicit attention in

the Bernsteinian tradition (Bernstein 1996; Dowling 1998; Maton 2000; R. Moore &

Muller 1999).  Its significance arises in the first instance from the need, stated earlier,

for extensive empirical testing of recent developments in Bernstein�s theory.  This

contribution is of broader significance also given methodological trends in educational

research, namely the ascendance of anti-realist approaches since the mid-1980s,

especially in studies of diversity and equity.  Specifically, the study illustrates a realist

sociological approach to legitimating research findings in a field where autobiographical

and self-disclosing strategies for grounding knowledge claims in the knower are of

prominence.  It is an alternative that is of particular interest given the debilitating

methodological effects of usurpation of �the right to speak� about particular issues and

social groups by researchers claiming membership in ever more narrow categories of

race, gender, class and so forth (Maton 2000; McLeod & Yates 1997; R. Moore &

Muller 1999; Prain 1997).
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Policy significance

Following the election of a Labor government in 1989 after 32 years of conservative

administration, systemic social justice policies were developed for Queensland state

schools.  This represented a significant re-direction of social policy in a state where it

has been suggested that an �anti-equity� culture (Lingard & Garrick 1997: 159) had

prevailed in contrast to pro-equity developments in other less traditionally conservative

states and at the federal level.  An Equity Directorate was created within Education

Queensland3, and charged with implementing equal opportunity and anti-discrimination

legislation and developing a Social Justice Strategy and attendant policies (Lingard

1995; Lingard & Garrick 1997).  The work of the Directorate subsumed existing

projects redressing the educational disadvantages of racial, socio-economic, gender,

ability, geographical and linguistic target groups.  These projects had been undertaken

through grassroots activism and Commonwealth funding, particularly in schools with

substantial cohorts of target group students.  However, with the inclusion of �social

justice� in the dominant principles of official state policy, such concern became

mandatory in all departmental activities.

The Cultural and Language Diversity in Education (CALDE) policy (Department of

Education, Queensland (hereafter: DEQ) 1995a) established accountability for the

provision of a socially-just curriculum, development of departmental officers�

understandings of racism and cultural inclusion, and the participation of parents of

diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds in school processes and decision making.  A

�socially-just curriculum� was defined as one which reflected societal diversity; afforded

first language a role while providing opportunities for English acquisition; and

developed students� capacity to recognise and challenge injustice through analysis of

social issues from the standpoint of the least advantaged.  This policy superseded

multicultural initiatives focused on studying and maintaining cultural and linguistic

diversity (Cahill, Birchall, Fry, Vine, Black-Gutman & McLaughlin 1996).

Associated with the CALDE policy was an anti-racist policy that made all departmental

officers accountable for rejecting all forms of racism, and valuing, affirming and

responding to cultural and linguistic diversity in Australian society through curriculum,

pedagogy and school organisation (DEQ 1996).  A standard for culturally inclusive
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curriculum was also developed to inform curriculum documents, the composition of

curricular committees, the planning and reviewing of teaching practices, and review of

provision for Social Justice Strategy target groups (DEQ 1995b).  According to this

standard, curriculum is inclusive when barriers to students� opportunities, participation

and benefits from schooling are identified and addressed; content representative of all

societal groups is included; and students question disadvantage, challenge social

injustice and foster equal participation.  Responsibility for implementing these policies

rested at the school level: district and Central Office personnel were responsible for

formulating the policy and supporting school personnel.

The extensive reform that is currently underway in Education Queensland has seen the

move towards a new Equity Framework.  This �second wave� initiative re-valorises the

equity agenda.  In doing so, it highlights the growing income gap and the spread of

poverty in Australia.  In addition, the previous concern with equity target groups (e.g.,

girls, ethnic minority students) has been superseded by a concern with the formation of

distinctive groups in multiple relations of social advantage and disadvantage, for

example, poverty and culture.  Pedagogy is the focus of this new equity framework,

although no one form of pedagogy is being advocated.  Indeed, teachers are being

encouraged to expand their pedagogical repertoires to include forms that increase the

intellectual and social outcomes for distinctive disadvantaged groups.  Responsibility

for implementing the policy remains at the school level.  Teachers are urged to mentor

one another as pedagogues; to open up their classrooms to their peers; to swap

strategies; in short, to talk about pedagogy that works with students who are �at risk� of

low academic outcomes because of their membership of distinctive equity groups.  At

the same time, the necessity of school-community collaboration in the production of

pedagogy for these groups of students has been re-iterated (A. Luke 1999; A. Luke,

Freebody, Land & Booth 2000).  This study�s policy significance resides in its

implications for understanding the conditions that need to be in place if this dialogue

between teachers, and between school and community, is to be effective.

Professional significance

For mainstream teachers this study�s findings about what happens in geography lessons

for Taiwanese students may be of considerable value.  The professional significance of

the study arises, further, from its concern with the fit of mainstream teachers� accounts
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of their provision for Taiwanese students within broader school community debates.  In

Chapter Three it is shown how it is that teachers� classroom lessons are theoretically

informed, although the theories inherent in lessons may be tacit, derived from

commonsense, and subject to school community debate.  In the case of Taiwanese

students, theories about the socialising effects of Asian schools and the implications of

English as a Second Language (ESL) status are of particular salience.

The socialisation of Asian students is of considerable importance to Australian teachers.

The resumption of Asian migration after the dismantling of the so-called White

Australia Policy (Mackie 1997) saw large intakes of South-East Asian refugees and

family reunion migrants.  By the late 1990s, however, economic and political

imperatives in Australia meant that skilled and business migrants constituted a growing

proportion of the intake, a trend set to continue (Birrell 1997; Carruthers & McGregor

1998; Dore 1998; Kerin 1998; McGregor 1998; Meryment 1998; Nolan 1998).  Given a

complex of economic and political factors in their countries of origin, many of these

migrants were from East Asia (Ho & Coughlan 1997; McNamara 1997; McNamara &

Coughlan 1997a).  At the same time, substantial numbers of international students from

Asia entered Australian schools and universities as a result of the development of an

education export industry (DEET 1994; Renshaw & Volet 1995).

For Australian teachers the economic and social power of the new migrant and

international student groups present challenges.  Unlike refugees, these students often

have uninterrupted school histories, the support of educated parents (especially in the

case of skilled migrants), and families who can fund private tutoring or schooling (Ho &

Coughlan 1997; McNamara 1997; McNamara & Coughlan 1997b).  Accordingly,

teachers need to engage with the effects of sustained socialisation into pedagogic

contexts that either differ or are assumed to differ from those of the Australian school,

and from those of earlier cohorts of Asian migrants.  Information about the prior

schooling of the students has therefore been of considerable interest to Australian

teachers.  The following excerpt drawn from a booklet written by two teachers to help

colleagues implement Queensland�s first wave cultural equity policies in an educational

region with a high proportion of students of language backgrounds other than English

(LBOTE) is illustrative of the type of information that is in circulation in professional

forums:
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LBOTE students have often been exposed to vastly different methodologies than
those practised in Australia at present.  For example, Taiwanese, Korean and
Japanese students come from very competitive education systems which involve
large classes, lecture-style teaching and rote-learning.  Classroom interaction
between teacher and learner is uncommon practice in these settings.

Teacher-centredness characterises the majority of non-Western LBOTE
students� experiences.  This leads to a reliance on imitating and rote-learning by
many students who have often not been taught to think in an independent,
critical and abstract manner.  They also experience problems with what they
perceive as a more �informal� learning environment.
(Jurgensen & Roebuck 1995: 5)

This booklet, and others like it, were in wide circulation in the schools that participated

in the project with which this study was associated, as is similar information in

universities with large numbers of Chinese international students (Renshaw & Volet,

1995).  What is notable is the focus on what has been described in the anthropological

literature (H. Moore 1993) as �break of day scenarios�; in this case, the moment of first

contact between teacher and Asian student.  The Asian student held up for the scrutiny

of the Australian teacher is untouched by the Australian education system, in Chow�s

(1993) words, an authentic �native�.  Similarly, the Australian teacher addressed in the

booklets is assumed to be in need of instruction about the students� �native� pedagogic

culture.

The professional significance of this study inheres in its attention to what happens after

�first contact�, that is, to the practice and talk in which teachers are responsible for

developing equitable pedagogy for Taiwanese and other Asian students as members of

groups formed in particular relations of affluence and cultural and linguistic difference.

The lessons show the socialising contexts set up for these students in Australian

schools, while the interview accounts show teachers� ideas about the students� prior

socialisation.  The analytic outcomes of these data are therefore of potential heuristic

value for teachers.

Importantly, the data produced for the study make it possible to consider not just

cultural difference, but also linguistic difference.  The English proficiency levels of

students from Asian, and indeed Chinese societies, vary.  Where Chinese students from
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Singapore and Hong Kong have frequently attained high levels of English language

proficiency prior to their arrival in Australia, students from Taiwan generally have the

lowest levels of proficiency (Ho & Coughlan 1997; Ip, Kawakami, Duivenvoorden, &

Tye 1994).  Accordingly, the data produced for the study facilitate attention to pedagogy

for groups of students characterised by limited English proficiency as well as affluence

and cultural difference.  There is, thus, professional value in the outcomes for teachers

who are concerned with this set of factors.

Overview of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis consists of three main sections.  In the first of these,

Chapters Two, Three and Four work together to set up the study.  One of the aims of

Chapter Two is to identify empirical findings of relevance to the investigation of the

adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students; the other, to identify the theoretical

perspective required for the investigation.  Empirical studies of Taiwanese students in

Australian schools, �the Chinese learner� and English as a Second Language (ESL)

learners, are surveyed, highlighting the need for description of pedagogic processes of

transmission and acquisition.  To establish a theoretical perspective on these, a selective

review is provided of key postcolonial work � a high-profile approach to issues of

pedagogy for students of linguistic and cultural minority groups in the Australian state

of Queensland during the 1990s.  It is shown that while these theories raise important

issues, they do not facilitate description of the pedagogical specificity of the constitution

of social categories and sub-categories of teacher and student in classroom interaction

and school community members� talk.

In Chapter Three the study�s theoretical framework is expounded through the organisation

of primarily Bernsteinian concepts into a framework addressing the specificity of lessons

and interview accounts as pedagogic practice and talk respectively.  Analytic tools from

discourse analytic and ethnomethodological approaches to classroom talk are variously re-

specified and integrated within the Bernsteinian framework to establish systematic

principles of translation between the theoretical concepts and the empirical data.  The

methodological implications of this framework are clarified in Chapter Four.  It is

established that the framework requires certain approaches to reliability and validity.  In

addition, the methods by which that approach was realised in the conduct of the study are

described in detail.
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Chapters Five and Six present the study�s findings.  In Chapter Five a detailed report of the

classroom data analyses is presented.  The specific research question about the case study

teachers� efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students in Year 10 geography

lessons is investigated firstly.  Illustrative analyses of data indicative of the most common

activities enacted in the case study lessons, and of the form of these activities distributed to

Taiwanese students, are provided.  The specific research question about the impediments

to the Taiwanese students� classroom participation addressed in the lessons is then

investigated.  Illustrative analyses of data indicating the teachers� practical assumptions

about the indispositions of Taiwanese students to the activities are provided.

In Chapter Six a detailed report of the interview data analyses is presented.  The specific

research question about the case study teachers� descriptions and explanations of their

efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students is investigated firstly.  It is

shown how the teachers labelled Taiwanese students to account for the distribution of

particular forms of teacher-student relations.  The specific research question about the fit of

the teachers� descriptions and explanations within professional-academic debates amongst

members of the broader school community interested in educational provision for

Taiwanese students is then investigated.

The study is concluded in Chapter Seven.  In this chapter a summary of the main findings

of Chapters Five and Six is presented.  Conclusions are drawn about the adaptation of

pedagogy for Taiwanese students as an object of both classroom practice and school

community talk.  The significance of the study for theorising and researching the

adaptation of pedagogy for ethnic minority students is discussed, as is the study�s

significance for policymakers concerned with cultural equity, and teachers of Taiwanese

and other ethnic minority students.  The limitations of the study are then described, as are

directions for future research.  The thesis concludes with a reflection on the study�s

timeliness as an investigation of everyday institutional interaction in conditions of cultural

diversity and formal cultural inclusion.
                                                          
1  The data were collected for a Large Australian Research Council funded project, Constructing
Australian Identities through Language and Literacy in Schools, Communities and Workplaces (1996-
99).  The Chief Investigators of this project were Parlo Singh, James Garton (1996-97) and Peter
Freebody.  The project was conducted under the ethical protocols of Griffith University in schools
approved by the state department of education of Queensland.  I collected all the lesson data and most of
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the interview data analysed and interpreted in this study, modifying research instruments developed by
Parlo Singh.  However, some interviews conducted by Parlo Singh, James Garton, and Annie Ching were
also used in this study.  Furthermore, interviews conducted by Sandy Muspratt and lessons recorded by
him and Paul Herschell were used for pilot purposes in the design of the study.  Acknowledgements of the
contributions of particular researchers to the collection of the data used in the study are made in
Appendices A, B, F and I.
2  All proper names used in this thesis are pseudonyms.
3  During the course of this study, �The Department of Education, Queensland� was renamed �Education
Queensland�.  For consistency, the term �Education Queensland� is used in the text of this document.  For
the sake of accuracy, references to departmental documents use the name under which they were
published: Department of Education, Queensland (DEQ) or Education Queensland (EQ).
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

This study is concerned with the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students in

mainstream subjects taught to culturally diverse classes in Australian secondary schools.

The issue is addressed in two stages.  In the first stage of the study the enactment of

geography lessons for Taiwanese students is analysed (Chapter Five).  In the second

stage school community members� descriptions and explanations of the provision that

is, or should be, made for these students is analysed (Chapter Six).  This chapter is the

first of three that work together to establish the empirical, theoretical-analytic and

methodological foundations for both of these stages of the study.

The chapter has two purposes.  The first of these is to review the substantive findings of

research relevant to the problem investigated in this study.  The aim is to establish an

empirical base for locating the findings of the present investigation.  The second

purpose of the chapter is to preview the rationale for the theoretical perspective within

which the investigation was conducted.  The aim is to present conceptual requirements

that point to the Bernsteinian sociology of educational knowledge as an appropriate

paradigm for engaging productively with the problem of pedagogy for Taiwanese

students of mainstream subjects in culturally diverse Australian secondary school

classes.  To these ends, four bodies of literature are reviewed.

The chapter opens with a survey of the extant literature on Taiwanese students in

Australian schools.  This small body of research is reviewed, in part, to establish what is

known about the interaction of Taiwanese students with teachers in mainstream lessons

taught in these schools.  The review points to the paucity of relevant empirical findings

pertaining to pedagogy for Taiwanese students within the institutional contingencies of

communication that are operative in any classroom irrespective of its degree of cultural

diversity.  The literature is reviewed, in part also, to establish what is known about the

way members of school communities talk about pedagogy for Taiwanese students.  A

key finding is that Taiwanese students are typified as �Chinese� or �Asian� learners, a

characterisation which involves stereotypes about the disjuncture between the

interactive dispositions required in Western pedagogic contexts and the dispositions
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students from Chinese societies bring to these contexts.  The other key finding is that

the English language proficiency of Taiwanese students is raised as an issue of

pedagogic concern.

In the second section of the chapter the literature on �the Chinese learner� is surveyed.

This literature focuses on the stereotypes of Chinese students as hard-working high-

achievers who are disinclined to participate in class, and reliant on rote learning.

Findings establishing the limited truth value of these stereotypes are reported.  Attention

is drawn to the criticism that has been directed at the way teachers typify Chinese

students.  It is argued that this criticism does not consider the communicative

contingencies of the contexts of talk within which these typifications occur.  Attention is

drawn also to the suggestion that the interactive dispositions of Chinese students do not

simply stem from Confucian notions of hierarchical teacher-student relations, although

such traditions may be relevant, but are also constructed within the contingencies of

classroom communication in both Chinese and Western settings.  The pressure to cover

set curricula, large class size, and the English language demands of content area

instruction, are all invoked as factors in an interactive explanation of the dispositions of

Chinese students.

In the third section of the chapter selected literature on ESL students in mainstream

content area classes is surveyed.  This literature addresses the English language

proficiency demands of the mainstream academic curriculum.  Findings about the type

of language proficiency required for academic success are reported, as are findings

about the acquisition of that proficiency in mainstream classroom lessons.

The general conclusion drawn from the preceding literature is that it is necessary to

consider the contingencies peculiar to the production of this study�s data sets as

enactments of classroom interaction and talk about such.  It is therefore necessary to

provide terms for describing the construction of pedagogy for Taiwanese students

within the interactive contingencies of the classroom, and the construction of

descriptions and explanations of such, within the contingencies of school community

debate about classroom interaction.
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In the fourth section of the chapter, a selective review of the postcolonial theoretical

perspective that was of high profile in Australian educational research during the 1990s

is provided.  One aim is to establish the utility of this theoretical paradigm for

describing classroom interaction, and talk about such, in the conditions of cultural

diversity found in Australia as a multicultural Western society.  It is shown that the

postcolonial paradigm is of limited utility for the study because it does not address the

pedagogical specificity of the constitution of categories of agents (i.e., teacher and

student) within the institutional contingencies of classroom interaction, or of talk about

such within the contingencies of school community debate.  None the less, some of the

key postcolonial theorists point to substantive issues that need to be addressed in this

study.

The other, and related, aim of the selective review on postcolonial theory is to provide a

description of ideas that were key to the formation of the empirical world of cultural

equity policy and practice documented and addressed by this study.  In Chapter One it

was stated that migrant students have been the object of a succession of educational

policies formulated variously in terms of concepts of �multiculturalism� and �cultural

equity�.  Postcolonial theory was an important influence on first wave cultural equity

policy and practice in Queensland prior to, and during, the period of this study.  It is

thus a perspective invoked by some of the study�s interviewees in describing and

explaining pedagogy for Taiwanese students.

Taiwanese Students in Australian Schools

The classroom interaction of Taiwanese students in Australian schools, and school

community members� descriptions and explanations of pedagogy for these students,

were investigated as part of a major study of educational provisions for migrant students

conducted in most of the nation�s public, Catholic and independent school systems in

the mid-1990s (Cahill et al. 1996).  In this study, Taiwanese students, characterised as

affluent, well-educated East Asians, were viewed as a new phenomenon in Australian

schools after more than 40 years of European migration, and 15 years of mainly refugee

and family reunion arrivals from South-East Asia.  A multi-faceted research design was

employed in the study, generating a complex data set which included: i) case studies of

15 primary and secondary schools in four Australian states; ii) written submissions from

the participating school systems; and iii) consultations with system personnel and
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Federal education, immigration and ethnic affairs bureaucrats.  With its similarity of

substantive interests, and its extensive data sets, the study of Cahill and others (1996)

provides an important empirical foundation for the present investigation.  Accordingly,

a detailed review of the study is now provided.

The aim of the case study component of Cahill and others� (1996) investigation was to

produce a detailed description of the social-psychological and material environment in

which migrant students and their teachers work.  This environment was conceptualised

as a �learning milieu�, that is, as a network of cultural, social, institutional and

psychological variables which interact in complicated ways to produce the unique

pattern of circumstances, pressures, customs, opinions and workstyles suffusing

teaching and learning in any one setting.  The collection of data on the learning milieu

in the case study schools was focused on: i) schools� reactions to changing immigration

intakes and multiculturalism in general; ii) programs implemented to facilitate the

educational and linguistic development of recent migrants and to increase their life

chances and contributions to Australian society; iii) the perceptions of both students and

parents in relation to schooling and immigration; and iv) the quality of intercultural

interactions at the school.

For the sake of validity, a triangulation procedure was employed in the study of the

learning milieu in the case study schools: documentary, survey-interview and

observational data were collected.  The documentary data consisted of school policies,

curriculum statements, submissions for funding for migrant students, evaluation reports

and demographic statistics.  The survey-interview data set was complex: different

instruments were used with different groups of participants.  Semi-structured interviews

were conducted with principals, ESL coordinators, librarians, language teachers, and

ethnic teacher aides to ascertain both their roles in relation to migrant students, and their

perceptions of immigration, multiculturalism and schooling for migrants.  A survey

addressing knowledge and perceptions of immigration and multicultural issues was

administered to teachers, while a learning environment inventory assessing the

psychosocial characteristics of the classroom was administered to students.  The

observational data was collected using a comparative method which required the

researchers to record that which was unexpected given earlier observations and studies.
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From their analysis of the case studies and the submissions and consultations data,

Cahill and others (1996) found that all Chinese students from Hong Kong, Singapore

and Taiwan were categorised as �business� migrants, whether or not they had entered

the country as such.  This category was distinguished sharply from other categories of

migrants in terms of affluence, strong educational background, and split family

migration1 patterns.  On the basis of the Queensland government submission to the

study, the researchers reported that the arrival of the business migrants had immediate

and dramatic effects in classrooms and school communities because these migrants

were assertive of their rights as earlier migrant cohorts were not, and settled in middle

class areas with little or no previous experience of migration � the situation, it will be

recalled, at Daybreak SHS, the site of the present study.

Cahill and others� (1996) report of their findings focused on school community

members� typifications of Taiwanese students, rather than on the classroom interaction

between these students and their teachers.  Specifically, the researchers found that the

children of business migrants were characterised positively in schools.  Studiousness

and task commitment were aspects of the social character, conduct and manner of these

children that received favourable comment.  Indeed, in one school, the Taiwanese were

said to be the most conscientious of all ESL students.  In spite of their English language

difficulties, the children of business migrants were welcomed because of their good

behaviour, and the honour and glory their academic achievements brought to schools.

The social dispositions of Taiwanese students were, nonetheless, criticised.  Teachers

expressed concern over the Taiwanese students� perception that leisure, especially sport,

was a waste of time.  The Taiwanese students� determination to attain tertiary

qualifications and professional occupations was also criticised, as was the family

pressure considered to have produced this social disposition.

Cahill and others (1996) concluded that Taiwanese business migrants� children

presented unique challenges to Australian schools during the 1990s.  These children not

only entered schools that were unprepared for them, but also entered these schools at a

time of sweeping curricular changes, funding constraint, school re-organisation, and

increased retention rates � all factors that were taken as militating against the creation of

�culturally inclusive� contexts for pedagogic interaction, as was the teachers� shaky

knowledge base about the cultures of their students and Australian ethnic politics.  The
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weight accorded particular variables in these conclusions is curious.  As will be

recalled, the learning milieu was conceptualised in the study as a network of cultural,

social, institutional and psychological variables which produced the circumstances,

pressures, customs, opinions and workstyles suffusing teaching and learning.  At the

level of the classroom, however, the researchers drew attention to cultural and social

variables, namely the teachers� knowledge of ethnic minority cultures and the social

expectation of cultural inclusion.  The institutional variable was elided.  Yet, it is

reasonable to assume that the circumstances, pressures, customs, opinions and

workstyles shaping teaching and learning in the classroom are contingent upon a set of

institutional variables that is operative whether or not the students are migrants.  There

is the imperative for the teacher as expert to transmit a pre-determined corpus of

competencies to a group of student novices with varying degrees of acquiring capacity,

and to do so while managing the behaviour of the group as is expected of teachers.

These limitations are evident also in other studies of Taiwanese students in Australian

schools (Mak & Chan 1995; Webster 1994) that did not provide detailed analyses of

classroom interaction.  To clarify the approach to such analysis taken in this study, it is

productive, none the less, to consider the classroom variables on which these other

studies focused.

Webster�s (1994) study was conducted in an institution providing intensive English

programs to prepare adolescent migrants and international students for mainstream

Australian high schools.  Data were produced through interviews conducted with an

adult native speaker from Taiwan, Korea, Indonesia and Hong Kong and questionnaires

administered to fifteen High School Preparation learners drawn from the same

countries.  The study found that students were accustomed to doing as much or more

homework than Australian students, and engaging in tasks that involved memorisation

and copying.  Memorisation of the textbook and class notes was the major form of

preparation for tests.  Project work or assignments involving research and presentation

skills, especially oral presentation, were not familiar to the students.  In class, students

were accustomed to listening to the teacher: little learner input occurred.  Webster�s

conclusion was that Taiwanese, Indonesian, Hong Kong and Korean students were

�authority-oriented� learners who preferred teacher explanation, using their own

textbooks and writing things down in notebooks, to more active class interaction.  It was

suggested that this passive learning style was not conducive to optimal success in
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Australian secondary schools and that teachers lacked the awareness required to assist

the students to change styles.  Like Cahill and others (1996), Webster implicated

teachers� ignorance of student culture in the production of one or another outcome

without attending to the institutional contingencies within which Australian teacher and

Taiwanese student interact.

Mak and Chan (1995) investigated the success and failure of Chinese students in

Australian schools.  These researchers reported that most of the 237 Chinese Year 12

student participants in a 1988 study scored in the top 20 per cent of all candidates for

the Victorian Higher School Certificate, while 24 per cent scored in the top 5 per cent.

Similarly, in 1989, 88 of the top 500 scorers in the New South Wales Higher School

Certificate were of Chinese origin.  In explaining the failure of some Taiwanese

students, Mak and Chan invoked assimilation to Australian values, and a Taiwanese

trend to train children in the �Western� way so that they become more active, self-

reliant, intellectually critical and competent.  Where Cahill and others (1996) and

Webster (1994) were concerned with teachers� knowledge of the characteristics of

ethnic minority students, Mak and Chan were thus concerned with the characteristics of

those students in relation to the expectations of teachers in Australian schools.  Theirs is

the inverse of the interest of Webster and Cahill and others.  As such, it is susceptible to

the same limitation, namely the elision of the institutional contingencies of the

classroom interaction within which Chinese student disposition and Australian teacher

expectation are constituted.

The preceding critique of the literature on Taiwanese students in Australian schools has

implications for the theorisation required in the lesson analyses that constitute the first

stage of this study.  In brief, it is necessary to be able to conceptualise student

disposition, teacher expectation, and the institutional contingencies of the classroom

interaction of teacher and student.

The second stage of this study consists of an analysis of descriptions and explanations

of the adaptation of teaching for Taiwanese students.  No detailed reports on these types

of text were found in the literature on Taiwanese students in Australian schools, even

though such data were collected by both Cahill and others (1996) and Webster (1994).

A point of considerable empirical and theoretical interest does emerge from the
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literature, however.  The three studies reviewed above, all typified Taiwanese students,

along with other Chinese and Asian students, as different from mainstream students in

Australian schools.  These differences related to the general social dispositions of the

students to learning (i.e., studiousness and achievement orientation) and to dispositions

to forms of teacher-student interaction distinguished by the degree of learner input

required.  It is reasonable to expect these differences to be invoked in the descriptions

and explanations produced for this study.  To establish the appropriate empirical

foundation for this stage of the study, it is therefore necessary to consider the literature

on �the Chinese learner�.  Review of this literature serves a second purpose also in that it

provides empirical findings pertaining to the institutional contingencies bearing on the

classroom interaction of students who are categorised as �Chinese� and teachers who are

categorised as �Western�.

The Chinese Learner

The literature on �the Chinese learner� investigated the truth value of the stereotypes

about Chinese students� dispositions to learning in general, and particular forms of

teacher-student interaction employed by Western teachers.  This literature is concerned

with the empirical reality of claims that Chinese students are more studious and

achievement-oriented than Western students and less disposed to whole class discussion

and to active engagement with curricular content.  The most theoretically coherent and

empirically sustained investigation of these stereotypes is that which was undertaken by

the �student approaches to learning� (SAL) theorists.  The findings of this body of work

indicate that Chinese students sometimes present differences of disposition to which

Australian teachers may adapt their teaching.  The conclusions the SAL theorists draw

from this finding are of interest to this study because of their criticism of the way that

teachers talk about Chinese students as learners.

SAL theory is an alternative to information processing theories of learning.  Briefly,

where those theories require environment, motivation and affect to be controlled in

research, SAL theory requires investigation of the effects of these variables.  Contra

information-processing theorists, SAL theorists assume �that education does not take

place in a laboratory but in a �soft, slimy swamp�� (Watkins 1996a: 5).  Key to the

theory is a distinction between �surface� and �deep� approaches to learning.  �Surface�

denotes a learning approach entailing memorisation for assessment purposes, while
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�deep� denotes an approach entailing attention to meaning for the sake of understanding.

Qualitative and quantitative SAL methodologies have been developed (Watkins 1996a;

Volet, Renshaw & Tietzel 1994).

The qualitative SAL approach uses sharply focused interviews to probe students�

conceptions of learning.  The purpose is to understand how the students perceive the

content and process of learning.  The assumption is that students� ways of learning are a

function of their perceptions of the learning task and learning environment.  This

approach is useful for �emic� investigations � anthropologically-inspired investigations

that use only those concepts emerging from within a particular culture.  Emic SAL

studies address culturally-specific perceptions of learning tasks and environments

(Watkins 1996a).

The quantitative SAL approach is focused on how students usually go about learning

tasks, or would prefer to go about them.  Learning inventories are used to assess

students� intentions and perceptions of the learning process, namely, the Learning

Process Questionnaire (LPQ) for school students and the Student Process Questionnaire

(SPQ) for tertiary students.  These instruments operationalise approaches to learning in

terms of �motives� and �strategies�.  In addition to �deep� and �surface� approaches to

learning, the instruments generate descriptions of �achieving� approaches entailing the

use of any strategy that maximises academic success.  These constructs are related to

students� intentions and perceptions of the learning context.  Although developed in the

West, a satisfactory degree of construct validity has been demonstrated for both the

SAL inventories, and their underlying theory, for students from a range of cultural,

religious, socioeconomic and philosophical backgrounds (Marton, Dall�Alba & Kun

1996; Volet, Renshaw & Tietzel 1994; Watkins 1996a).

In what follows, qualitative and quantitative studies by SAL theorists into particular

stereotypes of Chinese students are reported.  Two stereotypes concerning the general

social dispositions of Chinese students to learning are addressed firstly, namely

achievement orientation and studiousness.  Stereotypes concerning Chinese students�

dispositions to particular forms of teacher-student interaction favoured by Western

teachers are then addressed through a survey of research on the supposed disinclination

of the students to class participation and their inclination to rote learning.
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Achievement orientation

Chinese learners are commonly stereotyped as more achievement-oriented in character

than Western learners and less concerned with �deep� learning.  The SAL research

affirms that Chinese learners are more achievement-oriented than Western students, but

not that they are less inclined to �deep� learning.

In examining the achievement-orientation of Chinese students, Kember and Gow (1991)

administered the SPQ to over 2000 accountancy, applied social studies, diagnostic

sciences, language and communication, rehabilitation sciences, and textiles and clothing

students in a Hong Kong tertiary institution.  They then compared their data with data

collected from arts, science and education students at Australian tertiary institutions.

The Hong Kong students out-scored the Australian students on the achievement sub-

scales of the SPQ, thus affirming the anecdotal stereotype of Chinese achievement-

orientation.  These findings were consistent with those yielded by LPQ studies of Hong

Kong and Australian secondary school students.

A study conducted in Australia by Volet, Renshaw and Tietzel (1994) indicated that the

achievement motivation of Chinese students persists in the West.  In a short-term

longitudinal study of first year economics students at a Western Australian university,

Volet and others used the SPQ to compare South-East Asian Chinese and local students�

learning approaches, tracking changes over a semester.  This study found that the

Chinese students� �achieving� score diminished over the semester, but so did that of the

local students.  This reduction in achievement orientation was interpreted as an effect of

the economics course.  This finding is consistent with Mak and Chan�s (1995) claim

that Chinese students� achievement orientation diminishes as they assimilate to local

norms.  However, Volet and others found that the Chinese students maintained an

achieving score that was higher than that of not only the local students, but also Chinese

students in Hong Kong.  The higher achievement scores of Chinese students in general

were explained in terms of cultural belief in education as the pathway to satisfying

employment.  This explanation is consistent with Salili�s (1996) review of the literature

on Chinese learners, and is supported by W. Lee�s (1996) exposition of Confucian

conceptions of learning.  The higher scores of Chinese international students were

explained in terms of pressure on full fee-paying students to justify the investment in

their education.
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The SPQ generates fine-grained descriptions of students� motives and strategies in

learning.  Volet and others (1994) found that both local and Chinese students preferred

�surface� and �achieving� motives, attributing this finding to the competitive,

examination-oriented schooling recently completed by all the students.  However, the

�deep� motives of the Chinese students correlated with �deep� strategies, indicating that

their study commitment was not directed only at high grades, as Western teachers often

assume, but also at meaningful understanding.

Studiousness

In her literature review on the achievement orientation of Chinese students, Salili (1996)

cited evidence that Chinese children are taught from an early age to work hard.

Similarly, in his review of Western literature on Chinese learners, Biggs (1996) cited

evidence that Chinese students spend more time on-task in class and more time studying

outside of class than American students.  However, SAL research has been mainly

concerned to explain, rather than to test, claims about the hard working character and

conduct of Chinese students.

Salili (1996) claimed that there is overwhelming evidence that culture mediates causal

attributions for achievement.  She observed that where Westerners tend to attribute

achievement to ability, the Chinese attribute it to effort.  Moreover, where Westerners

value ability, the Chinese value effort and see virtue in attempting tasks beyond one�s

ability.  Ability is viewed as not only less important than effort, but also as modifiable

through effort.  It should be noted that Salili�s review indicated that the attribution

patterns of Chinese families began to converge with those of Americans after migration

to the U.S. (see also, Biggs 1996).

W. Lee (1996) argued that Confucianism underpins the Chinese attribution of success to

effort.  According to his exposition of Confucian conceptions of learning, success is

dependent on the will to succeed.  Hence, there is a strong emphasis on effort,

willpower and concentration of mind in Chinese culture.  In his review of Western

research on Chinese learners, Biggs (1996) stated that formal learning anywhere

requires a disposition to persist in the face of difficult and apparently boring and

pointless tasks.  He went on to claim that Chinese childrearing practices inculcate such

persistence, pre-disposing Chinese children to work, as their Western peers are, at the
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least, less inclined.  However, American researchers problematising the model minority

thesis which sets Asian Americans up as exemplars of successful transition to the U.S.

have pointed to the paucity of rigorous studies showing causal links between parenting

styles and the high academic attainments of Asian American children (Sue & Okazaki

1995).

Classroom participation

Chinese students supposedly participate less than local students in classroom discussion.

However, SAL research suggests that it can be assumed neither that tutorial-style

instruction is unfamiliar in Chinese schools, nor that Chinese international students in

Australia are necessarily less active in tutorials.

An observational and self-report study involving a sub-set of the South-East Asian

student sample from the Volet, Renshaw and Tietzel (1994) study reviewed above (see

also Volet & Renshaw 1995, 1996) indicated that local and Chinese students were alike

in both the quantity and type of their tutorial contributions.  The most and least

vociferous students were local: Chinese students were clustered about the norm.  While

Chinese students perceived themselves to be more reserved than local students, there

were no self-perceived differences with respect to offering personal or alternative views,

affective evaluation of tutorials, or the pace of tutorial interactions.  This result may

reflect the fact that Chinese students were represented in approximately equal numbers

to local students, the English language proficiency of Singaporean students, and their

familiarity with tutorials from Singapore (Volet & Renshaw 1996).  However, Biggs�

(1996) review on Chinese learners cited evidence of teachers in the PRC, Taiwan, and

Japan engaging in tutorial-style strategies; posing provocative questions, allowing

reflection time, exploring alternative answers to problems, and individualising

techniques to suit students.

In contrast, a long-term interview, survey and classroom study of PRC educational

institutions (Cortazzi & Jin 1997), not conducted from a SAL perspective, indicated that

the �cultures of learning�, that is, the norms, values and expectations relevant to

classroom activity, conformed to a �Confucian� pattern.  To be precise, the social

relation between teacher and student was one of respect and obedience between

parent/master and child/apprentice.  As a consequence, teachers transmitted knowledge
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directly in pedagogic relationships, and students reflected on this knowledge, committed

it to memory and refrained from commenting on it.  In addition, the social relation

between peers was one of support, with social relationships characterised by efforts to

achieve group harmony in common effort, rather than distinguishing self by airing

opinions.  Cortazzi and Jin emphasised the dramatic effect of cultures of learning on the

student-teacher interaction which is at the core of pedagogic communication.  These

effects pertain to �fundamental presuppositions about how to learn, how to teach, what

constitutes �good� work, [and] how to participate in learning contexts� (Cortazzi & Jin

1997: 83).  These researchers observed sharp disjunctures between British and PRC

cultures of learning, pointing to teachers� and students� misperceptions of each other.  In

particular, they observed that Chinese students expect teachers to offer help unasked

whereas British teachers expect students to ask for help, thereby expressing anxieties,

difficulties or lack of understanding.  The resultant impasse can lead to disappointment,

disillusionment and failure.  In non-SAL research concerned with similar issues, Hird

(1995) likewise pointed to the effects of the academic dispositions into which Chinese

students have been socialised.  However, his qualitative study of essays produced by

Chinese secondary school students in Hangzhou indicated that it is necessary to account

for individual factors that bear on the ease with which particular Asian students acquire

new dispositions to pedagogic interaction.

Rote learning

A disposition to rote learning is perhaps the most ubiquitous stereotype of �the Chinese

learner�.  This disposition is generally attributed to achievement orientation and

Confucian respect for authority.  The gist of the SAL findings is that Chinese students

are not more inclined to rote learning than Western students, and that their use of

memorisation has been misconstrued by Westerners.

From a review of more than 40 studies of the learning strategies of Chinese students,

Salili (1996) found that Chinese students value competence and mastery of new tasks

for their own sake, an inclination incompatible with rote learning.  However, this

inclination lessens in the most competitive years of schooling when rote learning and

achievement orientation are seen as effective strategies for coping with demanding

courses.  These same strategic factors emerged in a study of the reasons Chinese

undergraduate students in a New Zealand university cheated by copying peers�
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assignments (Robinson & Kuin 1999).  Conducted within a problem-based perspective

which treated copying as a solution to the problem of completing an assignment, this

study described cheating as a planned and habitual strategy used by successful and

unsuccessful Chinese students alike to maximise grades for effort on assignments that

carried little assessment weighting or relevance to examinations.  This is consistent with

the empirical SAL studies, reviewed below, that have generated findings about the

contextual influences on Chinese students� concern with mastery and competence.

Kember and Gow�s (1991) comparative study of the SPQ scores of Hong Kong and

Australian tertiary students was designed to test whether or not Asian students were

more inclined to rote learning than Western students.  The �striking feature of the

results� of this study was the lack of support for anecdotal claims about Chinese

students as rote learners (Kember & Gow 1991: 121).  Contrary to what would be

expected if they were more reliant on rote learning, the Hong Kong students had

marginally lower scores on the �surface� approach scales, and higher scores on the

�deep� approach scales.  Kember and Gow hypothesised that curricula, and the teaching

and learning environment, induce Hong Kong students, like students anywhere, to adopt

a �surface� approach that includes rote learning.  Further, �deep� approach scores

generally declined progressively over four years.  Interviews with students explained

this finding in terms of �surface� assessment requirements, heavy workloads, didactic

teaching, and a lack of intrinsic motivation.

An interview study of Hong Kong public secondary school students conducted by

Watkins (1996b) further challenged Western assumptions about Chinese students as rote

learners.  Watkins found that with age Hong Kong students progressively tried to: i)

memorise everything; ii) memorise only the most important content; and finally iii)

understand content in order to enhance memorisation.  While performance was always

the end, and memorisation always the means, memorisation was not necessarily rote.

Watkins concluded that the apparent paradox of Chinese students� success disappeared

when it was recognised that Chinese students combined understanding with

memorisation (�deep memorisation�).  Watkins explained Chinese students� reliance on

memorisation as both cultural respect for authority, and a response to the heavy content

load of the Hong Kong curriculum and the linguistic demands of English medium

schooling.  �Deep memorisation� was also found in Hong Kong studies of PRC teachers
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(Marton, Dall�Alba and Kun 1996) and first year physiotherapy students (Tang & Biggs

1996).  Although, in this latter study, few students had the procedural knowledge to

engage in the �deep� approaches to the learning they perceived as necessary, for

example, analytic and interpretive thinking to understand assignment questions and

content, making links to previous knowledge and other subjects, forming and supporting

opinions from journals, and relating content to the real world.

Volet and others (1994) addressed memorisation in their SPQ study of South-East Asian

students in an Australian university, finding that �surface� approach scores for local and

Chinese students remained static over a semester, while �achieving� and �deep�

approach scores declined.  This finding was interpreted as evidence of students�

perceptions of course requirements, rather than individual or cultural characteristics.

Nonetheless, South-East Asian students maintained a higher overall �surface� approach

score than the local students.  This finding was explained as evidence of both the use of

familiar strategies to cope with a demanding new educational environment, and the

sensitivity of the Chinese students to the demands of their course for memorisation of

basic economics concepts for examination.  However, such memorisation was not rote

learning because the �deep� strategies and motives of the Chinese students were

significantly related to achievement motives and strategies, indicating that they studied

for meaning and understanding, in addition to outcomes.  Crucially, a measure of

transfer of learning indicated that the Chinese students� search for meaning occurred

primarily at the level of the text, whereas local students made links to other knowledge

or the real world.  This finding was explained as either a reflection of Chinese students�

limited English language proficiency or an effect of their recent secondary schooling.

Further evidence about Chinese students� attention to meaning and understanding was

generated by comparative analyses of the learning goals of the local and South-East

Asian students (Volet and Renshaw 1995, 1996).  The instrument used in these analyses

was a continuum, the poles of which represented �surface� and �deep� approaches; in

ascending order of depth: i) remembering the key features of economic theories and the

economic world; ii) understanding the key features of economic theories and the

economic world; iii) comparing and contrasting economic theories as they apply to the

economic world; iv) critically assessing economic theories as they apply to the

economic world; and v) constructing a theoretical perspective on the economic world.
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Students had to indicate their preferences amongst these goals.  The study found

differences in the goals of the local and Chinese students at the beginning of the

semester, with the Chinese students displaying a preference for higher level goals.  This

finding is compatible with other SAL research challenging the stereotype of rote-

learning Chinese students.  However, over the course of the semester, the Chinese

students� goals were downgraded until they were similar to those of the local students.

Theorising interaction and talk

The findings of the SAL investigations indicate that some Chinese students may present

differences of disposition to which Australian teachers may adapt their pedagogy.  This

finding is of considerable empirical relevance to the first stage of this study.  With

respect to general social dispositions to learning, SAL research affirmed the stereotype

about successful Chinese students being more achievement-oriented than Western

students, but only explained, rather than tested, the stereotype that successful Chinese

students are more studious in disposition than Western students.  With respect to

dispositions to particular forms of interaction, SAL research affirmed that Chinese

students are more reliant on memorisation than Western students, but challenged the

assumption that this disposition is indicative of a lesser concern with meaning and

understanding.  SAL research also challenged the claim that successful Chinese students

are necessarily less able to conduct themselves appropriately in class discussions,

although contradictory evidence on this point was cited.

The SAL researchers� explanations of the differences between Chinese students�

dispositions to instruction, and those of Western students, are of particular interest.  One

explanation was cultural, pointing to Confucian precepts.  The other explanation was

interactional, pointing to institutional variables operative in classrooms in Chinese and

Western societies.  This is a position that is common in the literature on English as a

Foreign Language (Hird 1995; Holliday 1994).  The institutional variables cited by the

SAL researchers included: i) assessment requirements that focused only on the factual

recall of content; ii) the heavy load of pre-determined content that teachers were

expected to transmit and students were expected to acquire; and iii) the difficulties of

learning in English as a foreign language medium of instruction.  The SAL researchers

thus went some way towards redressing the curious lack of attention to the institutional
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contingencies of classroom interaction noted in the review of the literature on

Taiwanese students in Australian schools.

With respect to the second stage of this study, the SAL researchers� criticism of the way

that Western teachers talk about Chinese students is of interest.  On the one hand, the

SAL researchers criticised teachers for typifying Chinese students inaccurately (Biggs

1996).  Indeed, it was suggested that anecdotes about Chinese students may result from

Western teachers� self-fulfilling prophecies about the dispositions of these students

(Kember & Gow 1991).  On the other hand, it was suggested that Western teachers�

negative perceptions of the dispositions of Chinese students reflected their lack of

consciousness about the expectations for memorisation, passivity, and examination cue-

seeking that were inherent in their teaching (Biggs & Watkins 1996), an issue that has

also been raised in the literature on English as a Foreign Language (Hird 1995).  In

short, Western teachers were criticised for ignorance about the characteristics of both

Chinese students and their own pedagogy, and further, for ignorance of the

consequences of their own stereotyping.  The criticism of Western teachers� perceptions

of the characteristics of their own teaching is consistent with the findings of over 30

years of classroom interaction studies and sociological research which have pointed

repeatedly to the teacher-directed, performance-oriented nature of Western pedagogic

contexts in general.  Indeed, in the next chapter these bodies of research inform the

theoretical framework developed for this study.

The criticisms of Western teachers� talk about Chinese students can be understood as a

reflection of the SAL researchers� concern with the truth value of stereotypes of �the

Chinese learner�.  These criticisms are, however, curiously decontextualised.  There is

no sense of the community of talk within which the descriptions and explanations were

produced.  Teachers� concerns with the general social dispositions of students to

learning, and dispositions to particular forms of teacher-student interaction, stem

importantly from professional-academic commitments to what sociologists have long

described as �epistemic� or �discursive� communities or �communities of practitioners�

(Holliday 1994).  As will be shown in the review of the theoretical position of the

postcolonial theorist, Spivak, later in this chapter, these cultures are oriented variously

to the subjects taught in educational institutions, disciplines or particular political

projects.  The visions and domains of these cultures are fiercely guarded in the struggles
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of the profession (Bernstein 1996; Holliday 1994).  Talk about the dispositions of

Chinese students to pedagogy in general, and particular forms of teacher-student

interaction as pedagogic contexts, therefore needs to be analysed with some cognisance

of its production within the communicative contingencies of the professional-academic

struggles particular to a given school community.

At the same time, it is necessary to attend also to the way in which struggles over the

typification of Chinese students that occur outside of education inform teachers� talk.

To clarify, Chinese learners have been typified in particular terms at specific historical

moments in Asia-Australia or Asia-Western relations: i) the days of restricted

immigration (Buchanan 1976); ii) the time of acrimonious debates over the

�Asianisation� of Australia prompted in part by the development of an education export

industry targeting Asia (Burns 1986; Fraser 1984a,b; Harris & Jarret 1990; Jones 1986;

McCulloch & Nicholls 1985; Nesdale Simkin, Sand, Burke & Fraser 1995;

Selvaratname 1988; Williams 1989a,b,c); and iii) the �Asian values� debate which

challenged post-Cold War Western triumphalism by explaining the success of Asian

economies in terms of the high quality human capital produced by Confucian respect for

learning (Cummings 1996; Daly & Logan 1998; Higgott 1999; Kelly & Olds 1999; W.

Lee 1996; Mahbubani 1998; Morris 1996; Naisbitt 1995; Rowen 1998; Tan 1995; Sen

& Stivens 1998; Sheridan 1999).  Analysis of talk about Chinese students needs to

account for the way these broader debates are appropriated by teachers and other

members of school communities and refocused in relation to the concerns of competing

professional-academic discourses interested in the education of these students.  In short,

when analysing descriptions and explanations of pedagogy for Taiwanese students, it is

as necessary to attend to the peculiar contingencies of the production of talk in school

communities, as it is to attend to the institutional contingencies of the classroom when

analysing lessons taught to these students.

In the next section of this chapter selected literature on language proficiency and ESL

students in academic content areas is surveyed.  The focus is on mainstream secondary

school classes as contexts for the acquisition of the language required for academic

success in subjects such as geography.  The preceding survey of research previews the

relevance of this literature.  From the first section of this chapter it will be recalled that

Taiwanese students were welcomed in Australian schools �in spite of their English
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language difficulties� (Cahill et al. 1996).  Moreover, English language proficiency was

invoked repeatedly by the SAL researchers to explain the characteristics of �the Chinese

learner�.  As is established in Chapter Four, the Taiwanese students at Daybreak SHS

generally required intensive English language study before entering mainstream classes.

It is therefore reasonable to assume that English proficiency may be salient to the

interactions of Taiwanese students in the lessons analysed for this study, and may also

be invoked by teachers and other school community members when describing and

explaining the pedagogy that is or should be provided for the students.  Accordingly, the

empirical base of this study must incorporate findings about the English language

proficiency demands of the mainstream curriculum and the characteristics of

mainstream lessons as contexts for the acquisition of the required proficiency.

English Proficiency for Mainstream ESL Students

This section opens with a review of landmark studies of the English language

proficiency required of students in academic content areas.  Attention is then drawn to

the classroom interactions of mainstream classes as contexts for the acquisition of this

proficiency.  The aim is to establish what is known about English proficiency in the

classroom interaction of ESL students in mainstream academic content area settings.

Academic English

In the early 1980s a distinction was made between proficiency in conversational and

academic English.  Two decades later, this distinction is one of the most constantly cited

findings in the ESL literature, underpinning both research in second language teaching

and learning, and the professional practice of teachers concerned with the integration of

language and content area pedagogy (Heath & Serrano 1998; Roessingh 1999).  In

Queensland this research has influenced small-scale bilingual programs at institutions

which provide intensive English programs for adolescents prior to their entry into

mainstream state schools like Daybreak SHS (Birch 1997).  The identification of the

two types of English required of ESL students was informed by a distinction between

contextualised and decontextualised language that had been proposed by Jerome

Bruner, Margaret Donaldson, David Olson and other investigators concerned with the

nature of children�s language and literacy development.
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In contextualised language, meaning is supported by gesture, intonation and other cues

in the immediate communicative context.  In decontextualised language, in contrast,

meaning is dependent on linguistic cues that are independent of the immediate context.

Cummins (1991, 1994) labelled proficiency in the former type of language as �basic

interpersonal communication skills� (BICS), and proficiency in the latter, as �cognitive

academic language proficiency� (CALP) (see also Cummins, Swain, Nakajima,

Handscombe, Green & Tran 1984).  To this basic distinction Cummins added

consideration of the cognitive demand of language tasks.  He made a distinction

between tasks (requiring either BICS or CALP) that were cognitively undemanding

because they entailed the use of automatised linguistic tools, and tasks that were

cognitively demanding because they required active cognitive involvement.

Social conversation represents a cognitively undemanding BICS task; persuading

another of your point of view in such a conversation is a cognitively demanding BICS

task; while writing an essay is an example of a cognitively demanding CALP task.  It

should be noted that the distinction between conversational and academic aspects of

language proficiency is not a distinction between the oral and the written modes.  BICS

can be written, as is the case in personal email, while CALP can be spoken, as occurs in

oral cloze activities in language classrooms (Cummins 1994).

Investigations of second language acquisition have provided considerable empirical

evidence about BICS and CALP.  Studies of the interdependence of language

proficiency in first and second languages are of particular interest.  In a study of 136

Japanese and Vietnamese ESL students in Canada, Cummins and others (1984) used

standardised tests of first and second language reading skills, and interviews testing

English communicative competence, to investigate the first and second language

interdependence of CALP.  The Japanese students were in grades 2-3 and 5-6, while the

Vietnamese students were aged 9-17.  All had prior schooling in their first language.

The study found that first language CALP accounted for a highly significant proportion

of variance in English CALP.  This finding was repeated in later work by Cummins.

Moreover, it is consistent with an extensive corpus of studies involving participants

ranging in age from early childhood to adulthood, and sociolinguistic situations from

North America to Europe and Asia (Cummins 1991).
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The 1984 study of Cummins and others found that students who arrived in Canada at

older ages initially progressed more rapidly in English CALP than younger arrivals.

This finding was explained in terms of the underlying cognitive proficiency developed

through prior schooling.  However, in the long-term, arrival after the age of 12 made it

more difficult to catch up with native English-speaking peers.  This suggests that

Taiwanese students who arrive in secondary school with uninterrupted histories of

formal education might progress rapidly initially, but may lag native English-speakers

in CALP, and hence academic achievement, throughout their Australian schooling.

Such possibilities were tested in large scale studies of academic achievement in second

language.

ESL students� academic achievement

In a study that built on Cummins� findings, Collier (1987) investigated the academic

achievement of 1548 K-11 migrant students in the U.S.  The students were from over

100 different countries, spoke over 75 languages, had little or no English proficiency

and were either at, or close to, grade level in academic skills in their first language.  All

spent part of their day in ESL classes, and part in the mainstream classroom.  The study

focused on reading comprehension in language arts, and the ability to classify,

generalize, manipulate ideas, solve problems, and apply knowledge in the content areas

of social studies, science and mathematics.  Both English CALP and content area

achievement were thus tested.

Collier (1987) found that across all subject areas and all grade levels migrants who

arrived in the U.S. aged 8-11 were the fastest achievers in English CALP.  These

students reached the 50th normal curve equivalent (NCE) in language arts, social

studies and mathematics within their first 2 years of all-English schooling.  However, it

was projected that a further 3-4 years of acquisition at the same rate would be required

for these students to reach the native-speakers� average NCE of 64.  In other words, the

English CALP of many of these students was likely to remain below that of native

English-speakers for at least some of the secondary school years.

The academic achievements of students who arrived in the U.S. aged 12-15 were

substantially lower than those of the students who arrived aged 8-11.  These students

were below national norms (as distinct from native-speaker norms), in achievement in
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all subject areas except mathematics.  12 year old arrivals tested in 11th grade after 5

years of schooling in English only reached the 31st NCE in reading, the 42nd NCE in

language arts, the 38th NCE in social studies and the 37th NCE in science.  They had,

however, reached the 59th NCE in mathematics.  Collier (1987) explained these

findings in terms of the school�s greater CALP demands on students at the secondary

level and the limited length of time ESL students have to reach those levels.  In their

third to fourth years of all-English schooling these students began to progress more

rapidly, but Collier (1987) estimated that even at this increased rate it would take 6-8

years for them to reach native speaker national averages.

Collier�s (1987) findings are consistent with an extensive corpus of studies indicating

that the fastest attainment of second language CALP occurs amongst those aged 8-11

years at migration (Collier 1989).  The conclusion that is of relevance for the present

study is that 12-15 year old arrivals experience the greatest difficulty in acquiring

English CALP and attaining content area development.  More recent research has

affirmed the salience of limited English CALP in the academic achievements of ESL

students in the secondary school.  For example, a study of 23 mostly Taiwanese, Korean

and Hong Kong ESL students who arrived in Canada at age 16 with fourth grade

reading levels in English pointed to the need for explicit instruction in CALP

(Roessingh 1999).  In this study all 23 ESL students enrolled in both a tenth grade

English literature class, and an ESL adjunct class where they were taught the CALP of

English literature, passed the mainstream examination.  This finding was notable

because it runs counter to the high level of failure often experienced by ESL students at

this point in the educational trajectory.

The findings of Cummins (1991, 1994; Cummins et al. 1984) and Collier (1987, 1989)

were explained in terms of the cognitive attributes that ESL students had developed

through prior formal education.  However, Cummins indicated that student attributes

were not the only factor of salience.  Drawing on Krashen�s hypothesis about the

centrality of �comprehensible input� in language acquisition and other work on the

necessity of producing �comprehensible output�, Cummins (1991, 1994) pointed also to

the salience of the amount of quality comprehensible input and output in ESL students�

development of English CALP.  With their objective of transmitting content area

knowledge, mainstream classrooms theoretically provide contexts within which there
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are opportunities for such input and output.  However, there is research which indicates

that the ordinary interactive routines of mainstream classrooms do not actualise this

potential optimally.

Mainstream contexts for acquiring academic English

In a 3½ year ethnographic study of the ESL learning experiences of new arrivals

attending a culturally diverse U.S. secondary school, Harklau (1994) found that there

were substantial differences between the interactional contexts of ESL and mainstream

classes.  The study tracked the experiences of four Chinese students, three of whom

were Taiwanese.  The four students had several years of schooling and a strong literacy

foundation in their first language, and were aiming for tertiary entrance.  The students

were tracked over a period of four to seven semesters in their transition from the ESL

classes they entered on arriving at the school in the sixth to ninth grades, to the school�s

mainstream content area classes.  315 hours of observation, 38 formal interviews and

numerous informal encounters provided the data for the study.

Harklau�s (1994) analysis indicated that the predominant interactional routine in the

mainstream classrooms was teacher-led discussion.  This finding is both consistent with

the findings of over 30 years of research on classroom talk, and with the SAL

researchers� claims about the degree of teacher direction in Western contexts of

pedagogy.  Because the teachers were primarily addressing native speakers, input was

rarely adapted to make it comprehensible to the ESL students.  There was little evidence

of adjustments to the speed and complexity of speech through repetition, pausing and

comprehension checks.  Similarly, there was little use of contextualising devices

including realia (i.e., authentic English language materials) or graphic organisers (e.g.,

semantic webs).  In addition, there were few opportunities for ESL students to produce

output in communicative interactions.  Teacher-led discussions were enacted in the

three-part exchange (as described by Lemke (1990): Teacher Question � Student

Answer � Teacher Evaluation) which has been identified by classroom talk researchers

as the unmarked form of classroom interaction.  In this activity output is limited to a

single word or phrase.  In such activities Harklau found that students did not need to

create coherence over sustained interactive turns.  Furthermore, students did not

negotiate turns, construct meanings jointly, maintain topics and monitor and repair

comprehension.  It is noteworthy that those opportunities that did arise for output were
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generally distributed to native speakers rather than ESL students.  This is a finding that

is consistent with previous classroom studies at the primary and tertiary levels.  In these

interactive conditions, the ESL students �tuned out� of spoken activities and focused on

the written materials that were available to them.

In the case of written language, Harklau (1994) found that the textbooks used were

usually the exclusive source of assigned reading in the low track classes of ESL

students, with reading assignments taking the form of comprehension tests of factual

information.  Many writing activities were limited to single word or phrase answers in

fill-in-the-blank, multiple choice and short answer formats.  These are the types of

activities to which the SAL researchers pointed in claiming that Western contexts of

pedagogy are typically more teacher-directed than is acknowledged in professional-

academic discussions of Chinese students.  In investigating ESL students� participation

in these activities, Harklau found that the students were proficient at completing them

without full comprehension of the meanings of the texts they were producing.  As a

result, these teacher-directed writing tasks were often transformed into copying or

memorising activities.

The general conclusion that can be drawn from Harklau�s (1994) study is that the

strongly teacher-directed spoken and written language activities that are typical of the

mainstream classroom provided limited comprehensible input and opportunities for

comprehensible output.  As such input and output are considered to be conditions of

second language acquisition, it is suggested that the standard interactive arrangements

of mainstream classrooms do not constitute optimal contexts for the acquisition of

CALP.

Investigating CALP in interaction and talk

Three research findings were established in this section.  The first of these was that

achievement in content areas requires CALP, that is, the acquisition of a language for

enacting academic thinking.  The second was that ESL students who enter English

schooling systems from the late primary years onwards are likely to be still acquiring

CALP throughout their secondary schooling.  The third was that the interactive

activities typical of mainstream classes do not constitute optimal conditions for the

acquisition of CALP.  These findings suggest that the Taiwanese students at Daybreak
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SHS, most of whom arrived in Australia as adolescents, are likely to be acquiring CALP

within interactive contexts that do not necessarily optimise the language learning

process.  It is therefore likely that English language proficiency will be a factor in the

adaptation of classroom lessons for Taiwanese students, and will be invoked in accounts

of the pedagogic provision that is or should be made for these students.  Accordingly,

the theoretical and analytic framework expounded in the next two chapters incorporates

concepts for describing both the pedagogic activities of the mainstream classroom as

interactive contexts, and the CALP required of ESL students in geography.  Application

of these analytic tools to this study�s classroom lesson and interview data has the

potential to yield findings about the SAL researchers� suggestion that so-called

�Chinese� dispositions are constructed within the contingencies of classroom interaction,

the English language medium included.

In this section it has been hypothesised that this study�s interviewees will invoke

Taiwanese students� English language proficiency when describing and explaining

particular forms of pedagogy for the students.  Similarly, it was hypothesised earlier in

the chapter that the interviewees will characterise the students as �Chinese� learners for

the same purpose.  In the final section of the chapter attention is drawn to a further

source of accounts of one or another form of pedagogic provision for Taiwanese

students, namely postcolonial theory.  A brief exposition of key tenets of this theory is

also relevant in that it provides a basis for understanding the policy significance of this

study with its Bernsteinian perspective.

During the 1990s postcolonial theory was, arguably, one of the most high profile of the

perspectives taken up by Australian researchers, teachers and educational policymakers

committed to the socially transformative racial and cultural projects of the political left.

The theory informed the development of approaches to Asian Studies that sought to

select and organise curricular knowledge without replicating old stereotypes about Asia

or inventing new ones (Dooley & P. Singh 1996; Hamston 1996; Nozaki & Inokuchi

1996; Rizvi 1996; P. Singh 1994, 1997b; M. Singh 1995; Williamson-Fein 1994, 1996).

Postcolonial theory was also central to a version of radical pedagogy concerned with the

formation of ethnic and racial selves in the cultural politics of a globalising Australia

(Crowley 1998; Crowley & McConaghy 1998; Hickling-Hudson 1998; Matthews 1996,

1998).  These same imperatives contributed to the analyses of future workplaces and
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cultures that informed reform initiatives in Queensland state education during the

period, in particular, the New Basics Project (A. Luke, Matters, Herschell, Grace,

Barrett & Land 2000) and associated second-wave equity policy proposals that

emphasised the need to address the pedagogic needs of �distinctive groups� of students

(e.g., Samoan students living in poverty or affluent Taiwanese students with limited

English proficiency) (A. Luke 1999).

Crucially for this study, the policies of cultural equity implemented at Daybreak SHS

were informed by postcolonial ideas about relations of cultural knowledge and power,

possibly because of a sharing of personnel between the Intensive Language Unit at the

school and the cultural equity projects of the state department of education.

Postcolonial theory was, therefore, part of the empirical world of policy and practice

described and addressed by this study.  It was not, however, a theoretical foundation of

the study, although it pointed to key issues for theorisation in the study.  A selective

review of key postcolonial approaches is provided here.  The aim is not only to clarify

the empirical world of which the study speaks and to which it speaks, but also, to make

the case for the alternative theoretical approach that was adopted in the study.  This

study�s theoretical approach takes up some of the substantive issues raised by the

postcolonial work, the work on CALP and the SAL studies.  The section begins with a

brief overview of Said�s (1978/1995) watershed study, Orientalism.  The capacity of the

theory for describing classroom data, and interview data about classroom interaction, as

is required for this study is then addressed.

Postcolonial Perspectives

Orientalism

Said�s concern was the demonisation of Islam and Arabs in the contemporary U.S.  In

exploring this phenomenon, Said argued that from the earliest times, European

understanding of the Orient (read: the Middle East) �was something more than what

was empirically known� (Said 1979/1995: 55).  That is, there existed a free-floating

constellation of dreams, images and vocabularies about the differences between the

Orient and the West.  With European domination of the Orient from the eighteenth

century onwards, the culture of Europe was strengthened and acquired a more distinct

identity as it set itself off against the Orient so construed.  The notion of identity

formation invoked here is broadly phenomenological.  This notion is based on Hegel�s
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fable of the struggle between Master and Slave, in which the one who fears, gives in and

recognises is the Slave, while the one who is recognised is the Master (Kojeve

1947/1980).  As taken up by Sartre, and introduced into postcolonial studies by Fanon,

this fable enabled identity to be conceptualised as a product of the dynamic of Self and

Other.  According to this dynamic, identity is as much about what the Self is not �

negatively and imaginatively � as about what it is � positively (Boons-Grafe 1992; Fuss

1994; C. Luke 1992; Rattansi 1994; Said 1978/1995).  Consequently, black is in a

negative and imaginary relation to white, as female is to male, and colonised to

coloniser (Fuss 1994).

Said (1978/1995) argued that with European imperialism the identities of the Orient and

the West became �essentialised� as every particle of the Orient was assumed to display

Oriental-ness, and even complex historical and political events were reduced to an

Oriental nucleus that was supposedly both antecedent to, and inherent in them.  As a

result, �Oriental� became �a transtemporal, transindividual category, purporting to

predict every discrete act � on the basis of some pre-existing � essence � and aiming

to interpret all aspects of human life and activity in terms of some common � element�

(Said 1978/1995: 231).  Said argued that these essentialised identities were constructed

through the superimposition of binary oppositions, particularly those of male/female

and rational/sensual, onto the opposition West/East, such that West was male and

rational, while East was female and sensual.

Additionally, Said argued that Orientalism is �a system of opportunities for making

statements about the Orient� (Said 1978/1995: 273).  These statements worked to justify

European rule of an Oriental world supposedly in decline, and then management of that

world: �knowledge gives power, more power requires more knowledge, and so on in an

increasingly profitable dialectic of information and control� (Said 1978/1995: 36).

Orientals themselves served as �native informants� to the rulers: �[t]here is a source of

information (the Oriental) and a source of knowledge (the Orientalist), in short, a writer

and a subject matter otherwise inert� (Said 1978/1995: 308).

Said (1978/1995) explained the influence of Orientalism on both Westerners and

Orientals, and its persistence even into the present, in terms of the concept of

�hegemony�.  This concept refers to the consent to subordination induced through the
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statements, experience and subjectivity made available by Orientalist discourse.  Said

argued that Orientalism became hegemonic because it was part of the dominant

European culture, and because it was enshrined in the reigning intellectual sciences,

cultural orthodoxies and canons, and moral ideas of modernity.

Orientalism was extended to the Australian context in The Yellow Lady (Broinowski

1992), a book-length survey of Australian aesthetic responses to Asia which applied

Said�s work.  Broinowski�s conclusion was that while some early European Australians

sought to integrate Australia into the Asian region, Orientalist notions of absolute and

essential difference between Asia and Australia became entrenched in Australian

thought.  The Yellow Lady itself came to be widely cited in struggles against the

hegemony of these images of Asia and Asians during the 1990s.  At this time, official

state policies were concerned with �enmeshment� into Asia and the full inclusion of

Asians in imaginings of the Australian nation (e.g., Frost 1994; Gibson 1994; Hansford

1997; Ip et al. 1994; Kong 1995; Perera 1993; Rizvi 1996; Yahp 1996).  The cultural

equity policies implemented at Daybreak SHE were formed within these struggles over

cultural identity.

The work of Fazal Rizvi, Allan Luke, Michael Singh and other key Australian

educational theorists working in Queensland at the time, built upon the ideas of Said

and the generation of postcolonial theorists that followed him (e.g., Bhabha 1994; Chow

1993, 1996; Spivak 1990, 1993).  This work informed the cultural equity policymaking

process at the state level2 in Queensland.  Moreover, postcolonial ideas about the

racialised construction of Australian identity were made available to Queensland

teachers in many forums, including university studies, and professional development

activities provided by the state department of education.  Asian Studies, anti-racist and

other radical pedagogies, and social education were all sites for the dissemination of

these ideas amongst educators who were accountable to the policies of cultural equity.

Importantly, there were direct links between Daybreak SHS and the Equity Directorate

of the state department of education.  Personnel responsible for developing the

Daybreak SHS cultural equity policies, and providing professional development

activities for the school�s mainstream teaching staff, were seconded to Central Office to

assist in the formulation of systemic anti-racist policy.  These personnel maintained

collegial relations with Central Office during the period of this study.  Thus postcolonial
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ideas about the formation of cultural and racial identities were likely to be available to

this study�s interviewees when describing and explaining pedagogic provision for

Taiwanese students.

To preview the exposition of this study�s theoretical-analytic framework that is

provided in the next chapter, a brief overview of the utility of the postcolonial

perspective for the empirical purposes of this study of pedagogy for Taiwanese students

follows, with attention to the limitations of the theory.  Attention is drawn firstly to the

description of classroom interaction and then to the description of talk about such.

Theorising interaction

One of the major criticisms of the theory of Orientalism is that Said (1978/1995) depicts

Western civilization as an essentially diseased formation, the destructive consequence

of a paranoid mind, the compulsion of an originally flawed European psyche, and

Westerners, as essentially racist, imperialist and ethnocentric (Malik 1996).  A second

major criticism was that Said contradicted himself in claiming Orientalism to be both a

configuration of ancient and fantastic dreams, images and vocabularies and a topic of

modern scientific learning, discovery and practice (Ahmad 1993; Malik 1996).  Bhabha

(1994) redressed these difficulties by arguing that the contradiction between the

different senses of Orientalism is an inherent tension which precludes the possibility of

a monolithic, inherently racist and imperialist West.  The cornerstone of Bhabha�s

theory is the concept of �ambivalence�.  This concept refers to the tension between the

diachrony of rational (or non-stereotypical) knowledge about the native with its pressure

for change, and the synchrony of the fantastic (or stereotypical) with its static,

essentialist knowledge of the native.

Ang (1996), a key Australian postcolonial theorist, applied the concept of ambivalence

to interaction in multicultural Australia.  She wrote in response to the official pro-Asian

rhetoric of the 1990s with its �influential narrative of progressive transformation � in

which the nation is claimed to be on the road from a racist, exclusionary past to a

multicultural, exclusionary present� (Ang 1996: 37).  Ang�s concern was the tension

between racism and anti-racism, and tolerance and intolerance, in contemporary

Australia.
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According to Ang (1996), ambivalence is operative at the level of structure as it

destabilises the boundary lines between the categories of (Anglo) self and (Asian) other.

For example, the discourse of multiculturalism that has been of high profile in

Australian policy contexts for about two decades produces �cultural diversity� (e.g., the

multicultural celebration of ethnic food, dance and so forth) while containing �cultural

difference�.  However, as evident in high profile academic controversies over

clitoridectomy in Australia and rape in Aboriginal communities, cultural difference is

never contained completely.  As a result, there is tension between the diachrony of

historical knowledge and its impetus for tolerant, anti-racist changes, and the synchrony

of fantastic, essentialised knowledges and their impetus for the stasis of intolerance and

racism.  Interactionally, structural ambivalence like this results in moments of

awkwardness.  The suppression of structural ambivalence in favour of the celebration of

cultural diversity and the imposition of tolerance results in the type of communication

breakdown that occurs with the question, �Where are you from?�, a question that is

sometimes criticised as �racist� because it suggests Asians do not belong in Australia,

and sometimes defended as genuine, personal interest.

However, Ang�s conceptualisation of interaction in conditions of cultural diversity and

formal cultural inclusion does not attend to the institutional specificity of either

multicultural structures with their precariously bounded ethnic categories or the

awkward interactions in which these categories are realised.  This lack of attention to

everyday institutional practices has been described as a major limitation of the cultural

studies tradition within which Ang�s postcolonial work can be located (McRobbie

1996).  Furthermore, it has been identified as a major limitation of Bhabha�s theory in

particular: �he says little about the specific fields of education, welfare, policing and so

on, while instead attributing general characteristics (such as �ambivalence�) to the

singular totality of colonial discourse� (Thomas 1994: 43).  In short, there is an elision

of the institutional specificity of the discourse within which cultural categories are

formed interactively.  While the theoretical-analytic framework of this study needs to

facilitate description of the ways in which cultural categories are constituted in

classroom interaction, it is necessary to attend to the pedagogic specificity of those

categories.  Concepts are needed for describing the constitution and interaction of

teacher and student as transmitter and acquirer of knowledge.  A comprehensive array

of such concepts is not explicitly available in the postcolonial perspective.
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In the feminist postcolonial version of radical pedagogy which gained a profile in

Australia during the late 1990s, for example, attention was drawn to the need for more

adequate description of the categories of students formed in classroom interaction.

Students were thus described as �conflicted and contradictory� (rather than �unitary�)

(Crowley 1998) and �hybrid� (rather than �singular�) (Matthews 1998).  This approach

gives little purchase on the particularity of those categories as descriptions of

participants in classroom interaction, as distinct from the interactive contingencies of

institutions of welfare or policing, for example.  This has been described as a limitation

of the sociology of racism in general (Hage 1998).

Hage�s (1998) evaluation of the sociology of racism drew on Bourdieu�s critique of

intellectualist reduction of the logic of things into things of logic.  To elaborate, Hage

(1998) suggested that the concepts researchers often use to analyse statements (e.g.,

�essentialist�, �reductive�, �false�, �ideological�) are concerned with the sociological

adequacy of statements.  These concepts are used for particular practical purposes

within academic discourse.  However, in the empirical worlds studied by sociologists,

most people produce statements about members of one or another racial or cultural

category to achieve some practical purpose other than a sociologically adequate

description.  In a classroom, that purpose is pedagogic; classroom interaction is

dedicated to the transmission and acquisition of educational knowledge.  It is necessary

to consider how cultural categories are constituted within the particularity of such

interaction.  For example, how might �conflicted and contradictory� or �hybrid� forms of

subjectivity be constituted in the interaction of teacher and student as transmitter and

acquirer of educational knowledge within the communicative contingencies of

classrooms?

The conclusion drawn is that the possible construction of �Chinese� dispositions to

learning in Australian classrooms needs to be understood in terms of the interactive

contingencies pertaining to the transmission of particular content within certain

institutional conditions of the school, for example, the English medium of instruction,

the grouping of students in classes, and the time made available for instruction.  In the

next section it is shown that pedagogic purposes must likewise be central to the analysis

of school community talk about classroom interaction.
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Speaking positions

�Who speaks�, what is said, and how it is heard, have been key topics of debate within

postcolonial theory and cultural studies influenced by Spivak�s (1988) re-working of

Orientalism (e.g., Alcoff 1991; Chow 1993).  Spivak�s point of departure was Said�s

(1978/1995: 335) claim that �the subaltern can speak, as the history of liberation

movements in the twentieth century eloquently attests�.  She countered that the

subaltern cannot speak because subalternity is, by definition, silence.  In short, if one is

able to speak, then one is not subaltern.  Spivak agreed, none the less, that speech is

constrained by audience, institutionally available knowledge, and the political interests

within which spaces of speech are made available.

Much of Spivak�s (1990, 1993) subsequent work was dedicated to analysis of the way

that these factors constructed positions of speech for third world women within the

interests of white, liberal audiences in the conditions of multiculturalism that were

typically found in Western educational institutions.  Her concern was with the speech of

those artists, intellectuals and academics like herself, who were (in the words of her

1993 book title) �outside in the teaching machine� of the liberal Western academy as it

managed what she described as the crisis of knowledge production induced by

postcolonial critique.  She pointed to such problems as �tokenisation� and

�ghettoisation�, whereby people like herself were �heard� only if they took up

opportunities that were made available to them to speak as the type of people whom

�the cardcarrying listeners, the hegemonic people, the dominant people� (Spivak 1990:

60) within these institutions were willing to hear.  Building on Spivak�s work, Chow

(1993) analysed particular instances of speech about Chinese women in Western

educational institutions, highlighting what she described as the �perils� and �lures� of

marginality and diaspora for speakers such as herself: becoming the melancholic

cultural connoisseur within Orientalist discourse or the militant Maoist of nativist

discourses on China.

The postcolonial work on speaking positions is useful for this study in that it points to

the need to address school community debate about provision for Taiwanese students in

relation to the constraints of audience, institutionally available knowledge and the

interests within which spaces of speech are made available.  It is reasonable, for

example, to assume that school community debate over provision for Taiwanese
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students would be conducted within particular interested discourses, for example, the

discourses of ESL teaching and mainstream content area teaching that make available

knowledge about particular types of student, curricular content and forms of teacher-

student interaction.  In her contribution to the debates over the value attributed to the

canonical texts of English literature as a taught subject in U.S. tertiary institutions,

Spivak (1993) herself took up a position within such discourses.  She spoke as �a

teacher� from within the collective professional identity of radical postcolonial

practitioners of English.  From this position she engaged in debate with competing

discourses on such �necessary practicalities� as timetabling, textbook availability, the

skills of the students, and the aim of transmitting a particular historically entrenched

body of knowledge.  Similarly, Chow (1993) took up the position of �third world

intellectual in the Western academy�, engaging in debates over the impact of the values

acquired by third world students in that institution on the production and transmission of

knowledge about third world women by the �native industry� in the countries to which

they would return.

The postcolonial work on speaking positions is valuable in that has engaged with what

has been recognised as a debilitating methodological tendency in research on diversity

and equity.  This is the usurpation of �the right to speak� about particular issues and

social groups by researchers claiming membership in ever more narrow categories of

race, gender, class and so forth (Maton 2000; R. Moore & Muller 1999; Prain 1997).

As was indicated when this study�s methodological significance was previewed in

Chapter One, this problem is of particular salience in educational research in Australia

given the ascendance of anti-realist approaches in the field since the mid-1980s.

Spivak�s (1990) solution was for researchers who were members of historically

dominant social categories (e.g., �white�, �male�, �middle class�) to take up positions

within discourses that challenged historically dominant discourses (see also, Alcoff

1991).  In other words, the problems of speech for and about others were redressed by

focusing on the discursive positions from which researchers speak in that work, rather

than simply the fact of being male or female or having particular class or national

origins.  While this work on speaking positions has thus made both theoretical and

methodological advances, the approach has two limitations in relation to the conceptual

needs of the present study.
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Firstly, the postcolonial approach to positions of speech described above does not

provide a set of comprehensive terms for describing the pedagogical particularity of the

structuring of discursive positions that are taken up in school community debates.  For

example, it does not address such factors as the hierarchical relation of teacher and

students in the selection of knowledge and other aspects of the transmission and

acquisition of educational knowledge.  Given the hypotheses arising from the literature

on the Chinese learner, namely that the dispositions of Chinese students to more

teacher-directed instruction might be constructed in Australian pedagogic contexts, such

concepts are required for this study.

Secondly, the postcolonial approach on speaking positions described above does not

provide terms for understanding the relation between the categories that are established

in professional and academic debates about education (e.g., categories of learners), and

those that are made available in classroom practice.  Again, such concepts are needed

for this study.  From Chapter One it will be recalled that this study investigates both

classroom practice for Taiwanese students, and school community talk about such.  This

is because engagement with information about ethnic minority students� dispositions to

learning made available by community representatives has become imperative for

mainstream teachers as a result of the opening up of school processes and decision-

making to community participation.

A Perspective on the Constitution of Cultural Categories in Pedagogy

From the review of literature on Taiwanese, Chinese and ESL students in mainstream

classes, it was established that this study is interested in the distribution of interaction to

Taiwanese students within the pedagogic contingencies of the classroom.  It was

established similarly, that the study is interested in the production of descriptions and

explanations of such within the contingencies of the school community as a site of

contesting professional-academic discourses.  A selective review of relevant aspects of

postcolonial theories that were of high profile in Australian educational forums during

the 1990s indicated the conceptual advances made by these approaches to problems

such as that investigated in this study.  Specifically, the theories pointed to the need to:

i) examine the constitution of cultural identities in interaction; and ii) examine the

constraints on speech of audience, available discursive knowledge and the politics

within which spaces of speech are made available.  However, it was shown that the
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concepts provided for analysing both interactive practices, and practices of explanation

and description, do not facilitate investigation of the institutional contingencies of the

classroom and school community as sites of pedagogic interaction and talk respectively.

This conceptual capacity is required by this study.

Bernsteinian sociology of educational knowledge was selected as the theoretical

perspective of this study because of its capacity to meet the conceptual needs of the

study outlined in this chapter.  The theory facilitates description of classroom

interaction, and descriptive and explanatory practices, as realisations of relations of

power and control peculiar to the institutional contingencies of classrooms and school

communities as sites dedicated, in one fashion or another, to the deliberate transmission

and acquisition of knowledge.  In the next chapter, the Bernsteinian perspective is

expounded in detail.
                                                          
1  �Split family migration� occurs when one or both parents remain in the country of origin to attend to
business, while the children and possibly one parent (usually the mother) shift to Australia.  This is a
phenomenon that has emerged with the business migration program in particular.
2  This claim was made by a senior policy officer of Education Queensland during an interview co-
conducted with Beryl Exley on December 12, 1997.  This interview was part of the data set of the large
project with which this study was associated.  It was not part of the data set selected for this study because
it was concerned with the formulation of systemic cultural equity policies, rather than the implementation
of these at Daybreak SHS.
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

In Chapter Two literature relevant to this study�s problem of the adaptation of pedagogy

for Taiwanese students in mainstream classes was reviewed.  Grounds for selecting the

study�s primarily Bernsteinian sociological perspective were previewed by drawing

attention to limitations of the postcolonial theories that were of high profile amongst

some radical researchers and educators concerned with cultural diversity and formal

cultural inclusion in the state of Queensland during the 1990s.  These limitations relate

to the capacity to describe the pedagogical particularity of classroom interaction and of

school community talk about such.  The purpose of the present chapter is to establish a

set of Bernsteinian propositions for describing the adaptation of pedagogy for

Taiwanese students in classroom practice and school community talk.  The chapter has

two sections.  In the first section propositions about classroom practice are expounded;

and in the second, propositions for describing school community talk are outlined.

Classroom Practice

Proposition one: Lessons are dynamic social events.
For the purposes of this study it is productive to begin by assuming that a lesson is not a

script or plan to be followed in the classroom.  It is, rather, a dynamic social event

produced in the interaction of teacher and students, albeit probably in realisation of

some script or plan.  In the course of this interaction teacher and students engage with

particular, pre-determined curriculum knowledge, while displaying certain forms of

conduct.  Ideally, this engagement occupies all of some pre-allocated span of time, for

example, the traditional 40 � 50 minute secondary school period or 80 � 100 minute

double period (Green, Weade & Graham 1988; Lemke 1990).  In these terms, this

study�s classroom data set can be understood as a sample of the interaction between

mainstream geography teachers and culturally diverse classes of students engaged with

a geography unit on eco-tourism at the Gold Coast during the single and double periods

of the Daybreak SHS timetable.

In the discourse analytic literature on classroom talk it is suggested that the lesson, as a

social activity, represents the highest rank in a hierarchy of structured activities (Cazden
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1988; Edwards & Westgate 1994; Sinclair & Coulthard 1975; Sinclair & Brazil 1982).

The concept of �structure� invoked here refers to �a system of relations of relations (sic)

� of entitities� (Lemke 1983: 28; original ellipsis).  While definitely patterned or

organised, the structure of the lesson is rather loose and complicated (Lemke 1990).

When the sequential, syntagmatic dimension of lessons is examined (Cazden 1988), it

becomes apparent that events or �entities� of specific kinds tend to follow one another in

a more or less definite order from start to finish.  But like all social activities, a lesson is

made.  Participants must interact to start, develop and finish a lesson.  This cooperation

is possible when participants share a common sense of the structure of the activity;

when they have a sense of what is happening; of what might happen next; and of who is

supposed to be doing what when.  The loose or complicated structure of the lesson that

must be understood by the participants is basically episodic or segmented.  There is

usually only one event occurring at any one time, with the transitions between events

being marked by long pauses (i.e., �Okay�, �Now�) and/or metadiscourse (e.g., �What

we are going to do now is��) (Lemke 1983, 1990).  Analytic tools for describing this

loose, complicated, episodic structure were developed by Lemke (1983, 1990).  A

version of his descriptive scheme is as follows:

• Pre-lesson activities (e.g., student-student conversation (not about school
work));

• Getting started (e.g., usually teacher bids to start ratified by the students);
• Preliminary Lesson (e.g., review homework);
• Diagnostic activity (i.e., finding out what students know about a new topic);
• Main Lesson (i.e., introduction of new content);
• Dissolution (usually student bids to finish ratified by the teacher); and
• Post-Lesson (similar to preliminary or pre-lesson activities, but may be about

school work).

In this descriptive scheme the second rank of lesson structure consists of a succession of

phases of social activity (e.g., �Preliminary Lesson�).  The third rank of lesson structure

consists of the activities that make up the lesson phases.

An activity structure is a sequence of predictable options for who will say or do what

next.  It is the interactional pattern that can be abstracted from the behaviours of teacher

and student, the unexplicated rules of classroom behaviour described in response to the
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question, �What�s going on in this lesson?�  Some activities are primarily spoken, be

they monologic or dialogic, while others are primarily non-spoken.  The ubiquitous

three-part dialogic exchange between teacher and student that was noted in the previous

chapter�s review of literature on the ESL student in mainstream classes (Harklau 1994)

is an example of a primarily spoken activity.  This activity, which has been investigated

extensively by theorists of classroom talk, was labelled �Triadic Dialogue� by Lemke

(1983, 1990).  The three parts as described by Lemke are: Teacher Question�Student

Answer�Teacher Evaluation.  The sequence of events that occurs when students

engage in independent written work after spoken preparation by the teacher, an activity

labelled �Seatwork� (Lemke 1983, 1990), is an example of a primarily non-spoken

activity structure: Preparation�Transition�Independent Work.  A detailed description

of activity structures of relevance to this study�s classroom data set is provided when

this study�s analytic language is introduced in Chapter Four.

Moves and acts, the third and fourth ranks of lesson structure, are also described in

Chapter Four.  By way of clarification for the present purposes, a move is the

constituent of an activity structure, for example, the Teacher Question that is the first

event in Triadic Dialogue.  Where an activity is identified by asking, �What�s going on

in this lesson?�, a move is identified by asking, �What just happened?�  A move is the

minimal contribution made by one participant, and is, in non-technical terms, roughly

analogous to an utterance.  Each activity structure is constituted by a regular, repeatable,

recognisable pattern of moves.  It should be noted that the meanings of a move depend

on the activity structure within which it is located.  A Teacher Question, for example,

differs in meaning when it is in Triadic Dialogue serving review purposes (and it is

assumed that all students can or should know the answer) as distinct from Triadic

Dialogue serving the purpose of the introduction of new content (and it is not assumed

that all students know the answer) (Lemke 1983).

Moves are themselves structured, consisting of acts.  An act is the smallest functional

unit of the lesson and the basis on which higher sociolinguistic units are built (Edwards

& Westgate 1994; Lemke 1983; Sinclair & Brazil 1982; Sinclair & Coulthard 1975).

Acts refer to such units as Question (which may be incorporated into the Teacher

Question move or Student Question moves depending on the activity structure).  As is

shown in Chapter Four, the elicitatives from which Question moves are formed are the
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only acts that are of analytic interest in this study.  These acts can be typologised

according to the degree of the discursive load carried by the questioner.  In yes-no

questions, for example, more of the discursive load falls to the questioner than is the

case with content (wh-) questions.  These analytic tools are important for this study

because they make it possible to describe the degree of activity of either teacher or

student in classroom interaction, a key variable in the characterisations of �the Chinese

learner� reviewed in Chapter Two

Proposition two: The social activity of the lesson is dedicated to the deliberate
modification of students� knowledge and conduct.
One feature of classroom talk is that the participants are distinguished sharply by their

competence.  Teacher and student are �expert� and �novice� respectively (Edwards &

Westgate 1994) or �native speaker� and �immigrant� in the activity of the classroom (a

metaphorical use of these terms, not a reference to language) (Cazden 1988) or �adept�

and �apprentice� (Dowling 1988).  As is implicit in this terminology, the purpose of the

classroom activity is to modify the students� knowledge and conduct: the apprentice is

to become the adept; the novice, the expert; the so-called �immigrant� to acquire �native�

proficiency in classroom activities.  In short, the relation between these two categories

of classroom participants is �pedagogic�.  In schools, this is a relation �where there is a

purposeful intention to initiate, modify, develop or change knowledge, conduct or

practice by someone or something which already possesses, or has access to, the

necessary resources and the means of evaluating the acquisition� (Bernstein &

Solomon, 1999: 267).  It is not only the relation of teacher and student in the institution

of the school that is pedagogic.  The relation of parent and child, and minister and

congregation member may also be pedagogic (Bernstein 1996; Bernstein & Solomon

1999; P. Singh & Dooley 2001; P. Singh et al., 2001).

A key Bernsteinian notion (1975, 1990, 1996) is that social relations are relations of

control, and further, that the social relation of pedagogy is assymetrical: teacher and

acquirer are always unequal.  This notion runs counter to the liberal pedagogic thought

on the self-determining subject (Hunter 1993) that arguably underpins much of the

Western objection to so-called �Chinese� pedagogy.  As became evident in the

professional-academic struggles of radical pedagogues and other cultural studies

theorists during the 1990s (C. Luke & Gore 1992), this notion has also been problematic
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for cultural studies theorists engaged in one or another socially transformative project.

However, the Bernsteinian claim about the assymetrical relation of teacher and student

can be understood in terms of Hunter�s (1993, 1994) genealogy of state schooling.

According to Hunter, the emergence of modern bureaucracy resulted in the gathering of

statistics on literacy and other social indicators that produced �the population� as an

object of state attention.  Social norms were established and illiteracy and other

impediments to advanced forms of social and economic life were identified.  Redress of

the problems thus constructed fell to state-administered institutions.

In the case of education, state schooling was developed to train students in techniques

and practices that enabled them to labour to build up the knowledge and conduct

required by the state.  These included the forms of pedagogic relation with teachers that

were required by interactional contingencies of the classrooms that emerged with mass

schooling (Hunter 1993, 1994).  Such practices relate to both the teacher-directed

pedagogy and the student-centred pedagogy that have been the focus of the literature on

�the Chinese learner�.  In either case, evaluation of the modification of the student�s

knowledge and conduct through the pedagogic relation is the key to pedagogic practice

(Bernstein 1996).  This function can be enacted through either overt or covert teacher

surveillance.

Proposition three: Modification of students� knowledge and conduct entails
socialisation within pedagogic communication

Given its centrality to the pedagogic relation, social control has been a key concern in

research on classroom talk.  Moreover, it is relations of control that are central to the

characterisation of �the Chinese learner� as described in Chapter Two: the apparent

reluctance of Chinese students to participate in classroom talk is, for example, an issue

of the relative control exercised by teacher and student.

While it has been suggested that assumptions about the degree of transmitter control of

classroom talk may be questionable (MacLure & French 1980), the fact remains that

control, irrespective of its locus in transmitter or acquirer, is crucial to understanding

how the knowledge and conduct of students is modified pedagogically.  In the

sociological literature control has been defined as the relation that establishes legitimate

forms of communication (Bernstein 1996).  The pedagogic relation is thus a relation of
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communication.  Pedagogic interactions are communicative interactions (Pedro 1981).

The relations of control in these interactions are dedicated to socialising students into

particular categories of person and knowledge.  The school is an agency that works

�through forms of communication which relay a given distribution of power and

dominant cultural categories� (Bernstein 1990: 134).  Where power creates the

boundaries that produce categories of person and knowledge, it is through relations of

control in pedagogic communication that students are socialised into these categories.

The configuration of relations of symbolic power and control operative in pedagogic

communication constitute what Bernstein (1975, 1990, 1996) describes as �codes�.  The

relations of symbolic power and control condensed in any particular context of

pedagogic communication constitute a pedagogic code modality (Bernstein 1990, 1996;

Bernstein & Diaz 1984).  Symbolic codes such as these refer to the shared sets of ways

of thinking about and interpreting the world that underpin mutual intelligibility, and

hence, communication (Hall 1997).  Particular modalities of pedagogic code are

distinguished one from another by the strength of the boundaries of the categories

produced and the locus of control in transmitter or acquirer.  The strength of the

boundaries of categories is represented by the concept of classification.  When

categories are sharply bounded, classification is strong; when they are less distinct,

classification values are weak.  The locus of control is represented by the concept of

framing.  When teacher control of pedagogic communication is overt, framing is strong;

when it is implicit, framing is weak (Bernstein 1975, 1990, 1996).  The configurations

of classification and framing that make up particular code modalities represent

socialising devices that select and integrate: i) relevant thematic meanings; ii) the forms

of their realisation; and iii) their evoking contexts (Bernstein 1990).  In what follows,

each of these components of code modalities is described briefly.

The �relevant thematic meanings� of a pedagogic code refer to the knowledge that is

selected for transmission-acquisition in the pedagogic relation.  A useful distinction in

this regard was made by Bernstein (1996) in his exposition of �vertical� and �horizontal�

discourse and is worth elaborating briefly here.  This distinction is concerned with the

internal structuring of knowledge.  From Chapter Two it will be recalled that Cummins�

(1991, 1994; Cummins et al., 1984) concepts of BICS and CALP were built upon a

distinction between contextualised and decontextualised language.  Such language is the
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linguistic realisation of particular types of knowledge structure.  The contextualised

language of BICS realises what Bernstein (1996) described as structures of everyday,

common-sense  or �mundane� knowledge.  Such language is a realisation of �horizontal

discourse�.  This type of discourse constructs �local, segmental, context dependent,

tacit� knowledge (Bernstein 1996: 170; see also, Bernstein, 1999).  The

decontextualised language of CALP, by contrast, realises �esoteric� knowledge in the

form of either explicit hierarchical structures (e.g., theories of physics) or specialised

academic languages (e.g., sociological theory).  Such language is a realisation of

�vertical discourse�.  This type of discourse is �a coherent, explicit, systematically

principled structure� (Bernstein 1996: 171).  Given its function of modifying the

knowledge and conduct of the population for the purposes of state-building (Hunter,

1993, 1994), the modern school has typically transmitted vertical discourses with their

specialised and technical linguistic realisations (Bernstein, 1996, 1999).  It is this type

of language and discourse that is typically transmitted in geography lessons (Christie

1999b; Wignell, Martin & Eggins, 1993).

The �forms of realisation� of a pedagogic code refer to the ways in which relevant

meanings are to be put together to create and publicly present a legitimate text.  The

concern here is with the ways in which teacher and student interact to construct the

skills and competencies that are transmitted and acquired through the pedagogic

relation.

The �evoking context� of a pedagogic code has both social and material referents.  The

social referent is concerned with the obviousness of the locus of control in the teacher.

The material referent refers to the implications of certain pedagogic tools, for example,

the grouping implications of individual tools such as books and worksheets and whole

group tools such as the blackboard.

Together, relevant meanings, forms of realisation and evoking contexts constitute a

code.  Different configurations of symbolic power and control represent different

devices of socialisation or pedagogic code modalities.  In Figure 3.1 overleaf, a model is

presented of the socialising work of pedagogic codes (Bernstein 1996; Pedro 1981).

That model is now explained because it provides terms for describing the pedagogic
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Pedagogical
Code
(Classification and
Framing Values)

Mode of
Control

Specific
Instructional
Discourse
(Rules for
selection,
sequence, pace,
criteria of
knowledge)

Organisational
Unit

Specific
Regulatory
Discourse
(Rules for
character,
manner,
conduct)

Instructional
Text

Pedagogical
Context
(Pedagogical
Unit)
(Material Unit)

Regulatory
Text

Acquisition
(Recognition Rules
Realisation Rules)

Figure 3.1: Model of Classroom Communication (Bernstein 1996: 105; Pedro 1981:
      208)
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provision made for Taiwanese students at Daybreak SHS, and talked about by members

of the school community.

The gist of the Bernsteinian model of classroom practice is that the symbolic power and

control relations of a particular code modality result in the imposition and inculcation of

particular forms of conduct and knowledge, with particular subjective effects for

teachers and students.  Bernstein�s concept of �discourse� is central to this model.  This

concept is similar to that of Foucault, which, as indicated in Chapter Two, underpinned

Orientalism and subsequent postcolonial theory.  In all of these theoretical endeavours

�discourse� does not denote a unit of language, as it does in linguistic theories (e.g., the

discourse analytic theories of classroom talk that inform this study), but a social practice

imbricated in relations of power (A. Lee 1996; Bernstein & Diaz 1984).  As such,

discourse is concerned with the production of categories (e.g., categories of agents),

relations of control, and the subjectivities which are formed, in part, through

socialisation into the categories as a result of the relations of control.  The

distinguishing feature of the Bernsteinian theory of discourse is its focus on the

constitution of discourse that makes available subject positions that facilitate the

purposeful transformation of student knowledge, conduct or practice through the work

of someone with both the resources to do so and the means of evaluating the acquisition.

In the Bernsteinian model the social rules for making meaningful statements in

pedagogic contexts constitute specific instructional and regulatory discourses.  These

discourses establish what counts as instructional and regulatory text on the part of

transmitters and acquirers.  In addition, specific instructional and regulatory discourses

make available categories of transmitting and acquiring agents to whom certain

knowledge or conduct is attributed.  These categories are a grammar that generates

meaning; a discursive voice.  This claim is elaborated later in this chapter.  At this point,

however, it is worth noting that the Bernsteinian concept of �voice� differs

fundamentally from that of many contemporary theorists.  �Voice� generally refers to

concerns with the authenticity of knowledge to the experience of particular groups (see

R. Moore & Muller 1999 for an extended discussion).  Such concerns have, for

example, been at the centre of struggles between humanist theorists interested in making

spaces for the voices of third world women (e.g., Ram 1993) and anti-humanist

postcolonial theorists who argue that it is not simply human intention, but also discourse
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that makes statements possible (e.g., Alcoff 1991; Spivak 1988).  Like the postcolonial

theorists, Bernstein (1990, 1996) is anti-humanist in his appropriation of the concept of

discourse.  However, his theory entails a concept of �voice�.  This concept refers not to

the authenticity of knowledge, but to the meanings that have been selected within a

particular pedagogic code (�relevant meanings�), meanings pertaining to the �what� and

�the how� of knowledge.

The stronger the boundary insulating a category, the more specialised its identity and

voice; the more specialised the meanings it generates; the more specialised the messages

legitimated.  In pedagogic practice the voices of the categories of pedagogic discourse

come to speak through teacher and student as transmitting and acquiring agents

(Bernstein & Diaz 1984; Bernstein 1990, 1996).  By thus engaging with the acquiring

and transmitting identities made available to them, individual students and teachers are

socialised into orientations to meaning.  Specifically, Bernstein suggests that agents take

up positions and are positioned by the instructional and regulative discourses of the

classroom.  This positioning occurs within instructional and regulative discourses.

From positions made available to them in these discourses, students may construct rules

that dispose them to certain actions in the social activity that constitutes a lesson as

described in this chapter�s first proposition.  These rules concern ways of thinking,

feeling and using the body that relate to the skills and knowledge transmitted-acquired

in the pedagogic relation and the social conduct, character and manner within which

these instructional outcomes are embedded.  Crucially, these social rules are not

deterministic (Bernstein, 1996; Christie 1999b), although they make certain actions

probable, improbable or unimaginable.  This is central to the idea, elaborated in the next

chapter, that equity can be pursued by taking up options that are unimaginable from the

subject positions made available by particular pedagogic discourses (Bernstein 1996;

Christie 1999b).

To clarify this study�s application of the Bernsteinian model of classroom practice, a

brief description of the model�s key components is provided in the following pages.

Attention is drawn firstly to specific instructional discourse, and then to specific

regulatory discourse, the organisational unit, and the pedagogic unit.  This theoretical

language provides the terms that will be used in both of this study�s analytic chapters.

In Chapter Five the terms are used to re-describe the data pertaining to the adaptation of
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lessons for Taiwanese students.  In Chapter Six the terms are used to describe the

classroom practice that is the topic of the interview data.

Specific instructional discourse

Specific instructional discourse consists of the rules for the selection, sequencing and

pacing of knowledge, and the criteria for evaluating what counts as a display of

knowledge.  Each of these sets of rules is now briefly described.

The rules for selecting knowledge are recontextualising rules.  These are rules for

�delocating a discourse, for relocating it, for refocusing it� (Bernstein 1996: 47).

Through recontextualisation a discourse is shifted from its original site to another site

where it is transformed as it is related to other discourses for the purposes of pedagogic

transmission.  At the classroom level recontextualisation involves the delocation or

appropriation of discourses from school subjects (e.g., �geography�) as developed in

official educational agencies and school community contexts, and the relocation,

refocusing and relating of these discourses to produce lesson content (e.g., �eco-

tourism�, the content of the case study lessons analysed in this study).  As is explained

later in this chapter, school subjects are themselves the products of the

recontextualisation of discourses from the original sites of their production (e.g.,

environmental research) to the pedagogic context (e.g., the school subject of

geography).  This means that the original discourses are twice subject to transformation

through recontextualisation.  There is a �transformation of the transformed text in the

pedagogic process as it becomes active in the process of the reproduction of acquirers�

(Bernstein 1990: 193).  The point here is that the rules for selecting knowledge in the

pedagogic relation of teacher and student in the classroom are the final step in a

complex process of recontextualisation that extends beyond that site of pedagogic

reproduction.

The rules for sequencing and pacing knowledge are organisational rules.  In general

terms, these rules are concerned with what happens when.  The basis of the rules lies in

the fact that something must come before and something must come after and during

pedagogic practice.  In other words, there must be a progression.  The rules of this

progression are sequencing rules.  Furthermore, sequencing rules imply pacing rules.

These rules are concerned with the expected rate of acquisition of the progression
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established by the sequencing rules.  That is, the pacing rules are concerned with how

much the acquirer must learn in a given amount of time (Bernstein 1975, 1990; Daniels

1988).

In general terms, the criterial rules are concerned with what counts as a legitimate or

illegitimate instructional text.  These are the rules for ascertaining what statements of

content are meaningful and intelligible when made by individuals who have been

labelled in terms of certain category attributes.

The rules of selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria have not been explicitly

addressed as such in the classroom talk literature.  The concern of that literature, it will

be recalled, is with relations of control.  However, as categories are transmitted through

relations of control, the rules of selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria are

consequentially addressed implicitly in the classroom talk literature.  In explaining the

strong teacher control of much classroom talk, researchers have described what are

effectively the rules for selection, sequence, pace and criteria, especially in dialogic

structures of classroom talk.  Among other things, these researchers (e.g., Cazden 1988;

Edwards & Westgate 1994; Nystrand, Gamoran, Kachur & Prendergast 1997; Sinclair

& Brazil 1982; Sinclair & Coulthard 1975; Shuy 1988) have documented:

• the distribution of questioning and evaluation moves to teachers and answering

moves to students;

• the bidding moves by which students must earn the right to speak; and

• the tendency for teachers to ask questions to which they already know the answer.

From the Bernsteinian theoretical perspective of this study, the dialogic structures thus

described by the classroom talk researchers can be understood as rules for the selection,

sequencing, pacing and criteria of knowledge.  These rules constitute the specific

instructional discourse of lessons.  Lemke�s (1983, 1990) typology of activity

structures, which incorporates and extends the findings of classroom talk research,

provides a comprehensive set of terms for specifying this discourse.  As stated earlier,

particular analytic tools from the typology that are relevant to the descriptive purposes

of the present study are introduced in Chapter Four.
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Specific regulatory discourse

Specific regulatory discourse consists of the rules for conduct, character and manner.  It

should be noted that these phenomena are invariably regulated by specific instructional

discourse.  Certain forms of conduct, character and manner are implicit in every activity

structure.  However, these rules may not be sufficient to control the class of students.

Rules over and above those of activity structures may be required (Kachur &

Prendergast 1997; Lemke, 1983, 1990).  It is these rules that constitute specific

regulatory discourse.

As specific instructional discourse can be specified as a set of recontextualising,

organisational and criterial rules, so specific regulatory discourse can be specified as

hierarchical rules.  The rules of hierarchy establish the category attributes by which

teachers can conduct themselves appropriately as transmitters, and students can conduct

themselves appropriately as acquirers (Bernstein 1975, 1990; Daniels 1988; Pedro

1981).  Earlier in this chapter it was indicated that the relation between transmitter and

acquirer is fundamentally asymmetrical: transmitter and acquirer are always unequal.

This is why the rule regulating the conduct of transmitters and acquirers is a rule of

hierarchy.  It is the transmitter rather than the acquirer who ultimately determines what

is to be learned, in what sequence and at what pace, and what is to count as a display of

learning (Bernstein 1975, 1990; Edwards 1995; Hunter 1994), although there can be

considerable acquirer activity in this regard (MacLure & French 1980).

From the preceding description it is apparent that specific instructional discourse is

always embedded in specific regulative discourse: the selection, sequencing, pacing and

criteria of knowledge are regulated by the hierarchical relation of transmitter and

acquirer.  Specific regulatory discourse is thus the dominant rule of pedagogic practice

(Bernstein 1990, 1996).  The rule for creating and embedding instructional and

regulatory discourse is �pedagogic discourse�.  This is the recontextualising principle,

the ideology at play in the movement of discourse from its original context to various

pedagogic contexts.  In formal terms, pedagogic discourse �is a recontextualising

principle which selectively appropriates, relocates, refocuses and relates other discourse

to constitute its own order� (Bernstein 1996: 47).  It is shown below that debate over

provision for one or another group of students entails power struggles in terms of who

controls �the pedagogic device� (Bernstein, 1996), that is, the principles for the
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production, recontextualisation and evaluation of knowledge.  This study is concerned

with power struggles over the production of school subjects such as �geography�.  It is

within these struggles that school community members must present themselves

persuasively when advocating particular pedagogic models.

At this point in the chapter the meaning of �ideology� should be noted to clarify the

Bernsteinian position within the vigorous debate that has attended the theorisation of

this concept and, in particular, the issue of its relation to �discourse� (e.g., Hall 1996;

Larrain, 1996; Purvis & Hunt 1993; Ryan 1988; Sparks 1996).  In some contemporary

approaches to social theory the concept of discourse, with its capacity to theorise the

production of subjectivities, has sometimes supplanted ideology; and sometimes

supplemented it (Hall 1996; Larrain 1996; Purvis & Hunt 1993).  In Bernsteinian theory

the concepts of ideology and discourse are supplementary.  According to this theory,

ideology does not refer to the contents of consciousness (�false� or otherwise).  Rather,

it refers to a way of making and realising relations.  It is a product of the pedagogic

code as this is manifest in the discursive rules for the selection, organisation and

evaluation of knowledge and in the social rules for conduct, character and manner: �this

[discursive] system constructs ideology.  Ideology, here, is a way of making relations.

It is not a content but a way in which relationships are made and realized� (Bernstein

1996: 31).  This way of making relations biases the subjectivity of acquirer and

transmitter, but it is the process of biasing that is ideological, not the bias per se.  Hence,

this study is focused on the potentially inequitable biasing of the subjectivity of

Taiwanese students through their relations with mainstream Australian teachers.

The regulatory discourse produced through the ideological process of

recontextualisation has two components.  One is concerned with the �what� of

instruction, with what discourses are to become subject and content of pedagogic

practice; the other, with the �how�, with the relations between transmitter and acquirer

during pedagogic practice.  The �what� of regulatory discourse entails a model of the

discourse to be transmitted-acquired, for example, physical geography rather than

critical social science.  In the case of geography this model entails recontextualisation of

discourses from the �real� world of cartography, oceanography, geology, environmental

science and so forth.  The �how� entails a model of the transmitter, the acquirer, and
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their relation.  This model is usually appropriated from the �real� activities of

educational psychologists, sociologists, linguists and so forth (Bernstein 1990, 1996).

The models of the �how� and the �what� that constitute specific regulatory discourse

produce categories of acquirers and transmitters to which certain knowledge and

conduct are attributed.  In Chapter Six this category production work is critical to the

analysis of the descriptions and explanations of pedagogy for Taiwanese students that

constitute the study�s interview data set.

The organisational unit

In the model of classroom pedagogy outlined above, specific instructional and

regulatory discourses are only two of the structural components that are realised in

pedagogic practice.  The third element of structure is the �organisational unit�.  This

component refers to the categorisation of students for the purpose of transmission and

acquisition.  The theorisation of class organisation, developed by Pedro (1981) in her

classroom study, indicates how this element of pedagogic structure can be addressed.

Pedro theorised whole class, small group and individual grouping as the structural

options at the level of what is termed the �activity� in this study.

Organisational structure has also been addressed by Christie (1999b).  Her study of

English lessons documented the shift from Group Activity at the beginning of a

sustained curriculum cycle of teaching-learning towards Individual Activity.  The focus

of this work was on the �what� of pedagogic practice.  Christie showed how a common

reader position, an ethical identity relating to unit content, was established early on in

the curriculum cycle, and then operated tacitly during subsequent instruction.  Christie�s

work is valuable because it attends to the structuring of pedagogy beyond the level of

the lesson, thereby redressing what is arguably a limitation of the literature on

classroom talk.  However, the present study requires more delicate analytic tools and

further, tools that make it possible to describe the identities made available to students

by the �how� of a curricular subject.  These requirements arise because of the possibility

that the expectations made of Taiwanese students will differ from those made of other

students within the one activity (e.g., the distribution of questions amongst the students

during whole class dialogue).  This is a conclusion that was drawn from the literature on
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the Chinese learner and ESL students in mainstream classes that was reviewed in the

previous chapter.

In developing the terms required for describing the organisational unit for the purposes

of the present study, it is productive to consider the empirical phenomena to which

conversational analysts have attended in their concept of �parties�, particularly as

developed by theorists who have integrated this concern with the �number� of

participants in interaction with categorisation approaches (Freebody & Herschell 2000;

Schegloff 1995).  The conversational analytic work on parties is instructive because it

points to substantive issues to which the Bernsteinian model of classroom pedagogy

needs to be extended for the descriptive purposes of this study.

A �party� is a grouping of persons called into being, however temporarily, to participate

in talk.  In classroom talk there are generally two parties: the teacher constitutes one

party; and the class (a cohort of students or �collective student�), constitutes the other

(Freebody & Herschell 2000; Payne & Hustler 1980).  These two parties take up

transmitting and acquiring agency respectively.  As is apparent from this example,

parties may consist of more than one person.  In other words, there may be more

persons than parties in any one instance of interaction (Schegloff 1995), as is the case in

classrooms where upwards of 30 persons can be organised into one single-person party

(transmitter) and one multi-person party (acquirers).

Parties are key to the organisation and distribution of participation in interaction.  This

is because talk is organised around the distribution of participation to parties rather than

to persons.  Like the organisational forms described by Pedro (1981), a party is

conceptualised as a structural element of pedagogy, specifically, the categorisation of

agents (Freebody & Herschell 2000).  However, where Pedro was concerned with the

formation of groups for activities, the concept of parties facilitates moment-by-moment

description of the formation of groups during the enactment of an activity.  Two points

are significant: i) the number of persons in a party; and ii) the number of parties in an

interaction.  Persons may come and go from parties during interaction on the one hand;

while on the other hand, parties may come and go from interaction as the contingencies

of the talk change (Schegloff 1995).
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The allocation of participation in interaction is organised with respect to aspects of both

the occasion, and of themselves, that participants are constrained to honour (Schegloff

1995).  In classrooms, for example, the interactional requirements of pedagogic practice

are implicated in the formation of parties and the distribution of participation amongst

these, as are interactionally salient attributes of acquirers (e.g., their apparent inability to

engage in a particular interaction).  Accordingly, three categorising principles have been

identified in the production of parties of acquirers.

Firstly, categories of acquirers may relate to the alignments of students for the purposes

of an activity (e.g., co-presenting a report on groupwork to the class) (Freebody &

Herschell 2000; Schegloff 1995).  This principle is the one found in Pedro�s (1981)

description of class organisation.  In her work, students are seen to be aligned into

whole class, small group and individual groupings for the purposes of working together

(or not) on activities.

Secondly, the categorising principle for making parties of students may relate to the

instructional relevance of groupings from outside the lesson (e.g., having experience of

Taiwanese beaches during talk about the features of the �beaches of the world�)

(Freebody & Herschell 2000; Schegloff 1995).  For the sake of clarity, it is worthwhile

elaborating on this principle.  As was indicated in Chapter Two, Bernsteinian sociology

of educational knowledge is distinguished by its concern with the constitution of the

pedagogic relay (i.e., the relations of transmission and acquisition) through which

categories including those of cultural identity are constituted.

The object of the second categorising principle is not the constitution of cultural

categories of acquirers per se.  Rather, it is categorising work in which groupings from

outside the lesson are made overtly interactively salient.  This is only one of the

categorising principles that may be operative in the constitution of cultural categories of

acquirers in the micro-contexts of teacher-student interaction.  Cultural categories may

be constituted without the students� status as �migrants�, �Chinese� or so forth being

rendered overtly salient in the interaction.  To the extent that teachers attempt to �give

voice� to students by getting them to bring knowledge to which they have specialised

access into the lesson, this principle is useful.  In the present study it was a potentially

productive principle because Queensland teachers, following the lead of some of the
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postcolonial theorists on �the right to speak� have sometimes adopted this strategy in the

name of cultural equity.  Indeed, it is shown in Chapters Five and Six that this was a

necessary consideration in the analysis of the lesson and interview data produced at

Daybreak SHS in conditions of cultural diversity and formal cultural inclusion.

Thirdly, the categorising principle for making parties of students may relate to

momentary co-attributes in relation to logistics or the topic or activity (e.g.,

respectively, not having the worksheet, failure to begin a given activity or to understand

the content of the activity).  This categorising principle was addressed by P. Singh in

her Bernsteinian study of the construction of computing as a discourse in primary

school classrooms (Bernstein, 1996; P. Singh, 1993a,b, 1995, 1997a).  Singh examined

the unequal distribution of computing knowledge through modes of teacher-student,

student-student, and computer-student relations, and the constitution of different

gendered student computing pedagogic identities.  This third principle provides

considerable theoretical purchase on the moment-by-moment formation of categories of

acquirers and the distribution of these to Taiwanese students, as is required in this study.

The operations of power in the production of parties in classroom practice can be

described by the concept of classification.  The general principle found in the

Bernsteinian literature is that classification is weak when categories of students are

interdependent, and strong when categories are independent.  Interdependence occurs

when all students are required to contribute differently to the production of a single

instructional text (e.g., a whole class project to which each student contributes one

unique component).  By contrast, independence occurs when all of the students are

expected to produce the same instructional text or to produce specialised and unrelated

texts (Bernstein, 1996; Pedro 1981; P. Singh, 1993a,b, 1995, 1997a).

In the present study the organisational unit of interest is the strongly classified

independent option whereby all students are expected to produce the same instructional

text, for example, to all fill out a particular worksheet.  In Chapters Four and Five it will

be shown that such activities occurred repeatedly in the lessons observed for the study.

Crucially, the uptake of this organisational option does not mean that all students are

always engaged in identical behaviour during interaction, just that they are expected to

produce the same text.  When this organisational option is taken up, the class is
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cohorted into a single acquiring party that interacts with the transmitting party

represented by the teacher.  The conduct of the lesson is dependent on a potential, but

not actual, display of the same knowledge by all students.  To clarify, some students

may interact with the teacher as spokespersons on behalf of the whole class acquiring

party; while others may witness the interaction (Payne & Hustler 1980).  This

witnessing function represents what Bloome and Theodorou (1988) describe as the

�multiple layering� of classroom discourse.  The gist of this idea is that teachers rarely

talk to a single student, and even then, are usually talking to the class as a whole.

Witnesses can be held accountable for content and interactive directions conveyed to a

single student.  This may be the dynamic that is operative when teachers only expect

those students who can contribute readily to the enactment of a particular dialogic

activity to speak on behalf of the class.  When instruction is the aim, there is the

possibility of a form of sociality and recipient design of interaction that is oriented to

the performance of all members of multi-person parties in a task-for-the-group (Cazden

1988; Heap 1990).  In such a context any speaker � teacher or student � has an

obligation to design their talk to be heard and understood by all in multi-person parties

(Heap 1990).

The sub-categorisation of the whole class acquiring party was of particular interest in

this study of the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students as one cohort within

culturally diverse classes.  The formation of sub-categories represents a strengthening of

classification when the one activity is adapted to enable members of the sub-categories

to produce the same text as the members of the superordinate category.  This may occur

when multiple hearing parties are produced within a single activity; for example, when

alternative ways of completing an activity are legitimated by the teacher (Freebody &

Herschell 2000).  The reformulation of questions for particular students would be a case

in point.  The classificatory principle at work here is inherent in momentary co-

attributes in relation to topic or activity; for example, the capacity to engage in one or

another version of the activity.  In these cases, the displays required of individual

students within a class may vary to secure the displays of knowledge that the conduct of

the lesson requires of all.  This capacity for documenting the way that sub-categories of

whole class acquiring parties are constituted is useful for this study�s purpose of

describing and explicating the adaptation of pedagogy for a particular group of students
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who are likely to have communicative difficulties given the English language medium

of the pedagogy.

The pedagogic unit

According to the Bernsteinian model of classroom practice, the recontextualising,

organisational and hierarchical rules that constitute specific instructional and regulatory

discourse are realised in the �pedagogic unit�.  This component of the model refers to

the context within which transmission and acquisition occurs.  The rules of

recontextualisation, organisation and hierarchy are rules of context.  In Bernsteinian

theory context is systematically linked to the concepts of symbolic power and control.

It is these concepts that provide principles for distinguishing one context from another

and for describing contexts in detail (Bernstein 1990).  The �interactional principle� is of

interest for the description of the pedagogic contexts for Taiwanese students represented

in this study�s set of classroom data.

The interactional principle is concerned with how meanings are put together in the

ongoing relationship of transmitter and acquirer.  This principle regulates the selection,

organisation (sequencing and pacing) and criteria of communication, in addition to the

conduct, character and manner of communicants.  The inner logic of the pedagogic

relation of transmitter and acquirer, it was noted above, is given by four rules, namely

rules of recontextualisation (selection), organisation (sequencing and pacing), criteria,

and hierarchy (conduct, character and manner) (Bernstein 1975, 1990).  The �pedagogic

unit� is concerned with the obviousness of the locus of control in the teacher in the

interactional context created by these rules (Pedro 1981).  The concept of framing is

used to describe control values.

Framing refers to the overtness of transmitter control.  The more control is vested in the

transmitter, the stronger the framing.  When control relations are clear or unambiguous,

the hierarchical form of the pedagogic relation is explicit.  In this case, it is by

regulating the acquirer directly that the teacher determines what is to be learned, in what

sequence and at what pace, and what is to count as a display of learning (Bernstein

1975, 1990).  By contrast, the fundamental asymmetry of the pedagogic relation can be

masked, disguised, or hidden as in the open-plan classroom, the encounter group, the

learning contract, the free school, the drama experience, the political empathy lesson (a
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common activity in postcolonial pedagogy) or other egalitarian experiments of radical

or progressive educators.  In all these cases, although the transmitter controls what is to

be learned, in what sequence and at what pace, and what is to count as a display of

learning, that control is implicit.  The pedagogic relation seems to grant the acquirer

relative freedom.  It is, however, a freedom that is only apparent because the conduct of

the acquirer is subject to greater surveillance.  This is because the transmitter must

ascertain not simply whether or not an explicit imperative has been obeyed, but must

read the intentions, motivations, aspirations, identity and self-examination evident in the

acquirer�s conduct.  This process occurs in a context regulated by the transmitter to

induce certain acquisitional outcomes (Bernstein 1975, 1990; Edwards 1995; Hunter

1994; Pedro 1981).

For the purpose of this study, the framing values that are of interest are those that are

inherent in activity structures and their constituent moves and acts.  Teacher control is

more overt in some activity structures than in others; as it is in some moves within

activity structures and some acts within moves.  Moreover, the classroom talk literature

indicates that framing may be strengthened to promote the participation of particular

students.  It is generally considered good practice to progressively strengthen the

framing of elicitations when students cannot reply in dialogue, with agreement

elicitations making it possible for even the most reluctant of speakers to participate

(Mehan 1974; Shuy 1988).  There is evidence that this strengthening of framing is likely

to occur with low achieving students or students whose cultural worlds are different

from those of the teacher (Cazden 1988).  From the review of literature in Chapter Two

it will be recalled that there is evidence also of mainstream classroom activities being

adapted in this way for ESL students (Harklau 1994).

In Chapter Four a detailed exposition is provided of the particular framing values that

are of interest in this study, making it possible to document, in Chapter Five, differences

in the framing of the pedagogy that was directed at Taiwanese students.  In Chapter

Seven questions are raised about the assumption that it is �good practice� to strengthen

the framing of instruction to promote the participation of particular groups of students.

So far in this chapter it has been established that lessons are dynamic social events

dedicated to the deliberate modification of students� knowledge and conduct through
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socialisation in pedagogic communication.  To complete this theorisation of pedagogic

practice, for the purpose of analysing this study�s set of classroom data, it is now

necessary to attend to the process of socialisation.

Proposition four: Socialisation occurs through inference of the rules for selecting
and putting legitimate meanings together in pedagogic practice.
Successful socialisation into school subjects occurs when the acquirer has the capacity

to both recognise the meanings which may be legitimately put together given a

particular pedagogic code, and to realise or put those meanings together appropriately.

This process entails the construction of recognition and realisation rules through

inference from the surface of pedagogic practice; from, that is, the visible interactions

that are witnessed in the classroom.  As will be recalled, these rules are not

deterministic.  But construction of these rules pre-disposes students to particular

behaviours.

Recognition rules are constructed in the course of interactional practice as acquirers

make inferences about the meanings that may be put together legitimately.  These

inferences are derived from the boundaries between categories.  By considering the way

in which categories of meaning are demarcated, acquirers are able to create rules for

distinguishing the meanings that are legitimate in the context.  Continuous self-

evaluation and/or continuous evaluation by a transmitter facilitate the inferential process

(Bernstein 1990, 1996; Christie 1999b; Exley 1997).  This internalisation of the voices

of categories established in the practice of classification creates principles for

generating legitimate meanings � in technical terms, a �syntax of generation�.  This

grammar is the subjective form of the voice of categories and makes certain messages

probable, improbable or unimaginable (Bernstein 1990; Bernstein & Diaz 1984).

In a geography unit on eco-tourism, for example, students are expected to internalise the

voices of the categories of discourse that have been recontextualised to produce the

(curricular) subject.  From the visible interactions of lessons, students are shown that

they can infer that technical meanings about causal relations involving human

development on sand dunes, wave action and erosion may be put together, but personal

stories about the fun of sand tobogganing are not legitimate.  Acquisition of such rules

positions individual students into specialised categories with specialised voices.  In this
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case, the individual acquires the voice of decontextualised vertical discourses on coastal

erosion.  Without recognition rules, acquirers are likely to remain silent or to offer

contextually inappropriate texts. However, while necessary for appropriate

communication, recognition rules are nonetheless insufficient.

The acquisition of voice does not represent the capacity to produce texts realising the

meaning of a particular pedagogic code.  It is possible to acquire voice and one�s place

in the social order constituted by pedagogic discourse without acquiring the capacity to

make appropriate texts.  A student may recognise that meanings from certain vertical

discourses on coastal erosion are legitimate, but may not be able, or choose not to

interact in such a way as to put those meanings together appropriately for the context

(Bernstein 1990, 1996).  Possession of rules regulating how contextually appropriate

meanings are to be put together to create and publicly present a legitimate text is also

required.  The production of contextually appropriate messages requires more than the

acquisition of discursive voice and the possession of recognition rules.  Rules for the

realisation of voice in messages � realisation rules � are also required if acquirers are to

create and present legitimate texts in a context (Bernstein 1996; Bernstein & Diaz

1984).

Realisation rules enable the acquirer to know how to put meanings together

legitimately.  They make it possible to produce legitimate messages within the

parameters established by discursive voice.  Like recognition rules, realisation rules are

inferred from the visible interactions of the pedagogic surface and are informed by

continuous self-evaluation and/or continuous evaluation by a transmitter.  But unlike

recognition rules, which are derived by inference from the classification of the

categories of pedagogic discourse, realisation rules are derived by inference from the

framing of pedagogical social relations.  As the principle of classification distributes

recognition rules, so the principle of framing distributes realisation rules.  It is through

the acquisition of these rules that the individual is socialised in the sense of being able

to make statements that are intelligible given a particular pedagogic code (Bernstein

1996; Bernstein & Diaz 1984).  It should be noted, however, that there are multiple

reasons why students may not acquire recognition and realisation rules in pedagogic

practice.  For example, students may adopt positions of commitment, detachment,
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deferment, estangement and/or alienation to the specific instructional and/or regulative

discourses of the school (see Bernstein 1996; Christie 1999b; P. Singh et al. 2001).

Discussion

In this first section of the chapter a set of propositions for describing this study�s set of

lesson data was established.  A Bernsteinian perspective on pedagogic practice was

outlined.  As is apparent from these propositions, selected concepts from the sociology

of Ian Hunter were incorporated, as were notions from the sociolinguistic work of Jay

Lemke and discourse analytic approaches to classroom talk.  In addition, the notion of

�parties� developed by ethnomethodological researchers was re-specified in

Bernsteinian terms.  The set of propositions created from this synthesis makes it

possible to document and explicate dynamic micro-interactions with a high degree of

delicacy.  The value of these propositions for the present study resides in their focus on

the pedagogical specificity of lessons.  The empirical salience of particular categories of

agents is not pre-empted.  Nonetheless, if empirically warranted, such categories can be

accounted for in the description of the organisational unit.  At the same time, the

propositions do not impose a narrative of cultural oppression such as that at the heart of

some versions of postcolonial theory as described in Chapter Two.  Rather, in the

description of the pedagogic unit, it is possible to view the social relations between

teacher and student in terms of the control of the transmission and acquisition of

knowledge.  None the less, it is possible to document the way that cultural categories of

agents are constituted in pedagogy, thereby producing findings that might be related to

cultural oppression and other larger social and political issues of equity.  Cultural

oppression is, in this way, cast as an empirical problem that needs investigation rather

than a theoretical-analytic assumption.

In the next section of this chapter a theoretical perspective on school community talk is

built.  The section is designed to provide descriptive terms that consider the discursive

contingencies of school communities as sites for the production of accounts of

pedagogy.
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School Community Talk

Proposition five: School communities are sites within the pedagogic
recontextualising arena.
The concept of �school community� used in this study was informed by Hunter�s (1994)

discussion of �the community school�.  Hunter developed �the community school� as a

concept for theorising the reconciliation of the normalising function of state educational

bureaucracies with familial aspiration (or, as Hunter noted, the lack of this).  In general

terms the community school is one where the interchange between the educational

bureaucracy and the family is situated in a school that is �opened up� to its community.

This exchange is effected through �a whole network of para-educational personnel and

groups � a hybrid of bureaucratic and parental, professional and voluntary agencies:

community liaison officers and parents� associations, community welfare experts and

self-help groups, curriculum experts and curriculum consultation committees� (Hunter

1994: 130).

The networks around community schools had their origins in the social activism of the

1970s which sought to soften the face of the school for working class and migrant

communities.  Through measures such as the development of socially relevant curricula,

parental involvement in school decision-making and so forth, a considerable degree of

interchange between school and community has been achieved, extending even to the

shaping of curriculum.  The community school has thus been the favoured site for

acknowledging �equality� and �diversity�.  This is evident in the culturally diverse, low

socio-economic schools that participated in the large project from which the data

analysed in this thesis was selected.  Analysis of interviews conducted in the study

schools has established the existence of a network of personnel concerned with cultural

equity for Samoan and Pacific Islander students1.  It is in these communities of

interested personnel that debates over such issues as what constitutes equitable

outcomes for Samoan and Pacific Islander students as members of culturally diverse

student bodies, and how those outcomes are best pursued, are conducted (P. Singh 2000,

2001; P. Singh & Dooley 2000, 2001; P. Singh et al. 2001; P. Singh & Sinclair 2001).

In analysing these debates it has been productive to conceptualise the school community

as a site within what Bernstein (1996; Bernstein & Solomon 1999) termed �the

pedagogic recontextualising arena� (�field� in earlier work).  Hence, the same approach
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is adopted in this study of the pedagogic provision made for Taiwanese students at

Daybreak SHS.

Earlier in this chapter it was established that �recontextualisation� is the process by

which discourses are appropriated from the site of their original production and

relocated to pedagogic sites where they are refocused onto pedagogical objects and

related to other discourses to produce school subjects and lesson content.  That process

occurs within two arenas, one of which is the arena of pedagogic recontextualisation.

The notion of arena is explained in detail later in this chapter.  For now it is sufficient to

note that pedagogic recontextualising is the content and subject development work of

�pedagogues in schools and colleges, and [university] departments of education,

specialised journals, private research foundations� (Bernstein 1996: 48).  This work is

distinguished from that of the official recontextualising arena �created and dominated

by the state and its selected agents and ministries� (Bernstein 1996: 48) (see Bernstein

& Diaz 1984 for a detailed account of official recontextualisation).  In the case of this

study, the geography syllabi and cultural equity policies of Education Queensland are

products of the official recontextualising arena.  The versions of the subject developed

at the (social science) department and classroom level at Daybreak SHS are products of

the pedagogic recontextualising arena.  So too are the discourses on equity and diversity

produced by members of the school community with an interest in the education of

Taiwanese students.

Proposition six: Debate is endemic in the pedagogic recontextualising arena.

The school community, it was noted above, is a site of debate over what constitutes

equitable outcomes in conditions of cultural diversity, and how these outcomes are best

pursued.  These debates are concerned with the �what� and the �how� of pedagogy.

From earlier in the chapter it will be recalled that recontextualisation produces school

subjects and content by appropriation from non-pedagogic activities. For example, the

subject of geography is what Bernstein (1996: 47) called an �imaginary� subject.  A

subject is, in this conceptualisation, a simulated domain of knowledge because the

activities of teachers and students differ from those of cartographers, oceanographers,

vulcanologists, seismologists, geologists and other practitioners of �real� geography.
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Where the �real� activity of a cartographer may be to correct an earlier map or to

produce a new projection, pedagogic agents engage in mapping activities for the

purpose of modifying the acquirer�s knowledge and conduct.  This pedagogic work

entails the selective transmission and acquisition of mapping competencies appropriated

from real cartographic activity.  These competencies, it was stated earlier, constitute an

instructional discourse that is embedded within a regulative discourse.  The regulative

discourse is appropriated not only from a range of geographical disciplines that can be

used to model the �what� of pedagogy, but also from the �real� activities of educational

psychologists and others who develop discourses that can be used to model the learner,

the teacher and their relation � the �how� of pedagogy (Bernstein 1990, 1996).  In short,

the discourses constituting instructional and regulative discourses are moved from the

context of their original production to the context of their pedagogic reproduction where

they are brought into special relationship with each other for the purpose of their

selective transmission and acquisition.

Debate such as that which has been found in the school community around culturally

diverse low socio-economic schools (P. Singh 2000, 2001; P. Singh & Dooley 2000,

2001; Singh et al. 2001; Singh & Sinclair 2001) is, in Bernstein�s estimation, �endemic�

in the pedagogic recontextualising arena (Bernstein & Solomon 1999: 270).  Indeed, the

metaphor �arena� was explicitly selected to convey �a sense of drama and struggle�

(Bernstein & Solomon 1999: 269).  Agents within the pedagogic recontextualising arena

seek to dominate both the �what� and the �how� of pedagogy.  They struggle to construct

and distribute the code modalities which regulate the production of pedagogic contexts,

the relations between agents in these contexts and the texts produced by these agents.

The stakes are high: �the group who appropriates � [the rules of pedagogy or the

pedagogic device] has access to a ruler and distributer of consciousness, identity and

desire� (Bernstein & Solomon 1999: 269; see also, Bernstein 1996).

The stakes in the recontexualising arena are strikingly evident in the volatility of the

argument and challenge of the struggle between exponents of traditional grammar and

the literary canon and exponents of systemic functional grammar.  The former support

the transmission and acquisition of ethical subject positions that conserve the

inequitable social status quo.  The latter strive for equity by explicitly teaching the

generic features of texts, the social functions served by genres, the sociopolitical
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contexts that shaped them, and the subject positions thereby made available.  Struggles

over grammar and the canon centre on the maintenance and the transformation of

culture: �[a]t some level, generally not well understood in English-speaking cultures,

battles rage for control of the English curriculum, for it is involved in the regulation of

consciousness�  (Christie 1999b: 181-82).

In the case of this study, school community debate amongst those interested in the

education of Taiwanese students is a struggle to dominate the formation of mainstream

subjects like geography.  This struggle has implications for the pedagogic identities that

are made available to these students, and with that, the potential socialisation of the

students in the consciousness and desire that constitutes particular subjectivities.  As in

any struggle over the pedagogic device, key questions pertain to: �whose ruler, in whose

interests or for what consciousness, desire and identity�? (Bernstein & Solomon 1999:

269).

Proposition seven: The conflicting messages of school community members are
produced from positions constituted within contending professional-academic
discourses.
The �groups� who struggle over the production of pedagogy for Taiwanese students may

be productively conceptualised in terms of professional-academic discourses.  In

general terms, this type of discourse establishes rules for what should be taught to

whom and how it should be taught.  As was noted in Chapter Two, professional-

academic discourses construct commitment to specialised pedagogic identities oriented

variously to subjects or disciplines or to particular political projects (for example, the

professional-academic identity of radical English pedagogy represented by the

postcolonial theorist, Spivak, or the professional-academic identity of geography and

other mainstream subjects).  The visions and domains of these pedagogic identities are

fiercely guarded in the struggles of the profession (Bernstein 1996; Holliday 1994).

Professional-academic discourses that are potentially of relevance to this study, and

likely to construct the commitment of the interviewees, include those of: i) ESL teachers

(e.g., discourses on principles and practices of second language teaching and learning);

ii) mainstream subjects (e.g., traditional geography, radical social education, English,

Chinese LOTE (language other than English)); and iii) cultural equity (e.g.,

recontextualised versions of the discourses that were produced in the official
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recontextualising arena with the creation of the cultural equity policies as described in

Chapter One).

The unity of professional-academic groups (e.g., ESL teachers, advocates of cultural

equity, traditional geography teachers, radical social educators) inheres not only in the

common institutional positions of the members, but also in the discourses which speak

through them (P. Singh & Dooley 2001).  From earlier in this chapter it will be recalled

that �voice� inheres in the categories of subject (e.g., �traditional geography teacher�,

�ESL teacher�) that are created by the rules of a discourse.  Voice does not reside in the

subjectivity of individuals.  Rather, subjectivity is created through the socialisation of

individuals into categories of agents, knowledge and contexts that are distinguished by

the particularity of their voice.  In this process psychic defences for intra-individual

order are established through the production of insulation or boundaries (Bernstein

1996; Bernstein & Solomon 1999).

Groups of ESL teachers, mainstream teachers of one subject or another, and advocates

of cultural equity are formed as common boundaries are established within individuals.

These boundaries indicate the socialisation of individuals into shared attitudes and

allegiances with respect to what should be taught to whom and how it should be taught.

Professional-academic discourses make available terms for naming people as members

of a group although they do not necessarily know one another.  These are terms for

imagining unity; for presupposing connectedness and identification amongst individuals

who might never meet (Anderson 1991; Bauman 1999).  Through this process of

imagination, a professional-academic group is called into being (Singh & Dooley 2001).

For the present study the point of interest is that discursive voices set the meaning

parameters for the messages made by individuals.  The talk of school community

members can be viewed as messages spoken by individuals, but produced by the

discursive voices of the categories into which those individuals were socialised.  It is

thus reasonable to expect that the interviewees� descriptions and explanations of

pedagogy for Taiwanese students will be formed from positions within the discourses

that construct relevant professional-academic groups, for example, ESL teachers,

mainstream teachers and cultural equity advocates.  In this way, the workings of

institutionally available knowledge are likely to operate as a constraint on the messages
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of this study�s interviewees as the review of Spivak�s (1988) work on speaking

positions in Chapter Two would suggest.

Crucially, professional-academic discourses do not simply determine the messages of

individuals.  Firstly, the message that is made in any one instance depends, importantly,

on the struggles of domination within which it is made (Bernstein & Solomon 1999).  In

this study this means that any one message about pedagogy for Taiwanese students

made by this study�s interviewees must be understood in relation to contending

messages within the school community about what should be taught to whom and how

it should be taught.  These contending messages are likely to be produced from

positions within other professional-academic discourses interested in producing

particular forms of consciousness, desire and identity in Taiwanese students.

Secondly, there is always the possibility of a message that disturbs the professional-

academic discourse within which the speaker is positioned.  This is because

socialisation into particular professional-academic discourses entails the acquisition not

only of the internal subjective order of attitudes and allegiances established by that

discourse, but also the potential for disturbing the order.  This potential resides in the

contradictions and dilemmas set up by a discourse (Bernstein 1996; Bernstein &

Solomon 1999; Christie 1999b).  There are contradictions, for example, when the

teaching method constructed by a particular professional-academic discourse �fails�

certain students.  Similarly, there are dilemmas when expected outcomes are achieved,

but with other unanticipated and undesirable outcomes.

Thirdly, there are the variables of audience, and the political interests that make

particular spaces of speech available.  These were two of the constraints on speech

identified by Spivak (1988) in her work on speaking positions as reviewed in Chapter

Two.  In this study, these variables relate, in the first instance, to the interview context

within which the study�s participants produced their descriptions and explanations of

pedagogy for Taiwanese students.  The communicative particularities of this context can

be understood in terms of a broadly ethnomethodological concept that construes

interviews as interaction (Baker 1997; Silverman 1993).  From this perspective,

interviews can be understood as interactional events in which participants invoke their

professional knowledge, for example, knowledge of �the Chinese learner� or other
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categories of person.  In such talk they do not only report on a social reality, but provide

an account within which a version of social reality is constructed.  In this accounting

work interviewees strive to present themselves persuasively from within the

professional-academic discourses that are available to them.  Furthermore, this self-

presentation occurs in relation to the interests that have constructed the interview as a

space of speech, as these are evident in the questions of the interviewer.  For the

purposes of this study, then, the talk about pedagogy for Taiwanese students that

constitutes this study�s interview data set is viewed as �accounts� as well as �reports� of

social reality.  The �realism� of the study�s theoretical perspective is developed in more

detail in the discussion of methodological principles in Chapter Four.

Discussion

In this second section of the chapter a set of propositions for describing this study�s

interview data was established.  A Bernsteinian perspective on talk about pedagogy for

particular cohorts of students was outlined.  Hunter�s concept of the community school

was incorporated into this perspective, as was Holliday�s notion of professional-

academic discourse, and ethnomethodological conceptions of the interview as an

interactive context.  The set of propositions created in this way makes it possible to

document and explicate talk about the �what� and the �how� of pedagogy for particular

students.  The value of this set of propositions, like those formulated for the study�s

lesson data, resides in their focus on the pedagogical specificity of school community

talk.  The propositions focus on the constitution of cultural categories of acquirers

within professional-academic struggles over the �what� and the �how� of pedagogy, with

attention to the particularity of these accounts within the communicative contingencies

of the interview.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter has been to establish a set of primarily Bernsteinian

propositions facilitating theoretical re-description of this study�s lesson and interview

data.  To summarise, these propositions were as follows:
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Lessons

• Lessons are dynamic social events.

• The social activity of the lesson is dedicated to the deliberate modification of

students� knowledge and conduct.

• Modification of students� knowledge and conduct entails socialisation within

pedagogic communication.

• Socialisation occurs through inference of the rules for selecting and putting

legitimate meanings together in pedagogic practice.

School community talk

• School communities are sites within the pedagogic recontextualising arena.

• Debate is endemic to the pedagogic recontextualising arena.

• The conflicting messages of school community members are produced from
positions constituted within contending professional-academic discourses.

This chapter was the second of three dedicated to framing this study of the adaptation of

pedagogy for Taiwanese students in an Australian school.  In Chapter Two relevant

empirical literature was reviewed.  The argument was made that there is a need for a

theoretical perspective amenable to the description of lesson and account data in their

specificity as pedagogic interaction in the classroom and the interview context.  In the

present chapter that perspective has been developed by integrating relevant insights

from various sociological and sociolinguistic theories into a Bernsteinian framework.  In

the next chapter the methodological implications of this perspective are derived, and the

methods by which those implications were realised in the conduct of this research study

are detailed.  Attention to the realism of the Bernsteinian perspective is central to that

chapter.
                                                          
1  This network includes: i) policy officers from the Equity Directorate of the state department of
education; ii) teachers and school administrators who are active in the advocacy of cultural equity
policies; iii) Samoan and other Pacific Islander personnel in the schools including teachers, teacher aides
and community liaison officers; iv) Samoan and other Pacific Islander parents who are active in various
voluntary capacities in the school; and v) members of private and public welfare agencies who worked
with Samoan and Pacific Islander families in the areas of housing, health and employment (P. Singh
2000, 2001; P. Singh & Dooley 2000, 2001; P. Singh et al. 2001).
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY AND METHODS

Introduction

From the preceding chapters it is established that this study�s purpose was to document

and explicate the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students as it was enacted in the

details of classroom practice and constructed in school community members�

professional-academic talk.  In Chapters Two and Three a theoretical perspective was

developed for this purpose.  In the present chapter it is shown how this perspective was

realised in the conduct of the study.  The chapter is informed by Bourdieu�s (1993)

observation that the capacity to make effective use of the concepts, methods and

techniques bequeathed by sociological predecessors � in short, the capacity to avoid

fundamental sociological error � rests on understanding of what it is that can be �seen�

and �done� from a particular methodological position.  The methodological implications

of this study�s theoretical perspective are therefore clarified in this chapter, along with

the principles for choosing methods by which that methodology was realised in the

production and analysis of data (Coffey & Atkinson 1996; Denzin & Lincoln 1998).

In the first section of the chapter it is shown that the study represents a �knowledge

mode� (Maton 2000) of investigation concerned with predicting and explaining

phenomena.  This mode, with its aim of adding to a scientific and cumulative body of

knowledge, can be distinguished from that of much contemporary sociology of

educational research, with its aim of producing social transformation and art through

interpretation and insight (Denzin 1997; McLeod & Yates 1997).

It should be noted that the Bernsteinian perspective is not averse to projects of equitable

social transformation; indeed, as was previewed in Chapter One, this study�s

significance resides partly in its implications for the more effective implementation of

cultural equity policy in Queensland.  However, the Durkheimian (1895/1966)

assumption underpinning the perspective is that redress of the urgent social needs that

often impel social investigations cannot be achieved through �art� with its inability to

provide explanation.  Such an approach is illusory because it ignores the �ways of

acting, thinking, and feeling, external to the individual� (Durkheim 1895/1966: 3) that

are likely given the socialisation of the individual within particular social structures.  It
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is, in effect, an attempt to will social transformation into being without due

consideration of the social constraints within which transformation must be effected.

The imagination of change is only possible when those sources of individual behaviour

are described and explained.  In Bernsteinian theory, it was shown in the previous

chapter, this entails the rigorous investigation of the generative principles of power and

control found in the pedagogic device that structures contexts of pedagogy (see also

Muller & Taylor 1999).  In the second section of the chapter the methods by which data

about this structuring of pedagogic contexts were produced and analysed are detailed.

In particular, attention is drawn to the fit between the choices of method made in the

conduct of the study, and the empirical and theoretical features of the research problem

investigated (Coffey & Atkinson 1996; Denzin & Lincoln 1998).

Methodology

This study�s purpose is to document and explicate the generative principles of

classroom pedagogy as adapted for Taiwanese students in culturally diverse classes, and

school community talk about such.  This descriptive and explicative concern represents

a realist social ontology.  It is assumed that social structures are �real� in the sense of

being partially independent of individuals and their perceptions.  The social is viewed as

an ensemble of structures and practices which not only pre-exist people, but are also the

necessary condition of people�s social activity.  Such ensembles would not exist,

however, unless they were re/produced by individuals, for example, in classroom or

interview practice.  The social is thus viewed neither as reified entities independent of

human activity, nor as the voluntarist products of such activity (Schegloff 1992;

Silverman 1985).

Realist social ontology properly entails a methodology that incorporates �post-positivist�

notions (Denzin 1997).  Such a methodology has four key principles, namely the

capacity to: i) generate generic and formal theory; ii) produce generalisable findings; iii)

account for reflexivity within the research context; and iv) maintain empirical

groundedness and scientific credibility.  These principles distinguish the study from the

work of those contemporary sociologists of education who aim to produce social

transformation and art through interpretation and insight (Denzin 1997; McLeod &

Yates 1997).  In the second section of this chapter it is shown how these principles were

realised in the choice of the study�s methods and procedures.  Before proceeding,
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however, it is necessary to briefly elaborate on each of these principles and preview

their application in the conduct of the study.

Firstly, this study�s capacity for generating �generic and formal theory� resides in its

potential for testing and refining the Bernsteinian sociological perspective expounded in

Chapter Three.  As was previewed in Chapter One, the theoretical significance of this

study arises from this potential.  Accordingly, the method of data analysis described

later in this chapter was designed to produce findings about the social facts of the

generative principles of power and control operative in pedagogy for a particular student

group.  This enabled the testing and refinement of the Bernsteinian perspective.  It

entailed the application of an analytic framework that established clear rules for

determining �what counted� as empirical realisations of particular concepts (e.g., �strong

framing�) (Bernstein 1996).  This is explained later in the chapter in terms of the notion

of �languages of description� (Bernstein 1996; Dowling 1998; Maton 2000).  In

Durkheimian terms (1895/1966: 34), such a framework is the basis of all proofs and

verification because �a theory � can be checked only if we know how to recognise the

facts of which it is intended to give an account�.

Secondly, this study�s concern was to produce findings that were generalisable to

culturally diverse and inclusive school settings.  The procedures detailed in the

description of the study�s data production methods were designed in compliance with

this principle.  Later in this chapter it is shown how the demographic and policy features

of Daybreak SHS make it a compelling case for the study of pedagogy in conditions of

cultural diversity and formal cultural inclusion, an example of �theoretical sampling�

(Perakyla 1997).

Thirdly, in post-positivistic research, �reflexivity� entails attention to effects of the

research strategy on the findings produced (Denzin 1997).  In the current intellectual

milieu this concern with reflexivity must be distinguished from the �hyper-reflexivity�

of the anti-realist approaches that arguably eclipsed realism in educational and

ethnographic research in the mid-1980s, although they have a 30-year history in fields

such as the sociology of knowledge (McLeod & Yates 1997; R. Moore & Muller 1999).

In the new paradigm, (hyper)reflexivity is a validating strategy used by anti-realists

who, in rejecting absolute relativism, deploy a cluster of self-disclosing strategies to
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ground knowledge claims in the knower (Maton 2000; R. Moore & Muller 1999; Prain

1997).  In contrast, in a post-positivist study �reflexivity� extends only to recognising

the type of data that is made available by the research strategy.  This concern with

reflexivity is realised through concern with the particularity of the study�s data sets as

classroom practice and interview talk, as described in the theoretical framework

expounded in the previous chapter.  This approach to reflexivity has its roots in a

fundamental Durkheimian tenet (1895/1966: 28): �[w]e must � consider social

phenomena in themselves as distinct from the consciously formed representations of

them in the mind; we must study them objectively as external things, for it is in this

character that they present to us�.

Fourthly, a key principle of the methodology of studies investigating social facts

external to the mind of the researcher is that they are not only empirically grounded, but

also scientifically credible.  Knowledge claims are legitimated through modified

versions of the traditional scientific criteria of objectivity, reliability and validity

(Bernstein 1996; Denzin 1997) because �[t]o treat phenomena as things is to treat them

as data, and these constitute the point of departure for science� (Durkheim 1895/1966:

27).  These inter-related criteria are now described briefly in turn.

�Objectivity� is the fundamental requirement of realist work.  Anti-realists are inclined

to argue their case through the claim that realism implies a single, correct description of

an external world existing entirely independently of the research process.  This position,

advocated by postmodernists and some poststructuralists, and taken up enthusiastically

by some in educational research since the mid-1980s, represents a strawman caricature

that construes a rough depiction of logical positivism, a very specific moment in the

modernist empirical tradition, as typical of all science (R. Moore & Muller 1999).  In

contrast, practising realists assume that scientific claims are socially constructed and

made inside history.  However, from this perspective, �a stable, explicit and rigorous

methodology of production� (R. Moore & Muller 1999: 202) makes it possible to have

confidence in knowledge claims.  Such claims are always tentative and fallible attempts

to capture social reality in words.  The value of the Bernsteinian approach is that this

tentativity and fallibility can be negotiated through challenges mounted on the grounds

of the adequacy of the methodology of production; in this study, the development and

application of �languages of description� for translating between the empirical lesson
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and interview data and the theoretical terms of the framework expounded in the

previous chapter (Bernstein 1996; Dowling 1998; Maton 2000).  This avoids the

tautologous claims and counter-claims of some approaches to the production of research

findings, and the debilitating resort to features of �the knower� in others (Bernstein

1996; R. Moore & Muller 1999).  To re-iterate, the position of practising realists does

not mean that all knowledge claims are equally valid, as is claimed by some anti-realist

educational and ethnographic researchers, only that those claims can never be certain.

There is, however, a lack of agreement as to why some explanations are better than

others and how this is known (R. Moore & Muller 1999).

In this study, objectivity inheres not in certainty about knowledge claims, but in

confidence in those claims at a particular time; confidence underpinned by awareness

that the claims could be none the less refuted through future empirical findings that

more adequately complied with the principles making explicit what can be known

(Corson 1991; Frazer 1995; R. Moore & Muller 1999; Silverman 1993; Swann 1998).

In order to achieve objectivity, a high degree of reliability and validity is indicated.

These criteria of legitimation engender confidence in the correspondence between

description and the external facts or data of the social world (Perakyla 1997).

Reliability requires careful documentation of research procedures to establish the

context within which data is produced and analysed to generate findings.  Relevant

context includes a complex of social interactions within which crucial research

decisions are made about the design of a study, and the production and analysis of data

for the study.  To provide an adequate specification of the context within which data

was produced and analysed in this study it is therefore necessary to document these

interactions at every stage of the research process (Coffey & Atkinson 1996; Denzin &

Lincoln 1998; Huberman & Miles 1994; Kirk & Miller 1986; Silverman 1993).  That

task is undertaken in the second section of this chapter.

Validity inheres in specialised research methods and techniques through which unique

knowledge of an object external to the knower is produced (Maton 2000, R. Moore &

Muller 1999).  This claim contrasts with that of anti-realists who either discard the

concept or reconstrue it in terms of such criteria as the usefulness, dis/empowering

effects or authenticity of the study (Altheide & Johnson 1994; Denzin 1997; Maton
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2000).  In studies like the present one, however, validity is pursued through the

principled use of specialised methods and techniques at every step of the conduct of a

study from design to interpretation.  The aim is to generate a logic that answers research

questions as these were set up both empirically and theoretically.  From this perspective,

validity is an effect of a series of coherent research decisions.  The aim of the second

section of this chapter is to show the coherence of this study�s investigative logic.

Methods

Data Production

Selection of participants

The key methodological issue in the selection of this study�s participants concerned the

external generalisability of the findings (Denzin 1997; Perakyla 1997; Silverman 1985).

As was noted above, the study was undertaken with the aim of generalising from the

findings to the adaptation of pedagogy in conditions of cultural diversity and formal

cultural inclusion.  The concern was with the enactments and accounts of adaptation that

are possible in these conditions rather than with the typicality of the particular

enactments and accounts studied.  This focus on possibility is important in studies with

relatively small databases (Perakyla 1997).  In such studies, theoretical sampling is the

appropriate method.  This entails selecting cases that are expected to exhibit some

theoretical principle.  The claim to validity depends on demonstrating that the features

portrayed in the case represent that principle.  Accordingly, the aim is to select a

compelling case of the principle (Silverman 1985).  To establish this study�s

generalisability in these terms, a brief description is now provided of the selection of

Daybreak SHS, the Year 10 geography classes, and the interview participants.  The

claim to generalisability rests on the probability of this case providing evidence about

the generative principles of the adaptation of pedagogy for ethnic minority students in

conditions of cultural diversity and formal cultural inclusion.

The school

Daybreak SHS, it will be recalled from Chapter One, was one of the sites in a multi-site

project on the construction of Australian identities for Samoan and Taiwanese students

through language and literacy education in schools, communities and workplaces.  The

school was an appropriate site for selecting compelling cases of adapted classroom

practice, and school community talk about such, as was required for this study.  Firstly,
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the school population was notable for its degree of cultural diversity.  Moreover, the

school�s response to the educational challenges presented by this diversity was overtly

framed within the systemic policies on cultural equity described in Chapter One.

From the time Daybreak SHS opened in the 1960s to the late 1980s, the student body

was primarily Anglo-Australian.  Students from North-East Asia, South-East Asia and

South Asia � the areas commonly known as �Asia� in Australia (McNamara &

Coughlan 1997c) � were few.  Indeed, in early 1989 there were only two Asians in the

student population of over 800, one of whom was Japanese, and the other, Taiwanese.

However, significant numbers of Taiwanese students began arriving that year, largely as

a result of the changes to Australia�s immigration intake wrought by the introduction of

the business migration program1.  The Head of Department (HOD) of the Intensive

Language Unit at Daybreak SHS noted that 20 �Asian� students arrived at the school in

late 1989, �and that doubled to 40 and then it doubled to 80.  And within two years

there were 200 of them� (Interview CA13) � a dramatic diversification given both the

school�s monocultural history, and the fact that Asians accounted for only 5% of the

total Australian population at the time.

By the time this study was conducted, substantial cohorts of ESL students from outlying

semi-rural areas and suburbs of low socio-economic status, namely family reunion

migrants from Vietnam, refugees from the former Yugoslavia, and small numbers of

students from over three dozen other countries had enrolled at Daybreak SHS.  In

addition, although Daybreak SHS was not an official provider of services to full fee-

paying international students, two to three per cent of the ESL students at Daybreak

SHS were Asian international students enrolled by special dispensation of Education

Queensland for reasons such as the proximity of the school to homestay accommodation

in the Chinese community.  In short, the once monocultural and monolingual school of

Daybreak SHS had become one of the most culturally diverse in the city of Brisbane.

When this study was conducted, student numbers at Daybreak SHS had grown from 800

to approximately 1000.  While four-fifths of these students were Anglo-Australian, the

school had approximately 200 ESL students.  School records indicated that these

students were from 41 language backgrounds.  Ten of the languages spoken by the ESL

students were Asian: Indonesian, Tagalog, Mandarin, Khmer, Korean, Vietnamese,
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Hmong, Cantonese, Hindi, and Punjabi.  Speakers of these languages accounted for 56

per cent of the ESL students at Daybreak SHS.  80 of these students were Chinese and

of these, 56 were Taiwanese.  Representing approximately 28 per cent of the ESL

students at Daybreak SHS, and 6 per cent of the total student body, Taiwanese students

constituted the largest single cohort of ESL students at Daybreak SHS.

The ESL students generally began their Australian education at private English colleges

or a state school for adolescent migrants.  In both cases, the major part of the students�

prior Australian schooling had been spent in a direct ESL teaching situation.  Further

study of this type was provided in the Intensive Language Unit at Daybreak SHS.  This

program was not closely integrated with the mainstream program.  As ESL students

exited the program, they progressively joined mainstream classes in subjects that

required increasing proficiency in English.  During this phase of their mainstream

schooling, the students were provided with extended ESL support through an ongoing

program of cooperative teaching involving both ESL and mainstream teaching staff.

Mainstream ESL teaching also occurred when subject-area teachers employed strategies

that had been introduced in professional development sessions held at the school

(McKay & Scarino 1991).

Cultural equity policies informed Daybreak SHS�s engagement with the dramatic

diversification of the student population heralded by the arrival of the Taiwanese

students.  Responsibility in this regard was borne by the school�s Intensive Language

Unit which was headed by a teacher who had been seconded to the Central Office of

Education Queensland to help formulate systemic policy on cultural equity.  The

intensive, extensive and mainstream programs of ESL teaching provided for migrant

students were only part of a raft of cultural equity measures adopted at the school.

Before implementing the cultural equity policy, the Daybreak SHS Social Justice

Committee2 (on which the Intensive Language Unit HOD was a representative)

commissioned a pre-service teacher3 to survey �multicultural aspects�4 of educational

provision at the school.  This survey concluded that ESL students� academic success at

Daybreak SHS was impeded by: i) monocultural curriculum content; ii) a preference for

didactic instructional methods; and iii) assessment situations which did not account for

the language difficulties of ESL students.  Subsequently, reform was undertaken in
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curriculum, pedagogy and evaluation, through changes to school policies, and the

provision of professional development activities to enable mainstream teachers to

recontextualise the new policies in their classrooms.  Racism, the needs of ESL

students, and the role of the Intensive Language Unit vis-à-vis the mainstream school,

were all addressed in the professional development program.

With respect to curriculum, the cultural equity policy resulted in the introduction of new

content into history, English, human relationships education, home economics and art.

This content was designed to recognise the background and experiences of all students

at Daybreak SHS.  In English, for example, the popular novel, The Joy Luck Club, by

the Chinese-American author Amy Tan, was selected for study in the Years 11 and 12

program.  At the same time, the Intensive Language Unit HOD, and a teacher from the

English department5, introduced Indigenous issues into the Years 11 and 12 English

program to pilot the �cultural understandings� key competency formulated nationally

(under the influence of the Queensland cultural equity policies) to promote the

acquisition of employment-oriented competencies in post-compulsory education and

training settings (Wyatt-Smith & Dooley 1997a,b, 1999).  Efforts were also made to

promote the incorporation of English language proficiency into the mainstream

curriculum.  Mainstream classroom teachers were given �language across the

curriculum� training designed to enable them to foster the language development of ESL

students while teaching subject-specific content.

When recontextualising systemic policy on cultural equity, some culturally diverse

Queensland secondary schools introduced one or more inter-disciplinary subjects

known collectively and informally as �social education� (Forrest 1998).  This measure

was not taken at Daybreak SHS.  Personnel at Daybreak SHS described the subjects of

geography and history that were retained as �traditional� (fieldnotes, 9.9.97).  The

�earth sciences� approach of this, the most common Australian version of the subject

(Wignell et al. 1993), can be distinguished from the less common and more socially

critical approaches to �human geography� that recontextualise postmodern, postcolonial,

feminist and other radical humanities discourses (A. Lee 1996; M. Singh 1991).

With respect to pedagogy, workshops were conducted to explain common ESL student

characteristics (e.g., limited technical vocabulary) and behaviours (e.g., silence in class),
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and recommend teacher responses to these.  In the case of Taiwanese students, teachers

were also provided with information about �a typical day in a Taiwanese school� � the

object being to develop teachers� understandings as to why Taiwanese students

displayed particular behaviours in the classroom.  At the time of this study, the Chinese

teacher aide at the school was continuing to provide information about schooling in

Hong Kong, the PRC and Taiwan to personnel in the Daybreak SHS Intensive

Language Unit and the mainstream school as new instructional and behavioural

problems arose with the arrival of later cohorts of Chinese students.  Further, teachers

from the Intensive Language Unit team-taught with mainstream teachers in order to

model a range of alternatives to didactic instruction for ESL or Taiwanese students (e.g.,

peer tutoring, group work, problem-solving).  With respect to evaluation, students were

given the right to use bilingual dictionaries in assessment situations and provision was

made for teachers to make discretionary use of translation services during the

assessment of ESL students in mainstream subjects.  In short, the claim to

generalisability of this study�s findings about pedagogy in conditions of cultural

diversity and formal cultural inclusion rests on both the demographic mix at Daybreak

SHS and the overt use of cultural equity policies to engage with this diversity.

The case study teachers and classes

The principal and deputy principal, and the HODs of English, social science and the

Intensive Language Unit, nominated the case study teachers and the subject of

geography for participation in the large project with which this study was associated.

These school leaders were asked to nominate beginning and experienced teachers who

were not only active in implementing cultural equity policies, but would also be willing

to participate in the study.  The deputy principal indicated some difficulty in finding

such participants.  At a meeting with the research team he stated that �the average age

of the teaching force is 47 years of age � sometimes these teachers are tired and less

innovative or keen to be involved in research� (fieldnotes, 9.9.97).  Year 10 teachers

were selected because data collection could not be completed within the shortened final

term of the year in more senior classes, while more junior classes had relative few

Taiwanese students as these students generally remained in the intensive language unit

for subjects as reliant on language as geography (fieldnotes 12.9.97).
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The two Year 10 geography teachers nominated for this study were Ms Kathleen

Watson and Ms Patricia Macara6.  Ms Watson had been teaching her Year 10 students

since the class was formed the year before data was produced for this study.  Ms

Watson had been at Daybreak SHS since before the arrival of the first cohort of

Taiwanese students; indeed, her entire ten-year teaching career had been spent at the

school.  In addition to geography, Ms Watson was also teaching history and English at

the time of the study.  Although sometimes a strong critic of what was done in the name

of cultural equity, Ms Watson was nominated for the study as an exemplary teacher of

ethnic minority students, an exponent of �the spirit� of the school�s cultural equity

policy, if not its letter.

Ms Patricia Macara had been with her class for less than a year. She was recommended

for the study by the Intensive Language Unit HOD as �a very experienced teacher�,

and a very active advocate of the Daybreak SHS cultural equity policy (fieldnotes

10.9.97).  Although it was her first year at Daybreak SHS, it was thirty five years since

she had begun her teaching career.  Immediately prior to her transfer to Daybreak SHS,

Ms Macara had been the HOD of Social Science at Fullner SHS.  This was one of the

other schools participating in the large project with which this study was associated.

Fullner SHS is a poverty school with substantial populations of Pacific Islander,

Indigenous, Vietnamese and white students.  At Fullner SHS Ms Macara had reformed

the Social Science curriculum, by arranging to trial Queensland�s draft syllabus in

studies of society and environment.  Unlike the traditional geography and history syllabi

in use at Daybreak SHS, the new syllabus was inter-disciplinary and informed by some

of the more socially critical theories poststructuralist and postmodernist perspectives on

social science (Forrest 1998).  After her transfer to Daybreak SHS, Ms Macara was

allocated geography and English classes.  In addition, she took on the role of Social

Justice coordinator7.

Both of the Year 10 classes that contributed lessons to this study were culturally diverse

(Table 4.1 overleaf).  Ms Watson�s class was relatively heterogeneous, with a mix of

Anglo-Australians and migrants from around the world.  The student population of this

class had been relatively stable.  By contrast, Ms Patricia Macara�s class had one of the

highest concentrations of Asian students in the school, the overwhelming majority of

whom were recently arrived Chinese males.  According to Ms Macara, this class had
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Kathleen Watson�s Class Patricia Macara�s Class

Anglo-Australian 19 (14 male, 5 female)   6 (2 male, 4 female)

Taiwanese/Chinese/Asian*   4 (2 male, 2 female) 12 (11 male, 1 female)

The former Yugoslavia   3 (1 male, 2 female)   4 (3 male, 1 female)

Other ESL students   5 (2 male, 3 female)   2 (male)

TOTAL 31 24

Table 4.1  Demographic Composition of Year 10 Geography Classes

*  Neither case study teacher could identify all the Taiwanese students in her class.  Ms
Kathleen Watson referred repeatedly to �Chinese� students, and Ms Patricia Macara, to
�Asian (male)� students.
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been predominantly Anglo-Australian and European-born when she took it over at the

beginning of the year, but four months before data production �quite a significant

number of Asian kids joined the group, about another seven or eight came in at that

time� (Interview CO35).  The most recent arrival was a Chinese girl who had been in

the class for a week when data production began.  It should be noted that the

concentration of Asian male students in Ms Macara�s class was logistical accident rather

than school policy.

This study�s claim to the generalisability of its findings about pedagogy in conditions of

cultural diversity and formal cultural inclusion rests partly on the demographic

composition of the case study classes, in addition to the case study teachers� status as

exemplary exponents of cultural inclusion.

The school community members

In the course of the fieldwork conducted at Daybreak SHS school community members

interested in the education of Taiwanese students were approached to participate in the

interviews and classroom recordings that produced the data for this study, and for the

larger project with which the study was associated.  In total there were 56 participants in

the large project.  These included Chinese students and their parents, mainstream

teachers at Daybreak SHS, ESL personnel, and others with social, religious, commercial

and educational functions within the community of those interested in the education of

Taiwanese students.  From these 56 participants, the 14 participants who provided the

data for this study were chosen.  The study�s claims to the generalisability of its findings

about school community members� talk on pedagogy in conditions of cultural diversity

and formal cultural inclusion rest partly on the experience of the interviewees as

teachers, with particular professional-academic affiliations.  It should be noted that

some of the participants were not employed as teachers at the time of the study, for

example, a Hong Kong teacher who was working as a teacher aide at Daybreak SHS.

In the larger project with which this study was associated, analyses focused on

discourses on �Samoan� and �Western� pedagogy in general, without a strong

comparative and contrastive emphasis on subject-specific professional-academic

discourses, although these were mentioned (P. Singh 2000, 2001; P. Singh & Dooley

2000, 2001; P. Singh et al. 2001; P. Singh & Sinclair, 2001).  Given the diverse
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professional-academic backgrounds of the many teachers (and ex-teachers) amongst the

project�s Daybreak SHS participants, it was decided in this study to undertake a detailed

analysis of the school community debate enacted in the interview talk of these

interviewees.  This meant that debate over typifications of Chinese students formulated

at least partly outside of education contexts (e.g., in the �Asian values� and immigration

debates mentioned in Chapter Two) was not a focus of the study as it was in the larger

project.  This difference of emphasis was a key point of distinction between the present

study and that project.

In addition to Ms Patricia Macara and Ms Kathleen Watson, then, the following

members of the Daybreak SHS community were selected for participation in the study

(see Table 4.2 overleaf):

• Ms Margaret Smith � Currently English HOD, Daybreak SHS.  Previously

studied Chinese language and culture at university and taught Chinese LOTE

and social science.  Member of the Daybreak SHS Social Justice Committee.

• Ms Elizabeth Jones � English and History teacher.

• Ms Deborah Anderson � Born in Hong Kong.  Educated since middle childhood

in Australia.  Taught social science and Chinese LOTE.

• Ms Andrea Liu � Born in Taiwan.  Tertiary education in Australia, initially as

an international student and then as a migrant.  Former student teacher Daybreak

SHS, Mandarin teacher Hong Kong.  Currently Chinese LOTE and social

science teacher in a private school.

• Ms Shirley Green � HOD, Intensive Language Unit, Daybreak SHS.  Former

teacher at Lanmana Intensive Language School.

• Ms Amy Yahp � Teacher from Hong Kong who emigrated to Australia.

Currently a teacher-aide in the Daybreak SHS Intensive Language Unit.

• Ms Edwina Chan � Born in Hong Kong.  Chinese LOTE teacher in Daybreak

SHS feeder primary school.

• Ms Judith Shannon � Principal, Lanmana Intensive Language School, the main

ESL feeder institution for Daybreak SHS.

• Ms Lisa Wong � Born in Macau, educated in Hong Kong and, from middle

childhood, in the U.S.  Worked as a Chinese-English bilingual teacher in the
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Institution Participants Details

Daybreak SHS Mainstream personnel
Kathleen Watson
Patricia Macara
Margaret Smith
Elizabeth Jones
Deborah Anderson
Andrea Liu

ESL personnel
Shirley Green
Amy Yahp

Teachers of English and/or
Social Science, including a
former student teacher.

Work within an Intensive
Language Unit established
at the school.

Daybreak SHS feeder
schools

Edwina Chan
Judith Shannon
Lisa Wong

Paid and voluntary
positions in ESL and
primary feeder schools.

Other educational
institutions in the Daybreak
community

Ya-Li Zhang
Peter Lee
Melissa Chan

Language teachers
(Chinese or English) for
adults and children from
the Daybreak area.

Table 4.2  Participants in the Study
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• U.S., a volunteer teacher aide at Lanmana Intensive Language School and a

teacher of extra-curricular Chinese literature classes in Mandarin at a school

neighbouring Daybreak SHS.

• Ms Ya-Li Zhang � Teacher from Taiwan who emigrated to Australia.  Former

student teacher in the Daybreak area.  Voluntary tutor for Taiwanese secondary

students from the area.  Currently working as a primary school Chinese LOTE

teacher.  Teacher of Mandarin at the Taiwanese government-sponsored Buddhist

temple attended by many families from Daybreak SHS.

• Mr Peter Lee � Teacher from Taiwan who emigrated to Australia.  Principal of

Mandarin language school at the Buddhist temple.

• Ms Melissa Chen � PRC university teacher who emigrated to Australia.

Teacher of English to Taiwanese adults from the Daybreak area.

Data sources

As indicated in earlier chapters, sets of lesson and interview data were produced for this

study.  In both cases the data took the form of transcripts of audio-recordings.  In

addition, the transcripts were supplemented by three sets of field data.  Each of these

data sources is now briefly described.

Lesson Transcripts and Supplementary Fieldnotes

Transcripts of audio-taped lessons offer a level of detail unparalleled by observational

data because the recording and transcription process corrects for the limitations of

intuition and recollection.  This enables repeated and detailed examination that enhances

the precision, and hence the reliability, of analyses (Perakyla 1997; Silverman 1993).

However, audio-taping is not without limitations.

In pilot work for this study an examination was conducted of 17 one-off ESL,

English/social science, science/mathematics, commercial and music lesson transcripts

produced at various sites during 1996 for the large project with which this study was

associated (Appendix A), in addition to 12 consecutive Year 12 English lessons

produced in one class at Daybreak SHS during the first semester of 1997 (Appendix B).

It should be noted that the Year 12 English lessons did not have pilot status within the

structure of the larger project, but were examined for pilot purposes prior to the
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production of the sub-set of data used in this study.  This was because Daybreak SHS

contributed no lesson data to the 1996 pilot study for the large project.

The lessons that served a pilot function in the production of the classroom data selected

for this study were all recorded using a hand-held audio-recorder with one lapel

microphone, worn by the teacher, and two or three omni-directional microphones placed

amongst the students in the classroom.  To overcome reliability problems that had

become apparent in the transcription of the 1996 lesson data, fieldnotes recording who

spoke when, and classroom maps recording who sat where, were also produced during

the 1997 recordings (Lemke 1990; Perakyla 1997).  Nonetheless, the technical

limitations of the audio-recording equipment meant that while teachers� voices could

generally be heard clearly, students� voices were often difficult to both isolate and

identify in the 1997 pilot data, although the extensive field notes made by the researcher

compensated for some of this difficulty at the point of transcription and analysis.

To enhance the reliability of the lesson transcripts that were selected for use in this

study a four-track master cassette tape recorder and full-function mixer combination

workstation was used.  Four microphones could be placed amongst the students and

particular tracks could be turned down during recording if there were disturbances in the

classroom that were likely to create noise on the tracks on which interactions with

Taiwanese students were being recorded.  Moreover, after recording it was possible to

listen to each of the four tracks individually.  The purpose was to record student

interactions more accurately than in the early phases of data collection.

Eight Year 10 geography lessons provided the classroom data set for this study

(Appendix C).  These lessons were a sub-set of the 12 lessons produced during late

1997 for the large project with which this study was associated.  The four lessons that

were not selected for the study were Year 9 English lessons.  The objectives of the large

project included comparative and contrastive qualitative and quantitative analyses of

classroom practice in culturally diverse English and Social Science classes in an affluent

mainstream school (Daybreak SHS), five mainstream schools in poverty areas, and the

ESL feeder school for these mainstream schools (Lanmana Intensive Language School)

(Freebody & Herschell 2000; Nicolson 2000; P. Singh et al. 2001).  In the framing of

the present study the decision was made to undertake a detailed qualitative analysis of
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the eight Year 10 geography lessons because these constituted a potentially productive

case study.  Before explaining the potential of the geography data, it is necessary to

provide a brief overview of the lessons.

The two Year 10 geography teachers nominated as study participants by Daybreak SHS

administrators and curriculum leaders were teaching the one unit.  This was a unit on

eco-tourism which entailed a case study of the Gold Coast, a domestic and international

tourist destination a short drive to the south of the Daybreak area.  The general aims of

the unit were for the students to acquire technical vocabulary for describing coastal

landforms and land use, and to understand relationships of cause and effect in land use

patterns, with particular attention to tourism, environmental problems and land

management.  A test prepared by the Social Science HOD was to be administered at the

end of the unit.  A three-day field trip to the Gold Coast for the purpose of observing

coastal landforms and land use patterns was an optional component of the unit.  The

students who did not participate in the fieldwork undertook classroom-based activities

on the same topics.  The lessons observed for the study were taught in the month

following the field trip.

The decision to undertake a detailed case study of the eight lessons from the geography

unit was informed by influential work in subject-specific language carried out within the

systemic functional linguistic framework developed by the so-called �Sydney School� of

Halliday, and later, Martin and others (A. Lee 1996).  The formulation of this

framework included approximately 40 years of dialogue with the sociological tradition

of Bernsteinian theory (Christie 1999a).  The language of the school subject of

geography has been a key focus of work by Wignell and others (1993) and Christie

(1999b).  The schematic-structural features of texts, or �genre�, has been the other object

of the perspective.

In the large project with which this study is associated, analyses of the classroom

practices of English lessons on the schematic-structural features of various genres have

been conducted (Nicolson 2000; P. Singh et al. 2001; Freebody & Herschell 2000).  In

contrast, the eight geography lessons analysed in this study offered an opportunity to

investigate lessons on a different sociolinguistic feature, namely the technical language

of the school subject of geography.  Work within the systemic functional perspective
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has indicated that geography curriculum cycles typically entail the introduction and

subsequent use of technical language for the purpose of deploying it independently to

define and answer geographical questions.  There is no comparable use of technical

language in English lessons.  The subject of English is generally concerned with the

development of ethical positions (Christie 1993b), although in Queensland, the teaching

of genre features is sometimes important, as was evident in the data set produced for the

larger project with which this study is associated.  By selecting the eight geography

lessons from the larger data set, it was thus possible to control strongly for the

discourses from which curricular content was recontextualised.  Given this study�s focus

on the interaction between teachers in Australian schools, and �Chinese� or �ESL�

students, this degree of control of content was consistent with the objectives of the

study.

In the production of the geography data supplementary fieldnotes recording who spoke

when, and relevant non-verbal behaviour, were also made to improve the reliability of

the lesson transcript data (Appendix D).  To enhance the accuracy of these fieldnotes,

the coding sheet used to record the observations in the pilot study was simplified to

make recording more efficient.  Furthermore, the decision was made to use a stopwatch

to enable the data on the coding sheet to be matched precisely with the data on the

audio-tape.  The stopwatch and the audio-tape were turned on together, and the

stopwatch was consulted as observations were written on the coding sheet.  In addition,

handouts provided by the teacher were collected and the point at which they were

introduced into the lesson was marked on the coding sheets.  Diagrams and words from

the blackboard were also copied down.  These also represented refinements on the

observation process used in the pilot work and were undertaken to enhance the

reliability of the lesson transcripts.  To enhance the reliability of the fieldnotes

themselves, the researcher trained herself in the use of the coding sheet by recording a

Year 9 English lesson before data collection for the study began.

To supplement the data coding sheet, classroom maps were also produced as fieldnotes

(Appendix E).  These maps were intended to assist in the production of lesson fieldnotes

and also to make available for analysis information about who sat with whom, and

where in the classroom.  The classroom map was sketched at the beginning of each

lesson (or each period if a class had a double period and changed classrooms during a
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lesson).  Each desk was allocated a number and student names were then filled in, if not

from memory, then by listening to the teacher naming students during the lesson, by

asking a student to fill in the names at some appropriate point before, during or after the

lesson, or by asking the teacher to assist with the names after the lesson.  The approach

selected depended on what was least disruptive given the style of the lesson.

Interview Transcripts and Supplementary Fieldnotes

19 extended interviews (Appendix F) were selected from the data set of the large project

with which this study was associated.  Before proceeding, it is necessary to explain the

fact that these 19 interviews were provided by 14 participants (Table 4.2).

It was shown earlier that some of the study�s participants served several different

functions within the Daybreak SHS community.  Specifically, Ms Patricia Macara

taught at one of the 1996 pilot study schools and was transferred to Daybreak SHS in

1997 where she was nominated to represent that school in its participation in this

project.  Ms Macara�s interview at Daybreak SHS was informed by the interview

conducted at her previous school.  Comparative and contrastive questions were asked.

Hence the two interviews were related and both were included in the data selected for

this study.  Similarly, Ms Ya-Li Zhang and Ms Lisa Wong also worked at various sites

within the project schools and community.  Moreover, both served as

interpreters/translators of Chinese language data that was collected for the larger

project.  As one of the objects of this study was to investigate the professional-academic

positions taken up in debates over provision for Taiwanese students, multiple interviews

conducted with these participants in their various positions in the school community,

and the project, were selected from the larger data set for this study.

In the terms introduced above, it was the theoretical sampling method of the study that

required the selection of multiple interviews provided by participants who served

multiple functions in relation to the education of Taiwanese students.  As these

functions were possibly enacted through different professional-academic discourses,

multiple interviews were required for investigation of the breadth of perspectives within

the school community.  Multiple interviews offered the potential for exhibiting, most

comprehensively, the range of professional-academic discourses within which positions

were taken up in the recontextualising contests of the school community.  In short, the
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analysis of multiple interviews offered the possibility of presenting as compelling a case

of these struggles as was possible within the constraints of the data set of the large

project with which this study was associated.

The extended interviews were formal, individual, face-to-face verbal interchanges

(Fontana & Frey 1994).  These interchanges were semi-structured.  Interview schedules

were personalised according to what was known about the role of the interviewee in

providing for Taiwanese students at Daybreak SHS (Appendix G).

The creation of the interview schedules was guided by pilot analyses of 13 extended

interviews (Appendix H) conducted at Daybreak SHS in 1996 with art, English/social

science, health/physical education, computing, home economics, science/mathematics

and manual arts teachers, in addition to administrators (Appendix I).  11 pre-, and post-

lesson interviews conducted with the Year 12 English teacher who participated in the

intensive case study component of the large project conducted during the first semester

of 1997 were also examined (Appendix I).  One general question was asked of the data:

How does this teacher describe and explain pedagogy for Taiwanese, Chinese or Asian

students?  Talk in which the interviewees described and explained what was entailed in

teaching Taiwanese, Chinese or Asian students was then extracted and categorised

impressionistically.  The rationale for beginning the data analysis with ordinary

language descriptions of the data set in this fashion is explained later in this chapter.

For now it is necessary to note that four broad impressions of the data set emerged from

this procedure:

• the differences between Australian and Asian schools, and Australian and Asian

students� learning styles and behaviour;

• attitudes about the legitimacy of English language development as a learning

objective in various subjects;

• attitudes to the use of languages other than English in the classroom and school; and

• the range of levels of content and English language proficiency introduced into

Daybreak SHS with the diversification of the student population.

The overall evaluation was that most of the data relating to these impressions were

rather general, in the sense that they lacked detail.  Given the delicacy of analysis
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possible within this study�s Bernsteinian framework, more elaborated descriptions of

classroom participants and more detailed accounts of classroom interactions were

necessary.  To enhance the quality of the interview data that was produced for the larger

project and selected for this study, the decision was made to focus sharply on pedagogic

issues in relation to particular classes taught by the interviewees by eliciting illustrative

examples and asking for the reasoning behind interviewees� statements.  To the same

end, it was decided to remove from the interview schedule questions which focused on

learning in community contexts rather than in the classroom, and to ask questions

sharpening the focus on one of the impressions that emerged from the pilot analyses,

namely the differences between Australian and Asian schools, and Australian and Asian

students� learning styles and behaviour.  It was also decided to sharpen the wording of

questions about cultural equity policies because the mention of �social justice� policies

elicited a variety of irrelevant responses on different aspects of curricular and pedagogic

policy.

To provide context for interpreting the interviews produced for this study, fieldnotes

were written after each interview, recording details about the setting and any other

salient information (Appendix J).  Additionally, fieldnotes were also produced from

informal observations made at the school (Appendix K).  These fieldnotes were

intended to provide data about conversations and exchanges in the staffroom,

playground and other informal contexts.  The observations selected for recording were

those which related to the conduct of the research project or to Asian, Chinese, or

Taiwanese students, or to cultural equity policies.  Similar fieldnotes were also

produced at school and community events; for example, the annual Daybreak SHS

Awards Night.

To enhance the reliability of the various sets of fieldnotes, systematic procedures were

followed (Adler & Adler 1994; Silverman 1993).  The basic procedure entailed: i)

making mental notes during an interaction which was to be recorded; ii) jotting down

key points as soon as possible afterwards (or in the process of the interaction in the case

of events like the Year 12 graduation ceremony); and iii) expanding the notes into a

detailed record of the observation as soon as possible on returning home or to the

university.  Furthermore, observations were recorded in descriptive rather than
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evaluative language, with interpretations being noted as such.  Where possible,

interactants� words were recorded.

Field Data

Finally, field materials were collected in the course of the study for the purpose of

gathering certain information in the most efficient fashion (e.g., Intensive Language

Unit materials on the services available for Taiwanese students) and for enriching

understanding of the context of the other data.  The materials collected were as follows:

Daybreak SHS publicity materials
• school magazine, 1996, 1997
• school newsletter
• school prospectus, 1997
• Awards Night program, 1997

Daybreak SHS Intensive Language Unit documents
• information sheets about the unit provided to ESL students and families
• unit demographic records
• booklet on racism distributed by the unit
• information sheet on school reporting practices for ESL students
• examination guidelines for mainsteam teachers
• unpublished documents, written by the unit HOD, tracing the history of the unit

Daybreak SHS policy documents
• managing behaviour in a supportive school environment, 1997

Documents relating to community organisations and government departments with an
interest in Taiwanese students

• program for Buddha�s birthday celebrations, 1998
• brochures about local Buddhist temple and Taiwanese weekend school
• information on visas by which Taiwanese students enter Australia

Data production

Lessons

The geography lesson data were produced during nine visits to Daybreak SHS late in

the school year (Appendix C).  An individual timetable was established with the

geography teachers according to the constraints on their time and the ongoing activities

of the class (e.g., the geography field trip).  Each teacher identified a day for the first

lesson data collection, with the expectation that data collection would proceed once a

week for four weeks.  The actual day of data collection was negotiated weekly.
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Each of the case study classes was visited approximately a week before the first lesson

recordings were made.  During these visits Griffith University ethical approval forms

were explained and signed (Appendix L)8.  In addition, informal observations of the

classes were undertaken, and the researcher met the students.  It was explained to each

class that the study was designed to document the ways that teachers were

implementing new curricular expectations from the state department of education for

diversified student populations.  In addition, the recording equipment was described for

the students.  Further student questions about the equipment and the study were

addressed on a one-to-one basis as they arose during the fieldwork.

The placement of the four microphones in the classrooms during the data production

period was determined by a number of factors.  Firstly, there was the physical

consideration of the length of the microphone leads which reached all but the corner of

the classroom furthest from the corner in which the researcher sat.  The researcher�s

position was determined by the location of the power point and the length of the

extension lead.  The focus of the study on Taiwanese students was the second

consideration in the placement of the microphones.  A microphone was always placed

amongst the Taiwanese students.  The remaining microphones were placed at equal

intervals around the room depending on the arrangement of desks, and the desks

actually occupied by the students during the lesson.  In placing these microphones care

was taken to avoid drawing undue attention to the Taiwanese students.  To respect the

right of individual students to control their participation in the study, student requests

for microphones not to be placed on their desks were honoured, while requests for

microphones to be placed on the desk were honoured as possible.

Interviews

Interview data were collected during 23 visits to Daybreak SHS, one visit to a Buddhist

temple attended by families from Daybreak, and five visits to Griffith University by

Chinese community members.  In addition, researchers on the large project with which

this project was associated conducted interviews at the homes of two of the participants,

and during two visits to Daybreak SHS and five visits to Griffith University by Chinese

community members (Appendices C, F).  The interviewees were approached to

participate in the study as their interest in the education of Taiwanese students became

apparent through the observations of the researchers in the large project with which this
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study was associated or the suggestions of other participants.  While the interest of those

whose work was dedicated to ESL students was clear from the outset, the interest of

others in the school community was only recognised as the fieldwork proceeded.

Relatively quiet spaces were sought for the extended interviews at the homes of the

participants, Griffith University or Daybreak SHS.  Pre-, and post-lesson interviews

were conducted in classrooms before the students arrived or after they left.  There were

sometimes distractions in the classroom during these interviews, but no alternative

venue was possible given the brief breaks between lessons.  Extended interviews took

approximately 40-60 minutes, while pre-, and post-lesson interviews took

approximately 5-10 minutes.  All interviews were audio-taped using a hand-held

recorder.  Two audio-recorders were used during the extended interviews in order to

produce a back-up tape.  Griffith University ethical clearance procedures were

explained and the relevant forms signed prior to the first interview conducted with any

one interviewee (Appendix M).

Preparing data for analysis

The preparation of the lesson and interview data for analysis was based on the

assumption that transcription entails more than simply writing an interview or lesson

down: transcripts re-present the data.  Moreover, the more complex the information, the

more reductive the representational process and the more the decisions required to fix

sound in print (Green, Franquiz & Dixon 1997; Roberts 1997).  This was an issue of

particular salience in this study given the use of a four-track sound mixer.  The

standards of validity and reliability described earlier in this chapter informed the

decisions made for the study.  In particular, efforts were made to ensure that Taiwanese

students could be identified in the data so that claims about pedagogy for these students

were valid.  Moreover, transcript conventions were used to reliably document the

aspects of the data that were relevant to the research questions.

With respect to validity, it will be recalled from earlier in this chapter that this study

required identification of who said what during lessons because of the focus on the

provision of pedagogy for a particular group, namely Taiwanese students.  To this end,

fieldnotes recording who said what were produced as in the pilot study.  However, it

was noted in the pilot work that identification of speakers remained difficult for the
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transcribers.  Moreover, it was assumed that this difficulty would be compounded given

the complexity of the four-track audiotapes collected for the study in comparison with

the single-track audiotapes collected in the pilot work.  Accordingly, the researcher

produced a skeleton of the transcript for the transcriber.  This entailed listening to the

audio-taped lessons, and noting what was happening on the four tracks at any one

moment.  The purpose was to assist the transcriber to work out which voices were

which, and to provide some of the non-verbal context of the classroom talk.  These

details were all recorded in a set of word-processed guidelines produced for the

transcribers (Appendix N).

With respect to reliability, transcript conventions can be used to achieve the

documentation of procedure necessary for certainty in coding decisions (Silverman

1993).  In the case of this study, a set of transcript conventions was applied to both the

lesson and interview transcripts (Appendix O).  Conventions were selected according to

the study�s need for data indicating who spoke when and what they said.  Conventions

facilitative of fine-grained analyses of such things as the length of pauses in speech

were not used because they were irrelevant for the purposes of the study.  To enhance

the reliability of the interview data, the transcribers produced the transcripts and the

researcher checked for accuracy by reading the interviews while listening to the

audiotapes, making corrections as necessary.

Analytic Method

The analytic method applied to the lesson and interview data has two parts.  The entire

interview and lesson set was firstly scanned with a code-and-retrieve procedure (Coffey

& Atkinson 1996) to identify and re-organise the data relevant to the research questions.

Fine-grained analyses were then conducted in accord with Bernsteinian principles for

producing generic and formal theory and for accounting for reflexivity within the

research context.  Through these principles it was possible to comply with the standards

of validity required for this sociological study with its underpinning realist assumptions.

The code-and-retrieve procedure

The first step in the analytic procedure was to describe the data in ordinary language or

empirical terms.  To begin this step, the transcripts of the data sets were read and

interrogated with the general analytic question, �What is going on here?�  In the case of
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the lessons, the sequence of activities (e.g., �marking the homework�, �filling in the

worksheet�), the participants in these, and the interactions of particular participants,

were noted on the transcripts.  In the case of the interviews, the sequence of topics and

the introduction and development of these by particular participants were noted.  The

audio-tapes of the lessons and interviews were consulted to clarify the transcripts when

necessary, as were relevant fieldnotes and field data.  To begin organising the account

and observation information for ease of systematic analysis, the interview and lesson

sets were then broken into episodes.

The main divisions of lesson structure identified by Lemke (1983, 1990) were marked

on the lesson transcripts:

• Preliminary lesson (i.e., prior to the introduction of new content);
• Main lesson (i.e., introduction of new content); and
• Post-lesson (i.e., after the introduction of new content)

The aim of this procedure was to account for reflexivity.  By this was meant the

intra-lesson context that bore on the production of any one segment of classroom

talk, for example, references to earlier phases of the lesson.

With the interviews, the sequence of exchanges concerned with a particular topic

constituted an episode (e.g., �curricular reforms undertaken at Daybreak SHS in the

name of �cultural equity��).  An episode was taken as beginning with the

introduction of a topic by either the interviewer (i.e., as a question) or the

interviewee.  Successive questions probing the topic were counted as part of the

episode.  The account transcripts were then scanned to identify cases where the one

topic was picked up at more than one point in an interview.  Through these

procedures consideration was made of the reflexivity of the data sets and also, the

contribution of the interview question to the production of particular accounts.

Finally, the episodes and the links between them were marked on the transcripts

(see P. Singh 1993a,b; P. Singh & Sinclair 2001).

The production of the episodically marked transcripts served to develop

comprehension of the data and to organise it into readily analysable units.

Procedures were then applied to identify data relevant to the research questions.
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The episodes of the lesson data were interrogated with the following analytic

question: �How is pedagogy for Taiwanese students similar to, or different from,

that for other students?�  The episodes of the interviews were analysed similarly:

�How does this interviewee describe Taiwanese students and explain instruction

for them?�  These analytic moves yielded a set of impressions for each of the data

sources.  In the case of the lesson data set, these impressions were as follows:

Impression One:  Taiwanese students were only asked particular types of
questions in class discussions
Taiwanese students seemed to have less demanding questions asked of them.
They were expected to answer yes/no questions relating to esoteric content
introduced by the teacher, whereas other students were expected to produce
more open constructions introducing content into the lessons.  When open
constructions were expected of Taiwanese students, content drawn from
personal experience was specified, as was the recall of technical content from
earlier lessons.

Impression Two:  Taiwanese students were helped to �keep up� and �get the
right answers� in written activities

Taiwanese students were asked repeatedly whether they had the materials
required for activities, understood what they were expected to do with the
materials, and had completed activities.  In addition, Taiwanese students were
allowed to copy from peers� books and were given more explicit instructions
about what to write � even to the point of having answers dictated to them.

In the case of the interview data set the impressions were as follows:

Impression One:  Taiwanese students were characterised in terms of their
spoken and written capacities
Both the geography teachers and the school community members described
Taiwanese students� inability to participate in spoken and written activities in
mainstream Australian classes.  These descriptions were applied not only to
Taiwanese students, but also to other Chinese, Asian and ESL students.

Impression Two:  A cluster of overlapping and conflicting explanations of
Taiwanese students� written and spoken capacities was offered
English proficiency, confusion about particular activities, and behaviour in
general, were identified variously by the geography teachers and the other
school community members as the source of Taiwanese students� spoken and
written incapacities.  Explanations of these factors were made in various
configurations of linguistic, cultural and psychological terms, sometimes from
different and opposing positions.
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These two sets of impressions represent an empirical description of the data sets.  As

was observed by Durkheim (1895/1966: 37), ordinary language descriptions of data are

�not entirely useless to the scholar; they serve as suggestions and guides�, informing us

of �the existence, somewhere, of an aggregation of phenomena which, bearing the same

name, must in consequence, probably have certain characteristics in common�.

However, explanation of the social facts to which the ordinary language description

points requires translation into a theoretical framework (see also, Bernstein 1996;

Dowling 1998; Maton 2000; R. Moore & Muller 1999).  Accordingly, in the second

step of the analytic method the empirical descriptions were translated into the terms of

the framework that was expounded in Chapter Three.  To facilitate efficient

management of the data sets for that purpose, the cut-and-paste capacities of a word

processing program were used to extract the empirically coded episodes from the

lessons and interviews and to organise them in terms of the impressions reported above.

The aim was to promote internal validity by ensuring that the theoretical analyses

related to data relevant to the research problem as set up in Chapter One, and that the

indicativeness of that data could be ascertained (Coffey & Atkinson 1996; Huberman &

Miles 1994).

Fine-grained analysis

As was stated above, the second step of the analytic method entailed re-description of

the empirically coded data into theoretical terms.  The procedure employed in this step

was designed according to Bernsteinian principles for producing generic and formal

theory and for accounting for reflexivity within the research context.  Through these

principles it was possible to comply with the standards of validity required by this

study�s realist sociological orientation.

To ensure that theoretical re-description of the empirical is valid, Bernsteinian research

requires the use of explicit translation rules.  These rules constitute an �external

language of description� (L2), a set of analytic tools that precludes tautologous

interpretation.  The external language of description delimits the empirical data that

count as referents for theoretical objects.  It makes the �invisibles� of theory visible in

the empirical; it systematically activates theory as a reading device for the empirical.

This language represents the tacit models by which members manage contexts; in this

study, the strategies employed by participants to talk about, or enact, the adaptation of
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teaching for Taiwanese students.  It specifies the range of possibilities from which the

options evident in a particular empirical instance were selected, making it possible to

ascertain not only what members said or did, but also what they might have said or done

(Bernstein 1996; Dowling 1998; Maton 2000; Pedro 1981).

To translate the interview and lesson data relevant to this study�s research questions into

theoretical terms, an external language of description was formulated for each data set

(Figure 4.1 overleaf).  In each case, the external language of description related

�upwards� to the Bernsteinian theory in that it could be translated into the terms

introduced in Chapter Three (L1), and �downwards� to the empirical in that it facilitated

re-description of the impressions of the data set detailed above (L3).  The external

language had these capabilities because it had been simultaneously deduced from the

theory, or internal language of description, and induced from the impressionistic

descriptions of the data sets, or empirical language of description (Bernstein 1996;

Daniels 1988; Dowling 1998; Pedro 1981; Singh 1993a,b, 1995, 1997a).  In the words

of Dowling (1998: 130), the external language of description was �forged out of a

constructive dialogue with antecedent theory and with an empirical text�.

The use of systematic languages of description contributed �construct validity�

(Perakyla 1997) to this study�s findings by systematising the relations between

empirical data and the theoretical concepts used to re-describe these in the final

instance.  The languages provided grounds for claiming connections between the

empirical and the theoretical, establishing relations of necessity between a concept and

what counted as its realisation.  This enabled illustrations to be justified and alternative

interpretations to be weighed (Bernstein 1996; Perakyla 1997).  In what follows the

external languages of description formulated for each of the data sets are introduced.

External language of description: classroom data

In Chapter Three a Bernsteinian model of classroom practice was introduced (Bernstein

1996; Pedro 1981).  In what follows the analytic tools used to translate between that

model and this empirical classroom data set are presented.  Given the impressions of

that data set, these tools facilitate translation between the features of the empirical world

of the data and the theoretical objects of: i) interactional structure; ii) thematic structure;

iii) (the strengthening of) the classification of the organisational unit; and iv) (the
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EMPIRICAL LANGUAGE OF DESCRIPTION

• Classroom data impressions
• Interview data impressions

L3

!

EXTERNAL LANGUAGE OF DESCRIPTION

• Strategies for managing interview talk
about the adaptation of pedagogic practice

• Strategies for managing the adaptation of
classroom practice

L2

!

INTERNAL LANGUAGE OF DESCRIPTION

• Model of the adaptation of classroom
practice

• Model of the construction of school
community talk about classroom practice

L1

Figure 4.1:  Relationships between Languages of Description for
Translations between the Empirical and the Theoretical (Adapted from
Dowling 1998: 126).
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strengthening of) the framing of the pedagogical unit.  The analytic tools represent

refinements of the external language of description developed in the classroom studies

of earlier Bernsteinian researchers (e.g., Daniels 1988; Pedro 1981).

Interactional structure, as described in Chapter Three, refers to the events that occur in a

lesson.  This structure is hierarchical.  The levels of the hierarchy that are of interest in

this study�s analyses are: i) activities; ii) moves; and iii) acts.  A brief description is now

provided of the activity structures that are of analytic interest in this study.  The

descriptions are drawn from Lemke (1983: 63-129, 1990: 215-218).  The structures are

of interest because they occurred repeatedly in the classroom data set.

• Teacher Exposition: new material is presented in monologue with unobtrusive

student participation.  This activity is typically brief (100-200 words) and frequently

leads up to a Teacher Question or Teacher Elaboration on a Student Answer.

Teacher Exposition is often used to develop a logical argument by relating a general

principle to the particular themes under discussion.  The argument is usually simple

and the same points are re-stated, perhaps several times, using similar wording.

• Triadic Dialogue: this is monologue in disguise for teachers know the answers to

their questions.  A typical round of Triadic Dialogue is as follows.  Core moves are

in bold:

[Teacher Preparation]
Teacher Question

[Teacher Call for Bids (Silent)]
[Student Bid to Answer (Hand)]

[Teacher Nomination of next speaker or evaluation of Bid]
[Teacher Re-statement of Question]

Student Answer/Decline to Answer/Student (clarifying) Question
(called out or chorused if question is considered easy or unimportant)

Teacher Evaluation
[Teacher Elaboration]

• External Text Dialogue is a variation on Triadic Dialogue that entails the Teacher

Question and/or the Student Answer being read from a written text.  Teacher

Elaboration is usually more extended than in Triadic Dialogue and may diverge

thematically.  A typical round of External Text Dialogue is as follows:
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[Teacher Preparation/Orientation to next External Text Question]
Teacher Question [from Text]
[Teacher Call for Bids (Silent)]
[Student Bid to Answer (Hand)]

[Teacher Nomination]
Student Answer [from Text]

Teacher Evaluation
[Teacher Elaboration/Check Students� Understanding]

• Student-Questioning Dialogue occurs when one or more students initiate questions

on the theme or interaction of the lesson.  Sometimes students may introduce new

thematic content.  This activity differs from Teacher-Student Debate (see below) in

that it is not adversarial.  A typical round of Student Questioning is as follows:

[Student Bid to Ask]
[Teacher Nomination]

Student Question
Teacher Answer

[Teacher Evaluation]
[Student Response]

• Teacher-Student Duologue entails a prolonged series of exchanges between the

teacher and a single student.  Either teacher or student may take the initiative.

Teachers use this form when they wish to ensure that a student understands a

particular point or to give students who answered wrongly initially a Follow-up

Question, Hint or opportunity for Self-Correction.  Longer duologues are generally

initiated by students, sometimes as an offshoot of True Dialogue or Teacher-Student

Debate.

• Teacher-Student Debate entails a prolonged series of exchanges by which students

challenge or disagree with the teacher thematically while the teacher defends a

position.  This activity often leads to duologue or to several students siding against

the teacher.  The initiative in Teacher-Student Debate is with the students: they must

be satisfied by the Teacher Answer.  The activity is usually ended by teacher fiat or

assertions and student acceptance of superior knowledge, rather than by student

acceptance of the teacher�s position.
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• True Dialogue occurs when teacher and students ask and answer questions as in

normal conversation.  In this form of dialogue the questioner does not know the

answer to the question.

• Going Over the Homework  occurs when the teacher asks for answers to the

homework questions through Triadic Dialogue or External Text Dialogue.  This may

involve the students writing their answers on the blackboard or the teacher walking

around the room examining the students� work.  Teacher Evaluation and Elaboration

moves are critical when the activity is conducted in Triadic Dialogue.

• Review entails monologic Teacher Summaries, Triadic Dialogue or External Text

Dialogue, or Seatwork on previously introduced thematics.  A Seatwork Review is

followed by Going over the Seatwork Review.  Questions asked in Review assume

that students will know the answer.

• Copying usually occurs when the teacher puts material up for students to write down

in their notebooks.  Occasionally, students may also be expected to copy one

anothers� notes, to copy the notes written on the board by another student, or to copy

down dictation conducted by either the teacher or another student.  The teacher does

not usually direct students to copy: student copying of the teacher is conventional

classroom behaviour.  However, students may sometimes negotiate whether or not

they must copy teacher writing.  Student copying of peers� work is not conventional

classroom behaviour.

• Seatwork occurs when students work independently, and often silently, at their seats

on tasks specified by the teacher in a preparatory stage.  The teacher gives

directions, is then silent, and usually circulates among the students, observing their

work and talking to individuals and small groups quietly, often providing

particularised repeats of the preparatory discourse (Payne & Hustler 1980).

Students will often question one another, collaborate or digress.  Seatwork is often

followed by Going Over Seatwork.  In this activity structure the teacher uses

External Text Dialogue to question the students about their Seatwork answers.

Teacher Evaluation and Elaboration moves are critical in this �going over� activity.
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Thematic structure, it will be recalled from Chapter Three, refers to the structure of

knowledge in lessons.  A method of analysing this structure was required in this study

because the thematic analysis indicated that certain interactive expectations were only

made under particular epistemological conditions.  For example, Taiwanese students

were expected to construct replies only when esoteric content introduced previously was

elicited in dialogue.  Bernstein�s (1996) theorisation of �esoteric� and �mundane�

discourse, and Wignell and others� (1993) theorisation of the functions of everyday and

technical geographical language, were integrated to construct the external language of

description required for the thematic structure of the case study lessons.

The concepts of �esoteric� and � mundane� discourse were introduced in Chapter Three.

Briefly, it will be recalled that �esoteric discourse� refers to knowledge that is related to

formal systems of thought (e.g., knowledge about constructive and destructive waves);

while �mundane discourse� refers to knowledge that is related to common-sense

thinking (e.g., local knowledge on surfing conditions and weather).  In Chapter Three it

was indicated that particular forms of language are a means by which the cognitive and

academic functions of esoteric discourse are enacted.  Acquisition of this language, or

CALP, is essential for academic success in subjects like traditional physical geography

(Christie 1999b).  Analytic tools for describing the different cognitive academic

functions of geographical language can be drawn from the work of Wignell and others

(1993) on the way that the experiential world is divided up in the school subject of

geography (Wignell et al. 1993).  This research indicates that language is used for three

fundamental functions in the subject of physical geography that is produced, through

recontextualisation, as an area of the institutional activity of the school:

• Observing or naming aspects of the experiential world of interest to geographers.

Naming may occur in ordinary, everyday terms (e.g., �waves that destroy beaches�)

or technical terms (e.g., �destructive waves�).  The latter terms may be: i) vernacular

items given a field-specific valeur (e.g., �wave�); ii) terms used technically in related

fields (e.g., �erosion�); or iii) indexical terms specific to the field (e.g., �destructive

wave�).

• Ordering geographically interesting aspects of the world.  This function entails the

setting up of taxonomies of field-specific technical terms.  In these taxonomies,
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phenomena are systematically classified according to principles of: i)

superordination (e.g., �destructive waves� and �constructive waves� are types of

�wave�); or ii) composition (e.g., �foreshore� and �backshore� are parts of the

�shore�).

• Explaining geographical processes (e.g., �waves are �destructive� when the wash is

weaker than the backwash and more sand is removed from the beach than deposited

on it�).

The strengthening of the classification of the organisational unit, as outlined in Chapter

Three, refers to the formation of sub-categories within parties to interaction.  In the case

study lessons the interactants were generally organised into two parties: i) the

transmitting party consisting of the teacher; and ii) the acquiring party consisting of all

the students.  In short, the organisational unit was the class.  This arrangement

represents strong classification: the unit was the class and all students were engaged in

the one task (Pedro 1981).

Sub-categories may be formed according to one of three principles drawn variously

from Freebody and Herschell (2000), Payne and Hustler (1980) and Schegloff (1995):

• the alignments of students for the purposes of an activity (e.g., co-presenting a

report on groupwork to the class);

• the overt instructional relevance of groupings from outside the lesson (e.g., having

experience of Taiwanese beaches during talk about the features of the �beaches of

the world�); and

• momentary co-attributes in relation to logistics (e.g., not having the worksheet) or

the topic or activity (e.g., failure to begin a given activity or to understand the

content of the activity).

The strengthening of the framing of the pedagogic unit refers to increased teacher

control.  Existing external languages of description for empirical information about

pedagogic units (Daniels 1988; Morais, Neves & Fontinhas. 1999; Pedro 1981)

were modified to provide the analytic tools required to describe this dynamic in the

case study lessons.
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In the analyses �strong framing� is used to describe instances where the transmitter

controls selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria by �guiding�, �leading to

discovery�, �intervening in an acquirer�s execution of an activity� and

�accompanying� the acquirer in an activity (Daniels 1988; Morais et al. 1999;

Pedro 1981).  Triadic Dialogue exemplifies strong framing because it allows

transmitters to set topics and control their development, to decide who answers

questions and which answers are correct, leaving little room for acquirer initiative,

control of discussion or challenge to transmitter prerogatives (Daniels 1988;

Morais et al. 1999; Pedro 1981; P. Singh 2001; P. Singh et al 2001).  There is

however, some small degree of active participation by the acquirers, and hence, the

possibility of some initiative, control or challenge (Lemke 1990).  By contrast,

�very strong framing� is used to refer to cases where transmitter control of the

selection, sequencing, pacing, and criteria of instruction is more absolute as a result

of �telling�, �informing�, �explaining�, �calling attention to�, and �referring to�.  In

these cases, the acquirer has no control of, and in, the interaction.  Monologic

activity structures where the transmitter lectures the acquirers exemplify very

strong framing (Lemke 1990; P. Singh et al. 2001).

At a more delicate level of analysis, the strengthening of framing was also

identified in the selection of moves within an activity structure.  In Triadic

Dialogue, for example, the use of such optional moves as extensive Teacher

Preparation or Teacher Re-Statement of Question represent a strengthening of

framing.  These moves strengthen teacher control beyond that which is attained if

just the core move of Teacher Question is enacted.  Similarly, the provision of

particularised repeats of preparatory discourse to individuals and groups during the

independent phase of Seatwork represents a strengthening of framing in that

teacher control is made more explicit.

Similarly, and more delicately, the strengthening of framing was also identified in

the selection of elicitative acts in Teacher Questions.  From the thematic analyses it

will be recalled that the types of questions asked of Taiwanese students were more

closed than those asked of other students.  To analyse this dynamic, different types

of elicitatives were incorporated into the external language of description.  For the
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purposes of this study, the typology of acts developed by Sinclair and Coulthard

(1975) proved useful.  In descending order of strength of framing, these acts were:

• the elicitation of agreement (e.g., �So they�re small waves, little stones, nice

round pebbles, aren�t they�?);

• the elicitation of decisions (e.g., �Do you have any beaches in New Zealand�?);

and

• the elicitation of content (e.g., �How are the beaches over there�?).

External language of description: interview data

Because classroom practice was the topic of the interviews, the external language of

description for the interview data was built on the analytic tools developed for the

classroom data.  As described in Chapter Three, the Bernsteinian concept of

recontextualisation is incorporated into this study�s theoretical framework to facilitate

description of the interview data.  In that chapter, this concept was integrated with

selected concepts from the model of classroom practice to provide the theoretical terms

needed to describe the accounts.  Given the impressions of the interview data set, tools

were required for translating between the empirical world of the account data and three

objects of this theory: i) the models of acquirers in the regulative discourse of the

interviewees; ii) the models of transmitter-acquirer relations in that discourse; and iii)

the relations of recontextualisation involved in the production of those models.  In what

follows, the analytic tools used to translate between the theoretical language and the

ordinary language or empirical impressions of the interview data set are presented.  This

language of description is informed by, and informed, the tools developed for analysis

of accounts of pedagogy for Samoan students produced as part of the large project with

which this study is associated (P. Singh 2000, 2001; P. Singh & Dooley 2000, 2001; P.

Singh et al. 2001; P. Singh & Sinclair, 2001).

Models of acquirers:  Interviewees model students in terms of their capacity to fulfil the

communicative obligations of members of whole class acquiring parties.  Sub-

categories of acquirers may be formed according to the three principles outlined in the

earlier discussion of the strengthening of the classification of the organisational unit in

pedagogic practice: i) the alignments of students for the purposes of an activity; ii)
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groupings from outside the lesson made overtly relevant in the interaction; and iii)

momentary co-attributes in relation to logistics.

Models of transmitter-acquirer relations:  Interviewees model transmitter-acquirer

relations in terms of the locus of control of interaction in the teacher or student.  Models

of transmitter-acquirer relations are therefore represented by talk about: i) the selection

of activities entailing different framing values (e.g., Triadic Dialogue with its �strong�

framing or monologue with its �very strong� framing); ii) the selection of optional

moves that change the framing of activities (e.g., Teacher Preparation and Teacher Re-

Statement of Question in Triadic Dialogue); and iii) the selection of acts that change the

framing of moves (i.e., agreement, decision and content elicitations).

Relations of recontextualisation refer to the different positions in professional-academic

discourses assumed by members of school communities or other sites within the

pedagogic recontextualising arena.  Professional-academic discourses are constructed

from discourses that are shifted from the arena of their original production to the arena

of pedagogic recontextualisation.  Each professional-academic discourse consists of

discourses that have been appropriated from psychology, sociology or some other arena,

relocated to a particular community of talk about pedagogy, refocused to explain

pedagogic phenomena of interest to members of that community, and related to other

regulative and instructional discourses.  It is necessary to document: i) the esoteric or

mundane features of professional-academic discourses; ii) the original location of the

components of these discourses; iii) the professional-academic community that is

brought into being through the discourse; and iv) the ways in which the discourses have

been refocused to explain particular pedagogic phenomena.

Struggles for domination refer to the relations of contention between messages in the

pedagogic recontextualising arena.  To analyse this it is necessary to document relations

of:

• additivity (e.g., students are labelled in terms made available by a professional-

academic discourse on language, in addition to one on culture);

• alterity (e.g., students are labelled in terms made available by a professional-

academic discourse on language instead of one on culture); and
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• oppositionality (e.g., students are labelled in terms made available by a

professional-academic discourse that is explicitly opposed to another as may be

the case with social explanations of student behaviour (e.g., discourse on the

disjuncture of pedagogic contexts) and psychological explanations (e.g.,

discourse on universal human traits)).

Disturbances of professional-academic discourse refer to messages which indicate the

contradictions and dilemmas that are suppressed by the discourse.  To analyse these it is

necessary to document messages about: i) the contradictions established by discourses

(e.g., the teaching method constructed by a particular professional-academic discourse

�fails� certain students); and ii) the dilemmas established (expected outcomes are

achieved, but with other unanticipated and undesirable outcomes).

Conclusion

This study is conducted within a sociological perspective aimed at documenting and

explicating the adaptation of classroom practice for a particular cohort of students, in

addition to the construction of school community talk about such.  This concern with

the generative principles of pedagogic practice and talk represented a realist

sociological perspective that entailed a methodology with the capacity to: i) generate

generic and formal theory; ii) produce generalisable findings; iii) account for reflexivity

within the research context; and iv) maintain empirical groundedness and scientific

credibility.  In this chapter it was shown how this capacity was achieved through the

methods of data production and analysis selected for the study.  In the next two chapters

the analytic language developed in this chapter is applied to the classroom and interview

data sets.  The theoretical and analytic tools of that language are represented in Tables

4.3 and 4.4. as follows.
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L1
Internal Language of
Description

L2
External Language of
Description

L3
Analytic Questions

Interactional Structure
(Instructional Discourse)

• Dialogic structures (Triadic
Dialogue, True Dialogue,
External Text Dialogue,
Teacher-Student Dialogue,
Student Questioning
Debate)

• Monologue (Teacher
Exposition)

• Speech minimising
structures (Seatwork,
Copying)

• Functional activities
(Review, Going Over
Homework, Going Over
Seatwork)

Is the activity pattern purely structural in
the sense that it is used to enact multiple
functions?  If so, does the teacher or the
student speak?
• Is speech key to the activity or is

spoken discourse minimised?
• In the case of dialogue, is it the

teacher or the students who make
the initiating move?  Are the
questions real or do they test already
known knowledge?  Is there a
teacher evaluation move?  Does an
external text take the place of a
participants?

• Does the activity pattern have a
specific function?

• Is this function initiated by teacher
or student?

• Is the activity pattern dedicated to
this function monologic or dialogic?

• Can the function be accomplished
through alternative activity
patterns?

Thematic Structure
(Instructional Discourse)

Language used to:
• Observe experiential world

• Order experiential world

• Explain experiential world

• Is an aspect of the experiential
world named?  Does naming occur
in ordinary, everyday language or
technical terms (vernacular given
field-specific valeur; technical terms
from cognate field; field-specific
technical terms)?

• Are technical terms related to each
other?  Are the relations established
superordinate (i.e., �types of� �
destructive waves, constructive
waves) or compositional (i.e., �parts
of� � foreshore, backshore)?

• Are ordered implicational
connections amongst states
established (e.g., �erosion� implies
�destructive waves�)?
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L1
Internal Language of
Description

L2
External Language of
Description

L3
Analytic Questions

Strengthening Internal
Framing
(Instructional Discourse)

Structures in ascending order of
framing
• Dialogue " Seatwork "

Monologue

• Core moves in activity
structure " Optional
moves in activity structure

• Content elicitations "
decision elicitations "
agreement elicitations

• Is the activity structure changed,
reducing student input?

• Are optional moves used to reduce
student input into the enactment of
an activity structure?

• Are less discursively demanding
elicitations initiated by the teacher?
Are teacher expectations ratcheted
down through the use of
progressively less demanding
elicitations?

Strengthening internal
classification
(Organisational Unit)

• Whole class party "
formation of sub-parties
within the whole class
party

• How many parties to the talk are
there?

• In parties of students, is the unit the
class, the group or the individual?

• In multi-person parties, which
students participate actively and
who is witness to the active
interaction?

• What is the principle for the
formation of the parties and the
distribution of active and witness
positions in parties (alignments in
the course of activities; orientations
to momentary co-attributes of
participants; overtly relevant
groupings from outside the
activity)?

• Are the parties active in relation to
the instructional discourse (thematic
order or interactional order) and/or
the regulative discourse?

Table 4.3  Analytic Tools for Classroom Data
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L1
Internal Language of
Description

L2
External Language of
Description

L3
Analytic Questions

Models of acquirer Acquirers are labelled as
members of sub-categories of
parties to activities on the basis
of:
• the alignments of students

for the purposes of an
activity

• groupings from outside the
lesson made overtly
relevant interactively

• momentary co-attributes in
relation to logistics.

• What are the acquirer characteristics
attributed to students in descriptions
of activities?

• How are these characteristics related
to the purposes of the activity,
groupings from outside the lesson
and logistics?

Models of transmitter-
acquirer relations

Forms of classroom interaction
are differentiated in terms of:
• the selection of activities
• the selection of optional

moves within activities
• the selection of particular

elicitative acts in moves

• What do the interviewees say that
teachers and students do or should
do in classroom interaction?

Relations of
recontextualisation

Discourses are appropriated,
relocated, refocused and related
to other discourses to produce
specific instructional and
regulative discourses.

• What is the professional-academic
discourse used by the interviewee?

• From where have the components of
this discourse been appropriated?

• What is the professional-academic
community to which the discourse
has been relocated?

• How has the discourse been
refocused to explain particular
pedagogic phenomena?
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L1
Internal Language of
Description

L2
External Language of
Description

L3
Analytic Questions

Struggles for domination Messages are related in
relations of:

• additivity
• alterity
• oppositionality

How are the messages made by
interviewees related one to another?

Disturbances of
professional-academic
discourse

Individuals produce messages
referring to the:

• contradictions
established by a
professional-academic
discourse

• dilemmas established
by a professional-
academic discourse

Do the messages made by individuals
challenge a particular professional-
academic discourse?

Table 4.4  Analytic Tools for Interview Data
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1   The generosity of the Head of Department of the Daybreak SHS Intensive Language Unit, and
systemic policy officers, in making available school records and the following unpublished documents for
this study is gratefully acknowledged: i) Culturally Inclusive Curriculum: A Discussion Paper; and ii)
Social Justice: The Experience of One High School.  However, for the sake of confidentiality, these
records and documents cannot be referenced in the conventional manner.  Conventional referencing
would reveal the identity of both Daybreak SHS and the study�s participants.
2   �Social Justice Committees� were formed during the 1990s for the purpose of guiding the
recontextualising of the emergent social justice policies in particular schools.  These committees were
generally comprised of members of the school administration, teaching staff, paraprofessional staff with
duties related to social justice target groups, students and community representatives (Dooley et al. 2000).
3   A �pre-service teacher� is a student enrolled in an initial teacher training program at university (a
�student teacher� or �teacher trainee�).  The pre-service teacher at Daybreak SHS undertook her survey of
multicultural provisions as part of her practicum experience.
4   This quotation is taken from Social Justice: The Experience of One High School.
5   Explicit reference to a research report published by the two teachers who pilotted the cultural
understandings key competency cannot be made for the sake of the confidentiality of Daybreak SHS and
this study�s participants.
6  Pseudonymous names have been chosen for their similarity to the participants� real names (e.g., English
names have been given to Chinese students who used English names).
7  According to a senior policy officer from Education Queensland, teachers with particular responsibility
for the implementation of social justice policies were sometimes designated as �social justice
coordinators�.  This informal label was applied to teachers who added social justice work to their regular
teaching duties, as well as to those who worked in jobs with a social justice component, or full-time
positions dedicated to social justice (Dooley et al. 2000).
8  The administration of these forms was one of the ethical procedures required and approved by both the
Ethics Committee at Griffith University and Education Queensland in 1996.  Ongoing progress reports
were provided to the Ethics Committee by the Chief Investigators of the large project during 1996-99.
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CHAPTER FIVE
GEOGRAPHY LESSONS FOR TAIWANESE STUDENTS

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to report findings relating to two of the specific research

questions posed in Chapter One.  The first of the questions is concerned with geography

teachers� practices for promoting the participation of Taiwanese students in lessons

delivered to culturally diverse Australian secondary school classes.  The second

question is concerned with the construction of impediments to Taiwanese students�

participation in those practices.  In Chapter Four two impressions relevant to these

questions emerged from the initial analysis of the classroom data set.  Briefly, it was

found that the geography teachers� efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese

students occurred in both of the activity types that were used for many functions in the

lessons: i) a range of forms of teacher-directed dialogue; and ii) independent written

work.  A set of analytic tools for intensive analysis of these data was then formulated.

Given the notion of �languages of description� expounded in Chapter Four, the analytic

tools not only facilitate description of the empirical detail of the data, but are also

translatable to the concepts of the theoretical perspective established in Chapter Three.

In the present chapter the analytic tools are applied to the classroom data, addressing

each of the specific research questions in turn.  The findings are related to the research

literature on Chinese and ESL students that was reviewed in Chapter Two, with

conclusions drawn in the terms of the study�s primarily Bernsteinian theoretical

perspective.

This chapter�s findings pertain to the under-researched possibility that so-called �Asian�

or �Chinese� dispositions to learning are actually produced in Western schools.  The

research on �the Chinese learner� reviewed in Chapter Two suggested that Chinese

students� dispositions are not necessarily only cultural (e.g., �Confucian�) as is often

claimed, but functional responses to the contingencies of classroom interaction in

Chinese societies: large classes; factually-oriented examinations; over-crowded

curricula; and the foreign instructional medium of English (Kember & Gow 1991;

Watkins 1996b).  This research suggests that Chinese students may arrive in Australia

with instructional dispositions differing somewhat from those of their Western

counterparts, but that these students are remarkably adaptable to the expectations of
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Australian pedagogic contexts (Biggs 1996; Mak & Chan 1995; Salili 1996; Volet &

Renshaw 1995, 1996; Volet, Renshaw & Tietzel 1994).  In this literature it was

concluded that persistent dispositional differences on the part of Chinese students may

be produced in Western classrooms.  Factually-oriented examinations, and the language

demands of lessons taught to classes with a mix of native English and ESL speakers,

were cited as conditions within which so-called �Chinese� characteristics might be

produced in Western classrooms (Biggs & Watkins 1996; Renshaw & Volet 1995;

Volet & Renshaw 1996).

The SAL researchers� suppositions, as concluded in Chapter Two, were plausible given

the findings of classroom talk research and research on ESL learners in mainstream

classes.  For over 30 years, studies of classroom talk have consistently contradicted

claims about the student-centredness of Western pedagogy, indicating that strong

teacher control typifies secondary schooling.  The classroom talk studies have also

reported that it is generally considered good practice to strengthen teacher control even

further for students who are unable to participate, especially for low achieving students

or students who are culturally distant from the teacher (Cazden 1988; Mehan 1974;

Shuy 1988).  In addition, it was shown in Chapter Two that students who arrive in

English-speaking societies as adolescents and enter classes organised in this fashion are

likely to have limited CALP in English throughout their secondary school years (Collier

1987, 1989; Cummins 1991, 1994; Cummins et al. 1984; Harklau 1994; Roessingh

1999).  These findings suggest that conditions within which Taiwanese and other

students could be socialised into so-called Chinese characteristics are, indeed, typically

in place in Australian schools.  The theoretical perspective introduced in Chapter Three

makes it possible to document and explicate such a possibility within this study�s

classroom data set.  Analytic tools for realising this possibility were derived in Chapter

Four.

This chapter has three main sections.  In the first section findings pertaining to the

research question about geography teachers� practices for promoting the participation of

Taiwanese students in mainstream classes are reported.  In the second section of the

chapter findings pertaining to the question about the construction of impediments to

Taiwanese students� participation are addressed.  The chapter concludes with a

discussion of the findings as evidence for the supposition that the instructional
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dispositions of Chinese students might be produced in Western pedagogic contexts as

has been suggested variously in the literature on both Chinese and ESL students and

classroom talk.

Promoting Participation

Research Question One

The first of the questions directed at this study�s corpus of classroom data was as

follows:

• How do teachers promote the participation of Taiwanese students in mainstream
geography lessons?

Lessons, it was established in Chapter Three, are dynamic social events produced in the

interaction of teacher and students.  The selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of

instruction, in addition to the social conduct, character and manner of classroom

participants, are variously controlled by the teacher or students in these events.  The

stronger the teacher control, the less the discursive demand on students.  Manipulation

of teacher control is, therefore, one way in which classroom practice can be adapted for

students who are otherwise unable to participate, or are thought to be unable to

participate.  Manipulation of classroom organisation is another way of adapting practice

for this same end.  Classroom talk is notable for being so organised that all students can

be held accountable for aspects of the content and directions they witness being

conveyed in interactions between the teacher and other students.  This multiple layering

of classroom talk, like the teacher-student relation, can be manipulated to promote the

participation of particular students.  The aim of such efforts is to enable the students to

recognise and realise the meanings appropriate in a given pedagogic context, thereby

socialising them into the desired content and social dispositions.  Given these

understandings, this study�s research question about the adaptation of pedagogy for

Taiwanese students was re-specified as follows:

• Efforts to promote the classroom participation of Taiwanese students are
demonstrated in terms of the moment-by-moment manipulation of teacher-student
interaction and class organisation.
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• The manipulation of teacher-student interaction is observed in the framing of the
selection, sequence, pace and criteria of knowledge, and social character, conduct
and manner, that is achieved through the activities, moves and acts that constitute
lessons.

• The manipulation of class organisation is observed in the classification of acquirers
that is achieved in the formation of interactive parties to activities, moves and acts.

• Efforts to promote Taiwanese students� participation in lessons are evident in the
distribution of particular interactive expectations to these students as members of
particular interactive parties within the class.  Interactive expectations constitute the
pedagogic unit realised in classroom practice and represent relations of symbolic
control.  The membership of interactive parties constitutes the organisational unit
realised in classroom practice and represents relations of symbolic power.

• The distribution of particular interactive expectations is understood in terms of
recognition and realisation rules.  Acquisition of the capacity to recognise the
meanings that are required in a context represents socialisation into recognition
rules.  Acquisition of the capacity to realise those meanings in the appropriate form
represents socialisation into realisation rules.

• The congruence between the categories of acquirer formed in the classroom practice
and the group of students from Taiwan indexes the specialisation of pedagogy for
these students as teachers adapt their lessons for them.

The preliminary findings of the classroom data analyses reported in Chapter Four were

that a small number of whole class activities occurred in every case study lesson,

namely various forms of teacher-directed dialogue and independent written work.  The

two types of activity were similar in two ways.  Firstly, as whole class activities, both

had strong internal classification.  Secondly, as teacher-controlled activities, both had

strong internal framing.  The case study lessons were therefore typical of those that have

been described by classroom talk researchers in Western countries, and implicated in

the production of so-called �Chinese� or �Asian� characteristics by SAL researchers.

The analyses reported in the remainder of this chapter pertain to the provision made for

Taiwanese students in these typical pedagogic conditions.  Briefly, it will be recalled

from Chapter Four that these are findings of stronger teacher control of dialogue and

independent written work (namely Seatwork) for Taiwanese and certain other students.

In presenting the classroom data it is useful to distinguish dialogic from independent

written activities.  This difference pertains to the witness position that sometimes exists
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in the acquiring party because of the multiple layering of spoken discourse.  Generally,

the acquiring parties of whole class dialogue have a witness position; the acquiring

parties of whole class Seatwork do not.  The preliminary analyses reported in Chapter

Four indicated that Taiwanese students were generally in the witness position during

dialogue.  On the rare occasions that Taiwanese students were expected to take up the

spokesperson position on behalf of the acquiring party, the framing of the interaction

was strengthened.  In independent written work, in contrast, framing was regularly

strengthened for Taiwanese students, with the effect, it is argued, that a witness position

was created in an activity where such a position does not normally exist.  This adaptive

logic is now documented and explicated through illustrative analysis of indicative data.

Attention is drawn to the changes in classificatory and framing values, and hence, to the

relations of power and control, by which the pedagogic and organisational units were

adapted for the Taiwanese students.  Dialogic activities are examined firstly, and then

independent written work.

Promoting participation in dialogue

Overt efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students in dialogue were rare in

the case study lessons.  The only dialogic activities adapted for these students were

Triadic Dialogue Reviews of testable content and True Content Dialogue about Taiwan.

Both types of dialogue were found to be framed more strongly for Taiwanese and

certain other students than for the class in general.  In what follows data illustrating the

two activities are examined.

Triadic Dialogue Reviews for Taiwanese students

Triadic Dialogue, it was stated in Chapter Four, can serve many functions.  This form of

dialogue was enacted repeatedly with the whole class in the preliminary, main and/or

post-lesson phases of every case study lesson.  The activity served the following

functions:

• Systematic Review of technical terms introduced previously;

• Incidental recall of previously introduced technical terms and other esoteric content;

• Identification of mundane discourse on the experiential world that was directly
relevant to the esoteric topic at hand (e.g., local historical knowledge, types of
tourist accommodation, the Australian natural environment); and
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• Identification of the ordinary, everyday meanings of words that were to be given a
technical valeur for the purpose of transmission-acquisition of a given esoteric
discourse (e.g., �sequence� ! �sequential occupance�).

From Chapter Four it will be recalled that the core moves of Triadic Dialogue are:

(pseudo) Teacher Question � Student Answer � Teacher Evaluation.  When enacted

with the whole class, this activity entails interaction between a single person

transmitting party (the teacher) and a multi-person acquiring party (all of the students).

Given the multiple layering of classroom talk, it is often sufficient for a single student to

engage with the teacher as spokesperson on behalf of the acquiring party.  This student

constructs Student Answer moves witnessed by the other students.  With the exception

of Review, this arrangement was typical of the case study lessons.  What is important

for this study is that there was only one instance in the eight lessons where a Chinese

student voluntarily assumed the spokesperson position.  Moreover, the teachers only

occasionally induced Taiwanese, Chinese or Asian students to take up that position.  In

other words, Taiwanese and certain other students were generally witnesses to whole

class Triadic Dialogue involving the incidental recall of previously introduced technical

content and the introduction of everyday language and mundane discourse into lessons.

The teachers� expectations of Taiwanese students in whole class Triadic Dialogue are

consistent with the classroom talk and ESL researchers� finding that only the most

competent students are expected to speak on behalf of the class.  The pedagogic logic of

this becomes apparent when Triadic Dialogue is understood as a transformation of

monologue that is dedicated to the introduction of pre-determined content into the

lesson (Lemke 1990).  A reply from a single student is all that is needed, and the more

rapid and accurate the reply, the better the dialogue draws student attention to the pre-

determined content.  That Taiwanese students were not expected to take up the

spokesperson position means that they were categorised, in practice, amongst those

members of the acquiring party who shared the momentary co-attribute of not

contributing in this way.  Against this background, it is interesting that some effort to

promote Taiwanese students� participation was evident when Triadic Dialogue was used

for Review purposes.
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Review is a purely functional activity that can be enacted through several different

interactive structures � Triadic Dialogue included.  This activity was found repeatedly

in the classroom data set, with seven Review activities being observed in the

preliminary, main and/or post-lesson phases of the eight lessons.  These activities were

concerned with the technical terms that were to feature in the upcoming unit test, for

example, terms for coastal landforms and landform processes (e.g., �constructive

waves�, �fetch�) and for settlement processes (e.g., �sequential occupance�, �ribbon

development�).  The Reviews of these terms were enacted variously through Seatwork

and a practice test with subsequent �Going Over� activities conducted in External Text

Dialogue.  Review was also conducted in Triadic Dialogue.  Triadic Dialogue Reviews

differed from other types of Triadic Dialogue because the teachers tolerated, and

sometimes encouraged, chorus replies from the whole class acquiring party.  Moreover,

unlike other instances of Triadic Dialogue, in Triadic Dialogue Reviews, Taiwanese and

other Chinese, Asian and ESL students were marked as potential spokespersons, if not

induced to take up that position.  Extract 5.1a is illustrative.

Extract 5.1a was taken from a Triadic Dialogue Review inserted into the preparatory

phase of a preliminary lesson Seatwork activity initiated by Ms Watson on discovering

that most of the class had not completed their homework.  For homework the teacher

had required the students to write a paragraph using technical terms introduced in the

previous week in preparation for the upcoming unit test.  Before proceeding with the

planned lesson, Ms Watson conducted a group version of the homework task.  The

Groupwork was preceded by a Review of the testable technical terms:

Extract 5.1a (Lesson 3)

  1 Ms Watson: ((to the whole class))  I had planned my lesson on the fact
that you would finish this ((paragraph for homework)). � So
I suggest that everyone at every table combine their efforts
and produce a paragraph with some key words ((from last
week)) in it � So we might begin by everyone from every
table, at least one person from every table, contributing some
key words, starting with you Andrew ((at Table G)), you�ve
got so much to say.  What is one word you should use?
Geographers� words�

In the opening turn of the Triadic Dialogue activity represented in Extract 5.1a two

parties were set up: a transmitting party (Ms Watson); and an acquiring party (the whole
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class).  As all of the students in the class were engaged in the one task with the teacher,

either as spokespersons for the acquiring party (�at least one person from every table�),

or witnesses within that party, the classification of these pedagogic agents was strong.

In addition, the framing of the relation between transmitter and acquirer was strong.

The transmitter guided the acquirers to select certain content, establishing the criteria

for what would count as a correct answer: �What is one word you should use?

Geographers� words��  For the acquiring party, the communicative obligation in this

activity was to construct Student Answers by selecting content in accord with the

evaluative criteria.  Individual members of the acquiring party were obliged to either

speak on behalf of the party or to witness such speech.

As stated above, Taiwanese and certain other students were generally not expected to

take up a position other than witness in Triadic Dialogue activities.  In the Triadic

Dialogue Review, however, Ms Watson flagged the possibility of every student taking

up the spokesperson position before modifying that expectation: �we might begin by

everyone from every table, at least one person from every table, contributing some key

words�.  As there was a table of Chinese students in the room, this meant that one of

those students was expected to assume the spokesperson position.  For this study the

interest lies in the strengthening of framing to enable the Taiwanese student, Jenny, to

participate in this way.  This adaptation of the activity is illustrated in Extract 5.1b

which opens towards the end of the first turn of Extract 5.1a.  It should be noted that the

names of Taiwanese, Chinese or Asian students have been italicised for ease of

reference.

Extract 5.1b (Lesson 3)

  1 Ms Watson: ((to the whole class)) � What is one word you should use?
Geographers� words, not

  2 Alana: ((at Table G))  Development.
  3 Ms Watson: Excuse me?
  4 Alana: Development.
  5 Ms Watson:. Development is one word, thank you
  6 Female student: Settlement.
  7 Robert: ((Table D))  Settlement.
  8 Ms Watson:. Settlement is another
  9 Andrew: ((Table G))  Indigenous.
10 Ms Watson: Indigenous would be good, if you could spell it. �.  Okay,

one word to use in this, come on Jenny ((at Table A with
George, Nancy, Matt and Wayne)), I know you�re thinking of
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one.  You can tell Wayne and he can tell me, you don�t want
to (shout).  ((to Nicky, Rula, Daria and Biljiana at Table E))
Girls in the middle.  ((to a student whose reply was not
picked up on the audio-tape?)) I haven�t taught you that, it�s
got to be in those lists of words you�ve got.

11 Stella: ((Table C))  Impact.
12 Ms Watson: Impact�d be good, yep, Don?
13 Don: ((Table F))  Population.
14 Ms Watson: Population would be good, Biljiana?
15 Biljiana: ((Table E))  Town planning.
16 Ms Watson: Town planning would be fine, yeah, sure, Jenny, Robert?

In the Triadic Dialogue Review represented in Extract 5.1b, the teacher promoted the

participation of the Taiwanese student, Jenny, as the spokesperson for the whole class

acquiring party.  Framing was strengthened through the pressure Ms Watson applied in

two Nomination moves (Turns 10, 16) and in more extended verbal form: �Come on

Jenny, I know you�re thinking of one� (Turn 10).  This pressure made the pacing of the

activity itself more explicit for Jenny than it was for the other students in the class.

Attention was drawn to the answers Jenny was supposed to be able to construct.

Framing of the activity was also strengthened as Ms Watson made the criteria for

producing a correct answer more explicit: �You can tell Wayne and he can tell me, you

don�t want to (shout)� (Turn 10).  The inferential demands made of Jenny were in this

way reduced: the �how� of pedagogy was made more explicit as Jenny was told exactly

what to do in the interaction.

The strengthening of framing for Jenny entailed the formation of a sub-category within

the whole class acquiring party.  This sub-category consisted of Jenny, a student for

whom interactive expectations were modified to promote participation in the whole

class activity.  Classification is strong when all the students in a class are engaged in the

one activity, but is strengthened even further when a sub-category is formed to facilitate

this common engagement.  In the activity represented in Extract 5.1b it was only Jenny

who was expected to take up the spokesperson position.  The other Chinese students at

her table remained as witnesses.  Nonetheless, the possibility of all students taking up

the spokesperson position � Chinese students presumably included � was flagged: �we

might begin by everyone from every table, at least one person from every table,

contributing�.  This might be viewed simply as a �false start� on Ms Watson�s part.

However, it is interesting that the same phenomenon occurred in the two other Triadic
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Dialogue Review activities.  In those activities Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian or

ESL students were marked as potential spokespersons for the whole class acquiring

party, if not actually made to take up that position.  Extract 5.2 is illustrative.

Extract 5.2 was taken from a preliminary lesson Triadic Dialogue Review activity

taught by Ms Macara.  The activity was sandwiched between the showing of a video on

coastal landform management and Triadic Dialogue about the content of the video.  In

reading this extract it should be noted that �the boys in the middle� were nine �Asian

males� (as Ms Macara regularly referred to them in informal conversation with the

researcher during the data production period, but not in her classroom or interview talk).

In Ms Macara�s class these students generally sat in the middle of the classroom, while

male East European, male and female Anglo-Australian, and a few other Asian male

students, sat around the perimeter of the room.

Extract 5.2 (Lesson 7)

  1 Ms Macara: � What do we call the sorts of waves that remove sand from
beaches?  Beg your pardon?  Can�t hear you.

  2 Rachel: De-struc-tive
  3 Ms Macara: The boys in the middle, what do we call them?  What sort of

waves are they?  Destructive waves.  Now destructive waves
of course, and they are usually very turbulent so they have a
very strong force, the backwash that comes back down from
the beach after the destructive wave is extremely strong and
it�s that backwash that takes the sand away from the beach
with a destructive wave.

The �boys in the middle� were nominated to repeat an already correct reply to the

Teacher Question.  Clearly, a Student Answer from a single spokesperson was not

sufficient for the dialogue to proceed in this case.  Indeed, Ms Macara seemed to

encourage shouted, choral Student Answers to her Review questions: �Beg your

pardon?  Can�t hear you� (Turn 1).  Taiwanese students (who were among the nine

Asian males in the centre of the room) were encouraged to be part of the multi-person

spokesperson that was expected to call out on behalf of the whole class acquiring party:

�The boys in the middle, what do we call them?� (Turn 3).  It is therefore suggested that

the categorisation, �the boys in the middle�, functioned as a sub-category within the

larger, whole class category sharing the momentary co-attribute of supposedly having

acquired certain content.  Members of this sub-category were not actually expected to
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take up the spokesperson position: the Nomination move was downgraded to a Teacher

Preparation move in a monologue.  It is arguable, however, that the downgraded

Nomination move worked to elicit the attention of the sub-category members.

Moreover, it is arguable also that this move worked to establish for the witnesses the

very strong pacing of the unit, the expectation that every student had acquired certain

content.  This is arguably the work of Ms Watson�s rhetorical statement that �everyone

from every table, at least one person from every table� was expected to take up the

spokesperson position in the Review represented in Extract 5.1a.

In summary, Triadic Dialogue was used to both develop new content in the case study

lessons and to Review testable elements of previously introduced content.  With respect

to content development, dialogue was not overtly adapted for Taiwanese students.  This

lack of adaptation was contingent upon the content development function: Taiwanese

students were amongst those who were momentarily categorised as unable to contribute

the rapid, accurate replies required to introduce new content for which all witnesses

were to be accountable.  In contrast, overt adaptation occurred when Triadic Dialogue

was used to Review testable content.  Framing was tightened through Nomination and

other verbal pressuring moves.  This adaptation was contingent upon the content

Review function: Taiwanese students were amongst those categorised as being

supposed to have acquired certain content; the strong framing of the interaction with

these students arguably established the strong framing of the pace of the unit as a whole

for all the witnesses.

The preceding commentaries indicate that the adaptation of Triadic Dialogue for

Taiwanese students can be understood within contingencies peculiar to classroom

interaction, namely the transmission and acquisition of a pre-determined load of content

in a pre-specified time period to/by a large group of acquirers.  If the stronger framing

of the adapted interaction constitutes a mechanism for socialisation into the dispositions

of the so-called �Chinese� learner, then the production of those dispositions is

contingent upon the peculiarities of classroom interaction.  Moreover, the distribution of

particular dispositions through that mechanism may be initiated, at least sometimes, by

the demonstrated incapacity of students to fulfil their communicative obligations within

the whole class acquiring party: �the boys in the middle� (Extract 5.2) and �Jenny�

(Extract 5.1b) were nominated to speak when they had not called replies out as was
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accepted, if not explicitly required, by the case study teachers.  The students were not

categorised, overtly, by cultural attributes (e.g., �Taiwanese�, �Chinese�, �migrant� and

so forth).  There was, however, one instance in the data set where such attributes were

rendered overtly salient in the classroom interaction.  Those data, drawn from a True

Content Dialogue activity, are now analysed.

True Content Dialogue

Like all dialogic forms, True Dialogue can serve multiple functions.  In the case study

lessons, different functions were served by extended and brief stretches of True

Dialogue.  Extended stretches of True Dialogue were used to bring students� mundane

knowledge into the instructional text as a basis for developing esoteric knowledge.  In

contrast, brief stretches of True Dialogue were used to check on student progress and

understanding, generally in relation to Seatwork.  Most of the extended stretches of

True Dialogue (hereafter: �True Content Dialogue�) were teacher-initiated.  The only

instance of student-initiated True Content Dialogue occurred in the post-lesson phase of

one lesson when a student asked Ms Watson whether she had been disappointed at not

being able to participate in the Year 10 Geography field trip.  It is the extended stretches

of teacher-initiated True Content Dialogue that are analysed here because these were

used to promote the participation of Taiwanese students as speakers.  The brief stretches

of True Dialogue (hereafter: True Checking Dialogue) are analysed later in this chapter

when findings pertaining to the impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in the

case study classes are reported.

Extended stretches of True Content Dialogue occurred in a lesson taught by each of the

two case study teachers.  In the preliminary and post-lesson phases of one of her

lessons, Ms Kathleen Watson made extensive use of True Content Dialogue to

introduce mundane content tangential to the main lesson.  This content was drawn from

students� experience of either the Year 10 Geography field trip to the Gold Coast or

private visits to Gold Coast and overseas beaches.  In the main lesson phase of one of

her lessons, Ms Patricia Macara used True Content Dialogue to draw conclusions based

on the students� experience of a Seatwork activity that entailed a simulation of

unplanned city growth.
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The core moves of True Content Dialogue are (real) Teacher Question and Student

Answer.  In the case study lessons these moves were enacted by a single person

transmitting party (the teacher) and a multi-person acquiring party (the whole class).  It

was always sufficient for a single student to engage with the teacher as spokesperson on

behalf of the acquiring party, with the other students as witness to the interaction.

Chorus replies neither occurred nor were encouraged by the teachers as they sometimes

were in Triadic Dialogue.  Indeed, Nomination moves were used extensively, although

there was one True Content Dialogue activity where these moves were absent and

calling out (by Anglo-Australian girls) was accepted.  Given the two-party, whole class

form of interaction that constitutes True Content Dialogue, it is clear that the

classification of pedagogic agents for the activity was strong because all the students

were engaged in the one task.  The communicative obligation of the transmitting party

was to elicit suitable experience from the acquiring party; that of the acquiring party, to

construct a reply from such experience.

Only one True Content Dialogue activity was overtly adapted for Taiwanese students.

This activity is represented in Extract 5.3.  The extract was taken from the first lesson

taught by Ms Watson after the Year 10 geography field trip.  During that lesson, Ms

Watson approached the table of Chinese students.  At the time, work booklets were

being distributed in preparation for the main lesson.  The preliminary lesson had

consisted of True Content Dialogue with students who had been on the field trip (none

of whom was Chinese) and a video depicting Gold Coast beaches.

Extract 5.3 (Lesson 1)

  1 Ms Watson: ((speaking to George at Table A while booklets were being
distributed.  Students at other tables were chatting socially))
Have you been to the beach much?  Been to the Gold Coast?
Never been to the Gold Coast, George?

  2 George: One (   ).
  3 Ms Watson: One time, when?
  4 George: Two years ago.
  5 Ms Watson: Really?
  6 George: Yes.
  7 Ms Watson: Have you been to the Gold Coast, Lee, when?
  8 Lee: ((at adjacent table))  (   )
  9 Ms Watson: (   ) Matt, have you been to the Gold Coast?
10 Matt: ((Either gestures affirmatively or says something that is not

picked up by the audio-tape)).
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11 Ms Watson: Much, many times?
12 Matt: ((Either gestures negatively or says something that is not picked

up by the audio-tape)).
13 Ms Watson: Only once.  There are beaches in Hong Kong, real beaches or

make-believe beaches, indoor beach?  Is there beach in Hong
Kong, Taiwan?  Taiwan must have beaches, it�s an island, so are
the beaches in Taiwan different from the beach at the Gold Coast?

14 Matt or George: Yeah.
15 Ms Watson: Why?
16 Jenny: In Taiwan has many (   )
17 Ms Watson: Much sand?
18 Jenny: In Taiwan it�s very dirty.
19 Ms Watson: That�s because all of Taiwan�s got all that rubbish buried

underneath.  ((To the whole class as the activity shifts from being
a small group dialogue to a whole class dialogue)):  Okay.  Reg,
there are beaches in Croatia?

20 Reg: Yeah.
21 Ms Watson: Yeah, ((to whole class)) all right, I want to hear something about

the beaches from all these other countries, ((to Reg)) so what is
the beach like?

22 Reg: It doesn�t have sand.  It�s only small rocks.  The water isn�t really
clear and there isn�t any waves.  It�s like

23 Ms Watson: Little waves.
24 Reg: Yeah.
25 Ms Watson: Okay, so they�re small, no surf.
26 Reg: No, no surf.
27 Ms Watson: So they�re small waves, little stones, nice round pebbles, aren�t

they?
28 Reg: Yep.
29 Ms Watson: Yep, okay, Jenny, on the other hand is telling us that the beach in

Taiwan has sand and what sort of waves, surf, big waves?
30 Jenny: No.
31 Ms Watson: Small, little waves?
32 Jenny: Yeah, small.
33 Ms Watson: But there must be times when the waves are not small.
34 Jenny: (   )
35 Ms Watson: Okay, shush, Jenny was also telling me that the sand in Taiwan

is not as, not the type of sand as the sand at the Gold Coast.
There�s a bit of pollution, isn�t there?

((The dialogue continued with other migrant students being
asked to describe the beaches in their countries of origin.))

In the True Content Dialogue activity represented in Extract 5.3 the whole class

acquiring party constructed from Turn 19 was sub-categorised, in the first instance, into

a grouping with the capacity to take up the position of spokesperson, and a grouping

without that capacity.  In this case, the sub-categorisation was predicated on the

instructional relevance of experience that migrant students could bring to the lesson.
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Being a migrant was apparently assumed to give students access to particular

knowledge which the teacher wanted introduced into the lesson (�I want to hear

something about the beaches from all these other countries� (Turn 21)).  Members of

this grouping were potential spokespersons for the whole class acquiring party.  This is

the only instance in the eight case study lessons where this principle of categorisation

was applied; where Chinese students were overtly constructed as potential

spokespersons on the basis of their experience outside the lesson.  There was no other

example in the eight case study lessons where students were overtly constructed as

�migrants� (or any other category built upon supposedly privileged access to particular

knowledge from outside the lesson).  This was an unexpected finding.  At the time,

exponents of Queensland�s cultural equity policies commonly advocated the inclusion

of diverse student experiences in curriculum.  Indeed, as was stated in Chapter Four,

initiatives had been undertaken in this regard at Daybreak SHS.

As migrants, Taiwanese students were potential spokespersons in the �beaches of the

world� activity, as it was dubbed by Ms Watson, because of their access to knowledge

about overseas beaches.  Incapacity to fulfil the communicative obligations attendant on

this position, however, meant that the category, �potential spokespersons� was itself sub-

categorised in practice.  Stronger framing of interaction was directed at Jenny alone of

all the students who were nominated to speak in the activity.  The interesting point

about the interaction between the Taiwanese student, Jenny, as spokesperson for the

acquiring party, and the teacher as transmitting party (Turns 29 � 35), is the relative

degree of teacher control of the interaction.

Unlike another five students nominated to speak in the whole class dialogue (and unlike

the small group dialogue), Jenny was not expected to enact a Student Answer entailing a

content reply to the whole class group.  The Teacher Questions directed at Jenny

elicited a series of decision replies about waves (e.g., �� surf, big waves?�) followed

by an agreement reply (i.e., �There�s a bit of pollution, isn�t there?�).  It was Ms Watson

who introduced the content in the whole class section of the activity, with some

reference back to content introduced by Jenny before the activity was extended to the

whole class, namely Jenny�s comment about the dirty sand on Taiwanese beaches.  In

contrast, the other five students were all expected to construct at least one content reply

about the physical features of the beaches in their countries of origin during the whole
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class activity.  Less demanding expectations were thus made of Jenny alone of all the

spokespersons in the whole class section of the activity.  Content was specified for

Jenny as it was not for the others.  She was expected to construct replies about �wave

size� and �beach pollution� as introduced into the whole class activity by Ms Watson

(albeit, on the basis of Jenny�s contribution in the earlier small group activity).  The

other migrant students, in contrast, were expected to not only describe the physical

features of the beaches in their countries of origin, but also to identify which physical

features of beaches they would thus describe (e.g., sand, rocks, water clarity, waves and

so forth).

In summary, True Content Dialogue was used to bring relevant student experience into

the case study lessons.  In the first instance, then, the adaptation of the activity for the

Taiwanese student was contingent upon this.  In the second instance, however, this

adaptation was contingent upon the momentary attributes of the student in relation to

the activity.  The Taiwanese student was constructed as a member of a sub-category

requiring more strongly framed elicitative forms.  Like Triadic Dialogue Review then,

True Content Dialogue was adapted for Taiwanese students within the contingencies of

the transmission and acquisition of a pre-determined load of content.  Moreover, the

analysis of the True Content Dialogue data also suggests that if the stronger framing of

the adapted interaction constitutes a mechanism for socialisation into so-called

�Chinese� dispositions, then those dispositions are contingent upon the particularities of

classroom interaction as pedagogic interaction.

Discussion: the adaptation of dialogue

Analysis of the classroom data set indicated that the case study lessons, with their

strongly framed dialogic activities, were typical of Western schooling as described in

the classroom talk literature.  The main finding was that these standard classroom

arrangements were rarely adapted overtly for Taiwanese students.  In practice, the

Taiwanese students were categorised amongst those who were accountable for the

content they witnessed being introduced into classroom discourse by the interaction

between the teacher and students who provided the rapid, accurate replies required for

dialogic content development.  This finding is consistent with the SAL researchers�

supposition that silence and other so-called �Chinese� dispositions to learning can be

produced in the pedagogic conditions of Western classrooms.  In Bernsteinian terms
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(1996) such socialisation represents the acquisition of rules for recognising the

meanings that are required in a particular pedagogic context, but not the rules for

realising those meanings in the appropriate form.

The pedagogic mechanism for socialising some students into silence was explained in

the analysis by considering the standard dialogic arrangement of Western classrooms as

a transformation of monologue dedicated to the transmission and acquisition of a pre-

determined body of content to a large student group.  In practice, Taiwanese students

were momentarily categorised amongst those sharing the co-attribute of not making the

rapid, accurate replies expected of acquirers in this arrangement.  In Bernsteinian terms

this categorising work is understood as an effect of relations of symbolic power.  This

power produces the organisational unit, that is, the categorisation of transmitter and

acquirer inherent in the selection of one or another dialogic arrangement.  In the case of

the standard classroom arrangement of Triadic Dialogue, for example, an organisational

unit consisting of a transmitter, in addition to spokesperson acquirers and witness

acquirers, is produced.  These categories are carried by the relations of control inherent

in the dialogue � the pedagogic unit.  Students who are able to orient to the pedagogic

unit are positioned as spokespersons; those who are not are positioned as witnesses.

There was thus the potential for a differential distribution of realisation rules (Bernstein

1996).  In this study, that is, there was potential for some students to be socialised into

the so-called �Chinese� disposition of silence.

Consistent with the classroom talk literature, the second finding of the analysis of the

dialogic data was that when the case study lessons were adapted for Taiwanese students,

the framing of the transmitter-acquirer relation was strengthened.  Some researchers in

the area of classroom talk have reported that teachers ask progressively less demanding

questions of otherwise silent students (Cazden 1988; Mehan 1974; Shuy 1988).

Similarly, this study found that stronger framing was occasionally used to elicit the

attention of Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students as witnesses, if not

to position them as spokespersons, in dialogue.

Taiwanese and certain other students were sub-categorised in practice as being unable to

carry the discursive load of accountability as witnesses or participation as

spokespersons.  In Bernsteinian terms, the adaptation of the lessons for these students
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entailed making explicit the rules for recognising the meanings that were required, if not

the rules for realising those meanings appropriately.  In the analysis this adaptive logic

was explained in terms of the functions of Review and True Content Dialogue.  The

relations of symbolic power exercised in the selection of these social arrangements

created categories of witness and spokesperson acquirer that were potentially distributed

to Taiwanese students on the basis of their prior schooling or interactively salient

membership of groupings from outside the lesson.  However, Taiwanese students were

among those who were unable to orient to the power relations in which they were

involved, or the relations of control by which those power relations were carried.  For

these students, framing was strengthened to make recognition and realisation rules more

explicit.

It is suggested that both the adaptation and the non-adaptation of dialogue for

Taiwanese students in the case study lessons represent mechanisms by which these

students might be socialised into so-called �Chinese� dispositions as supposed by the

SAL researchers.  In a Bernsteinian explanation of the differential distribution of

subjectivity through pedagogy, these mechanisms have been explicated in terms of the

distribution of recognition and realisation rules.  In what follows this explanation is

extended to the adaptation of Seatwork for Taiwanese students in the case study lessons.

Promoting participation in Seatwork

Like Triadic Dialogue, Seatwork can serve multiple functions in classroom interaction.

In the case study lessons, Seatwork was used primarily for developing new content,

although the activity was occasionally used for the function of Review.  Like Triadic

Dialogue also, Seatwork was represented frequently in the data set.  The activity

occurred in the preliminary phase of two of the case study lessons, in addition to the

main phase of each of the eight case study lessons.

Seatwork, like Triadic and True Content Dialogue, was a whole class activity.  It

entailed interaction between a single person transmitting party (the teacher) and a multi-

person acquiring party (all the students).  The activity generally had two extended

phases: i) a spoken preparatory phase; and ii) a primarily non-spoken phase where

students worked independently as the teacher circulated around the room.  It should be

noted that the preparatory phase was sometimes enacted, in part, in Triadic Dialogue,
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although External Text Dialogue, monologue and Student Questioning Dialogue were

also found in this phase.  Transmitting and acquiring parties to the interaction were

formed, with the acquiring party sometimes consisting of a spokesperson who interacted

with the teacher and the remainder of the class as witnesses.  During the independent

phase of Seatwork the two-party arrangement remained in place.  In this phase,

however, there were no witnesses.  Every member of the acquiring party was expected

to undertake the written task independently, while the transmitter circulated around the

room providing assistance.

The assistance rendered Taiwanese and certain other students during the independent

phase of Seatwork is of relevance to the research question under investigation here.  No

obvious attempts to adapt the preparatory phase of Seatwork for Taiwanese students

were observed.  In contrast, the independent phase of the activity was nearly always

adapted for Taiwanese and certain other students.  The teachers variously encouraged

these students to copy peers� work, or provided particularised repeats of the preparatory

phase discourse.  As stated earlier, such efforts to promote the participation of

Taiwanese students effectively established a witness position in an activity where such a

position is not usual.  Analyses of indicative data are now presented to illustrate these

adaptations.

Copying

Copying from peers is generally proscribed in Western classrooms.  Indeed, some of the

research reviewed in Chapter Two identified the �Chinese� disposition to copying as one

of the fundamental problems in the transition of Chinese students to Western

educational institutions (Robinson & Kuin 1999).  It is therefore of considerable interest

that the Chinese students in Ms Kathleen Watson�s class were regularly directed to copy

their peers� work during the independent phase of Seatwork.

The general rule in Ms Watson�s class was that students were to do their �own� work.

This rule was made explicit several times during the first lesson after the Gold Coast

field trip.  Ms Watson expressed concern with the fact that another teacher had given

students answers to workbook questions during the field trip: �Are they Mr Andrews�

answers?�  And this concern turned to implicit criticism later in the lesson: �I would
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have made you all write your notes in another booklet ((and then do your own work in

your workbook))�.

Chinese students were regularly, although not always, exempted from the �do your own

work� rule in Ms Watson�s class.  The most extended example occurred in the first

lesson after the field trip (Extract 5.4 below) when Ms Watson shifted several Chinese

and non-Chinese students to ensure that every Chinese student had the opportunity to

copy from a student who was likely to have the correct answers.  Other students who

did not participate in the field trip were not given this opportunity to copy.  During other

lessons taught by Ms Watson, students were also shifted to allow some of the Chinese

students to copy.  It should be noted that Ms Macara was observed to neither encourage

nor discourage copying.

Extract 5.4 was taken from the independent phase of a main lesson Seatwork activity

taught by Ms Watson during the first lesson after the field trip.  The activity required

students to write technical definitions of development processes (e.g., �ribbon

development�) into their workbooks following a preparatory phase conducted in

External Text Dialogue and Triadic Dialogue.  During this phase, Ms Watson asked

students who had participated in the field trip to read aloud and explain the answers they

had written to the workbook questions during the trip.  The students who had not

participated were told to write down definitions from the dialogue (�say the definition

and everyone else can write it down � explain that to us while people are writing that

definition in there � it�s okay to write the definition down�).  The students were then

asked to name types of development found along the main highway and to write down

four examples in their books.  This marked the end of the preparatory phase of the

beginning of the activity (see Appendix P).  Extract 5.4 opens at the beginning of the

next, and independent, phase of the activity:

Extract 5.4 (Lesson One)

  1 Ms Watson: Okay, shush, shush, stop please.  What I need to do is just ask
you two girls ((Bea and Alana)), will you come and sit up here
((with the Chinese students)) please?  It�s just so, George you
can go and sit down there ((with Michael and Steve)), and you
can write the answers in your ((note))book and ((later)) write
them in your own ((workbook, which you have forgotten to
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bring)).  Will you just bring your booklet here, Alana, please,
so that Jenny can have a look, you and your booklet Bea, you
can come here, hey?  ((Teacher taps on desk and points to
booklet while speaking to George))  I�ll have mine back ((my
booklet from which you have been copying)).  Since you
didn�t bring your booklet ((George)), you�ll write your
answers down in your own ((note))book.  Okay, you�ve got
someone here to look onto Matt, you�re right.

  2 Michael: ((to George))  Put �(   ) time� for that, and then �changing
development� � And �changing development� is �housing
development�.

  3 Ms Watson: Now, George, the best thing that you can do is
  4 Female student: Is not look at Michael�s.
  5 Female student: Oh, right.
  6 Male student: Well, Miss it�s all right because Andie-boy gave us the

answers.
  7 Ms Watson: Are they Mr Andrews� answers?
  8 Male student: Yeah, all of them.
  9 Ms Watson: There aren�t a lot of them there.
10 Male student: That�s all we had to have.
11 Male student: Yeah, Miss can I have a book that�s finished?
12 Ms Watson: No, you can do your book the same as all the others who

didn�t go to camp are doing theirs.  Just write the number
down and the answers and Michael I�ll be coming up.

13 Michael: Miss, it�s okay, I�ve got all the answers, Miss, I�m just writing
them out in pencil and putting them in pen.

14 Ms Watson: Yeah, but that�s not very helpful for George, is it?
15 Michael: No, Bea.
16 Bea: Yeah, so you just write down one, yeah, okay.
17 Ms Watson: What I�m going to do, Bea, is give you an exercise you can do

that I will mark that�s based on the booklet.  Quiet Andrew.
18 Bea: ((to Jenny or Nancy))  Transport route, you�re on page 11.
19 Jenny or Nancy: What�s, what, oh, that�s an �m�, M-A-I-N.
20 Bea: Main.
21 Ms Watson: ((to whole class))  Okay, all right, people, ((to Rob)) there�s no

point in copying.  ((to Daria)) You�re supposed to be doing
page 5, page 5, okay.

22 Bea: ((to Jenny or Nancy))  Transport modes, M-O-D-E-S, no,
there�s only one �o�, cross one �o� out, yeah, one �o� and
�routes�.

23 Ms Watson: Okay, students please.  Let�s go on with this.  Guys, we�re
ready now to do a list of the different economic activities.  So
Bea, read us your booklet please and don�t read it too quickly
either.  That�s so everyone can check theirs and add
something to it.

Before proceeding, it is important to clarify the relationship between the field trip and the

lesson recorded in Extract 5.4.  During the field trip, students wrote answers in the

booklets used in Ms Watson�s lesson.  These answers were read aloud and elaborated
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dialogically during the lesson.  As was indicated earlier, students who had not been on the

trip were expected to write down answers from the dialogue.  It should be noted that these

students had covered some of the same content at school while their peers were on the

field trip: �I didn�t actually get them to do the same things, although they did, they did

similar things� (Interview CO30).  Those who had been on the trip were expected to

amend the answers they had already written down during Ms Watson�s lesson.  For

example, during a preparatory phase later in the activity, the following direction was

given as the students were set more independent work: �I want you to put down the

examples of amusement parks that you saw ((during the fieldtrip)) please� (Lesson 1,

emphasis added).

Later in the Seatwork activity recorded in Extract 5.4, there is evidence of a general

prohibition on copying in Ms Watson�s classes.  From the talk of Ms Watson and some of

the non-Chinese students, it is clear that copying was generally prohibited in the class.  As

Ms Watson was circulating around the room during independent Seatwork, Bea said

�Miss, (   ) has the same answers to me.  I wasn�t copying�.  Stella then added some

observations from the field trip to substantiate Bea�s claim, �Yeah, everyone�s got the

same answers because the teachers told us all�.  A male student re-iterated this

information, �Yeah, the teachers read the answers out�.  These comments highlight the

similarities between the activities enacted during the preparatory phase of Ms Watson�s

lesson and the field trip, and also indicate that the students clearly expected to be

chastised by Ms Watson for copying.  Hence, they defended themselves by attributing the

responsibility for the similarity of their answers to the teachers who had given the class

answers orally during the field trip.  A few turns later, one of the students indicated that

some of the (non-Chinese) boys had indeed been copying during the current lesson: �I

mean that they�re copying�.  Ms Watson indicated that this behaviour was unacceptable:

�We�re not having any more of that�.

The copying arrangements established by Ms Watson for the Chinese students

represented a strengthening of the classification of the already strongly classified social

order of transmitter and multi-person acquiring party.  Through sub-categorising the

acquiring party into students who were and were not permitted to copy, the teacher

strengthened, rather than weakened the classification of agents.  By making provision for

some students to copy, Ms Watson was able to continue to treat the class as a single
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acquiring party engaged in the one task.  It was possible to keep the class together for the

written Seatwork task even though some students were apparently unable to fulfil the

communicative obligations attendant upon members of the party.  It is suggested that this

was achieved by introducing an element of witnessing into the whole class acquiring

party.

During the independent phase of Seatwork, each student, as part of a multi-person

acquiring party, is supposed to engage with the written task.  In dialogue, in contrast, most

of the members of the acquiring party are, at any one moment, witnesses to the interaction

between the teacher and a spokesperson of that party.  By encouraging some students to

copy their peers� work, however, Ms Watson effectively established a witnessing position

within a whole class acquiring party otherwise engaged in independent work.  From this

position Chinese students were able to witness others fulfilling the communicative

obligations of the independent phase.  As in dialogue, students who copied could be held

accountable for that which they had witnessed.  In this case, it was the recognition rules

for an upcoming activity for which the witnesses were to be held accountable.  This was

made explicit when Ms Watson explained to Bea the necessity for the Chinese students to

have the correct answers written in their work booklets: �What I�m going to do, Bea, is

give you an exercise you can do that I will mark that�s based on the booklet� (Turn 17).

The framing of the copying version of the Seatwork activity was stronger than it was in

the �do your own work� version.  This is evident in the way Bea assisted Jenny and Nancy

to copy after Ms Watson marked the importance of right answers for the Chinese

students.  Bea left little space for the Taiwanese girls to control their activity.  She did not

merely allow Jenny and Nancy to look at her work booklet, but read her answers out, spelt

the words in these answers aloud, and corrected mis-spellings: �Transport modes, M-O-

D-E-S, no, there�s only one �o�, cross one �o� out, yeah, one �o� and �routes�� (Turn 22).

For Jenny and Nancy the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of instruction were

almost completely controlled by the co-transmitter Bea and her workbooklet.

Crucially for the argument of this chapter, the very strong framing of the copying

version of the Seatwork activity made available to the Chinese students was explicitly

denied others in the class.  It is interesting to observe that even as she was putting the

arrangements in place to make it possible for the Chinese students to copy, Ms Watson
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reiterated a general prohibition on copying to Rob, a non-ESL student: �Okay, all right,

people, there�s no point in copying� (Turn 21).  This prohibition was directed at Rob

while the whole class was called to attention, hence, all the students could be held

accountable to it.  Relatedly, this teacher refused to allow a non-Chinese student to look

at a completed work booklet: �No, you can do your book the same as all the others who

didn�t go to camp are doing theirs� (Turn 12).  Jenny, Nancy, Matt and George had not

been on the camp either, but they were clearly not included amongst �all the others�

who were to complete their work booklets without copying.  It is suggested that in

practice, the Chinese students thereby constituted a sub-category within the whole class

acquiring party.  The categorising principle was a momentary co-attribute in relation to

the topic or activity.  This sub-categorisation of the acquiring party represents a

strengthening of classification that worked towards enabling all of the students to

complete the one activity.

Chinese students were allowed to copy only under certain conditions.  When Seatwork

was used for the function of Review, George and Matt were warned not to copy, talk, or

use their dictionary: �Matt?  What are you going to do?  But you can�t look on with

George because he might get them wrong � George, no conversation and no

dictionary�.  Moreover, these Chinese boys were admonished for not knowing the

answers because they had not done their homework, and for waiting until the Going

Over Seatwork activity to write down the correct answers: �You�re always looking for

the easy option, aren�t you?�.  Clearly, copying was not an acceptable option when

there was no justifiable attribute that precluded the Chinese students from fulfilling the

communicative obligations attendant on members of the acquiring party.  When Chinese

students were supposed to share with all of their peers the co-attribute of having already

acquired certain content in previous lessons, copying was prohibited for them as it was

for students in the class in general.

In short, then, both the classification of pedagogic agents, and the framing of

instruction, were strengthened when the independent phase of Seatwork was adapted for

Chinese students in Ms Watson�s class.  The adaptive logic of this activity was thus

similar to that observed in Triadic Dialogue Reviews and True Content Dialogue.  In

what follows the same logic is identified in data illustrating �particularised repeats�, a
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strategy whereby the spoken discourse of the preparatory phase of Seatwork is repeated

for particular individuals within the whole class acquiring party.

Particularised repeats

Copying was an adaptive strategy observed only in lessons taught by Ms Watson.

Particularised repeats, in contrast, were observed during the independent phase of

Seatwork in lessons taught by both of the case study teachers.  The following analyses

illustrate the logic of this adaptive strategy.

Extract 5.5 was drawn from a lesson taught by Ms Macara.  The extract was taken from

a Seatwork activity which required the students to write a paragraph explaining the

sequence of events indicated in a series of diagrams depicting the development and

management of coastal erosion as a result of residential development on sand dunes.

During the preparatory phase Ms Macara established strong control of the activity:

�Today you�re going to write a paragraph � Have a look at those series of pictures,

you can see that they follow a sequence � You�ve got the development occurring with

the sub-division of the dunes � So, perhaps when we�re writing this paragraph we can

make some statement for our topic sentence about how building on sand dunes can

create further problems�.  Ms Macara concluded the preparatory phase of the activity

by offering particularised assistance: �If you�re not sure and you don�t understand what

I want you to do, put your hand up and I�ll come ((and help you)) ��.  With this offer

the independent phase of the activity began.  Two particularised repeats were observed.

One was directed at XiaoPing and Emma, two Asian students, one of whom was from

the PRC; and the other, at John and Hugh, two students from Taiwan.

From the transcript and audio-tape it cannot be ascertained whether or not John and

Hugh had requested assistance from Ms Macara.  The extract appears as a lengthy

monologue studded with rhetorical questions.  It is possible, however, that these

questions were actual elicitations and the Taiwanese boys� replies were not picked up

by the audio-tape � a frequent occurrence in the data set.  On the other hand, rhetorical

questions were a striking feature of Ms Macara�s pedagogy, and so it is possible that the

extract does, in fact, represent monologue.  For ease of reading and reference, the

extract has been broken into segments (not �turns�).  It should be noted that these breaks
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do not represent pauses in the teacher�s talk.  They have been imposed to highlight

analytically salient segments of an otherwise lengthy stretch of apparent monologue.

Extract 5.5 (Lesson 8)

  1 Ms Macara: ((describing a series of worksheet diagrams on the
development and management of coastal erosion to John who
was sitting beside Hugh))  So people have built houses on the
sand dunes, the dunes are being eroded and what�s happening
to the houses?  When the sand is taken away from underneath
their house, the houses can fall down, can�t they?  So to stop
that from happening, what do they do?  To stop the top of the
houses from collapsing as a result of erosion, what do they
build?  They build walls.  When they build these sea walls
though, the waves come in and bash against the sea walls.
Their houses are safe, but what about the beach, what happens
to the beach?  The sand on the beach is then taken away, isn�t
it?  So there�s no more sand on the beach, so if you went to a
beach like that you would not see any sand there, just the rocks
at low tide and the high tide would come right up.  People
couldn�t do sunbaking on the beach.  So what do they have to
do then?  The Council or the Government has to bring in sand
and dump it on this side of the sea wall so that there�s a beach
(   ).

  2 So all of this ((series of diagrams on the worksheet)) is about
problems as a result from building on sand dunes.  Just think,
this is a whole pattern of what�s happened in there.

  3 Can you just tell me in one sentence basically what that�s all
about?  This is about problems, it�s about problems.  Do you
understand what has caused the problems?  It�s about problems
that come from building on sand dunes.

  4 So how about we start off like this and say, �Building on sand
dunes at the beach can make problems�.  Just start it that way.
How about you write that down?  Have you a piece of paper?

  5 Hugh, are you doing the same thing?
  6 ((to Hugh and John))  So you can write, are you ready?

�Building on sand dunes, sand dunes, sand, S-A-N-D dunes
can lead to problems�.  Understand what I mean by �lead to�?
Things that can create or make problems, lead to, problems.
Full stop.  All right.  What�s the first point there?  Sand is
eroded away during storms and what is happening to the
house?  The houses can fall down.  Erosion during storms
takes sand away from under the houses and the houses are in
danger of falling down.  Or, during storms sand is eroded away
from the houses and (   ) the houses are threatened.  When
something is threatened it means that it�s in danger of some of
the problems we have ((Bell rings))
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Teacher control over pacing was strengthened for the two Taiwanese boys in the

particularised repeat represented in Extract 5.5.  The class in general had been simply

told that they were to write a paragraph and then left to do so.  For John and Hugh,

however, start time was explicitly controlled by the teacher: �Just start it that way.

How about you write that down?  Have you a piece of paper?  Hugh, are you doing the

same thing?  So you can write, are you ready?� (segments 4-6).  This very strong

control extended to the selection of content.  During the original preparatory phase of

the activity the teacher had established criteria for the class in general through

suggestion: �So, perhaps when we�re writing our paragraph we can make some

statement for our topic sentence about how building on sand dunes can create further

problems ��.  In contrast, for John and Hugh the teacher established criteria through

the very strongly controlled strategy of dictation: ��Building on sand dunes, sand dunes,

sand, S-A-N-D dunes can lead to problems�.  Understand what I mean by �lead to�?

Things that can create or make problems, lead to, problems.  Full stop� (segment 6).

Where the class in general had some freedom to formulate a topic sentence, for John and

Hugh the sentence was dictated even to the level of spelling and punctuation.  This

strengthening of framing for the Taiwanese boys was evident also in the teacher�s use of

everyday language with them.  To substantiate this claim, it is useful to compare and

contrast the description of the worksheet diagrams that was provided to the whole class

during the preparatory phase of the activity (Extract 5.6), and the description provided

to John and Hugh during the particularised repeat:

Extract 5.6 (Lesson 8)

  1 Ms Macara: ((to whole class))  Have a look at those series of pictures.  You
can see that they follow a sequence.  Notice the arrows, the
direction of the arrows.  It covers quite a lot of what we�ve
been talking about today.  You will see there you�ve got the
development occurring with the subdivision of the dunes, you
know, the people building on the dunes.  Then you have some
consequences, erosion during storms.  Then you�ve got some
actions that are taken to try and solve the problems, so sea
walls and abetments, abetment is similar to a sea wall.  That
leads to further problems and accelerated beach erosion.  If
something is accelerated it happens at a faster pace.  So the
final thing is, they finally have to start bringing in the sand,
beach erosion programs, pumping sand or dumping sand (   )
taking sand further along the beach.
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During the whole class discourse Ms Macara attached technical labels to the series of

diagrams, providing links to everyday terms.  Ms Macara verbally pointed to each

diagram in turn: �You will see there you�ve got � then you have � then you�ve got �

so the final thing is ��.  In each case, Ms Macara used technical terms to label the

diagram, sometimes making links to everyday language: �You�ve got the development

occurring with the subdivision of the dunes, you know, the people building on the

dunes�.  In one case, however, the technical term was defined by comparison with

another technical term: �so sea walls and abetments, abetment is similar to a sea wall�.

The thematic logic of the diagrams was signalled, but in a relatively unmarked fashion

through talk of �consequences�, �actions taken to try and solve the problems� and

something that �leads to further problems�.

In contrast, during the particularised repeat provided to John and Hugh, the focus was

not so much on labelling the diagrams in esoteric terms, but on explicating the esoteric

logic represented by the diagrams.  Technical language was to some extent eschewed.

There was talk of building �houses on the sand dunes� but not of �subdivision of the

dunes�.  When technical terms were used in the particularised repeat, they were

embedded more richly in everyday language.  Where the whole class was told of

�erosion� as a �consequence� of sand dune subdivision, for example, John and Hugh

were told �the dunes are being eroded � the sand is taken away from under their

house, the houses can fall down�.  The everyday language was used to mark the logic of

the diagrams as did not occur during the preparatory phase with the whole class.  Where

the logic was signaled during the preparatory phase, that logic was made very explicit

during the particularised repeat.  This was achieved by using rhetorical questions: �So

to stop that happening, what do they do?  To stop the top of the houses from collapsing

as a result of erosion, what do they build?  They build walls.�  Through this tactic the

selection of content was very strongly framed.  John and Hugh had little scope for

selecting content.  Indeed, there is a sense in which these students witnessed Ms Macara

actually select the relevant content.  Ms Macara modelled the type of thinking that was

required in the activity and made available to the students the results of her thinking in

the form of answers to rhetorical questions.
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The very strong framing documented in the preceding analysis was made available only

to Asian students in the lesson from which Extracts 5.5 and 5.6 were taken.  On this

basis, it can be claimed that at least some of the Asian students constituted an

interactional sub-category within the whole class acquiring party.  This sub-category

was formed according to co-attributes in relation to the activity or topic, namely the

capacity to fulfil the communicative obligations attendant upon all members of the

whole class acquiring party.

Discussion: the adaptation of Seatwork

Analyses of the classroom data set indicated that the case study lessons, with their

extensive use of the strongly framed activity of Seatwork, were typical of Western

schooling as described in the classroom talk literature.  The main finding was that this

standard classroom arrangement was regularly adapted in an overt fashion for

Taiwanese students.  In practice, Taiwanese students were sub-categorised with those

members of the whole class acquiring party who shared the co-attribute of not being

able to engage unassisted in the independent phase of Seatwork.  In Bernsteinian terms,

this categorising work is understood as an effect of relations of symbolic power.  As

exercised in the selection of the Seatwork activity, power produced an organisational

unit consisting of a transmitting party and a whole class acquiring party.  Importantly

for this study, the acquiring party was sub-categorised into acquirers who could and

could not work independently.  These categories were carried by the relations of control

evident in the strategies of copying and particularised repeats.  Taiwanese and other

students sub-categorised according to the co-attribute of being unable to work

independently were engaged in more strongly framed interaction.  In this interaction

these students were effectively witnesses to the independent work of peers or to the

displayed thinking of the teacher.  An element of witnessing was thus inserted into the

independent phase of Seatwork.

As a result of the stronger framing of the interaction for Taiwanese and certain other

students, there was the potential for a differential distribution of realisation rules.

Specifically, a mechanism was in place by which these students might be socialised into

recognition rules that would enable them to infer the meanings required in the activity,

but not the recognition rules that would enable them to independently realise those

meanings in the appropriate form.  There was thus the potential for some students to be
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socialised into the so-called �Chinese� disposition of reliance on teacher and peers.  As

was the case with the dialogic data sub-set, this explication of the adaptation of the case

study lessons for Taiwanese students confirms a Bernsteinian explanation of the

differential distribution of symbolic resources through pedagogy.  In the discussion that

follows, the findings thus explained, are brought to bear on Research Question One.

Discussion: Research Question One

The first of this study�s research questions was concerned with documenting and

explicating the ways teachers promoted the participation of Taiwanese students in

mainstream geography lessons.  Analysis of the lesson data indicated that Triadic

Dialogue, the most common of classroom activities, was rarely adapted in any overt

fashion for Taiwanese students.  Indeed, these students were generally positioned as

witnesses in the activity.  During the independent phase of Seatwork where every

student was accountable for content and directions established during preparatory

phases that usually included some Triadic Dialogue, however, overt efforts were made

to adapt lessons for Taiwanese and certain other students, namely other Chinese, Asian

and ESL students.  In addition, there were a few occasions where dialogue itself was

overtly adapted for these students.  On these occasions Triadic Dialogue was used for

Review, and extended True Dialogue was used to introduce the students� mundane

knowledge into the lesson.  In all of these cases adaptation entailed the strengthening of

internal classification and framing.  Stronger teacher control of the selection,

sequencing, pacing and criteria of instruction was directed at Taiwanese and certain

other students.  In this way, positions in the categories and sub-categories of acquirers

that were formed in the teachers� exercise of power were differentially distributed.

The adaptive logic of the case study lessons is explicable in terms of contingencies

peculiar to classroom talk.  Firstly, the non-adaptation of much of the Triadic Dialogue

can be understood in terms of the content development function of that activity.  When

this type of dialogue is used for that function a single student reply is often all that is

necessary for the introduction of a pre-determined content load.  It is also visibly

preferable for that reply to be rapid and accurate, as was apparently unlikely in the case

of Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students.  Moreover, as is evident from

the analysis of the Seatwork data, control of the independent phase of Seatwork was

strengthened for these students when they were held accountable for content they had
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witnessed introduced in the interaction between the transmitter and spokespersons for

the whole class acquiring party in preparatory Triadic Dialogue.  In short, the multiple

layering of Triadic Dialogue meant that it was unnecessary to adapt this activity to

enable Taiwanese students to take up the spokesperson position in the whole class

acquiring party.  In addition, the preparatory status of much of that dialogue within

Seatwork activities meant that there were other interactive opportunities whereby

Taiwanese students could be assisted to fulfil their accountabilities in relation to the

content development work they had witnessed.

Secondly, the occasional adaptation of dialogue for Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian

and ESL students can be understood in terms of the functions of that activity.  The

strengthening of framing to promote the participation of Taiwanese students as

witnesses, if not spokespersons in Triadic Dialogue Reviews, is explicable in terms of

the Review function.  Taiwanese students were not only supposed to have acquired the

content under Review, but efforts to promote the participation of these students in the

activity were useful in making the pacing and criteria of testable content more explicit

for all of the witnessing members of the whole class acquiring party � Taiwanese or not.

The adaptation of Triadic Dialogue Reviews for Taiwanese students can therefore be

understood in terms of the contingencies of the large group, and the evaluation of a pre-

determined content load within a pre-specified time frame, that are a peculiarity of

classroom talk.

Similarly, the strengthening of framing to promote the participation of a Taiwanese

student as a spokesperson for the whole class acquiring party during True Content

Dialogue is also explicable in terms of the True Dialogue function.  Taiwanese students

were apparently assumed to have unique access to the pre-determined content load that

the transmitter had selected for the activity.  The strengthening of framing to induce one

of these students to speak positioned that student in judgement of the truth value of the

content about Taiwanese beaches that was introduced by the teacher.  This limited

participation was both necessitated by, and adequate for, the True Dialogue function.

Once again, the adaptation of dialogue for a Taiwanese student can be understood in

terms of contingencies peculiar to classroom talk, namely the introduction of particular,

pre-determined content into a lesson taught to a large group.
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To summarise, the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students is explicable in terms

of contingencies peculiar to classroom talk.  Relations of control for these students

carried a particular set of categories pertaining to acquirers.  These categories were

produced in the power relations inherent in the selection of one or another activity.

Every activity made certain communicative demands of students that related to the

classroom contingencies of transmitting a pre-determined content load to a large group

within a limited time frame.  The relations of control enacted with Taiwanese students

in these conditions, it was shown through the analysis of witness positions, had the

potential to assist Taiwanese students to recognise the meanings that were required of

them, but not to realise these meanings in the form required of other students.  If this

more constrained form of pedagogy is a mechanism for socialising the students into so-

called �Chinese� dispositions of silence and reliance on teacher and peers, then that

mechanism could be understood as an effect of the contingencies of classroom talk, as

has been supposed by the SAL researchers.

In documenting and explicating the ways in which the case study teachers adapted

pedagogy for Taiwanese students it was shown that these students were sometimes

categorised, in practice, amongst those who were unable to fulfil the communicative

obligations attendant on their membership of whole class acquiring parties.  However,

the impediments to these students� participation were not addressed.  This issue is the

concern of Research Question Two.

Impediments to Participation

Research Question Two

The second of the questions directed at this study�s set of classroom data was as

follows:

• What do lessons in Geography indicate about the impediments to Taiwanese
students� participation in mainstream classes?

Activity structures, as stated earlier, are rules for the selection, sequencing, pacing and

criteria of instruction by transmitter and acquirer.  These rules constitute instructional

discourse.  This discourse is itself embedded within another discourse, namely

regulatory discourse.  This latter discourse is a set of rules concerned with the character,
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conduct and manner of transmitter and acquirer.  These rules stipulate �who� should do

�what� and �how� they should do it.  The regulatory discourse thereby produces the

categorisation of transmitter and acquirer that constitutes the organisational unit.  It

models the transmitter and acquirer (�who�) with respect to their attributes as expert and

novice within a particular subject (�what�) and as teacher and learner of that subject

(�how�).  This discourse, and the instructional discourse embedded within it, are realised

in pedagogic practice.  During lessons, practices are enacted on the basis of the

knowledge that teachers construct about students given certain instructional and

regulatory discourses.  This knowledge pertains to the students� capacity to infer the

meanings that are required of them, in addition to how these meanings are to be put

together.  It is a knowledge, ultimately, of the extent to which the students personify the

attributes of novice and learner modelled in the regulatory discourse.  Given these

understandings, this study�s research question about the impediments to Taiwanese

students� classroom participation was re-specified as follows:

• Impediments to classroom participation are demonstrated in teachers� knowledge of
the attributes of Taiwanese students as novices in the subject of geography, and
learners in geography lessons.

• Knowledge of the attributes of students as geographical novices is observed in
teachers� orientations to the inferences students make about the meanings that are
required of them (the �what�), and associated conduct, character and manner.

• Knowledge of the attributes of students as learners in geography lessons is observed
in teachers� orientations to the inferences students make about the actions that are
required of them in relation to the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of
instruction (the �how�), and associated conduct, character and manner.

• In summary, impediments to Taiwanese students� classroom participation are
evident in teacher knowledge of students� inferences about the meanings that are
required of them, and how these meanings are to be made.  This knowledge is
understood in terms of students� recognition and realisation rules and represents the
exercise of symbolic power and control through instructional and regulative
discourse.  The categorising work effected through this exercise of power is
described in terms of the classification of the categories of transmitters and acquirers
that constitute the organisational unit, and is evident in the formation of parties to
interaction.

• The congruence between particular acquiring parties and the group of students from
Taiwan indexes the peculiarity of impediments to participation to these students.
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In Chapter Four it was stated that the data about impediments to Taiwanese students�

classroom participation produced for this study pertain mainly to Seatwork.  This is

because Taiwanese students were generally witnesses in dialogic activity, and the

teachers rarely referred to the way in which the students took up that position.  None the

less, there are some data pertaining to impediments to Taiwanese students� participation

in primarily spoken activities.  In what follows these data, and the data pertaining to

impediments to Seatwork participation, are analysed in turn.

Impediments to participation in spoken activities

There were two instances in the case study lessons where the pace of primarily spoken

activities was evidently constructed as an impediment to Chinese students� classroom

participation.  One of these instances occurred during a Going Over Groupwork activity

conducted by Ms Watson.  In this activity Ms Watson nominated students to provide the

class with a summary of their group�s maps of the sequential occupance patterns of a

coastal region.  The pacing of this activity was very strongly framed because of Ms

Watson�s overt references to time: �you�re going to give us a quick summary � it�s not

to take very long� (Lesson 3).  When she came to the group of Chinese students, Ms

Watson did not nominate a student to speak, but spoke on behalf of George before again

calling attention to pacing: �George has an airport, which is very true.  He�s turned the

whole thing into an airport.  And these guys have?  Quickly guys.�  In practice, then,

George was sub-categorised as a member of the whole class acquiring party who did not

provide the speedy summary required in the very strongly paced activity.

Pacing was likewise constructed as the source of an impediment to the participation of

the Taiwanese girls, Jenny and Nancy, in a Going Over Seatwork activity conducted by

Ms Watson.  At the end of the activity, which entailed monologue and External Text

Dialogue, Ms Watson inserted a stretch of True Checking Dialogue.  Through this

dialogue she ascertained whether or not the Taiwanese girls had kept up with the

preceding monologue and External Text Dialogue.  Ms Watson�s checking dialogue is

represented in Extract 5.7.  The extract opens immediately after the Seatwork question

had been �gone over�:
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Extract 5.7 (Lesson 2)

  1 Ms Watson: Girls, are you right?  Want to look at the list ((from which the
answers had been read)) again?  Hmmm?  Nancy?

  2 Nancy: Huh?
  3 Ms Watson: Are you right?  What are you doing?  Jenny, did you get them

all?
  4 Jenny: No.
  5 Ms Watson: Do you want to check them?  You can get them from me in a

minute.

The elicitation �Jenny, did you get them all?� (Turn 3) constructed the two Taiwanese

girls as acquirers who were unable to keep up during a spoken �Going Over� activity.

Ms Watson did not hold these students accountable for what they had heard in the

activity, but constructed them as a sub-group within the whole class acquiring party for

whom the framing of the spoken activity had to be strengthened.  In this way Ms

Watson strengthened the classification of the whole class acquiring party.  It should be

noted that within the sub-category, Jenny seemed to be constructed as the spokesperson

for both herself and Nancy.  This is consistent with the concept of multiple layering,

drawn from the classroom talk literature, which indicates that students can be held

accountable for content and directions conveyed to others in the class.  In Ms Watson�s

class Jenny was positioned in this way repeatedly for various groupings of Taiwanese

and Chinese students in general, although George was sometimes positioned in the

same way in relation to Max.  As occurred in Extract 5.7 Turn 1, Ms Watson tended to

get the attention of the other students in the sub-category (e.g., �Nancy?�, Turn 1) and

then interact primarily with Jenny, and in interactions with the two Chinese boys,

George.

In addition to the pacing of instruction, the general social conduct, character and manner

required in a primarily spoken activity was constructed as the source of a Taiwanese

students� classroom participation.  The relevant data are found in a comment made by

Ms Watson during one of the Triadic Dialogue Reviews that was analysed in the first

section of this chapter (Extract 5.1a,b).  In that activity Ms Watson conducted a Review

of technical terms about settlement on discovering that the class had not done its

homework.  During this Review Ms Watson oriented to an impediment to the

participation of the Taiwanese student, Jenny, as spokesperson for the whole class

acquiring party:
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Extract 5.8 (Lesson 3)

  1 Ms Watson: ((to Andrew))  Indigenous would be good, if you could spell
it. � Okay, one word to use in this, come on Jenny ((at Table
A with George, Nancy, Matt and Wayne)), I know you�re
thinking of one.  You can tell Wayne and he can tell me, you
don�t want to (shout).

((This turn has been taken from the extended stretch of talk
that was included earlier in this chapter as Extract 5.1b.  In
that extract the data was part of Turn 10)).

In Extract 5.8 Ms Watson constructed Jenny as an acquirer who did not have the social

disposition required in the dialogic activity: �you don�t want to (shout)�.  Jenny was

assumed to be able to construct an appropriate reply to the teacher�s question, but not to

be able to produce that reply on behalf of the whole class acquiring party.  Hence, she

was provided with a proxy; a �speaker� to amplify and convey her reply; a �speaker�,

who enabled her to participate fully as spokesperson in the activity.  The Taiwanese

student thus represented a sub-category within the whole class acquiring party.

Discussion: impediments to participation in spoken activities

Analysis of the classroom data set yielded few instances of data about the construction

of impediments to the participation of Taiwanese students in spoken discourse in the

case study lessons.  This was consistent with one of the main findings reported in the

investigation of Research Question One, namely that the dialogic activities typical of

Western schooling were rarely adapted overtly for Taiwanese students.  To clarify,

impediments to participation were constructed interactively in the course of adaptations

of lessons for the students.  In the absence of adaptation, impediments to participation

were not constructed.  Taiwanese students were, instead, categorised amongst those who

were witnesses to interaction between the teacher and the students who provided the

rapid, accurate replies required for the development of content through dialogue.

Similar findings have been reported in the research literature on the participation of ESL

students in the activities typical of mainstream lessons (Harklau 1994).

Analysis of the few data that provided evidence about the construction of impediments

to Taiwanese students� participation in spoken activities pointed to the pace of spoken

discourse as problematic.  There was limited evidence of a practical knowledge of

Chinese students� inability to speak at the pace required of spokespersons for whole
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class acquiring parties.  The relevant data also pointed to the character, conduct and

manner expected of speakers as problematic.  There was limited evidence of a practical

knowledge of the Chinese students� inability to speak with the loudness that is a

communicative obligation made of spokespersons for the whole class acquiring party.

Finally, analysis of the data indicated that the expectations made of witnesses were

problematic.  There was limited evidence of a practical knowledge of Chinese students�

inability to keep up as hearers, that is, to carry out the communicative obligations of the

witness position within whole class acquiring parties.  Much of this evidence relates to

interaction with Jenny.  As other Taiwanese or Chinese students were apparently held

accountable for the content and directions conveyed to this student, this prompts

speculation about the possibility of sub-categorisation amongst the Taiwanese and

Chinese students on the grounds of their capacity to fulfil the communicative

obligations of speakers in the classroom interaction.

The impediments to the participation of Taiwanese and certain other students in spoken

discourse as documented above are constructed in transmitters� exercise of symbolic

power.  As established in Chapter Three, classroom talk research indicates that whole

class spoken activities entail a cluster of communicative obligations for both speakers

and hearers.  Spokespersons for the whole class acquiring party are obliged to speak

loudly enough, and at an appropriate pace, for the group context; while hearers are

expected to keep up with the spoken discourse to which they are witnesses.  These

communicative obligations are inherent in the activity structures that constitute specific

instructional discourse.  Moreover, they are embedded within a specific regulatory

discourse that models acquirers with the capacity to meet these obligations.  When this

discourse is realised in practice, a knowledge of students� ability or inability to meet

their communicative obligations, a knowledge of students� recognition and realisation

rules, is constructed.  In short, impediments to students� classroom participation are

produced.  In these terms, the analyses presented above indicate that impediments to

Taiwanese and other Chinese students� participation in the case study lessons were

constructed through the exercise of power inherent in the selection of certain spoken

activities to develop content.  In what follows, data pertaining to the construction of

impediments to participation in activities that are primarily non-spoken are presented.
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Impediments to participation in Seatwork

True Checking Dialogue provided a body of data about impediments to Taiwanese

students� participation in Seatwork activities.  The function of this type of dialogue is to

ascertain whether there are problems preventing the successful enactment of the lesson.

This function was usually evident in the teachers� interactions with Taiwanese and other

Chinese, Asian and ESL students during Seatwork, although it should be noted that

True Checking Dialogue was once observed during a Going Over Seatwork activity.

The basic finding of the analysis of the True Checking Dialogue was that the capacity to

infer from preparatory spoken discourse the meanings that were required, and the form

in which those meanings were to be realised, were constructed as an impediment to

Taiwanese students� participation in the independent phase of Seatwork.  In short, it was

the capacity of Taiwanese students as hearers in preparatory spoken discourse that was

identified as the source of impediments to Seatwork participation.  In what follows, the

sub-sets of data pertaining to inferences about both meanings and interactive forms are

analysed in turn.

Checking inferences about meanings

To begin, it should be noted that students� inferences about the meanings that were

required of them were checked less frequently than their inferences about the form in

which those meanings were to be made.  Extract 5.9 is indicative.  The extract was

taken from True Checking Dialogue between Ms Watson and Jenny.  The dialogue was

inserted into the independent phase of an activity during which Ms Watson shifted

students to ensure that every Chinese student had a work booklet from which to copy

(Extract 5.4 above).  Once the copying was underway, Ms Watson approached the table

where three of the four Chinese students were seated:

Extract 5.9 (Lesson 1)

  1 Ms Watson: ((to Table A where Matt, Jenny and Nancy were seated))  How
are you going?

  2 Anglo female
student:

((to Matt who was copying her work))  You can�t understand
most of my writing.

  3 Ms Watson: ((to Matt))  No, but you can understand Jenny�s.  So he�ll be
right.

  4 Female student: And Jenny can understand mine.
  5 Ms Watson: So we�re right.  How are you going Jenny?  Do you understand

what we�re actually talking about and where we�re talking
about?
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In Turn 5 Ms Watson engaged Jenny in True Checking Dialogue about the meanings

that were required of her during the independent phase of Seatwork: �Do you

understand what we�re actually talking about and where we�re talking about?�  This

check referred back to the spoken discourse of the preparatory phase of the activity.

Specifically, the �what� of the talk was the technical term, �ribbon development�, as

developed in the spoken preparatory phase of the activity; while the �where� was the

Gold Coast as spoken about during that phase.  Jenny�s capacity to infer these meanings

from the preparatory spoken discourse was clearly constructed as an impediment to her

participation in the independent Seatwork phase.  Given the multiple layering of

classroom talk, it is reasonable to assume that this impediment to participation was

constructed not only for Jenny, but also for the other Chinese students who were sitting

at the same table, and hence, were witnesses to the interaction.

In the case study lessons the capacity to infer required meanings was constructed as an

impediment to the Seatwork participation only of students who were described (mostly

in informal conversation with the researcher) as �Chinese� or (East) �European� by Ms

Watson, and �Asian� by Ms Macara.  From Ms Macara�s lessons the nature of this

impediment is obscure.  From Ms Watson�s lessons, however, it is clear that the

impediment related to English language proficiency.  Three of the four Chinese students

were asked, in one activity or another, whether they understood the meanings of key

content words that had been introduced in preparatory spoken discourse.  Extract 5.10 is

indicative:

Extract 5.10 (Lesson 2)

  1 Ms Watson: Jenny and Nancy?  Do you know what we�re talking about?
Jenny, do you understand?  Did you look up all the meanings
of all these words, too, Nancy?  So do you understand the
difference?

�All these words� referred to sentences describing various environmental impacts of

tourism, while �the difference� referred to the distinction between the concepts of

�critical� and �common� environmental impacts.  These meanings had been developed

during the dialogic preparatory phase that preceded the students� independent

engagement with the worksheet.  In the classroom talk Ms Watson constructed the
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Taiwanese girls as unable to infer the meanings from the spoken discourse.  Biljiana, an

Eastern European student, was constructed in the same fashion: �in your own language,

look up what these words mean�.

In summary, the True Checking Dialogue data provide clear evidence about the

construction of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation during the

independent phase of Seatwork.  Analyses of those data showed the construction of a

practical knowledge of the inability of Taiwanese and certain other students to select the

meanings that were required of them in the case study lessons.  This was taken to

represent a knowledge of the students� recognition rules and reflected the exercise of

power through instructional discourse.  Further, there was also evidence that this

knowledge was sometimes embedded in knowledge of the students� English language

proficiency.  The apparent inadequacy of Taiwanese students� recognition rules was

thus attributed to these students� limited personification of a particular model of the

acquirer.  In this model the acquirer had a level of English proficiency sufficient for

selecting certain meanings after a certain form of preparatory spoken interaction with

the transmitter.  The model reflects the exercise of power inherent in regulatory

discourse pertaining to both the �what� and the �how� of pedagogy.

Checking inferences about interactive forms

Extract 5.11 illustrates the True Dialogue through which checks of students� inferences

about interactive forms were enacted.  The extract was taken from a Seatwork activity

in which students were expected to write a paragraph describing a series of diagrams

depicting the development and management of coastal erosion problems (see Extracts

5.5 and 5.6).  During the preparatory phase of the activity Ms Macara used strongly

framed monologic and dialogic activities to not only select and organise content, but

also to establish evaluative criteria that made explicit what would be counted as a

�proper paragraph�.  After directing the students to begin writing their paragraph, Ms

Macara then circulated around the room.  During this independent phase of the

Seatwork activity Ms Macara approached XiaoPing and Emma, two Asian students:

Extract 5.11 (Lesson 8)

  1 Ms Macara: XiaoPing do you understand what to do?
  2 XiaoPing: Yeah, just write.
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  3 Ms Macara: What�s your topic sentence going to be?
  4 XiaoPing: What do you call this, the beach?
  5 Ms Macara: This is the beach.
  6 XiaoPing: Yeah (   ) development we have also.
  7 Ms Macara: All right.  During the development of a beach area
  8 XiaoPing: We have lots of problems with development to sort out.
  9 Ms Macara: There can be lots of problems, that�s right, to sort out if we do

not take care.
10 XiaoPing: Yeah.
11 Ms Macara: So you could say something like that.  That would be a good

way to start.  Then you would talk about the problems and how
people try to solve them and how if they�re not solved the
beach eventually disappears altogether.

12 XiaoPing: Yeah.
13 Ms Macara: And you have to have sand being brought in to build the beach

up again.  What about you Emma, can you follow that?
14 Emma: Yeah.

In Turn 1 Ms Macara checked XiaoPing�s inferences about how meanings were

supposed to be put together: �Do you understand what to do?�  This was typical of the

elicitations by which both of the case study teachers checked Taiwanese and other

Chinese and Asian students� understandings of the selection, sequencing, pacing and

criteria of knowledge.  XiaoPing�s reply in Turn 2 was somewhat general: �Just write�.

In response, Ms Macara made her checking elicitation more specific: �What�s your

topic sentence going to be?�  This move was not typical of the data set.  True Checking

Dialogue elicitations were usually as generic as that of Turn 1.  Ms Macara then

proceeded to provide XiaoPing with a particularised repeat of the spoken preparatory

phase of the activity (Turns 7-13).  This was a typical move: particularised repeats often

followed True Checking elicitations.  Also typical was the True Checking Dialogue that

followed the particularised repeat: �What about you Emma, can you follow that?� (Turn

13)  The case study teachers frequently directed a second True Checking elicitation to

another Taiwanese, Chinese or Asian student sitting near the student with whom they

had been interacting.  These students were held accountable for the interaction they had

witnessed between the teacher and the first student.

The inability to infer how meanings were to be put together was constructed as an

acceptable reason for not engaging in independent Seatwork or other written activities

as directed.  This is evident in Extract 5.12.  The extract was taken from the preliminary

phase of a lesson taught by Ms Watson.  This phase of the lesson involved simultaneous
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Going Over Homework and Seatwork activities on the part of the teacher and the

students respectively.  Ms Watson circulated around the room looking at the diagrams

on Indigenous and settler use of Gold Coast land that the students were supposed to

have completed for homework.  She also assisted students with the Seatwork activity of

writing a paragraph summarising the previous week�s work as represented in the

diagrams.  The excerpt begins with Ms Watson�s arrival at the table where the four

Chinese students in the class were seated.

Extract 5.12 (Lesson Three)

  1 Ms Watson: Where�s your homework George?
  2 George: (   )
  3 Ms Watson: Yes, but I think you could�ve put a little more drawings on it.

After all it�s supposed to look at (   ).  Try to explain what it is
you�ve written, all right?  Do you understand what to do
girls?  Jenny, show me.  All right, thank you.  You try to
explain what it is what you�ve written down there, okay?  So
in picture one, you could start off with what was happening in
the first picture.  Don�t you understand what to do, Jenny?
Then have you not done it?  Why have you not finished this?
Hmmm?  Well, it�s no good shrugging your shoulders at me.
You had this to do and you had Friday, Saturday, Sunday and
last night to do it.  If you want to do geography you must do
your homework.  Now you�re supposed to be writing an
explanation.  All get started.
((Ms Watson circulates around the room, assisting students
with their work))

  4 Ms Watson: Students, put your pens down please.  For the most part I�m
not very impressed with the quality of homework, that means
how well you did it, and the quantity of homework that was
done.  I did expect that everyone would come to class with
something resembling this ((Teacher holds up Alfred�s
work)).  I actually expected it all to be in colour.  So, if one
student can do it and get it right and many others can do the
drawings and get them right, it�s not my fault that you don�t
know how to do it, it�s you who have not done your
homework.  And you had three nights in which to do it.

Several of the features of the True Checking Dialogue represented in Extract 5.12 are

typical of the data set as described in the analysis of Extract 5.11.  Firstly, Ms Watson

did not automatically hold the Taiwanese girls accountable for directions that had been

given previously (and presumably in spoken discourse).  That is, she checked whether

or not the girls knew how they were supposed to put meanings together.  Secondly, Ms
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Watson�s checking elicitation was relatively generic: �Do you understand what to do

girls?� (Turn 3)  Thirdly, Ms Watson provided a particularised repeat of the directions

that had been given previously: �You try to explain what it is what you�ve written down

there, okay?  So in picture one, you could start off with what was happening in the first

picture� (Turn 3).

For the current purpose, the noteworthy point about Extract 5.12 is that, once Ms Watson

had established that the Taiwanese girl, Jenny, knew how she was supposed to make

meanings, she held this student accountable for following the directions that had been

given: �Then have you not done it?  Why have you not finished this?  Hmmm?  Well, it�s

no good shrugging your shoulders at me.  You had this to do and you had Friday,

Saturday, Sunday and last night to do it.  If you want to do geography you must do your

homework� (Turn 3).  This admonition was similar to that directed at the many students

in the class who had not completed their homework as required by the teacher: �it�s not

my fault that you don�t know how to do it, it�s you who have not done your homework�

(Turn 4).

It should be noted that when instructions for Seatwork were provided in writing, as

occurred frequently in Ms Macara�s lessons, Asian students were held automatically

accountable for the preparatory phase of the Seatwork activity.  Extract 5.13 illustrates

this.  The extract was taken from the independent phase of a Seatwork activity which

required the students to follow the directions written on a worksheet.  During this phase

of the activity Ms Macara referred Asian students to the worksheet instructions:

Extract 5.13 (Lesson 5)

  1 Ms Macara: ((to Hugh))  All right, read the sheet I said.
  2 Hugh: (   ) five squares.
  3 Ms Macara: All right, now you�ve got to leave four more squares and have

five red squares altogether.  Have you got them?

In summary, the True Checking Dialogue data provide clear evidence about the

construction of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation during the

independent phase of Seatwork.  Analysis indicated that a practical knowledge of the

inability of Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students to infer, from spoken

discourse, how to produce meanings in the required form was constructed in the case
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study lessons.  This was a knowledge of the students� realisation rules and reflected the

exercise of power through instructional discourse.

Discussion: impediments to participation in Seatwork

Analysis of the classroom data set yielded substantially more evidence about the

construction of impediments to the participation of Taiwanese students in Seatwork than

in spoken discourse.  This was consistent with one of the main findings reported in the

investigation of Research Question One, namely that Seatwork, unlike spoken

discourse, was regularly adapted in an overt fashion to promote the participation of

Taiwanese students.  In Seatwork Taiwanese students were categorised amongst those

who were unable to engage unassisted in the independent phase of the activity.

Analysis of the data about impediments to participation in this form of activity indicated

that these students were not automatically held accountable for recognising, and

realising in an appropriate form, the meanings that were required of them if these had

been established in spoken discourse.  A practical knowledge of Taiwanese and other

Chinese, Asian and ESL students� inability to follow spoken discourse was constructed.

This was typical of the Seatwork activities.

The impediments to the participation of Taiwanese and certain other students in

Seatwork as documented above are constructed in transmitters� exercise of symbolic

power.  As stated earlier, the formation of a particular configuration of specific

instructional and regulatory discourses produces a particular knowledge of students�

ability or inability to meet their communicative obligations; a knowledge of students�

recognition and realisation rules.  In the case study lessons the selection of independent

Seatwork activities that were dependent upon spoken preparatory phases constituted an

exercise of symbolic power that set the scene for the construction of impediments to the

participation of Taiwanese and certain other students, namely impediments to

recognising the meanings that were required in the Seatwork, and to realising these

appropriately.

Discussion: Research Question Two

The second of this study�s research questions was concerned with documenting and

explicating the construction of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in

mainstream geography lessons.  This question was focused on interactions which were
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overtly adapted for Taiwanese students.  Analysis of the lesson data indicated that

impediments to participation were more commonly �talked up� or constructed in

Seatwork interaction than in spoken activities.  Seatwork was more commonly adapted

for Taiwanese students than spoken activities, and in the course of this, impediments to

participation were constructed in the checking interactions initiated by the teachers.

The main finding was that the impediments constructed in these activities pertained to

the capacity to recognise, and realise in an appropriate form, the meanings required

during the independent phase of Seatwork.  With respect to spoken discourse, there was

limited evidence about impediments to the students� participation as both speakers and

hearers.

Impediments to Seatwork were constructed during the independent phases of activities

for which the students had been prepared through spoken discourse.  It is clear that these

impediments were constructed as part of the exercise of symbolic power entailed in the

selection of Seatwork activities with spoken preparatory phases.  There was, however,

only limited evidence about the construction of impediments to participation in spoken

discourse, be this in the preparatory phase of Seatwork or otherwise.  The data that were

available pointed to the obligations to volume (specifically, the ability to address the

whole group without assistance) and pace inherent in whole class contexts as

problematic in this regard.  In other words, impediments to Taiwanese students�

participation in spoken activities were produced in the exercise of symbolic power

inherent in the selection of whole class acquiring parties.

The findings relating to the construction of impediments to Taiwanese students�

classroom participation provide commentary on the suppositions of the SAL

researchers.  These suppositions pertained to the production of so-called �Chinese�

characteristics in Western pedagogic contexts.  The findings relating to Research

Question One were consistent with these suppositions.  Specifically, it was shown that

the control of both the already strongly controlled dialogic activities of the case study

lessons, and the Seatwork activities, was strengthened to promote the participation of

Taiwanese students.  This constituted a pedagogic mechanism by which students could

be socialised into so-called �Chinese� characteristics.  The SAL researchers suggested

that such factors as mixed classes (of Western local and Asian international students)
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and the use of the English medium were implicated in the operation of such a

mechanism.  The findings presented here refine this insight.

In explicating the construction of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in

the case study lessons it was established that these impediments represented a practical

knowledge of the students produced in terms of specific instructional and regulatory

discourse.  The regulatory component of these discourses modelled the social character,

conduct and manner of the acquirer, in addition to the relation between this pedagogic

agent and the transmitter.  The instructional component specified the behaviours

expected of the acquirer with respect to the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of

knowledge.  In practice, a knowledge was produced of the extent to which Taiwanese

students personified the regulatory model of the acquirer, and displayed the requisite

instructional behaviours.  From the gap between regulatory model and the actual social

character, conduct and manner of Taiwanese students, and the gap between expected

instructional behaviours and actual behaviours, impediments to these students�

classroom participation were constructed interactively.  In these terms it is possible to

understand how factors such as the English medium, and the mixing of native and ESL

speakers in mainstream classes could be implicated in the production of so-called

�Chinese� dispositions in Western contexts as supposed by the SAL researchers.

To the extent that a certain proficiency in English and other attributes of some members

of mixed, or culturally and linguistically diverse, mainstream classes are worked into

the model of the acquirer, and thence, into behavioural expectations, there is a gap for

impediments to participation to be constructed.  If, as occurred in the lessons analysed

here, teacher control is strengthened to address those impediments, then the pedagogic

mechanism for socialising students into so-called �Chinese� dispositions will be made

both visible and relevant.  The SAL researchers� suppositions are thus explicable in the

terms developed for this analysis.

Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter was to report findings relating to two of the specific

research questions posed in Chapter One.  The first of the questions was concerned with

geography teachers� practices for promoting the participation of Taiwanese students in

lessons delivered to culturally diverse Australian secondary school classes.  The second
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of the questions was concerned with the construction of impediments to Taiwanese

students� participation in those practices.  The gist of the findings was that impediments

to Taiwanese students� classroom participation were constructed in the exercise of

symbolic power inherent in the selection of Seatwork with spoken preparatory phases,

in addition to whole class spoken activities, not all of which worked by way of

preparation for independent Seatwork.  In addressing these impediments, teachers

variously strengthened their control of the activities for Taiwanese and other Chinese,

Asian and ESL students.  This adaptive logic, it was suggested, is consistent with the

SAL researchers� suppositions that the relatively silent, and teacher and peer-reliant,

dispositions of so-called �Chinese� learners are sometimes constructed in Western

pedagogic contexts.  In the next chapter it is shown how such dispositions are invoked

in the case study teachers� accounts of their pedagogy for Taiwanese students, and how

those accounts are located within broader school community debate over provision for

those students.
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CHAPTER SIX
TALK ABOUT LESSONS FOR TAIWANESE STUDENTS

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to report findings relating to the third and fourth research

questions posed in Chapter One.  The third question is concerned with geography

teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students in

mainstream classes.  This question is directed at data produced in interviews with the

two teachers who taught the lessons analysed in Chapter Five.  The fourth question is

concerned with the positions of geography teachers within broader school community

debate over provision for Taiwanese students.  This question is directed at data

produced in interviews with members of the Daybreak SHS community who were not

only interested in the education of the students, but also had backgrounds as teachers,

and hence, access to the professional-academic discourses that are an object of this

study.

Before proceeding, it is worth re-iterating the relationship between the classroom and

interview data, and hence, the empirical objects of the study.  The lesson data analysed

in Chapter Five provide evidence of the practical construction of impediments to the

classroom participation of Taiwanese students, in addition to the adaptations of

classroom practice by which those impediments were redressed.  The interview data, in

contrast, provide access to the practical construction of a school community through

professional-academic talk about pedagogic provision for Taiwanese students.  They are

a site of practice in their own right rather than a source of direct insight into what might

have been, in the teachers� heads during the case study lessons (Atkinson & Silverman

1997).  Specifically the interviews are a site of reporting and accounting practice (Baker

1997) produced within school community debate.  The categories of agents and

symbolic resources constructed in the accounts cannot be simply �read off� the

classroom data.  However, from the Bernsteinian perspective these categories, and the

professional-academic discourses within which they are constructed, are viewed as

available for recontextualisation to the pedagogic discourse that constructs classroom

practice.  It is thus possible that school community members might report on categories

of students that are evident in classroom practice.  These reports, and accounts of them,
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must, however, be understood in terms of the communicative contingency of presenting

oneself persuasively within relevant school community debate.

This chapter has two main sections.  In the first section findings pertaining to the

research question about teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation

of Taiwanese students in mainstream geography classes are reported.  In the second

section of the chapter a report is provided of findings pertaining to the research question

about the positioning of the geography teachers within broader school community

debates over provision for Taiwanese students.  Throughout the chapter the discussion

of the production of �Chinese� instructional dispositions in Western pedagogic contexts

that was begun in the previous chapter is elaborated.

Accounting for Adaptation

Research Question Three

The first of the two questions directed at this study�s interview data was as follows:

• How do teachers describe and explain their efforts to promote the participation of
Taiwanese students in mainstream geography lessons?

A school community interested in pedagogy for Taiwanese, or any other group of

students, is established through the recontextualisation of relevant professional-

academic discourses.  These discourses make it possible to depict the students as certain

types of acquirers and to depict pedagogy for them.  From Chapter Five it will be

recalled that categories of students and forms of pedagogy are produced by a specific

instructional discourse on the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of knowledge,

and that that discourse is embedded within a specific regulatory discourse on the

character, conduct and manner of acquirers.  It is this configuration of discourses that is

produced through the recontextualisation of professional-academic discourses relevant

to provision for a particular cohort of students, and with it, a school community

interested in the education of those students.  Accordingly, Research Question Three

can be re-specified as follows:

• Teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese
students in lessons are demonstrated in terms of their accounts of impediments to
these students� classroom participation and the redress of these.
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• Accounts of impediments to Taiwanese students� classroom participation are
evident in the labels applied to the students� behaviours with respect to the
selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of knowledge in activities, and to
underpinning social attributes of character, conduct and manner.  These labels
depict Taiwanese students as members of interactive parties within a social order
with particular classification values.

• Accounts of the redress of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in
lessons are evident in talk about how teachers interact with these students, in
contrast with others, in relation to the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of
knowledge, and underpinning social attributes.  This talk depicts the distribution of
differently framed social relations amongst interactive parties.

• In summary, teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the classroom
participation of Taiwanese students are demonstrated in their depiction of the
distribution of particular forms of teacher-student pedagogic relation amongst the
interactive parties of a particular social order.  These depictions are understood in
terms of the specific instructional and regulatory discourses that are produced
through the appropriation, relocation, refocusing and relating (the
recontextualisation) of relevant professional-academic discourse.

• The specific instructional and regulatory discourses constructed by teachers make
possible certain statements about �who� Taiwanese students are as acquirers, �what�
they should get from instruction, �how� they should get it, and the instructional
behaviours they should display.  In making these statements teachers are positioned
within the school community as an arena of interests in the education of Taiwanese
students.

The preliminary analyses reported in Chapter Four indicated that the case study

teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students

were concerned primarily with various forms of spoken discourse and Seatwork.  In

what follows, data pertaining to each type of activity are analysed in turn.

Reluctant speakers

Introduction

In Chapter Five it was shown that Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students

rarely volunteered themselves as spokespersons for whole class acquiring parties.  The

geography teachers only occasionally expected these students to take up that position,

and then only when framing of the activity was strengthened.  Moreover, dialogic and

student monologue activities were sometimes transformed into very strongly framed

teacher monologue when teachers spoke for Taiwanese students.  Few data on the
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construction of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in dialogic activities

were found because the object of interest was a presence in the classroom practice to

which the teachers rarely oriented.  This was not the case in the interview data set.

In their interviews the geography teachers, like other members of the school

community, oriented frequently to the Taiwanese students� silence.  This talk was

sometimes elicited by explicit questions about practices observed in the lessons (e.g.,

the teacher speaking on behalf of a Chinese student).  Sometimes, however, the talk was

produced spontaneously as interviewees returned repeatedly to the spoken behaviours of

Taiwanese students whether or not these were the topic of an interview question.  This

is consistent with the SAL research which indicates that Chinese students� relative

silence in the classroom is a key issue of concern for Western educators, given the

centrality of oral participation to conceptions of �good� pedagogy.

One of the main findings of this study�s interview analyses was that the geography

teachers accounted for their strengthening of the framing of dialogue for Taiwanese

students by labelling these students, amongst other Chinese, Asian and ESL students, as

�reluctant speakers�.  The geography teachers were thereby positioned in the debate

over the depiction of the Chinese learner in cultural and logistical terms that was

reviewed in Chapter Two.  In what follows this positioning is illustrated.

Accounting for stronger control

Extract 6.1 was drawn from an extended interview with Ms Patricia Macara that

touched on the paucity of communication between Chinese and Anglo-Australian

students at Daybreak SHS.  This topic was introduced into the interview with the

researcher�s statement that the students always sat in Asian, Eastern European and

Anglo-Australian groups during geography lessons, and that within the school there

seemed to be no evidence of Anglo-Australian students seeking the assistance of

Chinese students in their LOTE studies.  Ms Macara affirmed these observations,

explaining that she had previously engaged in �some selective planning and

organising� to encourage �across-the-cultures-talk� in her lessons.  By way of

example, she cited a Year 12 English unit on cultural identity that had been built around

the Chinese-American film, The Joy Luck Club.
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Ms Macara was, in her own words, �a believer� in a radical version of social education

informed by postcolonial theory.  She was familiar with, and sympathetic to, Said�s

critique of the �silencing� effects of Western social science on �others� (as reviewed in

Chapter Two).  Ms Macara nominated studies of cultural identity as key to the

implementation of cultural equity policy.  She indicated that studies of cultural identity

had been central to the social education program she had introduced at Fullner SHS, the

school she had taught at before her transfer to Daybreak SHS.  For her, the �traditional�

subject of geography (as it was referred to informally by Daybreak SHS social science

staff) taught at Daybreak SHS offered little scope for such studies.  It was, however,

possible to study cultural identity in the school�s subject of English, a claim confirmed

by the documents on cultural equity reforms supplied to the large project with which

this study was associated.  As was noted in Chapter Four, issues of culture were

explicitly thematised in the version of English that resulted from the cultural equity

reforms undertaken at Daybreak SHS.

Extract 6.1 (Interview CO23)

  1 Ms Macara: So in this English class we looked at Joy Luck Club as our last
thing ((for the year)) and that did allow for quite a bit of
interesting interchange, but even so, the Chinese kids in the
class were still very reluctant to say very much, you know, they
had to be drawn out and you�d have to more or less ask them a
very structured question, you know, �Do you find that your
parents still have some very strong traditions and beliefs that, that
sometimes make you feel a little bit embarrassed?� and they
don�t want to talk about it.  They might say �yes�, but they don�t
want to expand on it.

In the account represented in Extract 6.1 Ms Macara clearly labelled Chinese students

as �reluctant speakers� in True Content Dialogue.  While there was �quite a bit of

interesting interchange� about The Joy Luck Club, the Chinese students had to be

�drawn out� and even then spoke little.  Ms Macara thus sub-categorised the whole

class acquiring party into Chinese students who were reluctant speakers, and others.  In

this way the already strong classification of acquirers and transmitter inherent in whole

class dialogue was further strengthened.
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The labelling of the Chinese students as �reluctant speakers� worked to account for the

strengthening of framing for them through �very structured� questions; specifically,

decision elicitations: �Do you find that your parents still have some very strong

traditions and beliefs that, that sometimes make you feel a little bit embarrassed?�

From Chapter Five it will be recalled that framing was strengthened like this when Ms

Kathleen Watson directed decision and agreement elicitations at the Taiwanese student,

Jenny, during True Content Dialogue about the beaches of Taiwan.  The present

analysis shows how that practice was accounted for through the labelling of Taiwanese

students as �reluctant� speakers who had to be �drawn out� by the transmitter.

Ms Watson likewise viewed �drawing out� as an option for �reluctant speakers�.

However, she did not always take this option up, opting instead to sometimes speak on

behalf of these students.  This represents even stronger framing of the discourse than

that for which Ms Macara accounted in Extract 6.1.  In this strategy the strongly framed

activity of teacher-directed student monologue was effectively turned into the very

strongly framed activity of teacher monologue for members of a particular sub-category

of acquirers.  This is evident in Extract 6.2.  The extract was taken from a post-lesson

interview during which the researcher asked Ms Watson about the way she had adapted

a Going Over Seatwork activity for George.  The students were required to tell the class

what they had drawn on a map during the Seatwork.  When it came to George, Ms

Watson spoke on his behalf.  After the lesson the researcher asked Ms Watson why she

had adopted this strategy:

Extract 6.2a (Interview CO36)

  1 Researcher: One last question, you sort of compensated for George, was it
his lack of language or his lack of work there when you said
((to the whole class)), �oh George�s got an airport� ((on his
map))?

  2 Ms Watson: No, he does have an airport.  He did have an airport, that was
the only thing he did.

  3 Researcher: That�s what I was wondering.
  4 Ms Watson: Yeah, but it would have taken too long for me to cajole and

threaten and encourage him into saying it, so I did it for him,
the same with Bill.  I didn�t want to forget them, but
sometimes if they�re last and you know, we don�t have time, I
just say �oh, well we�ll start with yours next time� and then I
will start with theirs and explain it to the class�
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Ms Watson described George as a reluctant speaker, categorising him with Bill, a non-

Asian ESL student.  Acquirers were thus sub-categorised into those who spoke at the

required pace and those who did not.  The strong classification of acquirers and

transmitter inherent in whole class teacher-directed monologue was further strengthened

through the formation of a category of �reluctant speakers� and the distribution of this

category to Chinese and other ESL students.

In stating that she could have cajoled, threatened or encouraged George into speaking,

Ms Watson made it clear that he had something to say, but would not say it unless

internal framing was strengthened to induce him to speak.  This is similar to Ms

Macara�s assumption that the Chinese students in her class had something to say about

Chinese identity but had to be �drawn out� if they were to say it.  Ms Watson indicated,

however, that within the contingencies of classroom communicative contexts the option

of strengthening the framing of the spoken discourse was not always feasible.  Cajoling,

threatening and encouraging the students to speak could take �too long� (Turn 4).  She

therefore spoke for the reluctant speakers: �I will � explain it to the class� (Turn 4).

From Chapter Five it will be recalled that Ms Watson was observed to strengthen

framing in this way during the case study lessons.  What the present analysis shows is

how practice like this was accounted for: the students were labelled as �reluctant

speakers� and classroom interactional contingencies, namely those concerning time,

were invoked to show the necessity of speaking on behalf of such acquirers.

It is noteworthy that Chinese students were described as reluctant speakers irrespective

of lesson content.  The teacher who selected the type of film that postcolonial theorists

have identified as challenging the silencing effects of Western social science (e.g.,

Spivak 1990; Chow 1996), and who assumed that Chinese students would have

something to say about such a film, nonetheless described her Chinese students as

reluctant speakers.  This finding is consistent with the classroom data analyses.  In the

analysis of Extract 5.3 in the previous chapter, it was seen that the �beaches of the

world� True Content Dialogue was the only activity during which Taiwanese students

were constructed as potential spokespersons for the whole class acquiring party on the

basis of supposedly privileged access to knowledge from outside the lesson.  In the
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activity teacher control was strengthened to enable Jenny to fulfil the communicative

obligations of the position.  Specifically, she was asked yes/no questions where others

were asked less strongly framed content questions.   It is now shown that English

language proficiency was invoked to explain this contradiction to the professional-

academic discourse which prescribes the inclusion of culturally relevant content to

redress the silence of ESL migrants and other historically oppressed groups in

classroom discourse.

Explaining reluctant speech

Both of the geography teachers attributed the reluctant speech of Taiwanese and other

Chinese, Asian and ESL students to the students� limited English language proficiency.

The teachers cited the spoken behaviour required by specific instructional activities, in

addition to the social attributes required of speakers, as problematic.  Data illustrating

each of these attributions are now presented in turn.  In Extract 6.2b the reluctance of

Chinese students to speak was attributed to their dispositions to specific interactional

activities.  The extract is a continuation of Extract 6.2a.  The account represented in that

extract, it will be recalled, was concerned with Ms Watson�s practice of speaking on

behalf of reluctant speakers:

Extract 6.2b (Interview CO36)

  4 Ms Watson: � ((continued from Extract 6.2a above)) I just say �oh, well
we�ll start with yours next time� and then I will start with theirs
and explain it to the class.  It�s getting them out of doing it
because, you know, I mean they can do their orals if they�re
prepared, but they�re not very good at answering so I don�t
make them.

As Ms Watson accounted for her practice of speaking on behalf of George and Bill, two

ESL students, she indicated that these students were unable to participate readily in

spontaneous spoken activities: �they can do their orals1 if they�re prepared� (Turn 4).

It was not speaking per se that was problematic for the ESL students, but the

formulation of Student Answers to Teacher Questions: �they�re not very good at

answering� (Turn 4).  In other words, ESL students could not display the behaviour that

was required of them in teacher-directed dialogue, a class of activity that was ubiquitous

in the case study lessons.  The distinction between �prepared� and other spoken
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activities suggests that the pacing of these interactions may have been the impediment

to the students� participation.  To formulate a Student Answer acquirers must select and

sequence content according to the transmitter�s evaluative criteria within the time

constraints inherent to dialogic communication.  This constraint of time is not operative

when the activity is a prepared oral presentation.

In another interview Ms Watson oriented to the pacing of spoken English activities as

an impediment to ESL students� participation.  Specifically, she stated that these

students �just sit there and listen� during dialogue �because they can�t keep up with

rapid conversation� (Interview CO30).  Similarly, it will be recalled from the analysis

of Extract 5.7 in the previous chapter that Ms Watson offered the Taiwanese girls in her

class the opportunity to copy her answers during a dialogic Going Over Seatwork

activity on the grounds that they might not have �kept up� with the class.

Like Ms Watson, Ms Macara identified language as the impediment to Taiwanese

students� participation in spoken discourse.  In the account represented in Extract 6.3

this teacher drew attention to the students� indisposition to speak in English in general.

The extract was taken from the extended interview conducted with Ms Macara at

Daybreak SHS.  The interview opened with a question seeking Ms Macara�s reaction to

the claim that there were two cohorts of Taiwanese students at Daybreak SHS, namely

the original high-achieving cohort and a subsequent, lower-achieving cohort.  Ms

Watson agreed that this claim applied to her class.  However, she said that she was not

certain as to which of her students belonged to which cohort.  Indeed, she emphasised

the minute-to-minute difficulties she encountered in ascertaining which Taiwanese

students were which.  The interviewer then asked whether Ms Macara�s transfer to

Daybreak SHS had entailed �a steep learning curve� like that which she had described

when interviewed the year before as the social education coordinator at Fullner SHS.

Ms Macara responded affirmatively, contrasting what she had needed to learn about the

Asian students at Daybreak SHS with what she had learned about Samoan students at

Fullner SHS:
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Extract 6.3 (Interview CO23)

  1 Ms Macara: � But it, it was different from the, from the Pacific Islander kids
I suppose because they really come from an oral tradition
completely where even reading or writing was something, to
some of them, was a, a great imposition.  They, they were quite
comfortable with their, with verbalising and whatever.  And
trying to adapt my teaching there to suit that and yet at the same
time encouraging them to, to read and to write was a real
challenge.  On the other hand, with the Asian kids, well, that
hasn�t been an issue really.  I mean I know that they, that they,
that they come from a, an academic tradition and I want to say,
sort of a, a, a writing tradition as well as a speaking tradition, but
their difference of course is that it is a different language
altogether.  And the language wasn�t really a problem with the
Samoan children because they all had English as a second
language quite comfortably and were very fluent in, in the
speaking of it.

Ms Macara attributed the Asian students� difficulty in speaking (�verbalising�) to their

English language proficiency.  According to her, Asian students had �a speaking

tradition�.  In other words, they were accustomed to using oral language per se, but had

impediments to participation associated with the particular language used orally in

Australian schools, namely English.  Unlike Samoan students, Asian students were

neither comfortable nor fluent in that language.  English was �a different language

altogether� for Asian students as it was not for Samoans.  The Asian students� lack of

fluency and comfort in the language represented an indisposition of conduct, character

and manner to participation in the spoken activities of Australian schools.

Discussion: reluctant speakers

In their interviews the two geography teachers referred to practice that was actually

observed in their lessons and analysed in Chapter Five, namely the strengthening of the

framing of teacher-directed spoken activities for Taiwanese and certain other students.

Analysis of the interview accounts indicated that the case study teachers, like Western

teachers described in the literature on the Chinese learner, were concerned with the

limited participation of these students in spoken activities.  The main finding was that

the teachers labelled Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students as

reluctant speakers in True Content Dialogue, thereby ascribing to them an impediment

to participation that was redressed through stronger framing.
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In depicting Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students as reluctant

speakers, the geography teachers assumed what might be described as an �ESL-aware�

position within the school community.  This position was constructed in professional-

academic discourse on the linguistic difficulties confronting ESL students in

mainstream pedagogy.  Such discourses had been made available to the subject area

teachers in professional development activities designed to facilitate mainstream ESL

teaching for students who had exited the intensive and extended ESL programs

provided at Daybreak SHS as described in Chapter Four.  The ESL-aware discourse

related statements about difficulties to the pace of particular instructional activities in

English, and to fluency of English-speaking conduct, character and manner.  The

recontextualisation of this discourse by the teachers in their interviews produced a

specific model of the acquirer as English-speaker in mainstream subjects, and a specific

structure of instructional moves for that pedagogic agent.  In this exercise of symbolic

power Taiwanese students were categorised amongst those who failed to personify that

kind of acquirer by displaying the required moves.  For these students a more strongly

framed pedagogic relation was indicated to promote participation in mainstream

classroom talk.

It is suggested that it was from the ESL-aware position that the geography teachers

accounted for a form of pedagogy which, it was shown in Chapter Five, is a mechanism

by which Chinese students might be socialised into more teacher-controlled dispositions

within the contingencies of Western classrooms, as was suggested by the SAL

researchers.  In this case, the contingency invoked was English as a medium of

instruction.  In what follows it is shown that this contingency was also invoked,

amongst others, to account for the geography teachers� efforts to promote the

participation of Taiwanese students in Seatwork.

Dependent Seatworkers

Introduction

The case study lessons provided a corpus of data concerning the ways in which the

geography teachers adapted Seatwork for Taiwanese students.  In Chapter Five it was

shown that these and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students were not automatically

held accountable for recognising, and realising in an appropriate form, the meanings
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that were required of them in independent Seatwork preceded by spoken preparatory

phases.  Indeed, as the case study teachers strengthened the framing of Seatwork to

promote participation, a practical knowledge of these students� inability to follow

preparatory spoken discourse was constructed.  In their interviews the teachers

constructed a similar knowledge.  Relevant data were produced by questions about

practices observed during the case study lessons, in addition to questions about

frequently heard characterisations of Taiwanese and other Asian students.  The main

finding was that the teachers effectively described these students as �dependent

Seatworkers�, something that was variously attributed to English language proficiency

and to the students� deviation from �Asian� conscientiousness.  This labelling accounted

for the stronger framing of Seatwork both for the Taiwanese students as members of

sub-groups within the class, and for the whole class as a result of the presence of

Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students.  In what follows, illustrative

analyses are presented.

Accounting for stronger control for a sub-group

In Chapter Five it was shown that both of the case study teachers employed True

Checking Dialogue with Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students during

the transition between the preparatory and independent phases of Seatwork, thereby

strengthening the framing of the activity.  Both teachers accounted for this adaptation in

their interviews by pointing to impediments to the students� independent Seatwork.

Extract 6.4 illustrates the teachers� adaptive logic.  The extract was taken from the

extended interview with Ms Watson.  During this interview the researcher noted that Ms

Watson regularly approached Chinese and other students during Seatwork, questioning

them about their understanding of the meanings that were required, and more

frequently, the form in which those meanings were to be made.  The researcher then

asked for elaboration on this practice.

Extract 6.4 (Interview CO25)

  1 Ms Watson: I, I know, oh, what is it, the, why I check is because I know that
they�ve got problems, why I check is because I know the kids, I
know who can read, who can write, how well they can write,
how they can use vocabulary and how ((interruption to
interview))
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  2 Researcher: You�ve said you know who can do what.

  3 Ms Watson: Yeah, you need to, yeah, you know, who can do what, who can
say what and who can write what.  So in planning lessons, I
plan my lessons to suit the kids that I�ve got at the time.  So if
I�m going away ((from the front of the room)) and ((circulating
around)) talking to a lot of them ((during Seatwork)) that�s
because I know a lot of them need me to talk to them and I sort
of take the job very seriously and what I decide I want done at
the beginning of the lesson is what I want done.  So I�ll do
everything I have to do to make sure of that.

Chinese and other students were labelled as �kids with problems� reading, writing and

speaking as was required to complete Seatwork tasks.  The already strong classification

of acquirers and transmitter that was inherent in whole class Seatwork was thereby

strengthened through the formation of a sub-group.  This labelling worked to account

for stronger framing for the students.  For Ms Watson, the �kids with problems� were

acquirers who �need me to talk to them�; acquirers who needed the True Checking

Dialogue through which Ms Watson framed the independent phase of Seatwork more

strongly: �what I decide I want done at the beginning of the lesson is what I want done.

So I�ll do everything I have to do to make sure of that�.  Ms Macara spoke similarly of

Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students, labelling some of these students as

acquirers whose �lack of output� during Seatwork activities meant that they �may need

just to be started off� (Interview CO23).

While both teachers spoke of their efforts to provide Taiwanese, and other Chinese,

Asian and ESL, students with extra explanations, only Ms Watson spoke of encouraging

competent speakers of English to assist such students during primarily non-spoken

activities.  Ms Watson�s account of this is evident in Extract 6.5.  The extract was taken

from a post-lesson interview during which Ms Watson was asked why she had split the

Chinese students up for one of the three Groupwork activities observed in the case study

lessons: �What was the reasoning behind putting the students into the groupings?�  In

responding, Ms Watson spoke about seating practice for Chinese students.

Extract 6.5 (Interview CO22)

  1 Ms Watson: � I do think that they work better with, they�re better when
they�re working with another person who can translate
English for them, not who can translate their own language
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  2 Researcher: And that�s what Jenny said.  I asked her what was the
advantage of working with Alana and Ray rather than Nancy
and that�s the exact reason she gave me.

  3 Ms Watson: Yeah, it is much better.  Very often, I will never let them sit
together.  I don�t let them sit together like this big group ((of
four Chinese students sitting at Table A)).  I�ve never done
that before.  The only reason they did, did it was because
someone from the ESL Department was coming down
working with George � and she came down to sit here ((at
Table A)), so while she was here I let them all stay together
because I thought that translation would help the ((two
Taiwanese)) girls ((Jenny and Alana)), but usually I would
have them, those two girls usually sit with the ((Anglo-
Australian and Eastern European (ESL))) ones in the middle.

Ms Watson described the Taiwanese girls, Jenny and Nancy, and George, one of the

Chinese boys, as acquirers who could benefit from �help� with language during written

activities.  She formed two sub-categories in the whole class acquiring party: students

requiring linguistic help; and students who could offer help.  The Chinese students were

in the former category; and Anglo-Australian and Eastern European students in the

latter.  This strengthened the already strong classification of transmitter and acquirers of

the whole group activity.  Moreover, it accounted for the strengthening of framing.  The

Chinese students required extra explanations; in Ms Watson�s words, someone was

needed who could �translate English for them�.  �Translation� should not be read

literally here because Ms Watson�s preferred translators did not speak Chinese.

Fieldnotes produced during Ms Watson�s first contact with the researcher provided

further evidence in this regard.  During an informal conversation with the researcher Ms

Watson indicated that she had �mixed ESL students with others to force them to talk�

during the previous unit because �she was fed up with them not talking.  She was

especially pleased with that unit because she got lots of interaction involving the Asian

students.  They had the other students explaining things to them� (fieldnotes, 8.10.97).

Accounting for stronger control for the whole class

The classroom data set only provides evidence about adaptations of instruction that

were directed at Taiwanese students as members of sub-categories of the whole class

acquiring party.  This is a methodological limitation of the study that is discussed in

Chapter Seven.  The interview data set, in contrast, provides data about both those

adaptations, as well as adaptations that were directed at the whole class as a result of the
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presence of Taiwanese and other Asian students.  The latter talk occurred only in the

interviews that were conducted with Ms Macara, a finding consistent with the fieldnotes

produced from the researcher�s first meeting with Ms Watson.  These notes record Ms

Watson�s claim that she did �not plan her class around Asian students.  She likes to

think of them as �average�� and that �her class is quite different from Ms Macara�s

because Ms Macara breaks her work down a lot more because of the weight of ((Asian))

numbers, whereas she teaches at pace and helps the Asian students and hopes they get

it� (fieldnotes, 8.10.97).  Ms Macara stated that the language-across-the-curriculum

activities which she used at Fullner SHS with its substantial Samoan population were

also a part of her teaching at Daybreak SHS with its substantial cohorts of Asian

students.  These are activities where subject-specific English (e.g., �geographical�

English) or CALP is explicitly taught.

Extract 6.6 (Interview CO23)

  1 Researcher: In the last interview you said that at Fullner you incorporated
literacy strategies like from FLIP and ELDAC ((two teacher
professional development courses focused on literacy)) �
((meaning of acronyms checked; teacher reminded of her
account of those activities in the name of cultural equity)) �
and my question is the compare and contrast again, do you use
the same strategies in this school ((when pursuing cultural
equity)), why or why not?

  2 Ms Macara: Well, yes I do, particularly with this Year 10 class ((one of the
geography case study classes)) because of the nature of it, as I
said, just a moment ago, a lot of the activities that I engage in,
you can see that whilst they�re dealing with, with print
materials that relate to the content, the focus of the processes of
their skills are very much literacy-linked, for example, today
we were working through sheets that further information about
the effects of human behaviour on coastlines, but looking at
cause-effect and trying to deal with the top-level structure idea
and picking out the words to signal that something was a result
of something or that consequently being able to identify the
effects of things and getting them to be able to, to, to see those
effects as being specific effects from specific causes and make
some conclusions about those.

In the account represented in Extract 6.6 Ms Macara�s statement �because of the nature

of it� can be interpreted as a reference to the number of ESL students in her class,

including the 12 recently arrived Asian students.  It may also be a reference to the

nature of the tasks confronting the students, to the CALP required for success in the
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subject.  In either case, Ms Macara clearly indicated that �this class� presented particular

challenges.  Moreover, what is notable for the current argument is that in responding to

a question about her practice at Daybreak SHS Ms Macara spoke of the whole class.

She did not refer to a group of Taiwanese or Asian students within the class, but to a

whole class.  The classification of acquirers thus described by Ms Macara was strong:

all students were part of the one acquiring party for Seatwork activities.  Classification

was not strengthened through the formation of a sub-category of acquirers.  In contrast,

stronger framing was indicated for this class: �literacy-linked� skills such as the cause-

effect semantic relations of geographical English were to be explicitly taught.  It was by

labelling the class either explicitly according to its �nature�, or implicitly in relation to

the nature of the tasks confronting the students, that the teacher accounted for this

stronger framing of expectations for the whole class.

Explaining Seatwork dependence

In Extract 6.5 above, Ms Watson invoked English language proficiency as an

impediment to Chinese students� participation during the independent phase of

Seatwork.  In adapting instruction for these students as a sub-group within the class, it

will be recalled, this teacher sought students to �translate� English for them.  English

language proficiency was only one of the impediments to Taiwanese students�

independent participation in Seatwork that was invoked by the two case study teachers.

The other impediment was a lack of �Asian� conscientiousness.  Each of these

impediments to independent participation in Seatwork is now illustrated in turn.

English language proficiency was described as an impediment to Taiwanese and other

Chinese and Asian students� understanding of the expectations that were made of them

in Seatwork.  This is evident in Extract 6.7.  The extract was taken from a post-lesson

interview conducted with Ms Watson.  The interview opened with the researcher asking

Ms Watson why she had split the Chinese students into two groups for an activity.  Ms

Watson accounted for this approach by invoking the laziness of the two Chinese boys,

in particular, George�s habit of waiting �until you�re on to the next part of the lesson

before he says �I didn�t understand the last thing�.  Taking up the comments about

George�s lack of understanding, the researcher then observed that Ms Watson regularly

checked the students� understanding.
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Extract 6.7 (Interview CO36)

  1 Researcher: You have to spend a lot of time getting people to explain ((the
meanings of content)).  I could hear you doing that repeatedly
through the lesson.

  2 Ms Watson: Well yeah, you have to, yes I do.
  3 Researcher: What are the sort of points that tip off in your mind, �oh better

ask someone to explain�.
  4 Ms Watson: I just know.
  5 Researcher: Yeah.
  6 Ms Watson: I know, I know what they won�t understand.  I know that the

whole class won�t understand, so I know what they don�t
understand.  I just know.

  7 Researcher: Right.  Is it just from past experience or just the fact that
you�re introducing something new or it�s a new procedure?

  8 Ms Watson: No, because none of this is really new, is it?
  9 Researcher: No.
10 Ms Watson: It�s just set in a different way.
11 Researcher: Like applications?
12 Ms Watson: They�ve seen it ((during the field trip and video)), and

they�ve made up their own lists and now they�re actually
reading about it and the material that I gave them to read, I
know that there�s some sentences in there that are just
meaningless � ((description of the meaningless sentences))
sometimes I ask one of the other kids, the kids that can speak
English, I ask them and if they don�t understand, then I�m
sure these ((Chinese students)) won�t.

13 Researcher: Yeah.
14 Ms Watson: Because a lot of it is comprehension, and I always assume

they don�t anyway.

In Extract 6.7 Ms Watson talked about the spoken preparatory phase of a particular

Seatwork activity during which she had asked Anglo-Australian students to explain the

meanings of text on a worksheet that was to be completed independently later in the

activity.  Two groups of acquirers were constructed: �kids that can speak English�; and

�these� students (read: �the Chinese group� on whom the interview had thitherto been

focused).  These two types of acquirer were distinguished by English language

proficiency.  �Kids that can speak English� were described as most likely to

comprehend the meanings that were required of them, and Chinese students (implicitly,

�kids that cannot speak English�) as unlikely to have such comprehension.
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In addition, the two geography teachers indicated that limited English language

proficiency was implicated in Asian students� misunderstanding of the form in which

meanings were to be made during independent Seatwork.  This is illustrated in Extract

6.8.  The extract was taken from the extended post-lesson interview conducted with Ms

Macara.  During the interview the researcher asked specific questions to clarify the

objectives of the lesson, and then more general questions about how the unit as a whole

was taught given the students� diverse backgrounds.  Ms Macara was asked to clarify a

comment she had made in an earlier and informal conversation: �You were saying you

incorporate as much practical work as you can�.  In response, Ms Macara described the

graphic activities of the eco-tourism unit.  While speaking about an activity which

required the students to draw diagrams illustrating the concept of �sequential

occupance�, Ms Macara noted that this activity had taken an entire period, despite the

Asian students� �fairly reasonable� mathematical competence.  The researcher than

probed the issue of English language proficiency:

Extract 6.8 (Interview CO18)
  1 Researcher: What is the difference between, say you were doing this unit

with this class and say a class of fluent English speakers?
  2 Ms Macara: I probably would have given the same activity to do for

homework but with this group, anything that I gave them for
homework I usually just limited to learning definitions, that
sort of thing, because they need the teacher there to do with
anything that�s more, more complex than just straight out
recall, anything that�s virtually [involving processes or skills].
They do need =

  3 Researcher:                                                    [Procedurally?]
  4 Ms Macara: = somebody there to be able to explain and to keep an eye on

that they�re doing it the right way.
  5 Researcher: Is it a lack of background in using those processes or an

interrupted history of getting to this point or?
  6 Ms Macara: Oh, I think, a bit of everything, probably a bit of everything,

but they, you know, I find sometimes they�re looking up
words in their electronic dictionaries and the words are just to
give them clarification of what it is I�m asking them to do of
the procedures.  So they do sometimes have a difficulty
understanding exactly what it is they are supposed to be
doing�

In Extract 6.8 the researcher characterised �this class� as not �a class of fluent English

speakers�.  In accounting for the use she made of lesson and homework time, Ms

Macara elaborated this label.  She described the students as needing teacher assistance
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to work out the expectations of any activity more complex than �straight out recall�.

Crucially for the research question under investigation here, the Asian students used

their dictionaries to understand how to �do� the activities.  In other words, the students�

limited English language proficiency made it difficult for them to ascertain the

interactive expectations attendant upon them as members of whole class acquiring

parties during independent Seatwork: �the words ((they are looking up)) are just to give

them clarification of what it is I�m asking them to do of the procedures, so they do

sometimes have a difficulty understanding exactly what it is they are supposed to be

doing� (Turn 6).

English language proficiency was not the only impediment invoked by the two case

study teachers to explain the independent participation of Taiwanese and other Chinese

and Asian students in Seatwork activities.  The other impediment concerned

conscientiousness, an aspect of acquirer social conduct, character and manner that has

been investigated by the SAL researchers as a characteristic of the so-called �Chinese�

learner.  During the data collection phase of this study it was found that participants

commonly described two groups of Asian students: those who were conscientious

(�hardworking�, �striving�); and those who were not.  This categorisation was made

interactively salient only once in the classroom data set.  During a Seatwork activity in

which students were required to review technical content by matching definitions with

terms, Ms Watson criticised George for not doing any work: �Don�t worry I�ve got all of

them and I�m going to read them out and then you�ll be able to write them in.  Okay.  And

then you can learn them.  You�re always looking for the easy option, aren�t you?� (Lesson

2).  In contrast, the categorisation was constructed repeatedly in the interview data.

At the beginning of their extended interviews the two case study teachers were asked

whether the categories, �hardworking� and �not hardworking� could be applied to their

Year 10 Geography classes.  Both teachers agreed that they could.  In the remainder of

those interviews, and in the post-lesson interviews, the teachers invoked the two

categories repeatedly.  Extract 6.9 illustrates the teachers� responses to the question in the

extended interview.  The extract opens at the beginning of the interview:
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Extract 6.9 (Interview CO23)

  1 Researcher: Okay, starting with just some of the demographic facts of the
school, Shirley ((the HOD of the Intensive Language Unit))
mentioned to me when I spoke to her that there was the original
cohort of Taiwanese students that came through, that were from
some very stable families, generally good at school work,
dedicated to what they were doing and very successful.  But
she said up at about the Year 10 level there�s a bubble of a
different cohort of student and she said Amy ((the Chinese
teacher aide)) refers to them as �new rich�, with separated
families ((split family migration))� is it something that you�re
aware of?

  2 Ms Macara: I�m not really aware of the personal backgrounds at all, no, but
I, I could say that there, probably with the Asian children in the
class, I could divide them according to those who seem to be
really striving and those who are not really interested in
striving.

  3 Researcher: Paul and Rod seem to be very hard working.
  4 Ms Macara: Mmm, XiaoPing�s quite hardworking ((teacher misnames a

child)) � but some of the others they seem to be more, not
really interested in, in striving, and the same group that I�m
talking about here are often the last ones to come into the
classroom.  They have to be reminded that the lesson is about
to begin whereas the other group are always first there ready
to go.  So there�s a difference in attitude and also in like their
general attitude to, to, to the lesson and also their particular
specific work patterns.

While asked specifically about �Taiwanese� students, Ms Macara responded by

categorising �Asian� students into two groups: those who �seem to be really striving�

and �those who are not really interested in striving� (Turn 2).  This response was

similar to that given by Ms Watson to the same question.  In both cases the teachers

were concerned with pacing.  In Extract 6.9, for example, Ms Macara established two

categories of Asian students in relation to the pacing of lessons as a whole: �((one

group)) have to be reminded that the lesson is about to begin whereas the other group

are always first there ready to go� (Turn 4).  The problem here was start time.  Ms

Macara intimated that the same labels applied at the activity level (�particular specific

work patterns� (Turn 4)), but did not elaborate.  An elaboration came a few turns later

in response to the researcher�s observation about the frequency with which the Asian

students� independent Seatwork was checked: �Yeah, well that particular group that I�m

talking about often will not have made any effort.  Sometimes they will not have even (   )

got the worksheet out or even their book out�.  Start time was, once again, the problem.
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The distribution of the labels, �striving� and �not really striving�, among the social

categories in the two case study classes is notable.  Both teachers reserved the label,

�striving�, for Asian students who were more conscientious than any other students.  In

her extended interview, for example, Ms Watson referred in passing to the

conscientious Asian students: �the good kids from Asia, ah, the good kids, the ones we

used to have a lot of, the bright ones, the ones that are here for education, are going to get

a VHA2 in everything, who kill themselves working�.  In contrast, the achievements of an

outstanding European migrant were construed some turns later as effortless: �he could

just sit there and remember it and he had a quick mind � he was just amazing, he

wasn�t �good�, though�.

Both of the case study teachers offered a cultural explanation for the conscientiousness

that characterised some of the Asian students.  Extract 6.10 is indicative.  The extract

was taken from a discussion of the independence of Asian students that occurred during

a post-lesson interview.  The discussion began when the researcher asked Ms Macara to

elaborate on her claim, made as an aside during the lesson, that some of the Asian

students (whom Ms Macara had just referred to as �kids�) were very independent:

Extract 6.10 (Interview 19)

  1 Researcher: Ah, just one question.  Have you got any explanation for why,
sort of, those kids try hard or are independent by comparison
with some of the others?

  2 Ms Macara: Oh, I think it�s probably a cultural thing that they, you know,
the expectation is that they�re going to learn and do well and
so that�s what they�re doing.

Where the category, �striving� acquirer, was applied only to Asian students, the

category, �not really striving�, was applied to low achieving students in general.  In

describing the three East European boys in her class, for example, Ms Macara employed

terms similar to those she applied to Asian students who �did not really strive�.  This is

illustrated in Extract 6.11 which was taken from a discussion of how the eco-tourism

unit had been adjusted for ESL students.  The discussion occurred during the extended

post-lesson interview with Ms Macara.  During that discussion Ms Macara initiated talk

about the backgrounds that the Asian students brought to the unit.  She was then asked
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whether there was �any difference in the backgrounds that the Eastern European

students bring� by comparison with the Asian students, and further, whether �Eastern

European� was just �a big meaningless category� .  Ms Macara responded affirmatively

to the latter part of the question, stating that one Eastern European boy was �coping

fairly well� while the other two were not.  She then described the other Eastern

European boys in the same terms she used about Asian students who were �not really

striving�:

Extract 6.11 (Interview CO18)

  1 Ms Macara: Noel is just an ongoing worry.  He was the one sitting down
the back ((of the classroom during this morning�s lesson)).
He brings no writing gear.  He often doesn�t even bring his
book.  If he does do anything, it�s very untidy and he more
often than not just chooses to tune out as well and, but his
tuning out is often accompanied by tuning into doing silly
things with the other ((Eastern European)) guy when he�s
there.

This description of students who �tuned out�, did not bring the required materials to

class, and did very little work, is akin to that which was constructed by Ms Macara

when talking about individual Asian students who did not �really strive�.  A similar

phenomenon was observed in Ms Watson�s interviews.  Like Ms Macara, Ms Watson

used a single set of terms relating to a lack of conscientiousness to describe not only

Asian students, but also others in her class (�kids from dreadful backgrounds�).

Different explanations of Asian students� disposition not to �really strive� were offered

by the two teachers.  Both teachers declined to comment on claims that this disposition

was related causally to split family migration.  Ms Watson�s favoured explanation was

psychological.  When asked during her extended interview whether it was true that

Asian students were very conscientious, this teacher reiterated comments she had made

repeatedly in informal conversation and post-lesson interviews about psychological

causes: �I mean you see some of those kids are very much more products of their own

being, their own being lazy, or they�re just, yeah, they�re just, I don�t, I couldn�t say that it

is anything with them ((about their family background)) that, that you could, that you were

just talking about�.  In contrast, Ms Macara seemed to attribute the Asian and Eastern

European students� lack of striving to the language demands of the mainstream classroom:
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Extract 6.12 (Interview CO18)

  1 Ms Macara: I�m inclined to think that with some of these youngsters when
they come into mainstream that it all seems so very difficult
and the tendency is to just tune out, and as I say, Hugh
worries me because he, he tunes out.  Sometimes he tunes out
to the extent he just goes to sleep in the classroom, and other
times he�s skipped classes.  It must be his way of not coping.

Ms Macara�s point seems to have been that the transition from the intensive ESL

program of the language unit to the mainstream ESL program of geography lessons was

too difficult for some ESL students.  This is a claim that has been made in earlier

studies of the participation of ESL students in the common interactive routines of

mainstream classes (Harklau 1994).

Discussion: dependent Seatworkers

In accounting for their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students in

Seatwork, the two geography teachers described practices that were actually observed in

their lessons and reported as adaptations of instruction for Taiwanese and certain other

students in Chapter Five.  One of the teachers also described practices that were

directed at the whole class, possibly as a result of the presence of the students.  Analysis

of the accounts indicated that the case study teachers were concerned with the

dependence of Taiwanese and certain other students during Seatwork.  Much of this

concern was directed at low achievers.

Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students were sometimes represented by

the two geography teachers as �dependent Seatworkers�.  This disposition was attributed

to English language impediments to classroom participation.  The teachers thus took up

positions within the ESL-aware professional-academic discourse described in the

discussion of spoken discourse earlier in this chapter.  From these positions the

geography teachers made general statements about Taiwanese students� difficulties in

inferring the meanings that were required of them, and the form of interaction through

which those meanings were to be made.  The recontextualisation of this discourse by the

teachers in their interviews produced a specific regulatory model of the acquirer as
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English speaker in mainstream subjects, and a specific structure of instructional moves

for that pedagogic agent.  In this exercise of symbolic power, Taiwanese students were

categorised amongst those who failed to personify that acquirer and display the required

moves.  For these students a more strongly framed pedagogic relation was indicated to

promote participation in mainstream classroom Seatwork.  As was the case with spoken

activities, it is suggested that it was from the ESL-aware position that the geography

teachers accounted for a form of pedagogy which, it was shown in Chapter Five, is a

mechanism by which Chinese students might be socialised into more teacher-controlled

dispositions within the communicative contingencies of Western classrooms as was

suggested by the SAL researchers.

The limited participation of Taiwanese students in independent Seatwork was attributed

also to a social indisposition to striving that was construed as a deviation from �Asian�

conscientiousness.  The geography teachers thus took up positions constructed within a

professional-academic discourse that might be described as �culture-aware�.  This is the

discourse that was the focus of the review of the literature on the Chinese learner

presented in Chapter Two.  In the context of the interviews this discourse was related to

a psychological discourse on the universal human laziness of children in one case; and a

sociological discourse on transition between ESL learning contexts in the other.  In

exercising power by relating these psychological and sociological discourses to the

discourse on Asian conscientiousness, the geography teachers categorised Taiwanese

students among those who failed to display the attributes of the acquirer modelled in

specific regulatory discourse, and to display the behaviours required by the activities of

specific instructional discourse.  For these students a more strongly framed pedagogic

relation was indicated to promote participation in mainstream classroom Seatwork.  As

was the case with the ESL-aware positions, the culture-aware positions made it possible

for the geography teachers to account for a form of pedagogy which is a mechanism by

which Chinese students might be socialised into more teacher-controlled dispositions as

was suggested by the SAL researchers.
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Discussion: Research Question Three

The research question addressed in the first section of this chapter was concerned with

geography teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese

students.  Data about the spoken activities of teacher-directed dialogue and student

monologue, and the primarily non-spoken activity of Seatwork, were analysed to

address this question.  It was found that the case study teachers explained the

strengthening of the framing of these activities for Taiwanese and certain other students,

and hence, the strengthening of the classification of acquirers.  One of the teachers also

accounted for the strengthening of the framing of Seatwork for the whole class because

of the presence of Taiwanese and certain other students.  These various accounts were

found to turn on the labelling of Taiwanese students as either �reluctant speakers� or

�dependent Seatworkers�.  Taiwanese students, along with various others, including

non-Taiwanese Chinese, Asian and ESL students, were incorporated into the categories,

�reluctant speaker� and �dependent Seatworker�.  None of the categories constructed in

the teachers� talk were distributed exclusively to Taiwanese students.

�Reluctant speakers� were constructed in ESL-aware professional-academic discourse.

�Dependent Seatworkers� were constructed in that same discourse, in addition to a

culture-aware discourse.  In all cases Taiwanese students were categorised amongst

those who did not display the attributes of the acquirer modelled in the specific

regulatory discourse produced by the recontextualisation of those discourses in the

interviews.  Likewise, they did not display the behaviours specified by the specific

instructional discourse.  The categories of acquirers thus produced in the exercise of

symbolic power from the teachers� professional-academic discursive positions were

carried by a strengthened pedagogic relation: stronger framing was indicated for the

students.  This distribution of social relations constitutes a mechanism by which so-

called Chinese characteristics could be distributed as supposed by the SAL researchers.

In the remainder of this chapter a more extended understanding of talk accounting for

the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students is developed.  Through analysis of

interview data produced by school community members interested in the education of

Taiwanese students, attention is drawn to the fit of the geography teachers� accounts

within broader community debate.
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School Community Debate

Research Question Four

The second of the two questions directed at this study�s interview data was as follows:

• How do geography teachers� descriptions and explanations of their efforts to
promote the classroom participation of Taiwanese students fit within broader school
community debates over provision for the students?

In the first section of this chapter a framework was outlined for analysing the geography

teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students.

In this section of the chapter that framework is extended to analyse the fit of those

accounts within broader school community debates over provision for the students.

This entails adding to the framework the proposition that the positions from which

school community members talk about pedagogy for Taiwanese, or any other group of

students, constitute a discursive arena.  From Chapter Three it will be recalled that each

position within such an arena is taken to entail a category of agents and of professional-

academic discourses drawn from the exercise of power through the principle of

recontextualisation.  These categories exist in relations of contestation.  In taking up

particular positions, individuals are socialised into particular professional-academic

attitudes and allegiances.  In their talk then, the individuals represent interest groups

that variously compete and collaborate in struggles over �who� should get �what�, �how�

they should get it, and the instructional behaviours they should display.  These are

contestations over the production, distribution and acquisition of specific instructional

and regulative discourses.  In these terms this study�s question about the fit of

geography teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese

students within broader community debates can be re-specified as follows:

• The fit of the geography teachers� accounts of their lessons for Taiwanese students
within broader community debates is demonstrated in the competition or
collaboration of professional-academic attitudes and allegiances in accounts of
impediments to the students� participation in lessons.

• Competition of professional-academic attitudes and allegiances in accounts of
impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in lessons is evident in the
oppositionality or alterity of labels describing the students� behaviours with respect
to the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of knowledge in activities, and of
underpinning attributes of social character, conduct and manner.  These labels
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categorise Taiwanese students as members of the interactive parties that constitute a
social order with a particular classification value.

• Collaboration of professional-academic attitudes and allegiances in accounts of
impediments to Taiwanese students� participation in lessons is evident in the
similarity or additivity of labels describing the students� behaviours with respect to
the selection, sequencing, pacing and criteria of knowledge in activities, and of
underpinning attributes of social character, conduct and manner.  These labels
categorise Taiwanese students as members of the interactive parties that constitute a
social order with a particular classification value.

• In short, the fit of the geography teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the
participation of Taiwanese students within broader community debate on provision
for these students is demonstrated in the similarity or difference of labels applied to
the students� instructional behaviours and social attributes as members of interactive
parties.  These labels are understood in terms of specific instructional and regulatory
discourses created through the recontextualising processes of appropriation,
relocation, refocusing and relating.  The production of particular messages about
pedagogy for Taiwanese students is understood in terms of struggles for domination
within the pedagogic recontextualising arena of the school community.

Before proceeding with the analysis of the community members� accounts, it is useful

to begin by re-considering the findings relating to Research Question Three.  From

earlier in the chapter it will be recalled that the geography teachers spoke from ESL-

aware and culture-aware positions.  Within the ESL-aware professional-academic

discourse the teachers spoke from similar positions.  In contrast, within the culture-

aware discourse they spoke from alternative positions: one, a psychological position;

and the other, a sociological position.  In the remainder of this section it is shown how

the accounts of their efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese, and other

Chinese, Asian and ESL, students that were produced by the geography teachers from

these positions fitted within broader school community debates over provision for the

students.

Data relevant to Research Question Four were produced in part by interview questions

that sought school community members� responses to characterisations of Chinese or

Asian learners frequently heard at Daybreak SHS, for example, that they were reluctant

speakers.  Relevant data were also produced by more general questions; in the case of

the Chinese participants, for example, by questions about their own Australian

educational experience.  The general finding of the analyses was that the community
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members, like the geography teachers, constructed Taiwanese, and other Chinese and

Asian, students as reluctant speakers and dependent Seatworkers.  There were, however,

some counter-instances: the importance of the category, �reluctant speakers�, was

challenged by two interviewees.  However, the community members sometimes spoke

from different positions within the one discourse, if not from positions constructed

within other professional-academic discourses.  In what follows, data illustrating the

community members� accounts of dialogue and Seatwork for Taiwanese students are

analysed in turn.

Reluctant speakers

Like the geography teachers, some of the school community members attributed the

reluctant speech of Taiwanese students to English language proficiency.  In addition,

some invoked the previous socialisation of the students into a general social disposition

not to speak in class in any language.  Data illustrating both of these explanations of

Taiwanese students� reluctant speech are now analysed.

English proficiency

Five of the fourteen school community members who constituted the sample for this

study attributed Taiwanese students� reluctance to speak in whole class dialogue to their

English proficiency: Ms Judith Shannon, Ms Lisa Wong, Ms Ya-Li Zhang, Ms Andrea

Liu and Ms Melissa Chen.  From Chapter Four it will be recalled that these interviewees

were variously employed as teachers of English or Mandarin both at the time of the

study and previously, voluntarily and in a paid capacity, in Australia and overseas, in

specialised language teaching institutions and not.  In attributing the reluctant speech of

Taiwanese and other Chinese students to English proficiency these interviewees all took

up positions within the professional-academic discourses of language teachers.  These

professional-academic positions differed from the ESL-aware positions from which the

geography teachers constructed impediments of English language proficiency when

explaining Taiwanese students� reluctant speech.

Four of the community members� accounts of the English proficiency of Taiwanese and

other Chinese students were produced in response to specific questions on this topic.

One was produced incidentally during a response to a question about relationships
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between Chinese and other ESL teachers.  The most succinct statement of the

community members� positions is presented in Extract 6.13.  The extract was taken

from an interview with Ms Shannon, the principal of Lanmana Intensive Language

School.  The interview was conducted by Ms Wong who not only worked as an

interviewer and Cantonese/Mandarin-English translator for this study, but who was also

interviewed for the study in her capacity as a trained and experienced teacher.  Ms

Wong had formerly taught in bilingual Chinese-English programs in the U.S. and

worked voluntarily as a teacher aide at Lanmana Intensive Language School.  At the

time of the study Ms Wong was working as an extra-curricular teacher of Mandarin at a

state high school in the Daybreak area.  While interviewing Ms Shannon, Ms Wong

asked about the average period Chinese students spent at Lanmana before enrolling at

Daybreak SHS.  In responding, Ms Shannon referred to Ms Wong�s contribution at

Lanmana:

Extract 6.13 (Interview CA5)

  1 Ms Shannon: I feel really you were a bit of a catalyst for us because we
knew, we knew what was wrong ((with our program for
Chinese students)) but we didn�t know, really we weren�t
actually doing much to fix it.  And in fact, sometimes when you
do try to �fix� things, in inverted commas, the client itself will
resist because, they say, �I�m not here to speak Chinese� or you
know, �I�m here to do such and such�, not realising the benefits
to self esteem and confidence, because you can�t speak in any
language if you�ve got nothing to say, so unless you build the
field and unless you build their knowledge of assertion and
interjection and rebuttal and so on, it�s the, it�s the actual
conversation that, whether it�s formal or informal, that they
have the, the difficulty with.

In the account represented in Extract 6.13 Ms Shannon identified two impediments to

Taiwanese students� participation in spoken activities.  Firstly, she indicated that

Taiwanese students did not necessarily have anything to say: �you can�t speak in any

language if you�ve got nothing to say�.  This was a point that was made repeatedly by

Ms Wong herself, both during her interviews and informally during data collection.  It

is a point that seems to contradict the geography teachers� assumption, noted in the

investigation of Research Question Three, that there was content to be �drawn out� of

Taiwanese and other ESL students by strongly framed questions; content to be cajoled,

threatened or encouraged from them.  However, that assumption was made in relation to
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True Content Dialogue, whereas Ms Shannon referred to forms of dialogue where

assertion, interjection and rebuttal were required.  Accordingly, the assumptions do not

represent competing descriptions, so much as claims about different types of dialogic

context; contexts where it is or is not reasonable to assume that students have something

to say in the absence of explicit content development.

It should be noted that concern with the acquisition of the esoteric discourses that are

realised in assertion, interjection, rebuttal and other dialogic uses of CALP language, is

central to the discourse of U.S. bilingual educators.  Ms Wong�s production of messages

about provision for ESL students from within this discourse represented a contestation

of the discourses of Australian ESL teaching.  In explaining her uptake of Ms Wong�s

position, Ms Shannon pointed to a dilemma that disturbed those discourses.  This was

the dilemma of the limited cognitive and academic development of ESL students in

English-only intensive language programs: �I feel you were a bit of a catalyst for us

because we knew, we knew what was wrong � but we didn�t know, really we weren�t

actually doing much to fix it�.

Secondly, Ms Shannon indicated that Taiwanese students did not necessarily know how

to speak as was required of them in dialogic activities: �it�s the actual conversation �

that they have � difficulty with�.  According to Ms Shannon, Taiwanese students did

not have the dialogic moves required in less teacher-directed forms of dialogue:

�assertion and interjection and rebuttal�.  This description was reiterated by the other

four community members who invoked the Taiwanese students� English proficiency to

explain their reluctance to speak in class.  These community members spoke of the

Taiwanese students� generic indisposition to oral communication in English, the

contextually appropriate use of English in classroom contexts and beyond, and social

conversation.  Citing her own experience as an ESL learner, Ms Chen, who taught

English to Taiwanese adults at a technical institute, made this clear: �I tend to retreat

and to not to make any comments and to just sit there and be a good listener, to listen to

other people, and also to try to listen very carefully, see how other people respond to

one another� (Interview CM7).  Ms Liu, who had taught English in Taiwan, spoke

similarly: � � in Australia, like, �Oh, it�s a nice day, isn�t it? It might rain later.� or �It�s

a lovely day today� � in Taiwan it�s never, you�re never taught to start a conversation
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like that before�.  The problem described by Ms Liu was not the social disposition to

conversation per se, but the disposition to the specific interactive moves of that dialogic

form (Interview CO40).

As stated earlier, all the community members who invoked English language

impediments by way of explanation of the reluctant speech of Taiwanese students were

teachers of English and/or Mandarin language.  In accounting for the reluctant speech of

Taiwanese students, these five community members assumed positions within

professional-academic discourses on language teaching.

Ms Shannon took up a position within the discourses of functional-systemic linguistics

that was influential in the teaching of both native and ESL learners of English in

Australia at the time: �we focussed very much on the, the purpose and the need for that

communication, and the relationship of the text, what is being said or what is being

written, in relation to the context�.  As will be recalled from Chapter Four, the teaching

of genre was an explicit focus of the English lessons that were produced as part of the

larger project with which this study is associated (Nicolson 2000; P.Singh et al. 2001;

Freebody & Herschell 2000).  Similarly, Ms Zhang, Ms Liu and Ms Chen took up

positions within the discourse on the communicative approach which highlights the

need for students to acquire linguistic competence through comprehensible input in the

second language, and sometimes, the production of comprehensible output.  This

approach has been highly influential in the teaching of second languages in Australia

since the 1980s.

In contrast with Ms Shannon, Ms Zhang, Ms Liu and Ms Chen, Ms Wong, spoke from a

discourse on bilingualism that was not of prominence in Australian educational forums.

This discourse incorporates notions developed in the research on CALP and the

academic achievement of ESL students that was reviewed in Chapter Two.  Ms Wong�s

concern was with the Taiwanese students� lack of things to say, that is, with their lack

of cognitive and academic proficiency, given their inability to keep up with instruction

in the English medium.  From her position in the bilingual professional-academic

discourse, Ms Wong contested the discourses that are in circulation in Australian ESL

forums with their emphasis on linguistic proficiency.  So too did Ms Shannon, although
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in her case, the bilingual discourse was incorporated additively into an otherwise

orthodox Australian ESL perspective.  The accounts of Ms Wong and Ms Shannon are,

in key respects, unrepresentative of the data set.  Specifically, their talk constituted a

counter-instance in a data corpus where the significance of that category was not

evidently resisted.  This counter-instance is now documented and explicated.

Ms Shannon, it was noted above, explained the reluctant speech of Taiwanese students

in terms of English language proficiency.  In doing so she pointed to the dilemma of the

limited cognitive and academic development of ESL students in English-only intensive

language programs.  This was a point made also by Ms Wong.  Extract 6.14 is

illustrative.  The extract was taken from Ms Shannon�s response to an explicit question

about the oral and written English proficiency of the Taiwanese students when they

exited Lanmana Intensive Language School for Daybreak SHS:

Extract 6.14 (Interview CA5)

  1 Researcher: I remember you mentioned before, that, often times, the
((Taiwanese)) students were doing so much better in writing
and reading than their oral language skills.  Why do you think
so? Has that anything to do with the former schooling
background?  Or is it the way that they are learning?  Or the
way some are being taught?

  2 Ms Shannon: I think an age factor comes into play.  So I don�t think that
statement is generally true of younger Taiwanese students.
Therefore I think it has something to do with the amount of
exposure beforehand.  And something to do, really, in terms
of the way things are taught.  But also, in terms of high school
preparation, we ((at Lanmana)) are fairly unashamedly
focussing on the reading and writing that you need for high
school.  And if you had more and more time, I mean you
could do more and more with the speaking, �cause the
speaking�s also, we, we�re not saying for a minute it�s not
important.  But basically, you can�t survive in high school if
you can�t read your text book and you can�t produce written
text.  � ((discussion of the limited resources available at
Lanmana and the attendant need to prioritise objectives for
the students)) � I have not seen anything to suggest that we
should change that focus and not focus on the reading and
writing.  Because when I look proportionately at the number
of Taiwanese students who are doing well in high school
compared with other students and so on, and given that
they�ve come from a country where you know the
background is totally different and so on, I�m not unhappy
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about their performance.  I think the ones that probably miss
out more are the younger ones and some of them are speaking
beautifully, so they�re orally very competent.  But there isn�t
the discipline there about writing, or the transference of
knowledge ((from the first to the second language)).  And I
think if they�re quite firm or firm in their own language, and
they�ve had some exposure to English they�ve just got so
much more to transfer � and yet I think the parental
expectation is often that the siblings who are chattering away
are somehow cleverer, and, you know, because they�re more
socially able to deal with visitors or neighbours and things
like that.

Ms Shannon, like Ms Wong, resisted the significance accorded the category, �reluctant

speaker� by other members of the school community.  In her account students were

categorised, in the first instance, according to their cognitive academic proficiency.  The

reluctant English speech of the adolescent Taiwanese students at Daybreak SHS was

thus less problematic than their cognitive academic thinking proficiency.  Moreover,

CALP, the language for enacting such thinking, was thereby valued over BICS, the

language of everyday social communication.  As was argued earlier, Ms Shannon�s

position in professional-academic discourses on bilingualism enabled her, like Ms

Wong, to identify a dilemma in the discourses of Australian ESL forums.  This dilemma

is the lack of cognitive development attained by ESL students in English-only contexts.

It is a dilemma which, in Bernstein and Solomon�s (1999) terms, �disturbed� the

dominant professional-academic discourses of the school community interested in the

education of Taiwanese students.  This disturbance is evident in the lesser priority

accorded the category, �reluctant speaker� by Ms Shannon and Ms Wong.  The position

of these two interviewees constitutes a counter-instance in a corpus of accounts where

the significance of that category was not evidently resisted.

Social conduct, character and manner

Five of the 14 school community members who participated in this study attributed the

reluctant speech of Taiwanese, and other Chinese or Asian, students to prior

socialisation.  These community members were: Ms Shirley Green, Ms Amy Yahp, Ms

Deborah Anderson, Ms Ya-Li Zhang, and Ms Andrea Liu.  From Chapter Four it will be

recalled that these community members were all teachers, either at the time of the study

or previously and were selected for the study to achieve a sharp analytic focus on the
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recontextualisation of professional-academic discourses in their accounts of pedagogy

for Taiwanese students.  All were either employed to work with Taiwanese students in

the Intensive Language Unit at Daybreak SHS or were migrants from Chinese societies

who worked in various paid or unpaid professional and paraprofessional capacities in

the Daybreak SHS community.  These five community members sometimes produced

accounts of the reluctant speech of Taiwanese students in response to explicit questions

on this topic; and sometimes, produced their accounts spontaneously.  The main finding

was that these five community members attributed the reluctant speech of Taiwanese

students to their prior socialisation in the logistical and cultural conditions of their

countries of origin.

Logistics

Logistics were central to the account presented in Extract 6.15.  The interview from

which the extract was taken was conducted with Ms Anderson, who was born in Hong

Kong but had lived in Australia since middle childhood.  Ms Anderson�s comments

about logistics were made in response to the researcher�s statement that some Australian

mathematics teachers interviewed for the larger project which provided data for this

study were unable to tell whether or not Asian students understood lessons.  Ms

Anderson responded by explaining why Asian students did not ask clarifying questions

of their teachers:

Extract 6.15 (Interview CO29)

  1 Ms Anderson: �With Asians, they�ve been indoctrinated, because you
have 40 kids in a class ((in Asian societies)), you just can�t
have kids putting their hands up and asking questions so
what they�re doing is that they ((the teachers)) said �look�
((up the words in the dictionary)), and they, all of them
actually have a dictionary you know.  They all have
dictionary on, on the desk and with the maths one they just
get the kids to, especially if it�s a reading, reading type of
maths, right, and they just get the kids to do, just, you know,
look up the word if they don�t understand and just continue
on �til the teachers come � ((details about teacher-student
contact hours in the PRC)) and so the Vietnamese or the
Asian students, when they look at that, they say �okay, well
I�ll, I�ll just sit here and I�ll try to work it out and�, you
know, �the teacher will call me up sooner or later�, and, and
they not so pushy.
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In explaining Asian students� reluctance to ask questions of their teachers, Ms Anderson

was concerned with student questioning dialogue.  This is an activity that the

participants in the study identified repeatedly as problematic for Asian students.  From

Chapter Five it will be recalled that only one Asian student was observed to engage in

student questioning dialogue during the eight case study lessons.  Where students in

general in the case study classes initiated this activity to clarify their understanding of

teacher expectations, it was the teachers who took the initiative with Taiwanese,

Chinese, Asian and other ESL students through True Checking Dialogue.  In accounting

for the reluctance of Asian students to engage in student questioning dialogue the

community members therefore oriented to an aspect of teacher-student interaction

which was not displayed by Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students in

the classroom data that was analysed in Chapter Five.

Ms Anderson explained the paucity of student questioning dialogue on the part of Asian

students by referring to these students� previous training.  In particular, she pointed to

the logistical conditions of schooling in the students� countries of origin.  She stated that

Asian students had been �indoctrinated� into not asking clarifying questions;

socialised, that is, into a form of social conduct that precluded questioning of the

teacher: �you have 40 kids in a class, you can�t just have kids putting their hands up

and asking questions�.  Two other community members offered similar accounts, also

explaining the reluctance of Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students to speak

in terms of their socialisation within the logistics of the large classes found in Asian

schools.  One of these community members was Ms Green, the HOD of the Daybreak

SHS Intensive Language Unit, and a key figure in the dissemination of information

about ESL students to the mainstream teachers.  Ms Green indicated that it was Ms

Yahp, the Chinese teacher-aide in the Intensive Language Unit, who had made this

explanation available to her.  Some school community members thus constructed the

reluctance of Taiwanese students to speak from a position within professional-academic

discourse on the students� socialisation in the logistics of classrooms in Chinese

societies.  In doing so, they pointed to a contradiction confronting mainstream

Australian teachers when they take up professional-academic positions within discourse

which models acquirers as speakers, namely the prior socialisation of Chinese students

into forms of conduct, character and manner where speech was not appropriate.
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Culture

Two of the school community members who explained the reluctant speech of

Taiwanese and other Chinese students in terms of their previous socialisation focused

on cultural conditions.  This is evident in Extract 6.16.  The extract was taken from an

interview with Ms Zhang, a recent migrant from Taiwan who worked as a Mandarin

teacher at the local Buddhist temple and in the state education system.  During her

interview Ms Zhang was asked explicitly about the reluctance of Chinese students to

engage in student questioning dialogue when they did not understand the lesson:

Extract 6.16 (Interview CA2)

  1 Researcher: Sometimes the regular school teachers say that when the
Chinese students don�t understand they stay quiet and won�t
speak in front of the class and say, �I don�t understand�.  Is
that something that you�ve got any comments on?

  2 Ms Zhang: I think because most of the Chinese students, they are very
shy.  Even they, they don�t know.  They are too shy to say
they do not because they feel that is shameful, that is
shameful thing for them to say, say they don�t know.  They
feel very um, how to say ((pause))?

  3 Researcher: Embarrassed?
  4 Ms Zhang: Yes, yes, yes, they feel very embarrassed so sometimes they

just keep quiet.  I think this is the different cultural
background.  It doesn�t mean they don�t want to express
themselves, but because they, they are too shameful about,
they are innocent.

  5 Researcher: So how, when the Chinese students don�t understand, how do
they get help?

  6 Ms Zhang: You mean in the state school?
  7 Researcher: Yes, in the state school.  If they�ve not understood the lesson,

what do they do?
  8 Ms Zhang: They try to ask their classmates or they try to ask help from

their parents.  If the parents cannot help, then the parents will
ask for private tutors.

Ms Zhang agreed that Chinese students did not engage in student questioning dialogue,

labelling them as �shy� (Turn 2).  This lack of participation in class was attributed to a

general social impediment, namely the character and conduct into which the students

had been socialised given their �different cultural background� (Turn 4).  In the model

of acquirer-transmitter relations into which these students had been socialised acquirers

did not admit to transmitters that they had not understood the lesson.  To engage in such
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conduct was �shameful� (Turns 2, 4) given the character of Chinese students.  Seeking

help from peers, parents and private tutors, in contrast, was conduct that was in

character for the students.  Ms Zhang insisted on socialisation as the source of this

impediment to classroom participation.  By her account, the Chinese students were

�innocent� (Turn 4) in the face of the Australian teachers� criticism of their conduct

because of the cultural character into which they had been socialised.  Even though they

wanted to �express themselves� (Turn 4), these students were rendered silent by their

previous socialisation.

Ms Anderson, offered a variant on Ms Zhang�s account.  She stated that the character of

the Chinese students was such that they were �a little bit embarrassed� to engage in

�pushy� conduct by asking the teacher for help.  Like Ms Zhang, Ms Anderson

indicated that these students willingly sought the help of peers: �and if I don�t know,

maybe I could ask my friend after the class and he could help me� (Interview CO29).

It was not only the absence of Taiwanese and other Chinese or Asian students in student

questioning dialogue for which the school community members proffered cultural

explanations.  The absence of the students in the activity of Teacher-Student Debate

was also explained in these terms.  Extract 6.17 is illustrative.  The extract was taken

from an interview with Ms Liu, a recent migrant from Taiwan who taught Mandarin,

social science and English after undertaking a practicum at Daybreak SHS.  The

interview opened with a question asking Ms Liu to describe her teaching experience.  In

providing an account of her shift to Australia, Ms Liu mentioned that Australian

education was valuable because of �the way to train your way of thinking�.  Asked to

elaborate on that statement, Ms Liu observed that �in Taiwan we, we are trained to be

quiet, to accept everything � to sit there and quiet and listen�.  Ms Liu invoked the

notion of �respect� to explain this training.  The researcher observed that respect had

been mentioned repeatedly by the study�s participants, and then asked what was meant

by this term.  In response, Ms Liu described �respect� as one of the �Confucian

values�.
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Extract 6.17 (Interview CO40)

  1 Ms Liu: Okay, the Confucian values have got good or bad, you know,
reactions.  I think the Taiwanese students got bad features more
than the good ones.

  2 Researcher: Oh, right, what do you see as the good and the bad?
  3 Ms Liu: The good ones, okay the good one, is okay, you respect

teacher, you greet the teachers all the time, say goodbye or you
know, or when teachers coming you pull a chair for him �
((detailed description of greetings)) But yeah, generation by
generation they change.  This has become sort of bribing you
know � ((lengthy exchange as Ms Liu changes the topic from
greetings to school work and then corrects her claim that
teachers are not allowed to criticise students in the Confucian
model)) the students cannot, I mean, not allowed to criticise
teachers or whatever the teacher said in the classroom.  Even
the questions that, �Oh, sir, why did you say so, �cause I have
heard different things� or �I have different opinion about
something� or something.  Student just not allowed to.  If you
said that, you just become one of very unique students, you
know, in the classroom.

  4 Researcher: To be punished, or?
  5 Ms Liu: Well, depends on the teachers, yeah, or the teachers will just

treat you like something different.

In the account represented in Extract 6.17, Ms Liu referred to Teacher-Student Debate.

In this form of interaction students disagree with the teacher on an issue of content,

while the teacher defends a position: �oh, sir, why did you say so �cause I have heard

different things � I have different opinion about something� (Turn 3).  By Ms Liu�s

account, such conduct was not in accord with the Confucian model of transmitter-

acquirer relations; it was �disrespectful�.  This teacher did not provide a local

interactional or second language account of the Taiwanese students� behaviours.

Rather, she provided a deep-background philosophical account.  By this account, to

engage in debate with the teacher was for students to render themselves �unique� (Turn

3) or different from the norm.  Indeed, such a student would be treated �like something

different� (Turn 5) by the teacher.  Challenging the teacher was quite clearly conduct

that was not in character for students who had been socialised into Confucian

transmitter-acquirer relations.

Ms Liu�s account of the indisposition of Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian

students to Teacher-Student Debate was re-iterated by Ms Zhang, the Mandarin teacher

at the local Buddhist temple.  This occurred when Ms Zhang was asked for a response
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to the mainstream teachers� claims that Chinese students were �respectful� of their

teachers.  Ms Zhang agreed with these claims, stating that �[p]eople always respect the

teacher and we are not supposed to challenge the teacher.  That�s how we were told when

we were young but nowadays it�s a little bit different, but still this kind of concept still

very deep in our mind so we still don�t want to offend our teacher or challenge or

questioning (sic) our teachers� (Interview CA2).

Ms Liu and Ms Zhang constructed �Asian� and �Australian� pedagogic relations from

positions in professional-academic discourse on student-, and teacher-centred pedagogy.

Referring to English language teaching, Ms Liu articulated a professional-academic

discourse of child-centredness: �Ah, it�s not only just teaching language, we also teach

children.�  Ms Zhang made this same distinction when comparing Australian and

Taiwanese education: �In here � most of the educational policy is how to inspire

students.  How do those students feel interested in the subject?  In Taiwan we focus on

how much knowledge we need to put in students� brain, and how much we should teach

them� (Interview CM5).

The form of pedagogic relation by which Ms Liu and Ms Zhang distinguished

Taiwanese and Australian pedagogic contexts was mentioned repeatedly, and

positively, by this study�s participants, be they the geography teachers or other school

community members.  Ms Watson, one of the geography teachers, spoke of �content-

bound� teaching �that has gone out� in Australia, but persists in Chinese societies

(Interview CO25).  Ms Macara, the other geography teacher, assumed a similar position:

�what you�re trying to do is get something happening here rather than just something

that they can maybe learn off by rote or whatever � I�m challenging them all the time to

think and to apply� (Interview CO23).

Ms Anderson, the Chinese LOTE, mathematics and social science teacher, spoke

positively of �student-centred� teaching when distinguishing the pedagogy of social

science in Australian schools from that of mathematics.  Ms Green, the HOD of the

Intensive Language Unit at Daybreak SHS, made the same distinction between

mathematics and social science.  Similarly, Ms Margaret Smith, the English HOD at

Daybreak SHS and exemplary exponent of the school�s cultural equity policies, contrasted
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the capacity of the traditional mainstream subject of English to promote thinking with the

didacticism of critical pedagogic versions of the subject informed by postcolonial theory

and other radical approaches: �I absolutely believe and so do my, all my English

teachers that I have currently now, we absolutely believe that these children are worth

giving the best to � if you don�t � it�s like �we�re the teachers up here and you�re the

kids� � but no, we believe the kids are worth the best � each kid is going to get the

best in terms of thinking skills� (Interview CO17).

It is clear that the participants� talk on the pedagogic relation in Australian and Asian

contexts was generally constructed from positions within professional-academic

discourse on �thinking� and �child-centred� pedagogy.  In other words, the participants

positioned themselves as transmitters of particular versions of mainstream English,

social science, English language studies, and music.  Many of the study�s participants

assumed positive positions within professional-academic discourses on student-centred

�thinking� and �child-centredness�, were they geography teachers or others in the school

community with an interest in the education of Taiwanese students; were they of Anglo-

Australian or Chinese origin.

There were, however, two dissenting positions.  These were taken up by Ms Edwina

Chan, the Mandarin teacher at one of Daybreak SHS�s feeder primary schools; and Ms

Wong, the former bilingual teacher, voluntary aide at Lanmana Intensive Language

School, and extracurricular Mandarin teacher at a school neighbouring Daybreak SHS.

These two participants directly or indirectly criticised the pedagogic relation in

Australian schools, and advocated the modification of the relation.  Their position is

illustrated through Extract 6.18.  The extract was taken from an interview with Ms

Chan.  In the course of an extended response to a question about her educational

experience in Australia, Ms Chan criticised mainstream teachers for their disinterest in

the language problems of Chinese students.  She then reported the criticism of ESL

teachers that was in circulation amongst the Chinese teacher-aides in her primary

school:
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Extract 6.18 (Interview CA3)

  1 Ms Chan: � when they compare, when the teacher assistant they
compare about these things, currently these three ((ESL))
teachers very good, they really doing a lot of teaching and
help the students.  And the last few years there, there were
some ESL teachers they not really doing the teaching.  They
doing a lot of projects, project, project, project.  Right, they
may be, they may be doing a very grand project, but they
wouldn�t help the student to learn the language.  They would
not identify the problem and help them to fix (   ).  And they
might like to do something, show people, these three
teachers�

At the core of Ms Chan�s criticism of the pedagogic relation between ESL teachers and

Chinese students was a distinction between �teaching� and �projects�.  This is the

binary central to the discourse that produced the other participants� statements about

�content-bound� and �student-centred� instruction; about making �the best in

thinking� available to all; about the difference between �teaching language� and

�teach[ing] children�.  However, where the other participants overtly valued one side

of this binary, Ms Chan valued the other.  In the talk of the other participants strong

framing of the instructional text was constructed in pejorative terms (e.g., �content-

bound�) or constructed implicitly as the negative of the favoured form of pedagogic

relation.  In Ms Chan�s talk, in contrast, it was the �projects� of child-centred pedagogy

that were overtly constructed as the negative of �teaching�: �projects, project, project,

project � they may be doing a very grand project, but they wouldn�t help the student to

learn the language�.  Ms Chan thus invoked limited English language acquisition as a

contradiction to the professional-academic discourse on child-centredness that was

invoked repeatedly in the school community.  In taking up this position Ms Chan

authorised her claims by constructing herself as a representative of a faction within the

school community that was interested in the education of Taiwanese and other Chinese,

Asian and ESL students.  This, it will be recalled from Chapters Two and Four, is a

common way of legitimating knowledge in postcolonial and other contemporary

socially transformative projects of the political left.

It should be noted that, in criticising ESL methodology, Ms Chan did not contrast

pedagogy in the countries of origin of the Chinese students with pedagogy in Australia.

Rather, she pointed to the existence of �good� teachers in Australia and others; of those
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who were �really doing the teaching� and those who were not.  This view was not

shared by Ms Wong, the other dissenting interviewee.  She construed content-centred

pedagogy as �Chinese� and the alternative as (implicitly) �Australian� or Western�.

Thus, where Ms Chan suggested that ESL teachers should learn from their �good�

Australian colleagues, Ms Wong suggested that Australian teachers should experiment

with the �Chinese� pedagogic relation: �bring some of these strategies into the

Australian classroom and see if we can balance them a little bit and whether we can

truly find some, say take the good from both sides� (Interview CM2).  In either case, the

debate concerned contradictions to the child-centred model of the pedagogic relation

that was widely advocated in the school community.  The focus was on the strength of

teacher control that was conducive to learning.

Discussion: reluctant speakers

In their interviews the school community members constructed the reluctance of

Taiwanese students to speak during student questioning dialogue, and other less

teacher-directed forms of dialogue including Teacher-Student Debate.  Such reluctance

was a key theme of the teachers� accounts analysed in the investigation of Research

Question Three, although in that case the concern was with more teacher-directed

dialogic and monologic spoken activities.  Analysis of the interview accounts indicated

that the community members constructed the reluctant speech of Taiwanese students

from a cluster of professional-academic positions that were at various points similar to,

and different from, those of the geography teachers.

Like the geography teachers, the school community members imputed the reluctant

speech of Taiwanese and other Chinese or Asian students to English language

proficiency.  But where the geography teachers constructed that impediment from a

position in ESL-aware discourse, the community members constructed it from positions

in language teachers� professional-academic discourses on functional-systemic

linguistics and the communicative approach to second language learning that were

prominent in Australian ESL forums.  Some accounts were also produced from a

contesting position in discourse on bilingual teaching.  These accounts constituted a

counter-instance in the data corpus because they resisted the significance of the

category, �reluctant speaker�.  It is also noteworthy that despite the contestations
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amongst themselves, the language teachers� positions were all specialised linguistic

alternatives to the ESL-aware positions of the geography teachers.

Unlike the geography teachers, the school community members also constructed the

reluctant speech of Taiwanese and other Chinese or Asian students from positions in

culture-aware professional-academic discourses on Confucian pedagogy and the

logistics of school culture in Chinese societies.  These discourses were concerned with

the progressive/traditional split between �student-centredness� and �teacher-

centredness�; between �thinking� and �rote� learning.  The community members usually,

but not always, assumed progressive positions within these discourses.  Dissenting

positions were taken up, however, by two school community members.  These positions

were constructed with cognisance of the contradictions presented by the prior

socialisation of Chinese students for reasons of either local interactional logistics or

culture.

Dependent Seatworkers

In the first section of this chapter it was shown that in constructing Taiwanese, and

other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students as reluctant Seatworkers the geography teachers

sometimes spoke from positions within ESL-aware professional-academic discourses;

and sometimes, from positions within culture-aware discourses on Asian

conscientiousness.  However these two types of discourse were not overtly related one

to the other.  This was not the case with the community members� accounts.  A main

finding of this study was that some of the community members related professional-

academic discourses on English language proficiency to culture-aware discourses on the

conscientiousness of Asian students.  Moreover, some of the community members

explicitly or implicitly challenged the psychological and sociological discourses which

the geography teachers related to the culture-aware discourses to explain the lack of

conscientiousness of some Taiwanese, Chinese or Asian students.  In what follows these

findings are illustrated.

There was substantial agreement amongst the community members that Asian students

were more conscientious than others.  Seven of the community members made explicit

statements to this effect.  They included Ms Zhang and Ms Wong, language teachers
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who provided some of the accounts of impediments to Taiwanese students� participation

in spoken activities that were analysed earlier.  They also included Ms Chan (a migrant

teacher from Hong Kong who taught Chinese LOTE at a Daybreak SHS feeder primary

school), Mr Peter Lee (a migrant teacher from Taiwan who was the principal of the

Mandarin School at the local Buddhist temple), Ms Green (HOD, Daybreak SHS

Intensive Language Unit), Ms Smith (English HOD, Daybreak SHS) and Ms Elizabeth

Jones (English and social science teacher, Daybreak SHS).  Moreover, Ms Chan and Ms

Green explicitly spoke as representatives of a fraction of the school community that

constructed Taiwanese and other Chinese or Asian students as more conscientious than

others, namely primary and secondary school mainstream teachers who had worked

with these students.

Extract 6.19 is illustrative of the positions adopted by school community members

within professional-academic discourse on Asian conscientiousness.  The extract was

taken from an interview with Ms Green, the HOD of the Daybreak SHS Intensive

Language Unit.  Ms Green spoke in response to a question about the impact that the

arrival of the Taiwanese students at Daybreak SHS in the early 1990s had on

mainstream teachers:

Extract 6.19 (Interview CA13)

  1 Ms Green: � actually the Chinese kids sold themselves because they
were such hard workers.  They had a very strong educational
ethos.  They were here to do well and the teachers loved that.
They weren�t behaviour problems.

  2 Researcher: That�d be quite exciting, wouldn�t it?
  3 Ms Green: Oh, they said it was wonderful and in the end they say, �have

you got any more for me�?

Like many of the school community members, Ms Green labelled the Chinese students

at Daybreak SHS as �hard workers�; in her case, distinguishing this category from

�behaviour problems�.  As hard workers, Chinese students personified, �wonderfully�,

the attributes inherent in the model of the acquirer central to the regulatory discourses

created by the mainstream teachers.  Earlier in this chapter it was indicated that this was

the position also of the geography teachers.  However, Ms Watson�s comments about an

Eastern European migrant who was as successful as the �good� Chinese students but
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�wasn�t good, though� suggest that she took up a negative version of this position.

Overt conscientiousness was clearly a violation of the social conduct, character and

manner expected of students.  From the review of literature in Chapter Two it will be

recalled that the discourse on Asian conscientiousness in general, and the positive and

negative positions within that discourse in particular, are commonly taken up by

educators concerned with Chinese students, Taiwanese students in Australia included.

Although there was general agreement about the conscientiousness of Asian students,

some of the community members, like the geography teachers, explicitly spoke of the

deviation of some, if not all, Asian students from this conduct, character or manner.

This is illustrated in Extract 6.20.  The extract was taken from an interview with Ms

Liu.  In her interview Ms Liu was asked about the validity of the negative position

within the discourse on Asian conscientiousness, from which some mainstream teachers

had commented that Chinese students ��  just work, work, work.  They study, study,

study�.  This question followed Ms Liu�s comments about the passive Confucian

pedagogic relations of Taiwanese schools.  In responding to the question Ms Liu

suggested that the conscientiousness of Asian students was somewhat illusory, and

explained the reasons behind the illusion:

Extract 6.20 (Interview CO40)

  1 Ms Liu: No that�s understandable, �cause yeah, the, maybe that�s
because they don�t talk very much in the classroom and the
teacher has found it�s difficult to communicate with the
children.  That�s because the language problem.  That�s why
the children don�t talk very much.

  2 Researcher: So, it�s not just respect and being passive?
  3 Ms Liu: Not as much as, no, not like that.  Mmm, I�m just trying to

think about the situation you know, in the classroom.  No, I
think, when I taught Chinese at Daybreak SHS, all the Chinese,
you know, native speakers, I mean Chinese native speakers,
take these subjects.  It�s very interesting because they could
take advantage from that, �I don�t have to study anything�, you
know, and they could ((get a grade of)) VHA.  And I found the
Taiwanese students, the big group there, they talk a lot because
they got partners to talk, they got people who understand, who
are very similar to themselves.  But in a normal class, English
or social science class, I mean that�s, they haven�t got anyone
to talk to, no peers and yeah, no friends there, that, who they
will like to talk to, mmm.  So, it�s yeah, different. So like in
Chinese class they feel more free.
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In responding to the criticism of Chinese students for being too conscientious, Ms Liu

suggested that the good behaviour of Chinese students in Australian classrooms was not

�Confucian� conduct, character and manner, but an artefact of logistical factors in

Australian schools.  In her account Chinese students were constructed as acquirers who

would �take advantage� of opportunities to chatter in class if these presented themselves.

The presence of friends in Chinese LOTE classes, and the possibility of earning an

outstanding grade effortlessly, represented such an opportunity.  The claim here is that it is

only under certain logistical conditions that Chinese students� display, to the point of a

problem, the attributes of the acquirer modelled in the regulatory discourse of teachers of

mainstream subjects.

Ms Zhang took a similar position to Ms Liu.  She suggested that the conscientiousness of

Taiwanese students was conditional on the pedagogic relation established by the teacher

in Australian schools.  Throughout her interviews she repeatedly expressed concern over a

dilemma pertaining to the professional-academic discourse on student-centred teaching.

She located herself within this discourse, but suggested that the Taiwanese students whom

she knew from the Buddhist temple were disadvantaged by the relatively weakly

controlled pedagogic relation at Daybreak SHS and other Australian state schools:

�sometimes I feel the way of teaching in Australia is quite good but sometimes I feel

many of the students are disadvantaged because teacher, they don�t push students, and

they won�t demand much� (Interview CM5).  Citing her experience as a Taiwanese

teacher, Ms Zhang categorised Taiwanese students with �Australian� students as

fundamentally passive.  This is illustrated in Extract 6.21.  The extract was taken from

an interview during which the researcher asked Ms Zhang to elaborate on a claim she

had made about the �passivity� of Taiwanese students.  In interpreting this claim, it

should be noted that �passivity� did not refer in the interview to students� specific

instructional behaviours (e.g., behaviour in weakly framed �progressive� activities), but

to their general social conduct, character and manner:
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Extract 6.21 (Interview CM5)

  1 Ms Zhang: � they ((Taiwanese students)) are passive also, but because
teachers ((in Taiwan)) push more, demanding more, teacher
demands a lot � Almost every day have a test for, for the
former lessons, so, you need to, you need to study by yourself,
otherwise you cannot pass.  And if you got a very low score or
low marks, teacher will beat you, or will treat you very, or will
punish you in many different ways and that makes student
frightened.  So most of the students, they don�t dare to just
leave it, they always tried to study a little, so, even they are
passive like Australian students.

During a joint interview with Mr Peter Lee, the principal of the Taiwan-sponsored

Mandarin school at the local Buddhist temple, Ms Zhang indicated that there was

disagreement between herself and Mr Lee on her characterisation of state schools.  Mr

Lee agreed with Ms Zhang�s account of the problems of the pedagogic relation in

Australian schools, but disagreed with her claims that this relation was specific to state

schools.  Mr Lee indicated that he had sent his children to a state school in the Daybreak

area and that one of them was now undertaking a PhD in an ivy league U.S. university.

Ms Zhang indicated that she had chosen private schooling for her still primary-aged

children.  Mr Lee emphasised the importance of family interest in children�s schooling as

a condition of the conscientiousness of Taiwanese students, whereas Ms Zhang expressed

concern for Taiwanese children whose families did not fulfil this role adequately.  What

matters for the present analysis is that both community members, like Ms Liu, did not take

the conscientiousness of Taiwanese students for granted, but constructed it as conditional.

The positions taken by Ms Liu, Ms Zhang and Mr Lee in professional-academic

discourse on Asian conscientiousness were similar to that assumed by Ms Watson, the

geography teacher.  As was stated earlier in this chapter Ms Watson invoked a

psychological discourse on the universal human laziness of children to explain the

dependent Seatwork of the two Chinese boys in her class.  Like Ms Zhang and Mr Lee,

Ms Watson stated that such students were only conscientious if they were subject to

overt teacher regulation.  Like both of these community members and Ms Liu, Ms

Watson constructed the conscientiousness of Asian students as conditional: �That�s

that, that, that sort of child though too, you know, I�m sure the Georges and Matts of

this world are available overseas in their own countries but they�re probably sitting

(quiet) and good, mightn�t do anything but, they might also have a nervous breakdown
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too� (Interview CO25).  In contrast, Ms Anderson, the Chinese LOTE, social science and

mathematics teacher who had undertaken most of her education in Australia after

migrating from Hong Kong, constructed an overtly oppositional account of the reluctant

Seatwork of Taiwanese students.  In Extract 6.22 this position is illustrated.

Extract 6.22 was taken from Ms Anderson�s response to a question about the

implementation of cultural equity policies at Daybreak SHS.  Explicitly speaking as a

Chinese person, Ms Anderson indicated that cultural identity was not as important as

some thought in explaining the characteristics of students.  Nonetheless, she saw value in

the cultural equity policies because of mainstream teachers� ignorance about the problems

arising from the limited English language proficiency of Taiwanese and other Chinese,

Asian or ESL students:

Extract 6.22 (Interview CO29)

  1 Ms Anderson: I see that if the issues are not being mentioned, nothing has
been done from the Australian teachers (   ), like they�re not
aware, um

  2 Researcher: Mmm, like not changing the handouts ((used in science
subjects to make them more accessible to ESL students as
you suggested earlier)) or?

  3 Ms Anderson: Well they�re not, that�s right, they don�t really understand
certain things, like why kids always say �yes�, you know,
before they say �no�, you know, someone say well, �he said
�yes� before�, you know, �he should understand it because
he never put his hand up to say �no, I don�t understand sir�
and now he�s asking me for extension, that�s just ridiculous,
that�s just laziness� or you know, things like that.

In Ms Anderson�s account it was inadequate attention to the English language needs of

Taiwanese and certain other students that produced the dependent Seatwork of these

students in mainstream classes.  The students� behaviours were thus invoked as a

contradiction to the professional-academic positions of the mainstream teachers on ESL in

the mainstream.  In this account the problem identified was pacing.  Taiwanese students

were unable to complete Seatwork in the allocated time because they were unable to infer

the meanings that were required of them, and/or how those meanings should be made.  To

the extent to which Asian students did not display the attributes of the English-speaking

acquirer modelled in mainstream teachers� instructional discourse, these students deviated

from Asian conscientiousness.  Two other school community members also invoked
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language by way of explanation of some Asian students� lack of striving, only their

concern was with the general social conduct, character and manner of the students rather

than specific instructional behaviours.

Ms Zhang and Ms Wong both accounted for deviation from Asian conscientiousness in

terms of English language proficiency.  Both community members indicated that �good�

Chinese students did not necessarily strive when their English language needs were

inadequately addressed in the pedagogic relation of Australian schooling.  This is evident

in Extract 6.23.  The extract was taken from an interview with Ms Zhang.  In the interview

Ms Zhang was asked to elaborate on a comment she had made about the failure of a

substantial minority of Taiwanese students in Australian schools.  Ms Zhang responded by

describing the case of a Taiwanese boy whom her husband, a high school teacher from

Taiwan, had tutored at the request of a Chinese counsellor in the state education system:

Extract 6.23 (Interview CM6)

  1 Ms Zhang: And my husband feels so sorry for him because he didn�t get
enough help and all the people think he�s hopeless and I just
don�t know if, at the beginning, if this student got enough
support or got enough help, because I think at the beginning it
should be the language problem but at the end it becomes to
be a behaviour problem.  And he was lose his concen-, he
cannot control himself quite well.

Like Ms Zhang, Ms Wong invoked English language impediments to explain students�

deviation from Asian conscientiousness.  However, she indicated that Australian

schooling was effectively too easy for these students because their English proficiency

meant that they did not engage fully with the content of lessons.  This was an account

produced from her position in professional-academic discourse on bilingual education and

her experience teaching extra-curricular Chinese language and literature to Taiwanese and

other Chinese students.  The point of interest for the present analysis is the contrast

between the positions of Ms Zhang and Ms Wong and that of two mainstream teachers

who argued that it was the cognitive demands of Australian schooling that caused the

difficulty for Taiwanese, Chinese, Asian and other ESL students.  As will now be shown,

some members of the school community indicated that the demands of Australian

schooling were too high for these students; and others, that they were too low.
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Where some of the school community members explained the dependent Seatwork of

Taiwanese students by focusing on contradictions to the mainstream teachers�

professional-academic positions on ESL provision, some of the mainstream teachers were

concerned with the cognitive and academic attributes of the students in relation to the

demands of mainstream subjects.  From earlier in this chapter it will be recalled that Ms

Macara invoked a sociological discourse on the disjuncture of pedagogic contexts to

explain the reluctant Seatwork of some Asian students: �I�m inclined to think that with

some of these youngsters when they come into mainstream that it all seems so very

difficult and the tendency is to just tune out� (Interview CO23).  In her interview Ms

Macara went on to explain that it was the thinking demands of her lessons that were the

source of difficulty for Asian students: �what you�re trying to do is get something

happening here rather than just something that they can maybe learn off by rote or

whatever � I�m challenging them all the time to think and to apply� (Interview CO23).

Ms Smith, the English HOD and a teacher nominated by the school administration as an

exemplary exponent of cultural equity policy at Daybreak SHS, took a similar position to

Ms Macara, defending the high level of cognitive demand made of students in Australian

schools in contradistinction to Asian perceptions.  Specifically, Ms Smith noted what she

described as �the shock� of Asian students on discovering that �reports� about the

easiness of Australian schooling in circulation in their home countries were not borne out

in experience: �he�s still going through the shock of finding out how difficulty it is, the

conceptual level� (Interview CO17).  By �conceptual level�, Ms Smith referred to the

demand for students to �think� independently of the teacher, something she contrasted

with �the little empty bowl syndrome� of Asian students who thought it was the

teacher�s task to do the thinking in the classroom.  As will be recalled from the analysis

of the classroom data in Chapter Five, the opportunities for �thinking� were relatively

constrained in the case study lessons for all students, a finding that is compatible with

the findings of over 30 years of classroom talk research.  However, it was argued that

there was a distinction between this strongly framed interaction and the very strongly

framed interaction (with lesser demand for �thinking�) that was distributed to Chinese

students.
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Discussion: dependent Seatworkers

In their interviews the school community members, like the geography teachers,

constructed Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students as �dependent

Seatworkers�.  Moreover, this constructive work was undertaken from positions in

professional-academic discourse on �Asian� conscientiousness as it was by the

geography teachers.  Like the geography teachers also, the community members

explained the Seatwork dependence of the Taiwanese, Chinese and Asian students in

terms of deviation from Asian conscientiousness.  Nonetheless, there were complex

similarities and differences between the accounts of the school community members

and those of the geography teachers.

In the geography teachers� accounts, it was shown earlier, Taiwanese students were

categorised amongst those who did not display the acquirer behaviours modelled in

regulatory discourse.  On the one hand, the students were depicted as lacking the

English language proficiency of the model acquirer; and on the other, as lacking the

conscientiousness of that acquirer, by dint of either personality or transition to an

unfamiliar pedagogic context.  Effectively then, the dependent Seatwork of Taiwanese

students was explained in terms of the linguistic and social exoticism of the students in

ordinary Australian pedagogic conditions.

Deviation from Asian conscientiousness was a main theme of the interviews with the

community members.  It was suggested that conscientiousness was sometimes not

necessary for success given the conceptual level of the work, unlikely given the

linguistic demands, and not required given the progressive relations of teachers and

students in Australian schools.  In these accounts it was Australian pedagogy that was

depicted as problematic, not Taiwanese and other Chinese or Asian students.  From

positions in common psychological discourse on student motivation, the

appropriateness of the model of the subject, the �what� component of specific regulatory

discourse, was challenged by some community members.  In the case of Chinese LOTE

it was stated that the level of content was so low that conscientiousness was not

necessary; and in other subjects, variously so low or high given language issues, that

conscientiousness was unlikely.  From positions in professional-academic discourse on

progressive/traditional pedagogy, the appropriateness of the model of transmitter-
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acquirer relations, the �how� component of specific regulatory discourse, was also

challenged.

It is concluded that the dependent Seatwork of Taiwanese students was explained by

some community members in terms of the experience of ordinary students in

inappropriate pedagogic conditions.  The construction of the students as �reluctant

speakers� and �dependent Seatworkers� was invoked as a source of contradictions to

mainstream teachers� provision for ESL and Chinese students.

Discussion: Research Question Four

The research question addressed in the second section of this chapter was concerned

with the fit of geography teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the participation

of Taiwanese students within broader school community debate over provision for the

students.  Data about spoken activities and Seatwork were analysed to address this

question.  The focus was on the construction of Taiwanese students as �reluctant

speakers� and �dependent Seatworkers� because the geography teachers� accounts of

their provision for these and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students turned on such.

The general finding was that geography teachers and community members alike

constructed Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students� reluctant speech in

terms of the students� failure to personify the acquirer modelled in the specific

regulatory discourse of mainstream lessons, but that this was not the case with Seatwork

dependence.  Like the teachers, however, the community members did not incorporate

Taiwanese students alone into these categories, but also other Chinese and Asian

students.

Although all of the study�s interviewees accounted for the reluctant speech of

Taiwanese students in terms of the students� failure to display the attributes of the

acquirer modelled in the regulatory discourse of mainstream lessons, there were

differences in the professional-academic positions from which these accounts were

produced.  The geography teachers spoke from ESL-aware positions on the capacity of

Taiwanese and certain other students to infer the meanings that were required of them

and to realise these meanings as required.  The community members likewise invoked
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English language proficiency, but did so from a cluster of competing positions within

the specialised professional-academic discourses of language teachers.  Moreover, the

speakers also took up culture-aware positions from which the reluctant speech of

Taiwanese students was explained in terms of the demands of progressive pedagogy.

Anomalous positions on the significance of the category, �reluctant speaker� were

found.  In these cases cognitive academic thinking skills were prioritised over speaking

proficiency in English.  Two interviewees thereby resisted the significance accorded the

category by other members of the school community.  These positions were constructed

in professional-academic discourses on bilingualism that are not in wide circulation in

Australian ESL forums.

With respect to Seatwork, the geography teachers again pointed to the failure of

Taiwanese and certain other students to enact the type of acquiring behaviour modelled

in the specific regulatory discourse of mainstream teachers.  The teachers� accounts of

such were constructed from positions in ESL-aware and culture-aware professional-

academic discourses.  The students were depicted as unable to infer from English-

medium lessons the meanings that were required of them, and the form in which those

meanings were to be made.  In addition, psychological and sociological discourses were

related to a discourse on �Asian� conscientiousness to depict the failure of the students

to display the social conduct, character and manner required. In contrast, Chinese

community members, some of whom were mainstream teachers, constructed dependent

Seatwork from a competing position.  This position made possible statements about the

deviation of students from Asian conscientiousness as an artefact of inappropriate

pedagogic contexts.  These interviewees pointed to contradictions to professional-

academic discourses common amongst mainstream teachers.

In summary, the geography teachers accounted for their provision for Taiwanese and

other Chinese, Asian and ESL students from professional-academic positions that were

challenged by other school community members from competing positions.  In the case

of spoken activities, the struggle of symbolic power inherent in the construction of

students as reluctant speakers was waged from a position of fundamental consensus.

There was agreement that such students failed to display a desirable model of the
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acquirer.  Debate centred on the construction of that failure: the geography teachers�

accounts of their provision for the students represented one among competing

approaches to such.  Crucially, however, two interviewees challenged the category,

�reluctant speaker�, pointing instead to the failure of the Australian school to give

Taiwanese, Chinese or ESL students anything to talk about.  In the case of Seatwork, in

contrast, the struggle of symbolic power over the construction of students as dependent

Seatworkers was waged from within general disagreement about the desirability of the

�what� of content and the �how� of the teacher-student relation.  The geography

teachers� accounts of their provision for Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and ESL

students represented one of the competing positions on the desirable form of pedagogy.

General Conclusions: Analytic Chapters

The purpose of this chapter was to report findings relating to two of the specific

research questions posed in Chapter One.  One of these questions, Research Question

Three, was concerned with geography teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the

participation of Taiwanese students in mainstream classes.  The other question,

Research Question Four, was concerned with locating the positions of the geography

teachers within broader school community debate over provision for Taiwanese

students.  The gist of the findings was that the geography teachers� accounts of the more

constrained form of pedagogy they were observed to make available to Taiwanese, and

other Chinese and Asian, students in the classroom data analyses reported in Chapter

Five represented positions within a complex arena of contestation.  There was

contestation over the explanation of the failure of the students to display a desirable

form of pedagogic agency in spoken activities.  There was also contestation over what

constituted desirable forms of pedagogy in Seatwork activities.  In these

recontextualising struggles, school community members sometimes pointed to the

construction of Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian or ESL, students as �reluctant

speakers� and �dependent Seatworkers� as evidence of contradictions to the

professional-academic discourses of mainstream teachers.  The implications of these

conclusions are elaborated in the following chapter.

                                                          
1   �Orals� are oral assessment tasks, for example, prepared speeches.
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2  VHA = Very High Achievement � the highest grade awarded in the Queensland school system.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

The study has investigated the adaptation of pedagogy for Taiwanese students in

conditions of cultural diversity and cultural inclusion in mainstream Australian

secondary school classes.  The aim was to show how and why mainstream lessons in

geography were adapted for these students, and further, how and why those adaptations

were accounted for in the terms of debate amongst interested school community

members.  The study was designed to achieve empirical purchase on both classroom

practice for Taiwanese students, and the school community talk that makes assumptions

available for appropriation to practice.

In Chapters Two to Four the study was framed empirically, theoretically and

methodologically.  The literature review of Chapter Two pointed to the supposition

made by researchers interested in �the Chinese learner�, that so-called �Chinese�

characteristics might be produced within the contingencies of classroom communication

in Western, as in Chinese, educational institutions.  From the literature review it was

concluded that the theoretical perspective required for the investigation of such a

possibility needed to facilitate description of the pedagogical specificity of classroom

practice and school community talk, with attention to the constitution of cultural

categories of students within these contexts.  Accordingly, in Chapter Three a

framework of propositions about lessons and classroom talk was developed by

integrating concepts from Bernsteinian sociology of educational knowledge with tools

from discourse analytic approaches to classroom talk, and re-specifying some of the

substantive concerns of ethnomethodologists in Bernsteinian terms.  Methodological

principles and attendant methods for the production and analysis of relevant classroom

and interview data were derived from this perspective in Chapter Four.  Detailed

analyses of the classroom and interview data sets were presented in Chapters Five and

Six respectively.  The focus was on the categorisation of Taiwanese students as

acquirers, and the forms of teacher-student relation thereby made available to them in

classroom practice or advocated for them in interview talk.
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The present chapter concludes the thesis with a summary and discussion of the study�s

key findings.  Attention is drawn firstly to the findings relating to each of the four

specific research questions posed in Chapter One.  These questions were concerned

with: i) geography teachers� efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese students

in Year 10 classes; ii) the impediments to classroom participation addressed in these

efforts; iii) the teachers� accounts of their adaptive efforts; and iv) the fit of those

accounts within broader school community debate over education for the students.

Attention is then drawn to the significance of the study theoretically and

methodologically, and for policymakers and practitioners.  This is followed by a

discussion of the study�s limitations, and of directions for future research.  The chapter

concludes with a reflection on the study�s timeliness, given the social and political

tensions around the diversification of the Australian population and the implementation

of policies of inclusion.

The Findings of the Study

Two of the study�s four research questions were directed at the classroom data set.  The

aim was to document and explicate the ways that classroom practice was actually

adapted for Taiwanese students.  The interest was in the supposition, made in the

literature on �the Chinese learner�, that students might be socialised into so-called

�Chinese� characteristics within the contingencies of classroom interaction in Western

societies, as in Chinese societies.  The questions were:

• How do teachers promote the participation of Taiwanese students in mainstream
geography lessons?

• What do lessons in geography indicate about the impediments to Taiwanese
students� participation in mainstream classes?

The second set of questions was directed at the interview data set.  The aim was to

document and explicate school community talk about the adaptation of classroom

practice for Taiwanese students.  The focus was on the professional-academic debates

within which geography teachers and other school community members interested in

the education of Taiwanese students constructed these students as acquirers.  These

debates are of interest because they make models of Taiwanese students as acquirers,

and of transmitter-acquirer relations for these students, available for appropriation to

classroom practice.  The questions were as follows:
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• How do teachers describe and explain their efforts to promote the participation of
Taiwanese students in mainstream geography lessons?

• How do geography teachers� descriptions and explanations of their efforts to
promote the classroom participation of Taiwanese students fit within broader school
community debates over provision for the students?

The fundamental finding of the study was that Taiwanese and other Chinese, Asian and

ESL students were effectively described as �reluctant speakers� and �dependent

Seatworkers� in both classroom practice and school community talk.  In practice,

transmitter control of instruction was strengthened for these two categories of acquirer

within communicative contingencies including the extensive use of English-medium

dialogic activities both as activities in their own right, and by way of Seatwork

preparation.  In school community talk, those descriptions were constructed from

complexly collaborative and competitive professional-academic positions.  One set of

positions centred on the desirability of a model of the acquirer as dialogic participant;

the other, on the desirability of certain models of content (the �what� of pedagogy) and

of teacher control (the �how� of pedagogy).  A summary of the specific findings of the

study is now presented.

Geography Lessons for Taiwanese Students

Promoting participation

The pursuit of Research Question One generated findings about the adaptation of

geography lessons for Taiwanese, amongst other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students.  In

investigating this question �adaptation� was understood in terms of variations in

instruction that enabled these students to fulfil the communicative obligations made of

members of whole class acquiring parties.  Accordingly, the aim was to document and

explicate how teachers varied particular activities so that these students might fulfil their

communicative obligations.  Detailed analyses of every activity in the classroom data

set produced sub-sets of findings pertaining to two classes of activity, namely the

primarily spoken activities of dialogue, and the independent phase of the primarily non-

spoken activity of Seatwork.  On the basis of these findings several conclusions are

warranted:
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• More constrained and teacher-directed variants of activities were directed at

Taiwanese, amongst other Chinese and Asian, students as members of sub-

categories of whole class acquiring parties.  This enabled these and certain other

students to fulfil the communicative obligations made of members of whole class

acquiring parties to dialogic and Seatwork activities.

• Dialogic expectations were only occasionally adjusted for Taiwanese and other

Chinese and Asian students.  No adaptation was evident in the many instances

where Triadic Dialogue was used to introduce and develop lesson content.

Adaptation was evident in only two types of dialogue, namely Triadic Dialogue

Reviews of testable content and True Content Dialogue about Taiwan.  In the first of

these activities Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students were expected to

display content they were supposed to have learned for an upcoming test; in the

second, they were expected to introduce into the lesson content to which they

supposedly had special access.  During the moment-by-moment enactment of these

two activities framing was strengthened, enabling these students to take up the

position of spokesperson on behalf of the whole class acquiring party.  The

strengthening of the classification of acquirers inherent in this adaptation of

pedagogy turned on the effective categorisation of the students as �reluctant

speakers�.

ο During Triadic Dialogue Review students were evidently expected to have

acquired particular content and to display that content through explicitly defined

action.  Moves such as Nomination were used to strengthen the framing of the

pacing of content and of criteria for Taiwanese students as �Chinese�, �Asian

males�, and �boys�, thereby strengthening the classification of the already

strongly classified social order of transmitter and multi-person acquiring party that

characterises whole class dialogue.

ο During True Content Dialogue, it was the selection and sequencing of content

that was framed more strongly for a Taiwanese student, requiring the student to

introduce particular content into the lesson in a particular order.  This

strengthening of framing was achieved through teacher questioning moves that

employed the most constrained form of elicitation.  As it was only the
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Taiwanese student for whom framing was so strengthened, the classification of

the already strongly classified social order of transmitter and multi-person

acquiring party was strengthened further.

• In contrast to dialogic activities, the independent phases of Seatwork activities were

routinely adjusted for Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students.  The

students were given particularly explicit instructions as to what to do and what to

write.  In the moment-by-moment enactment of those activities framing was

strengthened when transmitters permitted these students to copy or provided them

with particularised repeats.  The strengthening of the classification of acquirers

inherent in this adaptation turned on the effective categorisation of Taiwanese, and

other Chinese and Asian, students as �dependent Seatworkers�.

ο Chinese students were explicitly directed to copy, with the result that the

selection, sequencing, pacing and evaluative criteria were constrained by the

worksheet answers written by the students from whom they were expected to

copy.  As this strengthening of framing was directed only at Chinese students, it

represented a strengthening of the classification of the already strongly classified

social order of transmitter and multi-person acquiring party that is inherent in

whole class activities.

ο During particularised repeats the framing of pacing was strengthened, as was the

framing of the selection, sequencing, and evaluative criteria.  Students were told

exactly what to write and to write it �now�.  As these adaptations were directed

only at Asian students, they represented a strengthening of the classification of

the already strongly classified social order of transmitter and multi-person

acquiring party that is inherent in whole class activity.

• In summary, the geography teachers� efforts to promote Taiwanese students�

classroom participation were evident in the distribution of more strongly framed

expectations to them as members of sub-categories of whole class acquiring parties to

dialogic activities, and more frequently, Seatwork activities.  These relatively strongly

framed variations of instruction were not specialised for Taiwanese students, but
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made available to them and other Chinese, Asian and ESL students who were

constructed as part of the same sub-categories of acquirer.

In more general terms the findings pertaining to the first research question indicate that

Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students were effectively categorised as

�reluctant speakers� and �dependent Seatworkers�.  The strength of the boundaries

demarcating these categories and other categories of students in the case study classes

was strong.  The categories, �reluctant speakers� and �dependent Seatworkers� were

some of the categories of agents that constituted the regulatory component of the

pedagogic discourse that was realised in classroom practice in the lessons.  In

Bernsteinian theory, the formation of these categories constitutes an exercise of

symbolic power at the micro-level of classroom interaction.  Crucially for this study,

this exercise of power was shown to be contingent upon classroom interaction.  The

symbolic categories formed in such interaction were constructed by the

recontextualisation of the teachers� judgements of the students� dispositions to the

communicative demands of both dialogic activities and the independent phase of

Seatwork activities.  Power relations constituting an hierarchical organisation of

acquirers, that is, acquirers who were �independent� as opposed to �dependent�

Seatworkers, were thus relayed in the pedagogic practice.  This, it was indicated, was a

mechanism for socialisation into so-called �Chinese� learner characteristics of silence in

dialogue and dependence on the teacher.

Impediments to Participation

The pursuit of Research Question Two generated findings about the impediments to

classroom participation addressed by the geography teachers when adapting lessons for

Taiwanese students.  In investigating this question, �impediments to participation� were

understood as the student dispositions to which adaptations were explicitly oriented.

Accordingly, the aim was to document and explicate the dispositions targeted by the

teachers as they assisted Taiwanese students to fulfil their communicative obligations

within particular activities.  Detailed analyses of all the data pertaining to these

adaptations generated few findings about the impediments to Taiwanese students�

participation in dialogue, but this was not the case with independent Seatwork.  This is

consistent with the finding, reported above, that Seatwork was routinely adapted for
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Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students whereas dialogue was not.  On the

basis of these findings, the following conclusions are warranted:

• When adapting activities for Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students, the

geography teachers routinely and overtly oriented to dispositions that impeded the

students� fulfilment of the communicative obligations made of members of whole

class acquiring parties in Seatwork.  These impediments were constructed in True

Checking Dialogue.  There was only one instance where an impediment to

participation in dialogue was constructed.  That occurred when a teacher used the

preparatory moves of Triadic Dialogue to explain her rationale for adapting the

activity in a particular way for a Taiwanese student.

ο Analysis of the True Checking Dialogue directed at Taiwanese students

indicated that the geography teachers oriented to impediments to the students�

disposition to infer both the thematic meanings that were required of them, and

the form of interaction by which those meanings were to be realised.  These

checks were directed not only at Taiwanese students, but also at other Chinese,

Asian and ESL students.  English language proficiency was nominated as an

impediment to the inference of expectations.

ο In the one instance in which impediments to a Taiwanese student�s participation

in dialogue were made explicit, the teacher oriented not to the student�s

disposition to infer the meanings that were required of her, or the form of these,

but to her disposition to actually enact these meanings in the required form (i.e.,

to �shout�).  No reason for this impediment was apparent.

• In summary, Taiwanese students� dispositions to infer expectations from classroom

discourse were routinely and overtly constructed as impediments to their classroom

participation in dialogue and attributed to English language proficiency.  In the one

instance where impediments to dialogue were constructed, there was evidence that it

was the student�s disposition to enact the interaction by which the required

meanings were to be realised, rather than to infer either the required meanings or

interaction.  These impediments to participation were not peculiar to Taiwanese

students, but were also constructed for other Chinese, Asian and ESL students.
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In more general terms, the findings relating to the second research question indicate that

the exercise of power at the micro-level of classroom interaction which resulted in the

categorisation of Taiwanese students as �reluctant speakers� and �dependent

Seatworkers� turned on judgements of the students� dispositions to infer recognition and

realisation rules and to enact these.  These impediments to classroom participation were

sometimes attributed to English language proficiency.  In practice then, English

proficiency was used to account for the stronger framing which, it was noted above,

constituted a mechanism for socialisation into so-called �Chinese� dispositions to silence

in dialogue and dependence on the teacher in Seatwork.

Community talk about lessons for Taiwanese students

Teachers� accounts

The pursuit of Research Question Three generated findings about the geography

teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the classroom participation of Taiwanese

students.  In investigating this question, accounts were understood in terms of the

teachers� models of the students as acquirers, and of the pedagogic relations thereby

appropriate for them.  The aim was to document and explicate the way that the teachers

labelled the students and described their relations with them.  Detailed analysis of the

relevant interview data generated findings pertaining to the teachers� accounts of their

efforts to promote the participation of Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and ESL,

students in both dialogic and Seatwork activities.  On the basis of these findings, the

following conclusions are warranted:

• The geography teachers accounted for more constrained and teacher-directed

variants of instruction for Taiwanese students as members of sub-categories of

whole class acquiring parties, and for the whole class because of the presence of

these students.  They did this by labelling the students as �reluctant speakers� and

�dependent Seatworkers�, labels explained variously by invoking the students�

English language proficiency and their deviation from so-called �Asian�

conscientiousness.

ο The geography teachers labelled Taiwanese students as �reluctant speakers� in

relation to True Content Dialogue.  This label was constructed from an ESL-

aware professional-academic position that facilitated statements about English
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language impediments to specific interactive moves and to spoken discourse in

English in general.  This labelling worked to account for the more constrained

and teacher-directed forms of dialogue made available to these students as

members of sub-groups that included other Chinese, Asian and ESL students.

ο The geography teachers labelled Taiwanese students as �dependent

Seatworkers�.  Speaking from ESL-aware positions, the teachers attributed the

Seatwork dependence of the students to English-language impediments to the

inference of expectations.  Speaking from culture-aware positions, the teachers

also attributed the Seatwork dependence of the students to a general social

disposition not to strive that was construed as a deviation from �Asian�

conscientiousness. This labelling worked variously to account for the more

constrained and teacher-directed forms of Seatwork made available to these

students as members of sub-groups that included other Chinese, Asian and ESL

students, in addition to similarly constrained and directed Seatwork activities

made available to the whole class because of the presence of these students.

• In summary, the geography teachers accounted for their efforts to promote the

participation of Taiwanese students in dialogue and Seatwork by modelling the

students� linguistic and social indispositions to these activities on the one hand, and

subsequently, the necessity of more constrained teacher-student relations for them

on the other.

In more general terms, the findings relating to the third research question show the

regulative discourse within which the more strongly controlled instructional discourse

advocated for Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students in the case study

teachers� accounts was embedded.  The regulatory discourse produced through this

exercise of symbolic power in the pedagogic recontextualising arena entailed two

categories of acquirer.  One of these was �reluctant speaker�; and the other, �dependent

Seatworker�.  In the accounts a more overtly controlled pedagogic relation � a

mechanism for socialisation into so-called �Chinese� dispositions � was legitimated.

These categories, and with them, that mechanism, were distributed to Taiwanese and

other Chinese, Asian and ESL students on the basis of judgements about their English

language proficiency and general social characteristics.
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Positions in school community debate

The pursuit of Research Question Four generated findings about the fit of the geography

teachers� accounts of their efforts to promote the classroom participation of Taiwanese

students within broader school community debate over education for these students.  In

investigating this question the �fit� of the teachers� accounts within the broader debate

was understood in terms of the contestation of professional-academic positions.  The

aim was therefore to document and explicate the relations between the positions from

which the geography teachers and other school community members spoke in their

accounts of �who should get what� pedagogically.  Detailed analysis of the relevant

interview data generated findings pertaining to Taiwanese students� dispositions to both

dialogue and Seatwork.  On the basis of these findings, the following conclusions are

warranted:

• The school community members, like the geography teachers, labelled Taiwanese,

amongst other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students as �reluctant speakers� and

�dependent Seatworkers� in their accounts of pedagogy for these students.

However, these categories were not constructed from the same professional-

academic positions as those of the geography teachers.  Rather, they were

constructed from competing professional-academic discourses pertaining to the

education of Taiwanese, Chinese, Asian and ESL students.

• In describing the dialogic dispositions of Taiwanese, amongst other Chinese, Asian

and ESL, students, some of the school community members spoke from different

professional-academic discourses on English language impediments to participation

than those of the geography teachers; and from culture-aware positions not taken up

by the geography teachers.

ο Some of the school community members, like the geography teachers,

constructed the reluctant speech of Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and

ESL, students from within professional-academic discourses on English

language proficiency.  These were the discourses of language teachers, and

hence, facilitated precise statements about the students� linguistic development

as was not the case with the geography teachers who spoke from a more general
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ESL-aware position on the implications of limited English language proficiency

in mainstream classroom interaction.

ο In two anomalous cases, interviewees resisted the significance of the category,

�reluctant speaker�.  These interviewees were positioned within professional-

academic discourses on bilingualism that are not in wide circulation in

Australian ESL forums.  From these positions the interviewees prioritised the

cognitive academic development of students over dialogic proficiency in

English.

ο Unlike the geography teachers, some of the school community members also

attributed the reluctant speech of Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian,

students to their socialisation into silence in teacher-student relations in any

language.  These claims were made from within culture-aware professional-

academic discourses on the logistics of crowded Chinese classrooms and the

values of Confucian culture.  The progressive/traditional binary was operative in

the community members� talk with some, but not all, of these participants taking

up progressive positions favouring student-centredness and �thinking� over

teacher-centredness and �rote� learning.

• In attributing the reluctant Seatwork of Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian,

students to their deviation from �Asian� conscientiousness, the community members,

like the geography teachers, spoke from positions within culture-aware professional-

academic discourses that were implicated in considerable debate within the school

community.

ο Unlike the geography teachers, some of the community members did not

attribute Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian, students� deviation from

Asian conscientiousness to their failure to personify the acquirer modelled in

regulatory discourse, by dint of either personality or transition to an unfamiliar

pedagogic context.  Rather, the community members suggested that the

academic level and language demands of Australian pedagogy were such that

conscientiousness was sometimes not necessary, and sometimes unlikely.  These

were challenges to the �what� of Australian pedagogy.  In these cases the
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characteristics of Chinese students were nominated as contradictions to common

mainstream professional-academic discourses.

ο From positions in professional-academic discourses on progressive/traditional

pedagogy, the appropriateness of the model of transmitter-acquirer relations in

the specific regulatory discourse of Australian pedagogy was also challenged by

some of the community members.  These were challenges to the �how� of

Australian pedagogy.  Once again, the characteristics of Chinese students were

nominated as contradictions to common professional-academic discourses.

• In summary, the analyses indicated that while there was agreement between the

geography teachers and other school community members over the categorisation of

Taiwanese, and other Chinese, Asian and ESL, students as reluctant speakers and

dependent Seatworkers, the professional-academic positions from which these

student sub-categories were constructed differed considerably.  The desirability of

so-called �Chinese� dispositions to learning, and claims about whether impediments

to participation should be located in either the students themselves or Australian

contexts of pedagogy, were the key issues of professional-academic dispute.  The

implications of this finding are discussed in the next section of this chapter when

attention is drawn to the professional significance of the study.

In general terms, the findings relating to the fourth research question indicate the

recontextualising struggles amongst teachers and other Daybreak SHS community

members interested in the regulation of instruction for Taiwanese students.  In

exercising what Bernstein described as �symbolic power� to construct Taiwanese and

other Chinese, Asian and ESL students as reluctant speakers and dependent

Seatworkers, this study�s interviewees spoke from sometimes opposing positions within

the same professional-academic discourses on impediments to the students�

participation in classroom lessons.  Moreover, they recontextualised an array of

alternative and sometimes competing professional-academic discourses and/or positions

within these.  This finding is cause for consideration.

To elaborate, practice cannot be simply read off talk and vice versa.  However, when

categories are recontextualised between practice and talk, as evidenced in this study, the
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positions taken up by classroom recontextualisers in professional-academic debates

have serious implications for the differential distribution of socially desirable symbolic

resources.  In this case, these implications relate to the provision of a more constrained

and teacher-directed form of pedagogy for Taiwanese, and other Chinese and Asian,

students.  The geography teachers not only enacted this form of pedagogy, but

accounted for it from particular contested professional-academic positions within school

community debate over provision for them.  This issue is among those addressed in the

following discussion of the significance of this study�s findings.

Significance of the Study

The study�s significance derives not only from the findings summarised above, but also

from the review of literature and the theoretical and methodological work that was

undertaken.  A brief description of the theoretical, methodological, policy and

professional dimensions of this significance is now provided, elaborating claims made

in Chapter One.

Theoretical significance
The significance of this study arises from insights into the theoretical perspective itself,

and further, about theorising the adaptation of pedagogy for students of distinctive

linguistic and cultural groups.  In Chapter One it was stated that the study can be

situated within research that tests and refines the highly formal propositions of

Bernsteinian sociology of educational knowledge and derived models of various

empirical objects.  The study�s contribution in this regard stems from its further

refinement of the Bernsteinian model of classroom practice developed by Pedro (1981)

and Daniels (1988).  In Chapter Three it was shown how that model was rendered more

delicate and dynamic for this study�s empirical purpose of describing moment-by-

moment classroom interaction.  Specifically, the organisational unit (the categorisation

of agents) was specified in terms of the transmitting and acquiring �parties� to discourse.

Derived from a substantive concern of ethnomethodological researchers, this innovation

facilitated the ascription of more delicate and dynamic internal classification values than

had been possible in the original model.  Similarly, the pedagogic unit (the relations of

transmitter and acquirer) was specified in terms of activities and their constitutive

moves and acts.  Through the integration of these analytic tools it was possible to

ascribe internal framing values more delicately and dynamically than previously.  The
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usefulness of the Bernsteinian model of classroom practice was thereby confirmed and

strengthened.  Such contributions are of significance given the expressed need for

further empirical testing of the Bernsteinian models (Bernstein 1996; Moss & Erben

2000).

At the same time, the study is of significance for theorists concerned with classroom

talk.  What is notable about some of the discourse analytic theories integrated to the

Bernsteinian framework in Chapter Two is their rather free-floating notions of �control�.

The relation between teacher and student in classroom talk, as described in Edwards and

Westgate (1994) is assumed to be one of control, and the strength of control is assumed

to vary.  However, there is no concept such as �framing� for ascribing different control

values in a precise fashion.  Moreover, while very delicate descriptions of control are

possible, there is no clear specification of the larger process of transmission and

acquisition that is enacted at the most micro of levels.  This has been identified as a

major limitation of some theories of classroom talk (Hasan 2000).  By integrating the

tools for analysing classroom talk with Bernsteinian theory this limitation was redressed

� as indeed that same move redressed the inadequate delicacy of the Bernsteinian model

for the empirical purposes of this study.  Although in many ways differing both

theoretically and analytically, this contribution parallels that of Christie (1999b) who

also extended the analytic capacity of the Bernsteinian framework.  However, where

this study took the direction of greater delicacy within the lesson, Christie (1999b) took

the opposite direction, providing a framework for investigating the curriculum cycle, a

succession of lessons leading towards individual display of skills and knowledge from

an ethical position established in group activity.

The significance of this study resides also in insights about theorising the adaptation of

pedagogy for students of distinctive linguistic and cultural groups.  The study�s

Bernsteinian perspective differs fundamentally from sociological/cultural studies

approaches that emerged from an intensive theory-building effort of the 1990s.  That

theoretical project was prompted by the increasing flow of migrants, international

students and various offshore clients through educational institutions in Australia and

other Western nations.  In Chapter Two it was shown that those approaches did not

facilitate theoretical description of the peculiarly pedagogical dimensions of classroom

practice and talk about such.  Those empirical objects were, however, within the
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purview of the Bernsteinian framework of the present study.  In the terms thereby made

available, it is suggested that theorisation of the adaptation of pedagogy for particular

linguistic or cultural groups should:

• acknowledge that adaptations of pedagogic practice, and talk about such, both and

together entail the categorisation of students and particular teacher-student relations

within the communicative contingencies peculiar to the classroom or school

community debates; and

• view the transmission and acquisition of particular knowledge within the

institutional conditions of the school as the particularly pedagogic contingencies of

classroom communication, and the need to account for oneself persuasively within

contending professional-academic positions as the particularly pedagogic

contingencies of communication in the school community.

In short, when considering the adaptation of pedagogy in conditions of cultural diversity

the challenge is to provide terms for rendering into theory explicitly pedagogical

empirical objects.  This study�s theoretical framework illustrates how extant

Bernsteinian sociology of educational knowledge can be refined toward that end.

Methodological significance

This study makes two contributions to research.  On the one hand, the Bernsteinian

theoretical framework of the study renders certain empirical objects investigable; on the

other, the analytic method of the study serves as an illustrative example of the way that

Bernsteinian principles for the legitimation of knowledge can be realised in the conduct

of empirical research.

Firstly, the study�s theoretical capacity to generate descriptions of the particularity of

classroom practice for ethnic minority students, and talk about such, as pedagogical

practice and talk, broadens the range of investigable empirical objects considerably.  In

Chapter Two it was indicated that some postcolonial, sociological, cultural studies and

other theories are focused on the �essentialism� and other features of the way in which

the participants in research studies describe others.  The limitation of this approach, it

was stated, was that it does not give purchase on the practical purposes for which

participants make these characterisations in a particular context.  There is a lack of
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attention to the way that particular characterisations are constituted within the

institutionally specific interactive contingencies of the context.  To redress this

limitation, as was necessary given the purposes of this study, Bernsteinian theory on the

structuring of classroom interaction as pedagogic practice was refined as described in

the previous section.  This made it possible to analyse, with a high degree of delicacy,

the interactive construction of categories of acquirer in the micro-context of the

classroom.  As a result, it was possible to investigate the hypothesis, drawn from the

literature on �the Chinese learner� that so-called Chinese dispositions to learning might

be constructed in interaction with Western teachers.  The study�s methodological

significance thus arises partly from its rendering of this, and similar problems of the

interactive construction of cultural identity in pedagogic practice, investigable.

In Chapter Two it was also argued that postcolonial theories focused on the politics of

speaking positions do not make it possible to describe: i) the pedagogical particularity

of the structuring of discursive positions in school community debates; and ii) the

relation between the categories of acquirer that are established in these debates, and

those that are made available to students in classroom practice.  To redress these

limitations, a Bernsteinian approach to the structuring of school community talk in

contesting professional-academic discourses, and the recontextualisation of these to the

classroom, was adopted.  This made it possible to analyse both the complexity of the

discursive contests within which Taiwanese students were categorised in school

community debate, and the relation of some of these categories to classroom practice.

This contributed to this study�s capacity to investigate what could only be hypothesised

in the literature on �the Chinese learner�, namely that teachers� perceptions of the

learning dispositions of Taiwanese students might be implicated in the construction of

these dispositions in the course of their interaction with the students.  The study�s

methodological significance thus arises partly from its rendering of this, and similar

problems, investigable.

Finally, the study is of significance as an illustrative example of Bernsteinian principles

for the legitimation of knowledge.  As has been noted throughout this study, anti-realist

approaches have been in the ascendance in educational research on diversity and

inequity since the mid-1980s.  With these have come debilitating methodological

struggles over speaking rights, and the usurpation of �the right to speak� by members of
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ever-narrower social categories (Maton 2000; R. Moore & Muller 1999; Prain 1997).  In

contrast, theorists working from within the realist tradition of Bernsteinian sociology of

educational knowledge, with its Durkheimian roots, have been developing notions of

languages of description that ground knowledge claims in the rigour with which the

researcher translates between empirical data and theoretical concepts via a set of

analytic categories formulated by induction from the data and deduction from the

concepts (Bernstein 1996; Maton 2000, Dowling 1998).  Like the work of both Maton

(2000) and Dowling (1998), this empirical study explicitly illustrates the application of

this approach to the validation of knowledge claims.

The analytic method of the study exemplified the Bernsteinian principles for

legitimating knowledge claims.  Firstly, a theoretical model of the constitution of

categories of acquirer in classroom practice and the talk of school community members

was formed (L1 or internal language of description).  Analytic categories for translating

between specific concepts of this model and lesson and interview data respectively were

then identified from the literature on classroom talk.  These were variously re-specified

in Bernsteinian terms and integrated into the Bernsteinian framework.  During the

analytic phase of the study, analytic tools relevant to the particularities of the lesson and

interview data that were produced for the study, were selected from this set.

Impressionist readings which yielded ordinary language descriptions of the data sets (L3

or empirical language of description) established the selection guidelines.  The result

was a set of analytic tools that had been constructed through deduction from the

theoretical perspective and induction from the empirical data.  This set of analytic tools

(L2 or external language of description) provided rules for translating between the

empirical and the theoretical that facilitated compliance with Bernsteinian principles for

validating knowledge claims.  In this way the study illustrates the application of the

notion of languages of description that is developing within the Bernsteinian tradition.

The study is therefore of interest to researchers involved in empirically testing recent

theoretical developments in Bernstein�s sociology of knowledge.  It is cause for

consideration also for educational researchers more generally, especially those

concerned with diversity and inequality, who are seeking alternatives to anti-realist

approaches with their debilitating methodological struggles over �the right to speak� for

and about cultural others.
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Policy significance

This study�s policy significance, as previewed in Chapter One, pertains to the dialogic

conditions that need to be in place if teachers are to undertake the daily, practical work

envisioned by the architects of the second wave of equity initiatives.  From Chapter One

it will be recalled that pedagogy is central to the re-envisioning of equity in Queensland

educational policy for distinctive groups of students, for example, affluent Taiwanese

students with many educational advantages, but limited English proficiency.  In

Queensland state education, pedagogy has always been a focus of cultural equity

policies.  From Chapter One it will be recalled that the anti-racist policy formulated in

the early 1990s made all departmental officers accountable for rejecting all forms of

racism, and valuing, affirming and responding to cultural and linguistic diversity in

Australian society through pedagogy, as well as curriculum and school organisation

(DEQ 1996).  Similarly, a standard for culturally inclusive curriculum was developed to

inform, among other things, the planning and reviewing of teaching practices for equity

target group students.  This includes the identification and redress of barriers to

students� opportunities, participation and benefits from schooling (DEQ 1995b).  With

the second wave of policy, the focus has been shifted very sharply onto pedagogy.

The responsibility for developing pedagogic forms that �work�, with distinctive groups

of students rests with teachers in dialogue with fellow teachers, school administrators,

teacher educators, pre-service teachers and others, including interested school

community members.  Discussion, sharing and mentoring are advocated to enable

teachers to �jiggle, adjust, remediate, shape and build � classroom pedagogies to get

quality, educationally, intellectually and socially valuable outcomes� (A. Luke 1999:

12) for students of linguistic and cultural equity target groups.  To achieve this it is

necessary to re-invigorate the pedagogic recontextualising arena; to make available new

ways for teachers and other members of the school community to talk about the �how�

of pedagogy for students of distinctive groups.

A distinction between classroom practice and school community talk was central to the

design of this study.  Talk was not viewed as a window onto that which was hidden in

practice; while practice was not viewed as a simple enactment of talk.  Rather, talk and

practice were theorised within the contingencies peculiar to their production in the

classroom and in school community debate respectively.  Specifically, the interview talk
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of school community members was viewed as accounting work enacted through the

description of particular pedagogic practices, and explanatory categorisations of

Taiwanese students.  Classroom practice was viewed as interaction structured for the

function of the transmission and acquisition of educational knowledge within such

institutional conditions of the school as large classes, the English medium and

assessment pressures.  Moreover, the relation between school community talk and

classroom practice was theorised as one of potential recontextualisation: categories from

talk can be recontextualised into practice and vice versa.

In the discussions, sharing, and mentoring envisioned by Queensland�s second wave

equity policies, the distinction between the categories of practice and of talk needs to be

acknowledged, as does the complex relation between the two.  The contingencies of

practice need to be viewed as something other than �constraints� on what might be done

in an ideal classroom world.  It is necessary to document the implication of these

contingencies in the moment-by-moment construction of the pedagogic relay.  In talk

there needs to be an awareness of the recontextualising struggles within which particular

positions on classroom practice are taken up.  It is necessary to consider how the talk of

participants in educational forums is structured by the need to be persuasive to a

particular audience within institutionally available professional-academic discourses

with particular interests in a given issue.

With respect to the discourses available for appropriation to the pedagogic

recontextualising arena on equity, the findings of this study offer a challenge.  �Equity�,

it was stated above, is to be reconstrued as an object of discourses on classroom

pedagogy.  The call is for a �vocabulary for us to get talking about classroom instruction

again� (A. Luke 1999:5).  The question arises, however, as to what discourses on

pedagogy are available for this reconstructive effort.  The findings of this study�s

interview analyses are instructive in this regard.

From the interview analyses presented in Chapter Seven it is clear that the teachers� and

other school community members� talk about pedagogy for Taiwanese, and other

Chinese, Asian and ESL, students was generally spoken from positions within

contending models of pedagogy, for example, liberal-progressive and traditional

pedagogy.  From these contending positions alternative models were often constructed
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as the negative of the preferred model.  This is unsurprising.  Teachers, like students,

are socialised in ways that make certain choices in the classroom and in forums for talk

probable, and others improbable if not unimaginable.  However, the reinvigoration of

the pedagogic recontextualising arena on equity requires teachers to consider the

improbable and the unimaginable as potentially productive pedagogy for distinctive

groups of students.  For example, as is discussed in the next section of this chapter, this

study�s findings raise concerns about the potentially inequitable outcomes of the

practice of selectively strengthening teacher control of interaction to promote the

participation of ESL students in the spoken activities of the mainstream class.  From

within the professional-academic discourses within which such practice has been

structured, these concerns are perhaps unimaginable or even improbable.  To facilitate

constructive engagement with such concerns, then, equity policymakers need to ensure

that the discourse made available to teacher-recontextualisers provides terms for

describing the structure of the pedagogic relay that are not committed to one or another

pre-emptive assumption about �good� pedagogy.  Such terms will make it possible to

circumvent the psychic defences constructed through socialisation into one or another

professional-academic discourse on �geography teaching�, �ESL teaching� and so forth.

Concepts such as those incorporated into this study�s theoretical-analytic framework are

potentially productive in this regard.

Professional significance

For teachers charged with the responsibility of developing equitable pedagogy for

culturally diverse classes the analyses of the lesson transcripts provided by this study

may be of considerable heuristic value.  From Chapter One it will be recalled that extant

information in circulation amongst teachers is concerned with �first contact�; that is,

with the dispositions into which Asian students have been socialised during their prior

schooling.  The lesson transcripts presented in this thesis, in contrast, show the

socialising conditions set up for Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students by

Australian teachers who were nominated as exemplary exponents of their school�s

cultural equity policy.  As a consequence the transcripts make a suitable starting point

for reflection on the pedagogy that is being constructed in the pursuit of cultural equity.

In particular, the transcripts relate to the pedagogic provision that is made for what

might be considered a �distinctive group� for the purposes of second-wave equity
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policy, namely affluent Taiwanese students with many educational advantages, but

limited English language proficiency.

One of the conclusions of the review of the SAL literature conducted in Chapter Two

was that so-called �Chinese� dispositions to learning might be produced in classroom

pedagogic contexts in the West as in Chinese societies.  The theoretical-analytic

framework expounded in Chapter Three provided terms for investigating this

possibility.  In general terms, the Bernsteinian perspective suggests that the social order

of the school is likely to be gendered, racialised, classed and so forth as it is in other

institutions.  However, the school does not simply reflect or reproduce the macro order,

but constitutes that order at the micro level through the pedagogic contexts established

by recontextualising agents including teachers, students and other interested school

community members.  From Chapter Six, and the summary presented earlier in this

chapter, it is clear that the findings of the classroom data analyses conducted in these

terms supported this hypothesis.  Specifically, it was shown that the case study teachers

rarely expected Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students to speak on behalf of

the whole class, and when they did, they strengthened their control of both the

interactive and thematic dimensions of the students� speech.  In the case of the

independent phase of Seatwork it was shown that the teachers routinely strengthened

their control of both the students� interaction, and the thematic content of what they

wrote.  This evidence about the the more overtly controlled form of pedagogy

distributed to Taiwanese and other Chinese and Asian students is consistent with the

findings reported in the literature on ESL students in mainstream pedagogic contexts.

The empirical evidence of the differential distribution of socially valued symbolic

resources (e.g., active spoken participation in lessons) within the culturally diverse

classes at Daybreak SHS raises important questions for school staff who are accountable

for the implementation or recontextualisation of systemic policies of cultural equity.

Specifically, an understanding of the dynamics by which competences are differentially

distributed to Taiwanese students as a group of affluent migrants with many educational

advantages, but limited English capacity, raises the possibilities for challenging the

construction of the potentially inequitable social order that was documented and

explicated in this study. For teachers interested in promoting the participation of
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Taiwanese and other ethnic and linguistic minority students in mainstream classes the

findings are cause for consideration.  Several questions arise:

• Firstly, what do Taiwanese and certain other students acquire from whole class

spoken discourse?

o What warrants these students� inclusion in an activity with the potential

to socialise them into silence and other dispositions for which they are

commonly criticised by Australian teachers?

o If speech in whole class settings is merely the means and not the object

of these activities, is there an alternative social arrangement by which

content could be transmitted and acquired without the danger of

inadvertent socialisation into dispositions that are not valued in the

Australian school system?

o Similarly, is there an alternative social arrangement by which the

cognitive academic development of ESL students can be prioritised?

• Secondly, what is acquired by Taiwanese and certain other students when they

are effectively given the answers to written Seatwork activities?  What is denied

these students when the social arrangements of the classroom do not allow them

to work in the relatively independent fashion that is demanded of their peers?

• In short, how equitable are the outcomes achieved by Taiwanese and certain

other students when activities are adapted in particular ways to promote their

participation?

These questions represent a challenge to a widespread assumption about �good

practice�, namely that framing should be strengthened to promote participation.  In

Chapter Three it was stated that teachers commonly strengthen framing progressively to

induce participation, especially with low achieving students or students whose cultural

worlds are distant from that of the teacher (Cazden 1988; Mehan 1974; Shuy 1988).

The findings of this study raise the question about the desirability of that option given

the possibility of socialising students into dispositions that are not overtly valued in the

Australian education system.  In short, should the often already strongly teacher-

controlled pedagogy of Australian classrooms be strengthened even further for

Taiwanese and other students who cannot participate readily?
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For teachers attempting to develop equitable pedagogy for culturally diverse classes it

may also be productive to reflect upon the ways in which their assumptions about

particular groups of students, and appropriate pedagogy for them, fit within broader

school community debate over �who� should get �what� and �why�.  As was noted

above, accounts of the dispositions of Asian students tend to focus on the moment of

�first contact�, highlighting the disjuncture between the dispositions into which these

students were socialised prior to migration and the dispositions that are required in

Australian pedagogic contexts.  The evidence made available by the analysis of the

interview accounts produced for this study, in contrast, pertained also to socialisation

within Australian pedagogic contexts.  Moreover, as they were produced by teachers

who were nominated as exemplary exponents of their school�s cultural equity policy,

and other school community members interested in the education of Taiwanese

students, the accounts make a suitable starting point for reflection on talk around the

pursuit of cultural equity.

What was notable in the analyses of accounts presented in Chapter Six and summarised

earlier in this chapter was the range of professional-academic discourses within which

the teachers and other school community members constructed Taiwanese and certain

other students as reluctant speakers and dependent Seatworkers.  In the case of

dispositions to speech, the interviewees� access to specialised professional-academic

discourse on the teaching and learning of language, in addition to their positions in

professional-academic discourse on progressive and traditional pedagogy, seemed to be

implicated in the way in which they accounted for instruction for Taiwanese, and other

Chinese, Asian and ESL, students.  The interviewees� positions on progressive and

traditional pedagogy also seemed to be implicated in the way they accounted for

Seatwork for these students.  For teachers this evidence about the construction of

accounts of who should get what and why within competing professional-academic

discourses is cause for further consideration.  The significant questions here pertain to

the socialisation of teachers themselves into professional-academic identities that make

certain accounts of provision for affluent Taiwanese students with limited English

proficiency probable and others, improbable, if not unimaginable:

• How do teachers� dispositions as language teachers; as progressive or traditional

teachers; as teachers of geography or radical social education, bear on their
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engagement with other, differently socialised school community members

interested in the education of Taiwanese students?

• What are the dilemmas that arise in pedagogy informed by particular

professional-academic positions?  What challenges do these present to those

positions?  How might other professional-academic discourses be related to

these to redress the dilemmas?

• Most crucially, how equitable are the outcomes for members of distinctive

cultural groups when the assumptions of one or another position are

appropriated to practice within the contingencies of the classroom?

• In short, how is equity served when instruction is adapted from particular

positions within the array of professional-academic discourses that constitute the

community of interested talk around classroom practice for ethnic minority

students?

Limitations of the Study

This study was conducted using sub-sets of the data collected for a Large Australian

Research Council project, Constructing Australian Identities through Language and

Literacy in Schools, Communities and Workplaces  (Singh, Garton and Freebody, 1996-

99).  The large project was set up to investigate the equity implications of teachers�

appropriation of specific professional-academic discourses, and the enactment of these

in classroom practice.  Discourses on �the Samoan learner� and �the Chinese learner�

were of particular interest because informal observation suggested that educators in

culturally diverse contexts were positioning themselves in these, sometimes to fulfil

their obligations under cultural equity policies.  The research questions of the large

project were continuously refined to move the object of investigation from macro to

micro dimensions of the constitution of categories of agents, symbolic resources and

institutional spaces through pedagogic discourses and practices.  To facilitate these

investigations, the aim was to synthesise a theoretical-analytic framework drawing on

relevant concepts from Bernsteinian, postcolonial and ethnomethodological approaches.

The present study entailed the selection of sub-sets of interviews and lessons from the

data sets of the large project.  These data focused on the micro level constitution of

categories of agents in one of the case study schools participating in the large project.

The aim was to document and explicate the provision that was made for Taiwanese
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students in classroom practice at the school, and further, to relate this to the contesting

versions of appropriate pedagogy for these students that were constructed in school

community debate.  Sets of audio-taped and transcribed geography lessons, and

interviews with school community members who had training and experience as

teachers, were selected from the larger data set.  To focus on the empirical phenomena

particular to these lessons and interviews, analytic tools drawn from discourse analytic

and ethnomethodological approaches to classroom talk were integrated into a

framework of Bernsteinian concepts on the pedagogic recontextualising arena and the

Bernsteinian model of classroom practice.  This facilitated a very delicate analysis at the

micro level of the classroom.  Given these parameters, key limitations of the study are

as follows:

Firstly, the analysis of the classroom data was focused on similarities and differences in

the forms of teacher-student relation that were directed at Taiwanese students, amongst

others, in culturally diverse classes.  This is evident in one of the earliest of the analytic

questions asked of the data: �How is pedagogy for Taiwanese students similar to, or

different from, that for other students?�  Questions about the differential distribution of

skills and knowledge within classes were an analytic focus of the study because of

conclusions in the classroom talk literature within which the study and the large project

were, in part, located.  In this literature it is concluded that participation in classroom

activities is differentially distributed and concepts such as the multiple layering of

classroom talk (Chapter Three) are available by way of explanation.  It was for this

reason that data production procedures were continually revised in the large project to

make it possible to identify individual students in the classroom data.

However, in the interviews analysed in this study it was suggested that pedagogy for the

whole class was sometimes adapted because of the presence of Taiwanese and other

Asian students.  Specifically, it was stated that there were fewer dialogic activities and

more explicit instruction in class, and that activities that could have been set for

homework were undertaken in class instead.  This raises a cluster of important questions

pertaining to the empirical reality of the claims, and to the characteristics of student,

teacher and curricular content which bear on decisions about when activities are adapted

for particular students and when particular activities are enacted because of the presence
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of those students.  These are not the type of questions that the data sets of this study

were designed to investigate.

A second limitation of the study pertains to data production.  Audio-taping was selected

for the study because transcripts are identified as appropriate data sources in the

classroom talk literature.  Furthermore, it was imperative to protect the confidentiality

of participants as much as possible during a highly volatile period in Australian politics,

namely the round of so-called �race debates� that began in 1996 (Singh 1997b).  Given

concerns about racial violence, researchers assured potential participants that no visual

images would be recorded in the production of the data.  However, audio-taping could

not record all the fine interactional detail of the case study lessons.  The research

questions investigated in the study focused on the distribution of pedagogic interaction

to Taiwanese, among other cohorts of students.  Teachers� decisions to address the

class, subgroups or individuals in their instructional practice were thus key to the

analysis.  Evidence of these decisions was not always clear in the classroom data set

even though considerable attention had been accorded to the problem of ensuring that

interactions involving Taiwanese students would be most readily identifiable.  The

quality of audio-taped data was significantly higher than in the pilot study of the project

because it was possible to identify interactions with Taiwanese students even when

teachers had not used the students� names.  The relative slowness with which the

supplementary fieldnotes could be produced, the fact that the researcher sat behind the

class to minimise intrusiveness, and the high degree of selectiveness necessarily entailed

in the production of the notes, meant nonetheless, that there were still instances where it

was not clear who the teacher was addressing.  Moreover, the use of audio data meant

that non-verbal behaviours, for example, the gestures by which students assisted their

Chinese peers to copy from their work were not available for analysis.

Directions for Further Research

On the basis of this study�s limitations as described above, two directions for further

research can be suggested.  Firstly, research on the adaptations of the pedagogy

distributed to all students as a result of the presence of Taiwanese/Chinese students in

mainstream academic classes would complement the findings of this study.  It would be

productive to investigate the relationship between the presence of Taiwanese/Chinese

students in a particular class and the pedagogy distributed to all students, by comparison
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with that distributed in classes without these students or with cohorts of

Taiwanese/Chinese students with different characteristics (for example, varying levels

of English proficiency or experience in Australian pedagogy).  Moreover, interviews

focused sharply on teachers� reasoning for the relevant decisions at the level of the

curricular unit and the lesson would be required.

Secondly, to enhance the possibility of identifying the students involved in interactions,

the use of video-taping should be considered.  Carefully recorded video tapes should

allow a higher degree of precision than was attained in this study.  In addition, video-

taping would facilitate investigation of a more comprehensive range of interactional

phenomena than was possible in this study.  Gesture, facial expression, movement and

the use of pedagogic instruments (e.g., the teacher�s book �with the answers in�) would

all be available for detailed analysis.  This would render copying and other primarily

non-spoken activities more investigable.

Looking Back; Looking Ahead

During the period in which this study was conducted, race and culture were amongst the

most contentious issues in Australian public life.  This volatility was not peculiar to

Australia.  Citing political struggles over Native Title and Racial Vilification legislation

in Australia during the mid-1990s, Castles (1996) nominated massacres in Rwanda,

ethnic cleansing in Bosnia and urban riots in the U.S., alongside �race debate� in

Australia, as examples of the �racisms of globalisation�.  Castles argued that local

politics was in many places racialised and in crisis because of the immiseration induced

by the restructuring of the globalising economy, in addition to the tensions of race,

culture and identity brought about by the globalisation of culture on the one hand, and

the diversification attendant on intensifying global movement of people on the other.

Within months of Castles� paper appearing, a new and particularly vigorous round of

�race debates� flared on an old Australian theme: the threat of Asian immigration to

Australians and Australian culture.  The so-called �new times� of globalisation were, it

was often noted, turning out to be �interesting times�.  The electoral effects were

profound.  Federal and State Governments were variously bolstered and battered by

significant shifts in public attitudes, agenda and issues related to Asia (and Indigenous

Australia).  In the 1998 election in the state of Queensland where this study was
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conducted, for example, approximately one-quarter of voters gave first preference to

Pauline Hanson�s One Nation Party, with a platform that included an anti-(Asian)

immigration stance and claims that anti-discrimination provisions discriminated against

Anglo-Australians.  While One Nation polled poorly in the subsequent federal election,

and has since splintered amidst legal wrangling and internal revolt, a significant social

legacy remains: it is commonly observed that the tenets of �Hansonism� have now been

woven into the policies of all major political parties.  In official state discourse,

�enmeshment with Asia� has been supplanted by �a new (assertive/aggressive) regional

role for Australia�, and concern with �the victims of racial discrimination� has been

supplanted by pre-occupation with �illegal immigrants�, �people smuggling� and other

new discursive objects.  Crucially for this study, previously unspeakable questions

about the adequacy of �multicultural� discourse on culturally diverse social structures

and interactions have been asked, and not necessarily with atavistic intent.  At the same

time, it is no longer possible to take for granted the inexorability of Australia�s march

from racist past to tolerant future (Ang 1996).

The significance of this study resides in its multifaceted contribution to the

investigation, regulation and enactment of pedagogy in linguistically and culturally

diverse institutional interactions.  Irrespective of the changes in attitudes, agenda and

issues noted above, the fact of cultural diversity remains in Australian institutions.  So

too does accountability to anti-discrimination legislation.  Pedagogues are still expected

to adapt their interactions to the cultural diversity presented by institutional clients.

This study has provided a perspective for asking and investigating relevant questions in

these conditions.

The timeliness of the study pertains to its plausibility as an alternative to theories that do

not focus sharply on the constitution of categories of agents, symbolic resources and

institutional spaces within pedagogic interaction.  During the study some degree of

exasperation was observed amongst teachers over researchers� and policymakers�

preoccupation with their racial attitudes, rather than with the complex of other

pedagogic factors that bear on the provision that is made for students of distinctive

cultural groups.  Like Ang (1996) these teachers observed that their critical questions

about provision for ethnic minority students were �unspeakable� on pain of accusation
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of racism.  In this highly charged political milieu this study offers a productive

alternative.

The study offers terms for considering that which is peculiarly pedagogical about

teachers� work with ethnic minority students; terms for accounting for the constitution

of cultural categories of students in the micro-interactions of classroom pedagogy and

school community talk when that is empirically warranted.  This addresses the criticism

raised by the teachers without losing the capacity to document and explicate issues of

culture, equity and education.  Accordingly, the study is not presented in this thesis as a

souvenir of the recent past; a memorial to a moment in Australian social history now

gone.  It is presented, rather, as a guide for theorising and researching culturally diverse

institutional interactions into the future; and as a source of understandings that can

inform ongoing institutional policy, and professional engagement with diversity in

conditions of formal cultural inclusion.
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APPENDIX A

Semester 2, 1996
Lessons Used for Pilot Purposes

LESSON NO. 1 SCHOOL LESSON TYPE DATE
L2 Blue Hills Year 11 English 20.8.96
L3 Blue Hills Year 10 English 20.8.96
L5 Blue Hills Year 10 English 22.8.96
L9 Blue Hills Year 11 Economics 2.9.96
L11 Blue Hills Year 10 ESL 4.8.96
L7 Fullner Year 12 Applied

Mathematicss
30.8.96

L13 Fullner Year 12 Modern
History

9.9.96

L14 Fullner Year 10 Social
Science

9.9.96

L1 Newell Year 11 English
(bridging)

8.8.96

L4 Newell Year 10 English 23.8.96
L6 Newell Year 10 History 23.8.96
L8 Newell Year 9 English 23.8.96
L10 Gooldoolba Year 8 Special Needs 4.9.96
L12 Gooldoolba Year 10 Music 6.9.96
L15 Gooldoolba Year 10 Mathematics 11.9.96
L16 Gooldoolba Year 10 Mathematics 11.9.96
L17 Gooldoolba Year 12 Secretarial

Skills
11.9.96

Lessons recorded by Sandy Muspratt
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APPENDIX B

Semester 1, 1997
Daybreak Year 12 English Case Study Lessons Used for Pilot Purposes

LESSON RESEARCHER DATE
CO1b Paul Herschell 13.5.97
CO2b Paul Herschell 15.5.97
CO3b Paul Herschell

Annie Ching
16.5.97

CO4b Paul Herschell 20.5.97
CO5b Paul Herschell 21.5.97
CO6b Paul Herschell 22.5.97
CO7b Paul Herschell 23.5.97
CO8b Paul Herschell 28.5.97
CO9b Paul Herschell 29.5.97
CO10b Paul Herschell

Parlo Singh
30.5.97

CO11b Paul Herschell 3.6.97
CO12b Paul Herschell 4.6.97
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APPENDIX C

Collection of Lesson Data and Associated Interviews

LESSON PRE- OR POST-LESSON
INTERVIEW

DATE

Year 9 English (CO15b,c,d) Post (CO15a) 14.10.97
Year 10P Geography (CO19b,c,d)  Lesson 5 Post (CO19b) 21.10.97
Year 10K Geography (CO30a,b,c)  Lesson 1 Pre (CO30d) 21.10.97
Year 9 English (CO31a,b) Written notes provided by

teacher prior to lesson
22.10.97

Year 9 English (CO32a,b,c) Post (CO32d) 28.10.97
Year 10K Geography (CO33a,b,c)  Lesson 2 Post (CO33d) 28.10.97
Year 10P Geography (CO34a,b)  Lesson 6 N/A 29.10.97
Year 10P Geography (CO35a,b,c)  Lesson 7 Post (CO35d) 4.11.97
Year 10K Geography (CO36a,b,c)  Lesson 3 Post (CO36d) 4.11.97
Year 9 English (CO37a,b) N/A 5.11.97
Year 10P Geography (CO38a,b,c)  Lesson 8 Post (CO22a) 11.11.97
Year 10K Geography (CO39a,b,c)  Lesson 4 Post 11.11.97

Data collected by Karen Dooley

Year 10P = Ms Patricia Macara�s class
Year 10K = Ms Kathleen Watson�s class
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APPENDIX F

Collection of Extended Interview Data � participants, researchers and date of interview

INTERVIEWEE INTERVIEWER DATE OF INTERVIEW

Melissa Chen (CM7) Parlo Singh 7.6.96
Lisa Wong (CM1)
                   (CM2)
                   (CM3)
                   (CM4)

Parlo Singh
Parlo Singh
Karen Dooley
Karen Dooley

6.5.97
June 1997
2.7.97
29.97

YaLi Zhang/Peter Lee (CA2) Karen Dooley
Annie Ching

18.5.97

Edwina Chan (CA3) Parlo Singh
Annie Ching

19.5.97

Judith Shannon (CA5) Annie Ching 22.5.97
Shirley Green (CA13) James Garton 17.7.97
Amy Yahp (CA12) Parlo Singh 17.7.97
Ya-Li Zhang (CM5)
                      (CM6)

Karen Dooley
Karen Dooley

21.8.97
5.9.97

Margaret Smith (CO17) Karen Dooley 28.10.97
Elizabeth Jones (CO20) Karen Dooley 6.11.97
Kathleen Watson (CO25) Karen Dooley 14.11.97
Patricia Macara (CO23)
                           (T7)

Karen Dooley
Sandy Muspratt

14.11.97
1.8.96

Deborah Anderson (CO29) Karen Dooley 5.12.97
Andrea Liu (CO40) Karen Dooley 16.6.98
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APPENDIX H

Interview Protocol 1996

24 July, 1996
Large ARC 96: Australian Identities Project Semi-structured interviews
Interview questions prepared by Parlo Singh at the commencement of the study

Questions for Classroom Teachers, Teacher Aides,
Guidance Officers, Specialist Teachers, School Administrators

Background information
These questions focus on issues relating to the language and literacy educational experiences of
Samoan students in Queensland secondary schools.

(1)  Samoan students in Queensland secondary schools
(a)  Do you teach, or have you taught Samoan students?
• which schools?
• what grades?
(b)  Can you tell me about the language and literacy areas that they do well in?
(c)  In which areas do they not achieve good results?
(2)  Language issue
• Do the Samoan students have difficulties with any aspects of English literacy now? (What

kinds of difficulties?)
• In your opinion are there differences between oral and written English language and literacy

in Samoa, the Samoan community in New Zealand, the Samoan community in Australia,
and the practices of the classroom?  (How do you think these differences maybe bridged?)

(3)  Communication with schools
• What forms of involvement have you had with the Samoan community in the area? Can you

tell me about these experiences?
• How often do you talk to Samoan home liaison officers, parents, community elders

(religious leaders) to gain information about the difficulties that Samoan students might be
experiencing in terms of literacy achievement during the course of a year?  What do you see
is the role of home liaison officers?

• When you talk to members of the Samoan community do you find that you get the
necessary information to assist your teaching of Samoan students in the classroom?

• How do you think this communication could be improved?
(4)  Home language & culture
• What aspects of the Samoan home language/culture do you think it is important for

Samoan-Australian students to retain?(Why?)
• Do you believe that the retention of these aspects of language and culture affects the

language and literacy educational experiences of Samoan students in school?
• How do you think the community should assist in retaining and passing these aspects of

language/culture onto Samoan adolescents?
• What role should the school play in this process?
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(5)  Children�s reading
• Can you tell me the list of prescribed textbooks, novels, and topics that are covered in

English and Social Studies curricula in Years 10 and 12?   Are any of these curricula units
or resources developed in consultation with the Samoan home liaison officers, teacher aides,
community members, and/or students?

• Do the Samoan students actively participate in classroom learning?
• The Action Research Curriculum Renewal project at Sanunder aims to develop curriculum

units from the standpoint of the least advantaged.  What does this mean to you in terms of
developing curriculum units for the students in your classroom?

• What do this mean in terms of meeting the educational needs of the Samoan students?
• From attending some of the curriculum renewal meetings and sitting in on classroom

lessons, I get the impression that students often forget to bring their books and writing
materials to class.  Do you find this to be the case?  Which groups of students in particular
forget to bring their materials?  Why?

• I�ve heard some teachers talk about Pacific time or the Samoan way, what do they mean by
that?  What does this mean in terms of student attendance and participation in school work?

(6)  Samoan religion
• Some teachers have suggested that the literacy learning for Samoan students is based on

reading religious texts. Have you found this to be the case in your classroom?
• Do you think that teachers should make use of religious stories, as well as other literature

from the Samoan community to help Samoan students develop their English language and
literacy skills? Do you do this yourself in your classroom, school? How?

(7)  School policies
• Recently schools have attempted to implement cultural equity and anti-racist policies in

order to meet the needs of the changing student population.  I know that Sanunder often has
anti-racism T-Shirt, and art competitions, as well as rallies against racism?  Do you ever get
involved in any of these or other activities?  Do you think these activities address the
problem?

• How has your own classroom practice changed to meet the needs of students?
• Some people suggest that teachers are resistant to change, do you believe that this is the

case generally with teachers in this school?
(8)  Support for Samoan students in school
• Has your school organised English as a Second Language classes for Samoan-students who

experience difficulties with language and literacy? (hours per week?
• withdrawal/ mainstream support?)
• What about the Support-A-Reader program?  And the Computer literacy program �Success

Maker�?
• At one curriculum renewal meeting I heard that about one third of the students at this school

have an average reading age of 10years.  What you say is the reading age of the Samoan
students in your class?  How do you try to help them improve their reading and writing
skills?

(9)  Children�s future careers
• What types of occupations do you think the Samoan students are likely to enter after they

leave school?  Do you think this is what the parents aspire for the children? Do you think
this is what the Samoan students aspire for themselves?

• What role does success at school literacy play in determining students� occupational
achievements after school?

(10)  Perceptions of Samoan children
• Do you think the perceptions that teachers/school administrators hold of Samoan students

affect what and how they teach them?
• What do you think are some of the common perceptions of Samoan-Australian students held

by classroom teachers, specialist teachers, school administrators, other students, other
parents, in schools?

• Where did you obtain your knowledge about Samoan identity and culture?
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• Which books, newspaper articles, television programs referring to Samoan identity do you
use in developing your understanding or knowledge of Samoan students?

• Have your perceptions changed as you communicated with Samoan students, parents,
community members?

• In what ways have they remained unchanged, in what ways have they changed?
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APPENDIX I

Teacher Interviews Used for Pilot Purposes

Second semester, 1996

TEACHER NO. SCHOOL POSITION DATE
T32 Daybreak SHS Art HOD 27.8.96
T33 Daybreak SHS Intensive Language

Unit
27.8.96

T34 Daybreak SHS Intensive Language
Unit

27.8.96

T35 Daybreak SHS English/Social
Science

28.8.96

T36 Daybreak SHS Health/Physical
Education/Computing

28.8.96

T37 Daybreak SHS Home Economics 28.8.96
T38 Daybreak SHS English/Social

Science
28.8.96

T39 Daybreak SHS Science/Mathematics 28.8.96
T40 Daybreak SHS Mathematics 29.8.96
T41 Daybreak SHS English/Social

Science
29.8.96

T42 Daybreak SHS Manual Arts 29.8.96
T43 Daybreak SHS Deputy Principal 29.8.96
T44 Daybreak SHS Principal 29.8.96

Interviews conducted by Sandy Muspratt, Griffith University.
Interview questions prepared by Parlo Singh, Griffith University

First semester, 1997

INTERVIEW NO. TYPE DATE INTERVIEWER
CO1 Pre-lesson 13.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO2 Post-lesson 15.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO3 Post-lesson 16.5.97 Paul Herschell, Annie Ching
CO4 Pre-lesson 20.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO5 Pre-lesson 21.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO6 Post-lesson 22.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO7 Post-lesson 23.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO8 Post-lesson 28.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO9 Post-lesson 25.5.97 Paul Herschell
CO10 Post-lesson 30.5.97 Paul Herschell, Parlo Singh
CO12 Post-lesson 4.6.97 Paul Herschell

Interview questions originally prepared by Parlo Singh, Griffith University.
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APPENDIX J

Sample: Lesson Fieldnotes

p.15/29 Fieldnotes

Taped Patricia Macara�s Year 10 geography.  Had trouble getting the plug into the wall � hence
I missed taping the first few minutes of the lesson.  The lesson started with Patricia giving a
history of the Brisbane area for �those of you who haven�t been here for long�.  It seemed to me
that this was an effort to fill the migrant students in on important historical background needed
for geography.  We discussed this in the interview afterwards.  Chose Xiao-Ping and student 3.3
(see classroom map) for observations (the teacher was unsure of his name, as indeed she was of
several of the newer students).  Xiao-Ping was helping some of the other students (has been in
the class all year) as was student 3.3.  Will prepare interviews for these students for after next
week�s class.

Taped Kathleen Watson�s Year 10 geography.  The students didn�t pay much attention to me.
Will interview the 2 Taiwanese girls, Jenny and Nancy, next week.
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APPENDIX K

Sample: Informal Observations Made in School

p.3/29 Fieldnotes

3/9/97

Event:  Year 10 night for selection of senior subjects
Venue:  The Assembly Hall
Time:  7.30 � 9.45pm

When I first arrived at 7.15pm, I was one of the first there.  Some teachers and a few parents
were there.  At the back of the hall there were some stalls set up with posters and equipment.
These stalls were displays for the subject areas.  The areas were � Home Economics, Science,
Social Science, Manual Arts, English, Drama & Art.

I spoke to the Home Economics HOD, introducing myself.  She explained that she had not
participated in the research because the emphasis had been on the teachers.  She introduced me
to another teacher who had not been involved in the research either.  The HOD indicated that
the school had once thought the Asian students were extremely challenging, but was facing
bigger challenges now with traumatised students from the former Yugoslavia.  When I
mentioned that I recalled reading some of the teachers saying that Asian students did not stay in
catering because the foods were not the foods they wished to prepare (e.g., gateaux), the HOD
told me that the students had to learn to prepare what was required in Australian contexts.

I then saw HOD INTENSIVE LANGUAGE UNIT and she gave me a copy of the assignment
she had completed in the early 1990s during the early days of Taiwanese migration.  She also
gave me some pages to update the strategies employed in the school.  HOD INTENSIVE
LANGUAGE UNIT introduced me to the Principal, but there was little conversation.

I then introduced myself to the ENGLISH HOD.  We chatted generally, with me explaining
why I had taken over from Paul Herschell in data collection and why I was at the night.  We
then sat down and listened to the principal�s address.  At one point in this address ENGLISH
HOD explained to me why enrolments had dropped in one year � the Taiwanese had not done
well on Core Skills the year before, so there were no OP1s.  These students did very well at
university, though.  However, the effect was that the next year there was a dramatic drop in
enrolments.  This has not been repeated.

Approximately half the staff were present at the event.  I estimated that there were about 200
students and parents present.
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APPENDIX O

Transcription Conventions
(Forrest, 1998)

Speakers:
R researcher
CO25 interviewee (pseudonym substituted for code for reporting purposes)
T teacher (in lesson; pseudonym substituted for reporting purposes)
S/name student (in lesson)

Turn-taking:
[words] simultaneous speech
sch- cut-off
= latched turns (without intervening pause between speakers)

Clarity:
words certain transcription
(words) uncertain transcription
(   ) untranscribable
((laughter)) clarifying comment inserted into transcript by researcher
hhhh audible breathing out
mmm non-word sound

Intonation:
WORDS words read aloud
W-O-R-D words spelt aloud
bold stress

Pause:
((pause)) discernible pause (of any length)
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APPENDIX P

Supporting Evidence � Classroom Data Extracts

Evidence drawn from:
• Supplementary Field Notes
• Lesson Transcripts
• Classroom Maps

Key to interpretation of supplementary field note extracts

• The speaker and the addressee were named in the field notes when there were changes of
address that would not be evident on the tape (e.g., when the addressee was changed but the
teacher did not name the student/s in the exchange).

• The teachers� address of the whole class was unmarked in the field notes; and address of
individuals and small groups was marked.  Given the preponderance of whole class grouping
at the school (observed prior to the lesson recordings being made), this decision maximised
the quantity of notes that could be recorded within the real-time constraints of a lesson in
progress.

• Key words from the participants� talk in each turn are noted to facilitate matching between
the field notes and the relevant section of audio-tape.  �Key words� were selected for their
distinctiveness.  That is, the first low incidence words spoken by the speaker were recorded.
This decision was made to maximise the utility of the notes in making unambigous
identifications of speakers.  In activities requiring high incidence words (e.g., questions
eliciting yes/no answers) the first words spoken were recorded.

• T = teacher
• Field notes are reproduced verbatim from the handwritten notes.  For the sake of clarity,

however, the teacher and the student addressee/s are indicated in bold type, and some
additional information from the audio-tapes and the class maps has been added in double
parentheses.
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Extract 5.1 a/b (Lesson 3)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

Transcript immediately preceding extract
Mrs Watson: Students!  Put your pens down please.  For the most part I�m not very impressed

with the quality of homework, that means how well you did it, and the quantity of
homework that was done.  I did expect that everyone would come to class with
something resembling this. ((Holds up Alberto� work)). I actually expected it all
to be in colour.  So, if one student can do it and get it right and many others can do
the drawings and get them right, it�s not my fault that you don�t know how to do
it, it�s you who have not done your homework.  And you had three nights in
which to do it.  Now there are severe penalties for this.  Can anyone remind me
about what they are?  Yes.

Male student: Detention?
Mrs Watson: Oh, how often have you had detention for not doing your homework in

geography?  Come on.
Male student: More homework.
Mrs Watson: That�s right.  And last time it was an essay I think, about 400 words on the topic.
Male student: No, it was 200.
Mrs Watson Well, this time it�ll be 400 words and I will double it every time you annoy me in

this lesson, because this was not a good start.  Beginning of Extract 5.1a/b I had
planned my lesson on the fact that you would finish this.

Supplementary field notes
T to Stacey: have you written
T: don�t keep talking to Ben
T: I did expect (holds up Alberto�s work)
This is the first turn of the section of the transcript immediately preceding Extract 5.1a as
provided above
These are responses given by individuals to Ms Watson�s questions during the segment of the
lesson recorded in Extract 5.1b
Alana development
Robert settlement
Andrew indigenous
Stella impact
Don population
Biljiana town planning

Extract 5.2 (Lesson 7)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

Transcript immediately preceding extract
((Video ends))

Ms Macara: All right.  Well we saw examples there of all of the different land forms that
we�ve been learning about.  You also have heard quite a lot of ideas that have
been tried by people, organisations to manage coastal land forms � to protect
coasts � and you�ve also seen how some of those ideas that people tried in the
past have proven not to be very successful. ((to Ned)) Look, you�re not
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supposed to have those things at school.  ((to whole class)) One of the things
that did come out through that video, of course, was the schemes that have been
tried to protect coastlines from damage are usually very costly and consequently
people and councils have to think very carefully about what they�re going to do
and how they�re going to spend money and try to protect our coastlines.
Another point that was made is that generally speaking areas that lose sand
cannot always guarantee that they're going to get sand back again because we do
not have a great deal of sand being produced by natural forces in our present era.
Most of the sand that we have on our beaches was made or produced through
weathering many, many millions of years ago.  A lot of the sand that was
washed up on to the beaches has in fact gone inland.  It�s dried as dunes and has
been blown inland.  So we are in fact losing sand from our beaches.  We do
know that in many cases a beach will lose its sand from the destructive system
of waves but then the sand won't come back again with constructive waves.
When you take it all into account - all of our beaches and all of the sand that�s
being lost - we are in fact losing more sand from our beaches than we are
gaining them.  So this makes it very very important for people � developers �
who are wanting to may be open up new areas for people to build houses or
blocks of units or whatever.  They have to be very careful in the decisions that
they make so that when they do open up new land for that type of development
they're not going to be putting at risk further areas of our beaches.  Otherwise
we could have in another 50 or 100 years time a situation where you don't have
any sand on beaches at all.  We have to be very careful as to what we do in that
regard.  ((End Tape A.  Class shifts to Room 319.  Begin Tape B))  Some of the
points you already know. Beginning of Extract 5.2 What do we call the sorts of
waves that remove sand from beaches?

Supplementary field notes
T: look, not supposed to have these things (to Ned)
Emma goes out with Mrs Green
Rachel and Ailsa giggling and constant talking
Class goes back to Room 319 TAPE B
Rachel yells �destructive�

Detail from class map
Students sitting in the bay of 16 tables in the middle of the room (to the left and the right of
these tables there were columns of pairs of tables at which East European and Australian-born
students were sitting, some of whom were girls).  All were Asian males:

Keith
XiaoPing George John Hugh
Andrew Jack Chris Edward

The researcher
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Extract 5.3 (Lesson 1)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

Transcript immediately preceding extract
Video:
(being watched
by whole class)

� The coastal dune vegetation is adapted to salty conditions and exhibits
distinctive variations moving away from the beach.  It can be divided into three
groups, primary, secondary and tertiary colonisers.

Ms Watson: Okay.  I think that�s enough.  It�s a nice diagram though, isn�t it?  Okay.  Thank
you.  That�ll do for now.  Okay.  So now you know the beach, the waves and the
dunes.  Let�s give out the booklets.  People who have the blue covered booklet -
quickly.  Just find the section in the booklet that you think that was all about.
Matt, you won�t be there for long if you don�t get on with your work.
Extended social conversation amongst students on Channel 1 and Channel 3 of
the audio-tape.  Topics:
• who has finished their booklet
• video games
• pretending to be DJs with the research microphones
• annoyance at having to work through the booklets which the students

considered they had finished during the excursion.
Ms Watson:
(on Channel 2
of the audio-
tape while the
books are
being
distributed and
at the same
time as the
social chatting
on Channels 1
and 3.  There is
no sound on
Channel 4)

Have you been to the beach much?  Been to the Gold Coast?  Never been to the
Gold Coast, George? ((according to the class map, the students sitting with
George are Matt and Jenny)

This is the first turn of Extract 5.3

Supplementary field notes
T: you understand video � to George � you been to Gold Coast?
Jenny  ((speaks and is spoken to))
Reg beaches in Croatia ((according to the class map, Reg is in the corner of the room diametrically
opposed to the corner where Jenny, Nancy, George and Matt are sitting.  The teacher is drawing
students from the whole room into the dialogue.  Although the the Channel 4 microphone at Reg�s
table is not operating, Reg�s voice is picked up by the other microphones in the room as the social
conversations have died down.))
T: Jenny on other hand
Jenny � small (very soft voice � not audible to class)
T: Jenny also telling me sand at Taiwan
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Extract 5.4 (Lesson 1)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

Transcript immediately preceding extract
Ms Watson: This segment of the lesson follows immediately on from the whole class

�beaches of the world� activity represented in Extract 5.3.
((to whole class)) Well, enough of the beach.  Let�s just have a look at the
beginning of all the booklets please and then we�ll run through and learn it.
Okay page 1.  Look through the booklet.  Beginning. ((Students talk amongst
each other))  Okay people listening please.  Ready.  What we need is ((to
Jenny, Nancy, Matt and George at Table A)) not that page, not that page �
next page please.  It�s actually in the blue book ((to whole class)) okay, now,
when these people left here in the bus they drove down to the Gold Coast and
they went in via where please, Peter?  Peter can talk.

Peter: (   ) (example) (   )
T: No.
Bert: ((whispers)) Sanctuary Cove
Teacher: We�ll have a little more concentration now, please.  I asked you to open your

books at page 5.  Now anyone who�s writing in their booklet on a page other
than on page 5 can spend lunch-time completing whatever task I�m doing now.
Okay.  You were driving, you went to the Gold Coast, now when you got
down there, before you got to the Coast you got to, you went to, what areas did
you go to?

Paul: The areas we went, we went to Sanctuary Cove where there�s plenty of
Male student: Shops.
Peter: Just like plenty of trees, there weren�t many shops.  Oh, there were but
T: Let�s have a look at the map then please if your memory is so vague.
Male student: Yeah.  Vague.
T: All right.  Have a look at your map.   Okay which highway did you take,

Peter?
Paul: Pacific.  Extended duologue between Ms Watson and Peter about where the

class went first on the excursion, namely Sanctuary Cove.
Ms Watson: Okay.  A good observation.  All right.  Now, let�s have a look here then.  The

first thing it asks you is what is meant by the term �ribbon development�.  Now
wait a minute.  The people who went to camp will have these definitions written
down.  Those who haven�t won�t.  So what we need to do is just say the
definition and everyone else can write it down.  Okay.  So tell me Stella.

Stella: Development along the main road or transport route.
Ms Watson: Now, Andrew explain that to us please while people are writing that definition

in there.  What does it mean?  Development along an arterial road or a transport
route?  What does that mean?  Well it�s okay to write the definition down.
Dialogue between Ms Watson and a succession of students ((male and
female)) about why ribbon development occurs along the highway and the
type of enterprises found along the highway.

Male student: Adults only shop
Male student: I�ll say it.
Male student: Over 18 adult shop.
Ms Watson: Okay, shush.  Shush.  Stop please.  This is the point where Extract 5.4 begins.

What I need to do is just ask you to, girls, will you come and sit up here please?
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Supplementary field notes
not that page (to Table A) (( classroom map indicates that Jenny, Nancy, Matt and George were
seated at this table))
When these people left
Peter eg, Samy
Bert whispers �Sanctuary Cove�
Peter Sanctuary Cove
Andrew stuff
All students turn to map
T: going where, your map
Peter putting on development
Stella development along main road or transport route
Andrew explain what
Bert development people can see
Alana attracts more people
Steven I got it, holds up book
Table A ((according to the classroom map, Jenny, Nancy, George and Matt are sitting at this table))
working quietly
This is where Extract 5.4 begins
Alana and Bea shifted to Table A and George to Table D ((according to the classroom map, Kim,
Steven and Michael are sitting at this table)).  Shifts students so access to book.
T: George, best thing you can do
Steven: Mr Andrews� answers
Michael:
Kylie shifted to Table D ((according to the map, this is where George and Michael are now sitting))
What George needs to do is ((teacher�s voice on tape))
Can you just make sure T to Bea
Stella: I didn�t take photos of what we saw
No point in copying � to Rob ((according to the tape, this is the teacher speaking))
Where�s your book � to Daria ((according to the tape, this is the teacher speaking))
T: Ok students, let�s get on with this

(b) Substantiating data for summary of interaction provided (p. 145)
The above transcript and field notes substantiate the summary that is provided in the thesis of the
oral preparatory phase of Seatwork that preceded the independent written phase recorded in
Extract 5.4.

(c)  Substantiating data relating to directions given as students were set more independent work
(p. 147)

Embedding transcript
T: Okay.  I want you actually to put down the examples of amusement parks that you

saw please.
Female Student: What parks?
T: Well just write them in the margin.  Write them.  Dreamworld.  Where else?
Male Student: Fantasia.
T: What else is down there on the way to the coast? ((at this point, Bea seems to have

responded ((Movieworld)) Movieworld, Dreamworld.
Female Student: Wet �n Wild
Female Student: We saw Seaworld.
Female Student: Yeah.  We saw that one.
Peter: Funtasia
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Relevant field notes
Bea: Movieworld
Peter: Funtasia

(d)  Substantiating data relating to discussion of copying between Ms Watson and students
who had participated in the field trip (p. 147)

Embedding transcript
T: Have we finished day 1?
Female
Student:

No.  We've got truckloads.

Bea: Miss (   ) has the same answers to me.  I wasn't copying.
Stella: Yeah.  Everyone�s got the same answers because the teachers told us all.
Male Student: Yeah.  The teachers read the answers out.

Relevant field notes
Bea: Miss, everyone got same answers, I not copying
Stella: Teacher read answers

Extract 5.5 (Lesson 8)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

No additional transcript is provided here to contextualise Extract 5.5 because teacher
directedness to students is clearly evident.  The first line of the following field notes can be
easily matched with the first line of the extract.

T to John, Hugh so people built, dunes being eroded
Amy reading to Rachel
Alex: Miss
T dictating to John
Albert: erosion of
Rachel & Amy talking
Dirk & Alex making obscene gestures out of window
Tony: Miss, we have break?
Alex: Miss, how you say?
Hugh � head on desk

Extract 5.6 (Lesson 8)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

Embedding transcript
XiaoPing and Emma talking

Ms Macara: Lagoons filled in, mangroves destroyed for development.  All right.  Now the last
one that you have there you�ve got (   ) and over here we've got power lines, road (
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) and some houses.  Then you�ve got the headlands and so what is the area starting
to look like?  It�s starting to look like a suburb in a larger city.  So the beach
begins to look like a suburb of a city.  So the things that attracted people to the
area in the first place no longer are visible.   Why people came there in the first
place was because there were no houses, there was no development.  It was
natural; it was beautiful, had plenty of fish, plenty of sand.  Now the development
of all of those things has changed.  The things that attracted people there in the
first place are not there any more.  So they have to start introducing other things
like theme parks and so on.  Okay.  There are other things you could put on there
for example when you have situations where you have people about to bring their
vehicles on to beaches � as this does exist in some places.  That could do a lot of
damage.  Vegetation is destroyed on the dunes and you can have (   ).  You can
also find that you can have canal development and it can be dredged to create a
canal so that people can build on these canals and have access to the sea by boat
but that silts up the waterways, destroys the seagrass and further reduces fish
numbers.  Today you�re going to write a paragraph where you�re going to explain
a little bit about this in a paragraph format by using these pictures as a guide.
Now there�s two activities on the sheet.  Were doing the ones the first (   ) with
me.  All right.  The beginning of Extract 5.6 Have a look at those series of
pictures you can see that they follow a sequence. � ((extended section of teacher
monologue elided))  When you have a look at that series of six pictures who could
put in one sentence what the six pictures depict or show us?  What do they show
us?  What do they depict?

Albert: Erosion

Relevant field notes
T starts straight off talking ((to whole class)).  Are marking homework.  T fills in chart on board.
Joseph: Commercial
XiaoPing: destroyed
Joseph: walls
Tony: take away mangroves
Joseph: fill in lagoons
XiaoPing & Emma talking
Joseph: the city
Chris & Eddie talk through the marking of homework
Albert: erosion

Extract 5.7 (Lesson 3)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

No additional transcript is provided here to contextualise Extract 5.7 because teacher
directedness to students is clearly evident.  The following line of the field notes can be easily
matched with the first line of the extract.

girls ((T)) to Nancy & Jenny

Extract 5.8 (Lesson 3)
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As this extract is an excerpt from Extract 5.1b, teacher directedness to students is substantiable
from the data provided above.

Extract 5.9 (Lesson 1)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

No field notes were written to assist in the identification of students in this section of the
transcript.  Since the participants were using each other�s names in their talk, it was reasonable
to assume that the audio-tape would provide adequate intra-textual context for ascertaining
attention-directedness.

Extract 5.10 (Lesson 2)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

No additional transcript is provided here to contextualise Extract 5.7 because teacher
directedness to students is clearly evident.  The following line of the field notes can be easily
matched with the first line of the extract.

T: Jenny & Nancy know what talking about
T: Jenny you understand
((T:) Fiona

Extract 5.11 (Lesson 8)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

No field notes were written to assist in the identification of students in this section of the
transcript.  Since Ms Macara was using the students� names in her talk, it was reasonable to
expect that the audio-tape would provide adequate intra-textual context for ascertaining
attention-directedness.
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Extract 5.12 (Lesson 3)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

No field notes were written to assist in the identification of students in this section of the
transcript.  Since Ms Watson was using the students� names in her talk, it was reasonable to
expect that the audio-tape would provide adequate intra-textual context for ascertaining
attention-directedness.

Extract 5.13 (Lesson 3)

(a) Attention-directedness of teacher to student/s

Embedding transcript
Ms Macara: Right, year 10s I want to see the key.  I want to see a key on your map.  You should

be starting to build up a key.  Put it down (in the section) about here showing what
it, what the symbols mean.  Key, show the symbols, show what they mean.  Don
keep still. ((to Hugh)) All right, read the sheet I said.

Hugh: (�) five squares.
Ms Macara: All right, now you�ve got to leave four more squares ((student whistling in the

background)) and have five red squares altogether.  Have you got them?

Relevant field notes
Right Yr 10s, I want to see a key ((teacher�s voice on audio-tape))
You not do that Alex some of you ((this comment was not picked up on the audio-tape))
Hard to go on.  There�s too much house. ((This comment was not picked up by the audio-tape,
but it seems to be a student�s observation that there is no room left to put any other buildings on
the map because too many houses were put on earlier))
You�ve got � five to Hugh ((teacher�s voice on audio-tape))
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